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Adventure tourism is one of the fastest growing market segments in the tourism 
industry. However, current work in tourism is notably limited when it comes to 
explaining such popularity. It is suggested that phenomenal growth in the adventurous 
tourism industry is illustrative of some much deeper desires in the prospective traveller 
beyond the acknowledged visual aspects to travel highlighted, for example, by Urry 
(1990). This study takes a much broader stance when looking at the adventure travel 
industry, compared to previous tourism studies, based in the belief that one cannot truly 
separate what one sees from what one feels. 
Symptomatic of the growth in adventure tourism has been the emergence of a 
number of `adventure capitals', locations where a wide range of adventurous activities 
are on offer. The research examines what is arguably the most famous of these 
adventurous destinations, Queenstown in New Zealand. New Zealand has pursued rapid 
growth in its numbers of visitors, and, with such a pristine natural environment, much of 
this has been built on the back of adventurous activity within this natural playground. It 
has recently been estimated that the 1.5 million visitors to New Zealand in 1994 took part 
in over 5 million adventure activities (Greenway, 1996). 
The use of a more embodied conceptualisation of experience carries research in 
adventure tourism beyond the limitations of the visual epistemology that is characterised 
by Urry's gaze. Examination of how adventure activities are performed by participants, 
operators and environments adds dimension to processes of commodification in 
adventure. In particular the work seeks to recognise that adventure tourism is popular 
with all age groups and nationalities. A close study of the embodied nature of the practice 
itself suggests previously uncovered aspects of the tourist experience and seeks to 
problematise existing research on adventure tourism, especially that focused on the place 
of risk in adventure. 
Such study has broader ramifications than solely that of more nuanced tourism 
studies, as the research methods discussed within this thesis will be found of considerable 
use in Geography more generally. It is argued that the consideration of the embodied 
nature of experience has the potential to colour in contextual research, giving a more 
affective, holistic construct of the spaces within and without us. 
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Chapter 1 
The Space of Adventure 
4 
I can remember spending some of'that Saturday in August watching the eight 
cranes in action. The field could have almost been the Somme, as every minute or so the 
hot afternoon was punctuated by the death cries of some unfortunate victim, it really 
sounded like a battle was going on. Whilst before I had seen them 1 had really managed 
to shut the upcoming experience out, now it was all- too real! My friend Neil was hooked 
though, and despite the fact that he had not planned to do so, he now thought he would. 
This was cemented that evening when the giant video screens showed the action up-close, 
and he decided this was something he couldn't not do. Ironically this forced the only 
member of our group who didn't yet have a ticket to buy one- it is funny how peer 
pressure works! 
It seems that the whole adventure experience is characterised by long periods of 
waiting and relative boredom, broken by a few seconds of intense experience. This was 
particularly the case for Tim and I on Sunday, as we had had two days to think about it, 
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seen both our friends do it, and now it was our turn to tread the path to oblivion! I must 
have watched at least a hundred jumps before even Matt and Neil went, so it was 
interesting to see what the general reaction was to the experience. Interestingly it was 
remarkably standard. Following the order of the jumpmaster ('3,2,1, Bungy! ') the leap 
into space was usually accompanied by various expressions of terror, almost so basic 
they could not be written. Some may have been a more expected (rational? ) 
`aaaaarrrggghhh', but, in many cases, it was the involuntary reflex of a scream. For 
females this was a high pitched wail, and for the males it was usually characterised by a 
lower pitched, almost guttural tone. Occasionally jumpers summoned enough co- 
ordination to actually speak, `oh my god! ' or `shhhhhiiiiiitttt! ' being two noted examples, 
and a proportion lost all vocal ability at all. Tim told me of all the cool things he had 
worked out he would say, which completely left him at the top of the crane! Scream 
responses were the majority. In a similar respect the first-dive response of terror was 
paralleled by feelings of euphoria once this was completed. Once the odd sensation of the 
first bounce back was overcome, usually accompanied by silence, the second dive was 
more likely to be accompanied by huge grins and expletives, fuck, fucking hell, oh my 
God, excellent'. In addition the flailing arms and pale faces of the initial jump were 
replaced by trying to look good and get more out of the jump, which involved various 
swan-dive positions, flying poses and photogenic expressions. 
Watching my friends do it was a different experience altogether. These were 
people I knew, and every twitch of the face became a telltale to what they were thinking. 
Tim and I sat by the fence watching them get harnessed-up, and they would look across at 
us giving us a bravado face and two thumbs up, but the real story was betrayed when 
they would look away, sheltering their eyes from the sun, looking upwards at the cage 
dangling above and the next victims response. In addition, their whole experience would 
also govern mine, as they would come down with tales of the jump which I would then 
build into my existing anticipations of the event. In addition the successful completion of 
both their jumps would mean that we would have no recourse-we had to do it. Neil went 
first- he was lighter and had the same strength cable as I would later. He may not have 
looked cool (he jumped as soon as he could to avoid the wait), but he survived and came 
over to us to tell us of his conquest. He did complain of a headache though, and we 
weren't sure if his red tinge was one of sunburn or all the blood running to his head. 
Matt went about five minutes later, and it was a picture when he sat in the small metal 
seat to one side of the cage. Unluckily for him the guy before completely bottled out, and 
he had done a bungy before, which can't have made Matt think to positively about the 
coming experience. He just sat there as the crane hoisted the cage skywards, staring into 
space with the expression of a condemned man. Now Matt isn't exactly dark-skinned, but 
it wasn't the sunblock that made him look so white. The jump itself was textbook, 
however, with a perfect swandive into space, accompanied by the usual expressions of 
fear and euphoria. That was it. 
After queuing to be assigned a crane, Tim and I wandered over to the tent where 
we were to be weighed. Safety-wise the process could not have been better, we filled in 
our forms (`no I won't sue you if I die! ') and after weighing we were marked with our 
weight and the correct rope colour that we would need, hence 64 G was tattooed on the 
back of my palm and we were sent to the third crane, "the one with the orange and green 
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crash mat". These fuelled speculation all weekend, were these overgrown bouncy castles 
really able to stop severe self burial (although with the hard, sun-baked, ground Matt felt 
you were more likely to bounce like a well-inflated basketball), or were they there just to 
make you feel better about the whole experience. To give them credit all of the staff, who 
ordinarily operated the Chelsea bridge bungy in London, had taken a course at the 
university of niceness and making you feel special. Whilst being weighed again, this time 
receiving a red ring of confirmation, the guy who had walked straight out of Point Break 
to make sure I would be okay, made idle chit chat about the weekend and what I had 
done. A check that I had no jewellery, watches or anything in my pockets was followed by 
a climbing harness, and a green bit if nylon that was tucked in the front. Walking over to 
the chairs where we would await destiny I joined Tim, who claimed he had no feelings of 
nerves at all. I assured him that I was making up for us both, when a woman came over 
to bind my ankles in the manner of mass-murderers Tim remarked. She was again super- 
friendly and it seemed like it was a prerequisite that you must be from New Zealand to 
work in the bungy industry, as out of the three people we had been processed by, two 
were from NZ I think she sensed my fear, as she made a real effort to strike up a rapport, 
which was made worse by the fact that my voice had raised an octave and taken on a 
brittle tone, emphasising my fear to myself even further. 
Before we knew it the guy before Tim was on the ground, and Tim hobbled over to 
the cage. I kinda felt sorryfor the guy because none of his mates were around, and he 
paused for a minute or so, as he evidently wanted to tell somebody about his experience, 
and had the verbal diarrhorea that frequently follows such adventurous activity. By this 
time I was numb, and I don't think I can even remember watching Tim, although I hoped 
he treated my cord with care, as I would be using it next (I wonder how many jumps 
bungy cords can do? and hey doesn't sunlight make elastic perish? - hot today isn't it? ). 
Anyway he survived and before long the jumpmaster appeared, opened his gate of doom, 
and shouted across to me `come on then'. As I hopped over, I looked anxiously at the 
caribinas attached to the cage and furtively checked the guy who hooked two more to my 
waist and feet. I now possessed an umbilical cord that I had to rely on as much as I had 
those twenty three short years ago. The guy who hooked me up held out his hand and 
wished me luck `its the last one of this session, so make it a good one, as he pulled out 
the green nylon and confirmed that this was the colour of the cord. The Jumpmaster 
smiled at me and looked over at the crane operator and made a winding motion, as we 
rose into the air. On the way up he lectured me on the correct technique, something about 
thumbs either side of the gate and leaping out, but I was far more concerned with the 
ever-rising cage. I felt we should have stopped about half way, but for some reason we 
seemed to keep going, I was sure it didn't look this high from the ground, and in doing so 
I had made that fatal mistake, I had looked down. I remembered that the others had only 
survived by the fact that they had not done this, but I had, would 1 still be able to do it? 
All these thoughts rushed through my mind, as within seconds the whirr of the 
crane stopped and we were left hanging in space in a shark cage that was far too far out 
of the water. The jumpmaster hooked the cage on to a stability pole, and in movements 
that took seconds but lasted hours whilst rushing by, he opened the gate, beckoned me 
into position and cried 1-2-3-Bungy. I think there was a millisecond before I jumped, I 
wonder if the Jumpmaster notices it, or if it is so quick that even he cannot see it. It was a 
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point of pure focus, of hesitation, but so quick that it is more a spot of analysis, knowing 
that the act was entirely up to you then. I guess if you paused beyond this millisecond you 
would never be able to jump. It was kinda oh he's said all he is going to say, so now its 
up to me, and so I did. The ground comes up awfully fast, 1 was silent for the f first half, 
then remembered 1 was meant to be saying something, so shouted Bungeeeeee! as the 
cord began to slow me down, which was okay, because then everybody at the bottom 
could hear it, including myself. Its something that you forget, and I had since I had done 
a parachute jump two years ago, but my voice completely changes, taking on a deep 
strained tone, and coming from deep within. In fact your whole body seems concentrated 
in your chest, the rest is beyond all feeling, and its that combined stomach in your chest, 
tightness of your heart that I can still feel now, writing the day after. The return bounce is 
quick, and odd, and then you are falling again, but now the euphoria sets in, fucking 
hell' I cried, and I could faintly hear my friends laughing below. Then I felt like I was 
flying, and various arm movements conveyed this, diving, arms outstretched, towards the 
earth and bouncing back up with arms stretched back. 
After four (? ) bounces, 1 wish I could remember, I was close enough on my 
downward bounce to be grabbed by the staff waiting, and hauled over to the small mat, 
'head forward! '. The cage was already following me down. It was all over so quickly, but 
my grin would last the rest of the afternoon. As Matt had informed me, co-ordination was 
difficult afterwards, but I had no other complaints as my shaking hands struggled to retie 
my shoelaces. I thanked my personal team that had enabled me to face oblivion, who 
were busy tucking into their lunch, and weren't really bothered, as I walked proudly over 
to my friends and began the stream of expletives and commentary that lasted the f five 
minutes I had severe talking disorder. My friends enthusiastically joined in, reliving their 
own experiences. Later I would regale friends and family with the tales of my aerial 
prowess, but for then in the warm afternoon sunshine it was a feeling of quiet 
satisfaction, and actually feeling pretty tired from the self-induced stresses of the 
experience. Now I just have to wait until my next encounter with the bungy experience. 
Will the second time be as bad as they say, or will I face it with an experienced air? 
Whatever, 1 know I'll enjoy it in a perverse way, from the initial fear to the satisfied 
conquest, and I guess I'll have to keep doing it, or the next adrenaline fix, wherever that 
may come from. 
(Personal Account, XS98, August 1998) 
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Bungy jumping is just one of a number of increasingly popular physical pursuits 
that may be classified under the umbrella of adventure tourism. Such experiences are 
different, challenging, exploratory, and extremely powerful when compared with other 
tourism experiences, or with everyday lives. If `travel and tourism transform the modem 
and postmodern subject', as Urry (1995: 150) suggests, then such dynamic tourism must 
surely have greater transformative potential than more passive forms. Consequently, 
places of adventure both shape, and are shaped by, the experiences of the participants in 
adventure tourism. 
However, such experiences are ill catered for in present tourism theory. We are 
continually told that tourism today is fundamentally about inauthenticity (MacCannell, 
1976), reliant on hyperreality (Baudrillard, 1983) and categorised by pseudoevents 
(Boorstin, 1961). It is undeniable that adventure has become highly commodified in 
recent times because of the need for individuals to put some back into their lives. 
Nevertheless, to frame such experiences as mere simulation is clearly misrepresentation, 
as may be seen in the preceding passage. The purpose of this thesis is to show that there 
are complex processes at work in the practice of adventure tourism and to highlight the 
inadequacies of existing theoretical approaches in explaining them. 
The Tourist Gaze 
Urry's study of the production and consumption of tourism, the Tourist Gaze is 
notable for its development of tourist studies towards a more critical edge, beyond simply 
descriptive approaches (for example Pearce, 1981). The work carries some important 
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messages about the nature of power relations in tourism and the appropriation of certain 
landscapes for touristic purposes. However, in his introduction to the book Urry contends; 
`This is a book about pleasure, about holidays, tourism and travel, about how and why 
for short periods people leave their normal place of work and residence. It is about 
consuming goods and services which are in some sense unnecessary. They are consumed 
because they supposedly generate pleasurable experiences which are different from those 
typically encountered in everyday life. And yet part of that experience is to gaze upon or 
view a set of different scenes, of landscapes or townscapes which are out of the ordinary. 
In other words we gaze at what we encounter' 
Urry 1990: 1 
Such a proposition would be acceptable if it were truly possible to separate how we see 
from how we feel. However, consideration of the nature of experience must recognise 
that this is impossible. Despite a centuries long endeavour to separate mind and body 
rooted in Cartesian rationality, one must argue that we are perhaps further than ever from 
such a distinction (McCormack, 1999). Furthermore such a project is doomed from the 
outset, for the very nature of our existence relies on a more holistic concept of the self. 
The limitations of Urry's gaze fully to capture the nature of tourist experience may 
be highlighted in an examination of a key site he uses to justify the concept. Urry devotes 
an entire chapter to the processes of gaze construction at Niagara Falls on the 
USA/Canada border. He suggests that the nature of the gaze at the falls has changed over 
time. `In the eighteenth century the falls were an object of intense natural aura; in the 
nineteenth century they functioned as a liminal zone gazed upon and deeply experienced 
by courting couples; and in the later twentieth century they have become another `place' 
to be collected by the immensely mobile visitor for whom the gaze at the falls stands for 
spectacle, sex and commercial development' (1990: 62). However, such a view is 
decidedly partial, and it ignores a multisensual engagement with the site itself. 
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Even the earliest visitors were aware of more than a passive experience of the 
falls. The 1750 account of Pehr Kalm, a disciple of Linnaeus, and thus couched heavily in 
the rational gaze of the enlightenment, has to admit to the experience `making the hairs 
on his neck stand on end' (Lofgren, 1999: 29). Other contemporary accounts refer to 
experiences which evoked `a pleasant shudder', a `quivering rapture' or feeling `as if my 
senses had been given freer reigns' (ibid: 28). The waterfalls `affected all the senses: the 
roaring sound of the falls, the changing colours, the sensation of the cold mist rising from 
the falls, the taste of the fresh water' (ibid: 29, emphasis added). In addition, the falls 
have also been a place long associated with active adventure, something now celebrated 
at the `Daredevil Hall of Fame'; 
"Since 1829, the year Sam Patch jumped from a 70' platform into the Niagara River, 
daredevils, stuntmen, adventurers and risk-takers have been drawn to Niagara Falls. 
Although it is now illegal to stunt on the Niagara River, Niagara Falls has a vast history 
of barrel riders, tightrope walkers, rafters, swimmers, divers ... you name 
it, they've 
most likely done it. Is there any other place on Earth that has such a history of 
adventure? If there is, we would like to know! " 
(Daredevil hall of fame website28/08/01) 
Whilst Urry's categorisation of the place in more recent times as a heavily 
commodified destination is no doubt accurate, his gaze metaphor is further undermined 
by tourist practice at the resort. Take, for example, the Whirlpool jetboat ride, which 
whisks people in a sixty mile-an-hour open jetboat to the face of the falls; 
"As the powerful Jet Boat speeds upriver, making their way into the breathtaking 
stonewalled canyon that is the Niagara Gorge. The anticipation builds as the boats 
splash into the whitewater of Devil's Hole Rapids. 
The ultimate destination is the legendary Whirlpool, just a half-mile below the tumbling 
waters of one of the wonders of the world, the mighty Niagara Falls! 
So gear up, and get ready for an. experience that you will not soon forget..... right here at 
Whirlpool Jet Boat Tours! " 
(Whirlpool Jetboat tours website 28/08/01) 
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A gaze is undoubtedly present in this description of this popular tourist 
experience, but to confine description of this activity to such a single sense would lead to 
a shallow and partial understanding. Tourists will feel the anticipation, the splash of the 
water, the power of the boat and of the mighty falls in this breathtaking experience. As 
such, tourists are encouraged to become actively involved with experiencing the falls up 
close and personal. It is undeniable that `the tourist gaze metaphor seems inappropriate 
here with its rather passive orientation implying little engagement between the tourists 
and the places they visit' (Perkins and Thorns 1998: 32). It is also worth noting that this 
particular example is doubly pertinent to this thesis, as jetboats were designed and 
introduced in New Zealand before being adopted elsewhere. 
Another criticism that may be leveled at Urry's work is that, by positioning the 
idea of a tourist gaze, by default there must therefore be a non-tourist gaze. For Urry, 
`what is sought in a vacation/holiday is an inversion of the everyday' (1990: 11). As has 
been highlighted elsewhere (Poon, 1993, Crick, 1995), and shall be underlined in this 
thesis, such a distinction is problematic at the very least. To suggest that individuals 
somehow switch in and out of different modes of thinking implies a very robotic view of 
human nature. Holiday experiences are undeniably different to those of everyday life, but 
both find context and meaning within each other. As boundaries between the two become 
less and less distinct, the concept of a passive subject becomes all the more difficult to 
justify. 
It is clear, however, that the theoretical problems of the gaze are not just confined 
to tourist studies. It is widely recognised that geography, although certainly not alone in 
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the social sciences, has suffered from a `characteristically visual appropriation of the 
world' (Gregory, 1994: 16). Furthermore, vision is not only dominant in the topics for 
study themselves, as an `ocular epistemology' (Denzin 1997: 34) dominates the very 
techniques used to study them. As a consequence it seems clear that the imposition of this 
rational, scientific gaze from above and below has given, at best, partial understandings 
of our place in the world. The challenge, then, is to move forward, developing more 
sensitive approaches, giving a voice to a more embodied epistemology. With such an 
acknowledgement comes the recognition that there is still so much terrain to explore; 
`That territory is nothing less than the whole of our sensate life together- the business of 
affections and aversions, of how the world strikes the body on its sensory surfaces, of that 
that takes root in the gaze and the guts and all that arises from our most banal, 
biological insertion in the world.. . It is thus the first stirrings of a primitive materialism- 
of the body's long inarticulate rebellion against the tyranny of the theoretical' 
(Eagleton, 1990: 13) 
It is not just within the social sciences that there is a growing recognition of the 
limited scope of an epistemology based on the rigid division of mind and body. Recent 
research in the natural sciences has suggested that the orthodoxy `that there are five 
separate senses that feed into five distinct brain regions preordained to handle one and 
only one sense' may be wrong. Instead it is suggested that `our senses are continuously 
developing and merging so that each one of us has our own private view of the world' 
(New Scientist, 2001: 25). 
Ignoring the Tourist Subject 
Where geography has failed in the past to engage fully with the depth of its spatial 
reach, tourism research may be similarly criticised for failing to situate itself adequately. 
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Much tourism research is still dominated by policy-friendly quantitative studies, often of 
a comparative nature. In a recent review of tourism research that has relevance for the 
study of adventure tourism, Weber (2001: 360) notes that it has `focused mainly on 
preconceived notions of scholars and practitioners', and has, for the most part, failed to 
consider the `individuals' subjective experience of tourism'. Whilst not denying the 
usefulness of such studies for the purposes for which they have been designed, this 
situation has lead to a partial understanding of the tourists themselves. 
As a direct consequence, it is suggested that the majority of `theories of tourism 
have tended towards ethnocentrism, over-generalisation and functionalism' (Edensor, 
2000: 322). The actual tourist subject is conspicuously absent in the majority of tourism 
research. As Ryan (1997: 26) points out, `people are real and possess autonomy... they are 
not prisoners of unconscious drives, nor are they constructs of factors derived from 
empirical factor analytic studies'. Urry's gaze has been criticised as continuing this 
tradition, with commentators suggesting that the theory `disguises the fact that there were 
always a variety of tourist experiences and that people differentially experienced them' 
(Perkins and Thorns 1998: 27). Furthermore, Urry's work is a continuation of the 
ethnocentric tradition of tourism research, with the majority of the book devoted to 
English and English-speaking examples of the tourist gaze in practice. 
Instead, it is clear that tourists themselves are becoming increasingly able to select 
and choose the experiences they want whilst on holiday. They are employing the 
structures of the modern tourism industry, which is increasingly becoming a buyer's 
market due to what Urry (1995: 130) calls the `democratisation of travel', in order to make 
these choices. Ten years ago Kripppendorf (1987: 167) suggested that `we shall 
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increasingly see emancipated tourists.. the search is now going on in the direction of 
continuous sophistication and refinement of recreational needs... a development away 
from the manipulated tourist to an emancipated and independent tourist, a critical 
consumer'. It is undeniable that this is a phenomenon that is well underway, and that it is 
this reflexivity that is shaping the patterns of recent and future tourist practice. 
Building Representation 
Allied to the failure to recognise either the body or the individual in tourist 
research has been a clear emphasis on representation. Recent work, however, has 
highlighted that; 
`Qualitative researchers can no longer directly capture lived experience... Such 
experience, it is argued, is created in the social text written by the researcher. This is the 
representational crisis. It confronts the inescapable problem of representation but does 
so within a framework that makes the direct link between experience and text 
problematic' 
Denzin (1997: 3) 
As Thrift (1999: 300) shows, the building perspective is entrenched in social science, 
whereby it is assumed that humans construct discursive worlds, which form a concrete 
framework of signification. One can only attempt explanation under such an 
understanding once rigid representations are affixed to subjects and objects. However, 
closer inspection reveals that the grids of space and time, that must be static for such an 
approach to be valid, are not neutral at all. Rather, they are fluid and part of these 
constructions. It is thus clear that previous approaches have entirely neglected `the ways 
in which space and time are practiced as embodied and involved activity' (1999: 302). 
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Beyond the Gaze 
In order to move beyond the limitations of the gaze, a multisensory appreciation 
of the nature of experience must be put to use. Indeed, one of the aims of this research is 
to build on new methods for getting beyond the preoccupation with the eye, in the manner 
of Denzin (1997: xix); 
`I attempt to expose the limits of the gaze and the new technologies that have been 
deployed to better capture and reveal reality in its fullest. I assess the part the social 
sciences have played in this project, critiquing the investigative, ethnographic, qualitative 
gaze that the social sciences have used throughout the twentieth century. I call, after 
Martin Jay (1993), for a new epistemology of truth. This is an epistemology that goes 
beyond the ocular-based systems of knowing, emphasising the other senses'. 
Desmond calls for a `more embodied conceptualisation of tourism and of tourists, 
underlining the need for greater specificity in situating acts of tourist consumption within 
the wider frame of the historical relations between specific groups of consumers and the 
places and populations they visit' (1999: xix). This is a clear need, given the tendency for 
the majority of tourist representations to overlook the influence of host community in the 
construction of place, a criticism also leveled at Urry's thesis (see Perkins and Thorns, 
1999). 
A more embodied approach to the study of tourism also allows us to move beyond 
the criticisms, detailed above, of a tourist and a non-tourist mode of thinking. Such a 
recognition permits the acknowledgement that experience is always mediated. In this light 
it becomes clear that tourist performance may be identified as `moments of practice 
(which) offer a refiguring of normal roles that may be played with or played at rather than 
temporarily erased or inverted' (Crouch, 1999: 3). 
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However, it is important to recognise that existing work on the place of the body 
is, in itself, marginal. Using Schillings terminology, Simonsen suggests that the body has 
migrated from what was an `absent presence' to a `present absence' (2000: 9). `While 
there has been a wealth of literature devoted to exploring the particularities of 
embodiment, body regimes and discourses about bodies, the discussion has displayed 
very little attention and a marked ambivalence towards the material body' (Simonsen 
2000: 9). Whilst grounded within the former, this thesis will very much situate itself 
within the vacancy suggested by this observation. The hitherto absent tourist body shall 
be fully interrogated through the examination of how individuals feel whilst engaged in 
adventure tourism. Instead of trying to suppress these emotions, it will be argued that 
attempting to engage with them leads to a fuller understanding of how tourists make 
sense of place. As Widdowfield has shown, `not only are emotions an inevitable and 
unavoidable part of the research process, but writing emotions into research accounts can 
facilitate a better understanding of the work undertaken and forms an important part of 
the process of situating knowledge (2000: 205). 
Reflexivity 
Lash and Urry's (1994) theories of reflexive modernisation are very important for 
understanding the focus of tourists, adding colour to the idea of the tourist subject. 
Reflexive modernisation is a process in which all people are able to monitor and evaluate 
society and its place within the world both historically and geographically. Such a process 
embodies four different stages: 
" reflexivity about the value of different physical and social environments 
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" reflexivity based on aesthetic judgements stemming from proliferation of many forms 
of real and simulated mobility. It is possible that this is the form of reflexive 
modernisation that will increase in the future, as a greater number of tourists are 
opting for the inspiration of the rural in tours. 
" this mobility has enabled cosmopolitanism, which has been a driving force in the 
change of society 
" the social organisation of travel and tourism has facilitated and structured this 
cosmopolitanism. (Lash and Urry, 1994: 256) 
As a result the postmodern tourist is increasingly edging towards the critical reflexive and 
demanding mentality emphasised by Krippendorf (1987), and this is no longer restricted 
by class, as May (1996) has shown. 
What is crucial to this discussion, given such a recognition of reflexivity, is the 
opportunity for difference. As has been highlighted above, room for difference has been 
at best limited by previous accounts of tourism. Allowing theory where individual action 
is given room to act means that `there is theoretical room for contingency... nothing has 
to happen. Nothing is fully determined. At every step of every unfolding event, something 
else might happen' (McCall and Becker 1990: 6). Furthermore, it is vital to recognise that 
it is not just humans that possess agency. Amongst Urry's examples of gazing tourism is 
that of Mount Cook in New Zealand, where Japanese tourists are flown in for a few hours 
to consume the mountain `instantaneously' (1990: 57). However, such an account, firstly, 
ignores the embodied nature of the glacier walks or hair-raising glacier landings in 
skiplanes that many of these tourists choose to do. Secondly it also attempts to hide the 
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fact that weather conditions often militate against this passive consumption of a view of 
the peak. 
Non Representational Theory 
Attempting a definition of a theoretical approach that relies less on representation 
than on communication of what is observed is clearly in itself somewhat of a paradox. 
However, there are some clear advantages that can be highlighted to a study less focused 
on rigid representation. Such an approach takes a greater concern to `develop a theory of 
practice, action and strategy as a `ceaseless flow of conduct' that is embodied, 
intersubjective and situated in context' (Painter, 2000: 248). This promotes a more 
nuanced account that takes greater interest in relational rather than representational 
understandings. Following such an approach reduces the need for academic work to 
become slave to theory. Instead, `theory becomes a practical means of going on rather 
than something concerned with enabling us to see, contemplatively, the supposedly true 
nature of what something is' (Thrift, 1999: 304). 
In reality there is nothing new or surprising here, since is this not where honest 
research should begin? The seemingly inexorable rise of `objective science' seems to 
have belittled the value of grounded observation, with grand theory smoothing over the 
cracks in the project. However, temporary solutions must always remain so, particularly 
when it becomes clear that what may have been treated as a `supposed vessel of objective 
knowledge' actually turns out to be an `active maker of meaning' (Cloke, 2000: 20) after 
all. Given this, `non-constructivist approaches- approaches associated with being and 
doing, participations and performance, with ways of knowing that depend on direct 
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experience more so than reflection, abstraction, translation and representation- offer 
encouragement, if not as yet clear strategies for accessing the world as mediated by 
feeling' (Anderson and Smith 2001: 9). 
Adventure Tourism 
As has already been shown, existing tourism research and theory is, at best, weak 
when it comes to explaining new forms of tourism. What is perhaps not quite so clear, is 
the important contribution that forms like adventure tourism have can make towards a 
broader examination of present society. In part this is the aim of this thesis, but readily 
observable trends set the stage for such a study. First it is clear that adventure itself is 
taking on a higher profile within everyday lives as well as within tourism. As Cater and 
Smith contend, 
`a cursory look at lifestyle magazines, travel brochures, television schedules, 
bestseller lists and Hollywood blockbuster films reveals how themes of adventure have 
become prevalent in our everyday lives. In short there is a growing recognition that 
adventure sells. A consequence of this is that experiences of adventure have emerged as 
increasingly fashionable and desired commodities' (forthcoming: 1) 
Take, for example, the rash of reality-television shows that have emerged during the last 
year. Programmes like Survivor or The Heat Is On are based on finding adventure, facing 
the challenges posed by trying to live without modem conveniences in difficult natural 
environments. The shows are replete with themes of facing ones fears, rising to the 
challenge, and finding an authentic, embodied, more `real' way of life. Of course these 
shows are by definition an adventure as the audience and the participants are fully aware 
that they are of limited duration. 
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In travel more specifically, the growing popularity of both more adventurous 
destinations and more adventurous activities is evidenced by these sectors coming to 
dominate even the broadest of travel fairs, such as the annual Destinations travel show at 
Olympia in London. The existence of more targeted events such as the Daily Telegraph 
Adventure Travel and Sports Show, which attracted over 27,000 visitors in 2001, further 
underlines their importance. Over sixty percent of those attending the show were in 
professional employment, and fifty nine percent were under thirty-five (ATS, 2001). At 
the competing Independent Travellers World polling visitors highlighted that of the 
young professionals group, over a third were looking to engage in adventurous activity on 
their next holiday. In terms of destinations, whilst nineteen percent preferred to travel 
within Western Europe, it is notable that over eighteen percent would rather go to 
Australia or New Zealand (ITW, 2000). 
The consideration of these concepts in the context of adventure tourism leads to the 
following research questions; 
What is the nature of the adventure experience? 
This study aims to get to the heart of the adventure experience through the examination 
of the characteristics of the embodied experience. 
Why does it motivate? 
The growth of the adventure tourism industry is clearly emblematic of a need for 
embodied experience. It is proposed to discover what these motivations are and why they 
are so strong. 
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How does the adventure experience create places of adventure? 
The existence of specific spatial locations for the engagement in adventure must relate to 
the nature of the experience itself, and this needs to be explained. 
How does the concept and memory of adventure manifest itself in everyday life? 
The memories of adventure become figured in the practice of everyday life, and 
symbolise a very specific personality, even if in most cases this is only perceived by 
others. Nevertheless the concept of adventure permeates our `risk society', and is used as 
an empowering tool by both individuals and organisations. 
An Unexplored Terrain? 
It is important to briefly highlight the importance of geography to this study. As 
has already been shown, the nature of tourism as a place-specific but globally influential 
practice has enormous relevance to the study of geography. In this particular study it is 
clear that the emergence of the adventure tourism industry has created very specific 
geographies of place and space. The emergence of destinations which are renowned for 
their `adventurousness' is paralleled by a reorganisation of the geographies of the body in 
the practice of this adventure. The passage, from a narrow geographical `gaze' to a 
broader understanding of the embodied nature of experience, allows us to embrace a 
much deeper form of geography, where we can at least begin to capture the textures, not 
just the maps, of the body of the subject itself. 
'The body is no longer the obstacle that separates thought from itself, 
that which it has to overcome to reach thinking. It is on the contrary 
that which it plunges into, in order to reach the unthought, that is life'. 
(Deleuze, quoted in Doel, 1995: 227) 
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Furthermore, it is not just within the academic realm that deeper 
conceptualisations of the body have the potential to improve the quality of research. As 
Urry himself suggests, effective tourism policy is often hampered by the failure to take 
account of active embodied tourists as part of the picture. For example, rural tourism 
planning frequently contains `a number of problematic assumptions based on 
conceptualising individuals partaking in countryside leisure which produces passive and 
docile bodies' (Mcnaghten and Urry 1993: 268). 
In the following chapter the study shall interrogate the existing literature that is 
pertinent to the discussion at hand. Through an examination of motivation literature, 
concepts such as needs hierarchy, flow and risk are discussed, along with their particular 
contributions to understanding adventurous experience. This will be followed by a 
consideration of how a more embodied conceptualisation of experience has the potential 
to move forward from these rigid explanations of tourist behaviour. One of the principal 
aims of this investigation will be to show how it is felt that, in the main, experiences 
cannot be known. As Crouch suggests `this is not to imply that `doing knowledge' is 
wholly different from learnt, expert knowledge or of knowledge of reading 
representations. It is instead a knowledge that incorporates all of these, and is perhaps 
incoherent, certainly `incomplete' and uneven' (1999: 3). 
Chapter three will put the motivational suggestions of the previous chapter into 
context through a demonstration of the foundations and extent of the global adventure 
tourism industry. A brief history of the term adventure is important, since it highlights 
many present perceptions of the experience. The close relationship between adventure 
travel and adventure tourism is discussed and defined in order to focus the thesis more 
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clearly. However, this is performed with the recognition that adventure tourism `has 
perhaps more fluid boundaries than a single definition could capture' (Weber 2001: 374). 
As the thesis unfolds it will become clear that this is shown as much by the individual 
tourists as it is by the diversity of activities. Furthermore it shall become clear that 
adventure tourism is not confined to certain market segments or just to independent 
travellers (Cater, 2000, Weber, 2001). 
It may initially be unclear as to why the research has focused on such a distinct 
sector of the tourist industry, and one which is at the extreme by its very nature. This will 
be explored in further detail at various points in the discussion, but at the outset it is easy 
to justify. As Urry has shown, `rather than being a trivial subject, tourism is significant in 
its ability to reveal aspects of normal practices which might otherwise remain opaque' 
(1990: 2). In addition, it is widely recognised that the study of extremes can tell us much 
about the centre, for `it is from a place on the margins that one sees most clearly the 
features' (Shields, 1990: 278). Furthermore, increasing popularity of the pursuits involved, 
with many becoming more `mainstream' over time, means that these activities are 
undoubtedly taking on a greater physical significance. It shall also become evident that 
not only are tenets of adventurous experience percolating into the broader tourist 
rationale, many of them have always been key motivators of tourist experience, if under- 
researched ones. 
The sublime nature of adventurous experience is an important justification for 
their close study. As Giblett suggests, following a Kantian line, `the sublime is the means 
by which we become conscious of our superiority over nature within and thus also over 
nature without us' (1992: 148). With discussion of human-nature relationships taking on 
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an unprecedented high profile within the public realm in the early years of the new 
century, study of how tourists make sense of nature through sublime adventurous 
experience becomes a priority. Furthermore, as geographers, we are best equipped to do 
this, for as Winchester (1999) points out, liminal spaces are in fact highly spatial ones. 
Investigation of just such a space takes place in chapter four, where a clear 
discussion of the specificities of development in Queenstown, New Zealand is 
constructed. Queenstown dubs itself `The Adventure Capital of the World', and the 
plethora of adventure activities available in the environs of this small town is staggering. 
The emergence of Queenstown as a tourist resort and the development of adventure 
activities are fully documented within a local, national and global context. It is suggested 
that this approach moves beyond the failures to situate tourist research effectively, and 
attempts to give voice to the processes and politics of the host population in the 
development of a tourist resort. 
A methodology for uncovering the embodied tourist will be suggested in chapter 
five, which details the research process from start to finish. The use of pilot surveys and 
focus group work aided the construction of the semi-structured interviews that were 
utilised in the main body of the research. In addition, the development and 
implementation of alternative research strategies such as ethnographic methods, cognitive 
maps and video will be justified. As Denzin suggests, this multi-pronged research 
methodology is constructed so that; 
`In the moment of performance, these texts have the potential of overcoming the 
biases of an ocular, visual epistemology. They can undo the voyeuristic, gazing 
eye... bringing audiences and performers into a jointly flat and shared field of experience' 
(1997: 94) 
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Particular attention is paid to the experiences of the author in the research process, 
for not only is it recognised that participant observation is an important part of the study, 
the role the researcher plays in cataloguing the participants embodied experiences is also 
vital to consider. As Anderson and Smith point out, `it often seems as if the role of the 
researcher is still to overcome the immediacy of people's corporeal experiences' 
(2001: 9). A more honest approach instead takes account of the fact that `not only does the 
researcher affect the research process but they are themselves affected by the process' 
(Widdowfield 2000: 200). 
Use of a performance ethic is employed in chapter six to examine the staged 
characteristics of the adventure experience. Such a methodology taps into non- 
. representative understandings of doing and being which have been missing in much 
tourism research until now. Performing various roles in public space are the dominant 
way that individuals make sense of their worlds and, especially, of their own bodies. 
Furthermore, these embodied performances shape, and are shaped by, the spaces that they 
inhabit; 
`A postmodern performance aesthetic and evocative epistemology must be developed- an 
aesthetic that goes beyond the already-seen and already-heard. This aesthetic will 
venture into those undefined, taboo spaces in which the unpresentable in the culture is 
felt and made visible, seeking a performance sublime for the postmodern. This means that 
there will be a continual rediscovery of the body; that is, the performance text always 
works out from the body. The body's theatrical presence is a site and pretext for debates 
about representation and gender, about history and postmodern culture, and about 
theory and its vanishing point or referent. ' (Denzin, 1997.93) 
Through examination of the sites, costumes, audiences, guides and relationships that 
surround the adventure experience, these spaces are put into context. 
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An interrogation of the place of nature within the adventurous experience is also 
offered, as it is clear that adventure activities take place in almost exclusively rural 
locations. It is clear that the commodified mountainscapes under investigation are part of 
the long tradition of viewing alpine environments `as scenery filled with all the blessings 
of the sublime' (Lofgren, 1999: 33). It is not a recent phenomenon to consider `this 
bourgeois promoting of the mountains, this old alpine myth that only mountains, gorges, 
defiles and torrents... seem to encourage morality of effort and solitude' (Eagleton 
1990: 74). It is important, however, to recognise the composite and fluid nature of this 
sublimity today, especially given the democratisation of such elite ethics (Bordieu, 1993). 
Although this tradition draws on foundations of romantic notions, particularly British 
poetry of the eighteenth century, it also stretches backwards, revealing an earlier time 
when mountains were places to be feared. As shall be discussed, the relationship appears 
to be far more complicated than may have been supposed by previous accounts, and only 
underlines still further the importance of a methodology which is sensitive to such 
heritage. What is also of note is to consider the role of nature itself as an actor in the 
performance, especially in situations when the unpredictable characteristics of the 
environment emerge, often causing accidents in adventure tourism. 
Utilising a thorough examination of adventurous experience through the 
performance window, the importance of ideas of adult play become distinct. This leads to 
an identification of the adventure playground that emerges in destinations that have as 
well-developed an adventure industry as Queenstown. Whilst not rigid, and certainly 
open to contestation, the confined nature of these adventurous spaces is shown to be a 
feature. 
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Chapter seven attempts to get to the heart of the adventure experience itself. By 
identifying threads of the experience that are common and individual to the activities 
under examination, the embodied nature of adventure tourism is illuminated. The concept 
of space and time as a neutral grid, common in representation, is contested through 
participants' sense of both. In particular, the chapter seeks to problematise the idea of risk 
as suggested in previous accounts, as little evidence of a desire for risk is found amongst 
participants. Instead, it is shown how adventure tourism is about landscapes of fear; 
`It is a mistake to think that human beings always seek stability and order. Anyone who is 
open to experience must recognise that order is transient. Quite apart from the accidents 
of life and the impingement of external forces over which an individual has little control, 
life itself is growth and decay: it is change or it is not life at all. Because change occurs 
and is inevitable, we become anxious. Anxiety drives us to seek security, or, on the 
contrary, adventure- that is, we turn curious. The study of fear is therefore not limited to 
the study of withdrawal and retrenchment; at least implicitly, it also seeks to understand 
growth, daring, and adventure' 
(Tuan, 1979: 10) 
What the adventure tourism industry has managed to do is to commodify this fear, 
providing thrills that satisfy the need for adventure. 
In conclusion, it is clear that the research will attempt to tackle some very 
important issues in contemporary tourism. The study also fits into a perceived lack of 
critical tourism research in New Zealand, as highlighted by Perkins and Gidlow (1991). 
By focusing on the concepts outlined above some interesting and valuable research will 
be disseminated that will aim: 
first to get beyond the contemporary literature's focus on the tourist gaze, by both 
problematising current conceptualisations and attempting to build a comprehensive 
framework for understanding tourists search for embodied experience. This should enable 
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the identification of clear ideas as to what types of embodied experience tourists are 
actually seeking. 
second to critically reappraise current definitions of tourism and leisure in order to 
understand how reflexivity and concerns with meaning and commodification have 
shaped, and are shaped by, the contemporary tourism and leisure industry. 
third by studying these issues against the backcloth of adventurous tourism the study will 
help to understand contemporary trends in touristic practices. 
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Adventurous Minds-Adventurous Bodies 
Though man lives by habit, what he lives for is thrills and excitement. The only relief 
from Habit's tediousness is periodical excitement. William James, 1911: 350 
`I'm not sure if it is a mind or body experience. The mind is definitely important 
beforehand, you know playing through the anticipation and risk and that, but the 
actual act has to be one of the body, I mean you don't even have time to think about it 
then'. 
Tim, after first bungy jump, August 1998. 
In order to uncover what is responsible for the increasing popularity of 
adventure tourism activities there is a need to firstly uncover what drives the search 
for adventure. In this chapter, then, it is proposed to attempt to uncover what 
Walkerdine (1995: 311) dubs the `complex version of the social produced in fantasy 
through the motor of desire'. This shall be pursued through a theoretical appreciation 
of various processes at work in the construction of the adventure habitus. In this way 
it is suggested that previous academic research concerning and applicable to the study 
of adventure tourism can be disseminated. Having achieved this vantage point, the 
benefits and shortcomings of prior approaches can be identified in order to clarify the 
directions for this thesis. Since the primary concern is with the factors that shape the 
adventure experience itself, the chapter begins with a justification of psychoanalytical 
approaches to the study of geography and tourism. Grounding these approaches 
requires an examination of motivation literature, including the work of Maslow 
(1987) and Csikszentimihalyi (1975), who provide interesting insights into the study 
of activity. Nevertheless, such work must be identified as being overly deterministic, 
and since this present work aims to produce a broader conceptualisation of 
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experience, the task is then to resituate the body within this work. As such, the latter 
sections of the chapter deal with issues of embodiment at societal and individual 
levels, providing a theoretical grounding deserving of the claims made in the 
introduction. 
Psychoanalysis 
Since the study proposes to examine the nature of the adventure tourist 
themselves, it is important that there is an attempt to problematize the construction of 
this subject. Following the work of Pile and Thrift (1995) it is suggested that 
psychoanalysis is a suitable tool for examining the reflexive self discussed in the 
introduction. Of particular advantage to psychoanalytical approaches is the manner in 
which the `fragmented and partially `unknowing' nature of the self (Goodwin, 
1999: 41) is just as important to the formation of the subject as the known. In this way 
such analysis aids a recognition of the very `boundaries of existence... and facilitates a 
more balanced relationship with reality' (Frosh, 1995: 295). Psychoanalysis is of 
notable use to tourism studies because of its concern with the migration between 
individual and collective identities (Robins, 1999: 275). In tourism, this migration 
comes to the fore because the tourist is asked to more actively engage with these 
multiple identities. The relevance to this study of the fact that psychoanalysis 
developed out of Freudian treatments whose purpose was to allow patients to speak 
up about `the symptoms which were played out on their bodies' (Frosh, 1995: 296, 
emphasis added) is not overlooked. 
The most suitable location for this psychoanalytical stepping-off point is 
motivation literature. `While motivation is only one of the many variables that may 
contribute to explaining tourist behaviour, it is nevertheless a critical variable because 
it is the driving force behind all behaviour' (Fodness, 1994: 555). This is echoed by 
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Ryan and Glendon (1998: 170), who suggest that `the concepts of involvement, 
perceived importance of an activity in terms of self-development, self-enhancement, 
ego, role fulfilment, and responding to perceived requirements of significant others, 
can all be argued to be important variables determining motivation, behaviour and 
derived satisfaction'. 
One of the pillars of motivational theory is that proposed by Abraham 
Maslow. In contrast to earlier approaches to motivational psychology, for example 
those by Freud, Maslow chose to focus on the study of psychologically healthy human 
beings, in the belief that all could benefit from critical psychoanalysis. Central to 
Maslow's theory is the concept of `being psychology', or the fact that we are all 
motivated by certain values. Although they clearly differ between individuals, `these 
are values that are naturally developed by healthy human beings and are not imposed 
by religion or culture' (1987: xxxv). Maslow suggests that there is a point in our 
personal history where we are responsible for our own evolution, and become self 
evolvers. `Evolution means selecting and therefore choosing and deciding, and this 
means valuing' (1973: 11). In a sense, our own evolution mirrors that of the species, as 
Giblet suggests `this process of sublimation can be construed in psychoanalytical 
terms via the way in which individual development repeats the development of the 
species as a move out of the swamps of the conscious into the tilled fields of the 
surface of the earth/body' (1992: 149). 
Needs Hierarchy 
Maslow's theory of motivation centres on a basic hierarchy of needs (figure 
2.1). Physiological needs, such as thirst or hunger, are primary, and dominate 
behaviour if they are unfulfilled. If these are satisfied, then higher and more complex 
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needs emerge. Needs are split into those which are deficiency or tension-reducing 
motives and those which are inductive or arousal-seeking motives (Cooper 1993: 21). 
Of particular interest is the recognition by Maslow that, although the hierarchy 
dominates behaviour, there is flexibility within the scale, so that it can `be modified, 
accelerated or inhibited by the environment' (Cooper, 1993: 21). For example the 
second level of safety needs is concerned with striving for stability and preferences 
for the known, but healthy humans can cope with disruption to this need in order to 
satisfy higher levels, as long as it can be returned to. This acknowledgement has clear 
applications in the practice of adventure, where security is momentarily replaced with 
fear in order to achieve self-esteem and self-actualisation in the process. At these 
higher levels sublime experiences are representative, as `the values that self- 
actualisers appreciate include truth, creativity, beauty, goodness, wholeness, 
aliveness, uniqueness, justice, simplicity and self-sufficiency' (Maslow, 1987: 147). 
LOWER 1. Physiological - hunger, thirst, rest, activity 
2. Safety - security, freedom from fear and anxiety 
3. Belonging and love - affection, giving and receiving 
love. 
4. Esteem - self esteem and esteem for others. 
HIGHER 5. Self-actualisation - personal self-fulfilment. 
Figure 2.1 Maslow's hierarchy of needs 
Behind this motivational theory stand several tenets that are important to 
understand in any examination of the deeper desires that result in adventurous 
practice. Of particular note is the manner in which Maslow takes a holistic approach 
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that is examined, not the constituent parts, because individual needs may affect 
different parts. This is important to consider because it enables the individual to be 
seen as a whole, and, although it is clear that motivational processes occur both within 
and without, it is at the boundary of the subject where these become defined. 
According to Maslow these motivational desires are in fact common to all human 
beings in terms of the desired outcome. However, the roads that lead to the 
satisfaction of these desires are very much determined by specific cultures, a point 
echoed by Ryan as `similar motivations, diverse behaviors' (1997: 25). 
Also of note is the manner in which motivations are often multiple in origin and 
that unconscious purposes may differ widely from what the individual consciously 
thinks they represent. As Maslow states, `let us emphasise that it is unusual, not usual 
for an act or conscious wish to have but one motivation' (1987; 6). This is important to 
recognise when considering the multiple desires that manifest themselves in the 
multifarious creatures that we represent. Maslow extends this to show the manner in 
which motivating states are, in fact, never static, and the manner in which baseline 
normality is a motivating state in itself. `Sound motivational theory should, on the 
contrary, assume that motivation is constant, never-ending, fluctuating and complex, 
and that it is an almost universal characteristic of practically every organimic state of 
affairs' (1987: 7). 
Following this argument it is clear that satisfactions only serve to generate 
new motivations; `the human being is a wanting animal and rarely reaches a state of 
complete satisfaction, except for a short time' (1987: 7), creating an endless cycle of 
replacing goals. This is important to consider in the adventure tourism experience, as 
there is always the search for the next `buzz'. Clearly the hierarchy of needs is 
represented here, and so the expression of one of these higher order needs implies that 
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other, more basic motivations (e. g. hunger, thirst) are relatively satisfied. It is, 
however, impossible to list these drives, a process that would be flawed because it 
would imply equality of drives (the hierarchy has already been shown), isolation of 
drives (also shown to be untrue) and neglect of the dynamic nature of drives 
(unconscious versus conscious and the channeling of desires through others). 
Maslow suggests that the best method for classifying motivation is according 
to fundamental goals. Goals or needs (the pulls) are the soundest method of looking at 
motivation rather than listing drives (the pushes). Behaviour is neither the best means 
of classification, as it is often the expression of many things, nor is the specific goal, 
for the same reason. The example of seeking sex is used, which may be for self 
esteem rather than actual sexual gratification. 
Importantly Maslow recognises the importance of a particular environment in 
any motivational study. Human motivation rarely actualises itself in behaviour except 
in relation to the situation and towards other people. Any theory of motivation must, 
of course, take account of this fact by including the role of cultural determination in 
both the environment and the organism itself (1987: 10). Tourist practice is full of 
examples of the influence of external cultural factors on the tourist environment and 
subject. Young adults in Britain flock to Ibiza each summer, not solely on an 
individual desire to visit the islands and its nightclubs, but because, for a large part, 
they have been sold a particular image of what Ibiza culturally represents. They 
understand Ibiza as a particular kind of place, and even, if the experience does not fit 
the cultural representation, tourists will in the main seek to recreate their prior 
expectations and reinforce cultural knowledges (Ashworth and Goodall, 1990). 
Interestingly, Maslow suggests barriers as a way of understanding individual 
limitations; `individuals partly create their barriers and their objects of value, but they 
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must be defined partially in terms set by the particular organism in the situation. ' 
(1987: 10). However, it is suggested that it is better to consider these barriers as 
boundaries in the present discussion, as this allows both the permeability afforded by 
this less concrete description, as well as the potential that boundaries have the ability 
to be redrawn. 
Continuing this line of discussion, it is important to realise that any individual 
is functioning on many borders at one moment and, as a result, action is rarely 
integrated. However, of note is the manner in which `the organism is most unified in 
its integration when it is successfully facing either a great joy or creative moment or 
else a major problem or a threat or emergency' (1987: 11), which is clearly 
characteristic of an adventure experience. This also assists in an explanation of the 
manner in which embodied responses to adventure are remarkably similar, because 
`on the whole when life is easy, the organism can simultaneously do many things and 
turn in many directions' (1987: 11). However, under periods of intense experience, 
these directions are significantly reduced, and there may only be one or a limited 
number of paths out. 
A cardinal facet of motivation is that there is the pre-existing possibility of 
attainment, in that we only yearn for what it might be possible to attain. An example 
of this wishing and striving given by Maslow is that an average American might 
aspire to ownership of cars and televisions, but not usually to yachts and planes, 
because there is the realistic possibility of acquiring them. However, it is important to 
realise that levels of attainment change over time as incomes increase and real cost 
falls. This also applies to more subtle dreams beyond such conspicuous consumption. 
The growth of adventure tourism is partly explained by the fact that the possibilities 
for adventure are now well within the means of the `average' tourist, and not just 
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confined to the adventurous elite. In addition, consideration of this factor partly 
explains levels of adventurous practice in different cultures, as `attention to this factor 
of the possibility of attainment is crucial for understanding the differences in 
motivations among various classes and castes within a given population and among 
different countries and cultures' (1987: 12) 
Maslow's theories are not without their criticisms, however. Most notable is 
the manner in which the theory is just that, and offers no field testing of the concepts 
suggested. It is also unclear why Maslow selects five levels in his hierarchy and the 
manner in which they are ranked. Maslow is clearly behavioural in his beliefs, and the 
hierarchy has little room for cognitive approaches that allow for unpredictability and 
irrationality in tourist behaviour. However `the notion that a comprehensive coverage 
of human needs can be organised into an understandable hierarchical framework is of 
obvious benefit for tourism theorists' (Cooper et al, 1993: 21). 
It may also be argued that Maslow is overly concerned with creating a theory 
that can apply to everyone, everywhere. Ryan (1997) draws on the work of Allport to 
show how other motivational theorists, whilst acknowledging many of Maslow's 
ideas, are more concerned with the empirical situatedness of motivation than what 
they see as an over-emphasis on unconscious drives forming some kind of universal 
psychological programming. `What people state is important- conscious motivation 
has value.. . people are real, and possess autonomy' (Ryan 1997: 26). 
Tourist Motivation 
Transplanting Maslow's theories of motivation into explanations of touristic 
desires, however, requires some more modification. In research originally conducted 
for airlines, Plog (1974) attempts to identify a spectrum along which tourist 
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personalities can be identified. At one end of the continuum are allocentric tourists, 
who are adventurous and seek to explore remote and `untouched' destinations. The 
other end of the scale is represented by psychocentric tourists who dislike destinations 
and facilities without a high degree of familiarity and security. Relating to Maslow's 
model it is suggested that the psychocentric is driven by safety needs, whilst the 
allocentric has higher levels of motivation towards self-actualisation. From this 
observation, and as shown by Ryan's (1997: 60) research, it is apparent that 
satisfaction in tourism is largely as a result of the fulfilment of Maslow's higher order, 
or self actualisation requirements (fantastic scenery, wonderful architecture), whilst 
dissatisfaction is dominated by the failure to meet lower order physiological needs 
(bad food, poor hotel). 
Plog's identification is not without its criticisms, however. It has been 
suggested that the model is based overly on the US situation, where it was developed, 
and is less accurate when applied to other cultures. In addition, it has little room for 
dynamic change, either within societies or within individuals. As Cooper et al 
(1993: 23) contend, tourists may differ in travel motivation on separate occasions, 
seeking more allocentric or psychocentric vacation experiences depending on the type 
of holiday sought. Later amendments (Plog, 1977) have improved the model, notably 
the suggestion that tourism products can move down the spectrum as they become 
more accepted and have a wider appeal. This has obvious applications in the realm of 
adventure products, with allocentrics being the first to pick up new practices, and then 
improving their recognition, so more psychocentric practitioners lose their 
apprehension, and widening participation. 
As previously detailed, the realm of adventure blends leisure activities in a 
tourism context, so literature on leisure motivation may be of use to this study. Beard 
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and Ragheb (1983) have identified four possible areas for leisure motivation: 
intellectual; social; competence-mastery; and stimulus-avoidance. An intellectual 
requirement for leisure is an interesting proposition, as humans clearly possess a level 
of curiosity that is satisfied through mental stimuli such as `learning, exploring, 
discovering, creating or imagining' (1983: 225). However, it is important to consider 
that such a motivation is highly variable and dependent on individual circumstances, 
which is perhaps why it has a lower reliability ranking in Beard and Ragheb's research 
(1983: 226). What is important to consider, however, is the manner in which 
intellectual drives are not split along educational or aspirational lines. As May has 
shown, `some kind of informational value is important to a whole range of tourists 
enjoying a number of different kinds of holiday' (1996: 731). 
The social component assesses the extent to which individuals engage in 
leisure activities for social reasons, and includes two basic needs. The first is the need 
for friendship and interpersonal relationships, while the second is the need for the 
esteem of others. The dual components of the social motivation are interesting to 
examine, as they are defined as not only the importance of a period of bonding with 
old friends as well as making new ones, but also the gaining of esteem in others eyes. 
This demonstrates how important leisure practice is to a definition of self. We know 
who we are not solely in terms of our individual delimitation, but also in terms of 
comparison with others and the way that others see us (or how we perceive they do). 
Holidaymaking is a fundamental foundation of these definitions, particularly because 
of the fact that, `when compared to regular leisure activities, travel has greater 
prestige potential because it is not `sandwiched' between the ever present necessities 
of day-to-day living' (Riley, 1995: 63 1). Travel experiences are seen as a true 
expression of individual identity because of the very fact that they are separate from 
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everyday life. As Ryan playfully suggests `it would appear that in contemporary 
society we are not only who we are, but also where we have been' (1997: 30). 
The extent to which individuals engage in leisure activities in order to achieve, 
master, challenge and compete is assessed by the Competence-Mastery component. 
In Beard and Ragheb's original scale, competence and mastery was associated 
particularly with motivations of a physical nature. However, it becomes apparent that 
the competence and mastery can also apply to items of a more intellectual dimension. 
For example, much of the motivation behind adventure travel itself is to master the 
intricacies of independent travel, albeit with a Lonely Planet guide to help one along 
the way. This also clearly shows the interrelationships between the differing 
motivations where the competence and mastery of the unknown destination is 
paralleled by an intellectual absorption of the place as well as social interactions 
which define the experience and the individual. In addition it is important to recognise 
the gendered nature of mastery, which shall form a large part of later discussion. 
Of particular note is the stimulus avoidance motive, for this can be interpreted 
in different ways as Beard and Ragheb have shown. For some individuals the drive to 
escape may manifest as `the need for some individuals to avoid social contacts, to 
seek solitude and calm conditions; for others it is to seek rest and to unwind 
themselves' (1983: 225). It is clear that themes of escape are strong in any holiday 
motivation and many commentators associate this need for escape with stimulus 
avoidance (e. g. Iso-Ahloa, 1982). However, Beard and Ragheb (1983: 227) tentatively 
hint at the possibility that the avoidance may be merely of those stimuli associated 
with the workplace and that escape takes the form of a need to `rest and unwind'. 
More importantly, Ryan (1997: 32) highlights, `to rest and unwind' does not 
necessarily mean `to relax physically'. This fact is of clear relevance to a study of this 
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nature, given that the tourist is engaging in adventurous practice whilst notionally 
being `on holiday'. However, as Ryan quite rightly demonstrates; `the very action of 
physical exertion can itself be mentally restful even while, paradoxically, the mind is 
focussed on a specific task' (1997: 32). 
Each of these motivations may be thought of as embodying a different level of 
need in the individual, so that, for example, there may be a higher requirement for the 
fulfilment of competence and mastery than for the intellectual motivation. However, 
as already shown, motivations rarely stand alone, so whilst one theme may dominate, 
on closer inspection the meeting of other needs may become apparent. In adventure 
tourism for example, competence and mastery may seem to be the dominant theme, 
conquering fears, and demonstrating ones prowess at the given activity, but closer 
examination reveals other motivations. For example the social needs are often 
fulfilled with the bonding with fellow participants, and post-experiential celebrations, 
in addition to the clear esteem gained from others in the completion of the activity. 
The intellectual component is also stimulated by the endless discussions of the 
psychological process behind the experiences that take place, even without studies of 
this nature. 
Flow 
The idea of the flow experience helps to solve this contradiction, by showing that, 
when there is a balance between the skill required and the challenge inherent in an act, 
positive feedback occurs in terms of satisfaction. The theory was originally developed 
by Csikszentimihalyi (1975) to explain the popularity of certain activities that at first 
seem to carry no tangible material benefit, in pursuits as diverse as mountaineering 
and chess. The experience of flow is defined as `one of complete involvement of the 
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actor with his activity' (Csikszentimihalyi, 1975: 36) and is characterised by feelings 
of fusion and fluidity with that activity. He identifies seven possible indicators that 
would suggest the conditions for flow (Ryan, 1997: 33): 
9 The perception that the challenge offered by an activity and personal skills to 
meet that challenge are in balance; 
" The centring of attention; 
" The loss of self-consciousness; 
9A clear feeling of feedback from the activity; 
" Feelings of control and mastery over actions and environment; 
9 Loss of anxiety and restraint; and 
" Intense feelings of enjoyment and pleasure. 
However, for the flow experience to be felt, there are some important prerequisites: 
" That participation is entirely voluntary; 
" That the benefits to participation in an activity are perceived to derive from 
factors intrinsic to participation in the activity; 
"A facilitative level of arousal is experienced during participation in the 
activity; and 
" There is a psychological commitment to the activity in which they are 
participating. 
Of particular importance, then, is the manner in which, for flow to occur, the activities 
must be freely chosen. Hence flow is, by its nature, more likely to be found in leisure 
and tourism activities, as these are held to be, at least in perceptual terms, areas of 
unhindered personal selection. 
Flow is an important concept because it gives theoretical manoeuvre for 
enjoyment in experience (Johnston, 1989: 34). It is of particular application to the 
study of adventure activities because, as has been highlighted by others (Johnston, 
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1989, Morgan, 1998), they carry little in the way of apparent rewards. Only through 
closer study of the experience, via a flow framework, of the notable facets of feelings 
of harmony, satisfaction and the loss of a conscious self, that the true treasures 
become clear. Despite this, flagrant application of the concept is not appropriate, as it 
is important to recognise that the concept of flow is extremely generalised, and that its 
application requires significant qualitative insight in order to give situational 
significance to any example. Given this condition, there is the potential to move 
towards `a broader concept of experience in sociological analysis, as well as empirical 
studies of the contextual frames of different variants of flow experiences' (Bloch 
2000,43), of which this research is an example. 
Flow in Adventure 
A model of the adventure experience is that proposed by Priest and Bunting 
(1993). The Adventure Experience Paradigm (figure 2.2) attempts to graphically 
illustrate the relationship between `risk (the potential to lose something of value) and 
competence (a combination of skill, knowledge, attitude, behavior, confidence and 
experience) (Priest and Bunting 1993; 266) in the practice of an activity. As this 
diagram shows, when the competence for an activity is high, but the risk is low, a 
condition of exploration and experimentation is prevalent. Where the risk is increased, 
but competence decreased, adventure occurs, and when the two are matched there is 
the condition of peak adventure which corresponds to the balanced nature of flow 
described above. However, if the activity moves towards a condition of risk being 
greater than competence to deal with that risk, there is the potential for misadventure, 
and at levels of complete imbalance devastation and disaster may occur. 
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Risk 
Competence 
Figure 2.2 The Adventure Experience Paradigm 
(After Priest and Bunting, 1993) 
Priest and Bunting illustrate this through the example of a mountain climb 
where differing levels of risk are pitted against the participant's competence. In the 
initial stages of a climb the slope is likely to be gentle and playful exploration, and 
experimentation with techniques is possible. As the slope increases in difficulty the 
climb becomes more adventurous, and, ultimately, there is a level of peak adventure 
where competence and risk are finely balanced. It is here that the conditions for flow, 
highlighted by Csikszentimihalyi, are at their zenith, and, as a result, the self- 
actualisation suggested by Maslow will be most productive. However, if the route 
becomes too difficult, the climber may fall and rely on their rope to break the fall. 
This misadventure may be part of the process since it enables learning from mistakes 
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and increased competence. However venturing onto certain routes of extreme 
difficulty, where risk is far in excess of competence, has the potential for devastation 
and disaster, with a high probability of injury or death. This is clearly the case in 
professional mountaineering circles, where high mortality is the norm on the most 
challenging mountain routes of the world (Simpson, 1998) 
Interestingly we can superimpose levels onto the AEP (figure 2.3) to show 
how repeated practice of an activity and the learning and confidence alter the balance 
of risk and competence. For the more experienced there is likely to be a much broader 
range of potential levels, whereas for the initial participant there is a much narrower 
range between that which may be deemed easy and safe and that which has potential 
for injury. However, the amateur is unlikely to find themselves anywhere near those 
routes of world class difficulty where risk is significantly higher. 
Risk 
Devastation 










E. xperimentd ion 
Competence 
Figure 2.3 Superimposing levels of competence on 
The Adventure Experience Paradigm 
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Priest and Bunting also demonstrate how changes in perceived risk and 
competence alter during the practice of an activity. The activity studied was a 
whitewater rafting trip, during which twenty five participants were surveyed using the 
dimensions of adventure experience survey developed by Priest (1987). The results 
are interesting not only from the observation of how risk and competence are 
perceived at different periods in the practice of an adventure activity, but more 
notably in highlighting the clearly dynamic nature of these attributes; 
`As a group before the trip their mean perceptions of risk outweighed their 
mean perceptions of competence: they were expecting the trip to be misadventurous. 
By the time they had reached the first rapid, their mean perceived competence had 
risen (likely due to practice paddling in low grade whitewater), but in scouting the 
first major rapid, their mean perceived risk had also risen- they were clearly 
expecting a misadventure. After the first major rapid, their mean perceptions of risk 
had dropped back to pre-trip levels, and their mean perceptions of competence had 
continued to rise. They characterised the first rapid as a peak adventure. By the time 
they reached the second major rapid, their mean perceived competence had continued 
to rise, and their mean perception of risk had dropped slightly, expecting another 
peak adventure. After the second rapid, their mean perceptions of competence had 
risen and their mean perceptions of risk had dropped markedly. After the trip, mean 
group perceptions of risk and competence were little changed and the general opinion 
was that the trip had been adventurous. Overall the trip had progressed from an 
expected condition of misadventure, through peak adventures in the major rapids, to 
adventure by the end. Subjects related how they had initially overestimated the risks 
and underestimated their competence to handle the challenges' (Priest and Bunting, 
1993: 271) 
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Pre trip = Before river trip 
Pre 1= before 1" rapid 
Post 1= after 1 s' rapid 
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Post trip = after river trip 
"""'i Overall Shift 
Figure 2.4 Changes in Mean Perceived Risk and Competence 
(After Priest and Bunting, 1993) 
Since the research is concerned with many activities that are fundamentally 
about the amount of trust placed in a commercial operator, further elements are 
introduced into this adventure experience. An attempt to illustrate this is shown in 
figure 2.5. It is suggested that the existence of the adventure tourism industry has 
diversified the nature of the flow experience, where skill is only one of three factors 
that may offset the challenge. What became apparent from discussion in the current 
research is the manner in which the spectrum of activities offer widely ranging 
attributes in the manner of skill required, reliance on others and the ability to `just do 
it' and overcome any fears. Indeed, there is significant variation in these three factors, 
and the sketch in figure 2.5 shows a suggested tri-polar axis for a few selected 
activities. It is important to note that this applies to first time, or inexperienced 
participants, and also that it is not definitive, as the levels of balance between the 
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factors will depend to a large degree upon the individual. However, it is suggested, for 
example, that bungy jumping requires a large degree of overcoming the fear of 
jumping, a small amount of reliance on others (making sure you are tied on! ), but 
virtually no `skill', as one has very little control over the jump anyway. In contrast, a 
solo parachute jump would require equal measures of overcoming fear and skill, 
whilst a tandem jump might require equal amounts of overcoming fear and reliance 
on the experienced skydiver who one jumps with. Whitewater rafting might require 
all three attributes, as there will be a fear of the raging torrents, and a requirement to 
use some of the paddling and balance skills acquired in the normal introduction 
session, along with a reliance on the skills of the boat leader to guide and rescue in the 
event of the boat turning over. Whilst these categories are not definitive, they do 
highlight that there is considerable variation within the activities that characterise the 
adventure experience. 
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(Reliance on others) 
Figure 2.5 A suggested typology for understanding the balance of personal 
attributes that lead to the completion of activities (facing the challenge). 
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Risk 
It is clear from these models that risk, and the challenge that risk provides, is 
an influential part of adventurous motivation. The attraction of risk may be partly 
biological, and there has been a lot of recent discussion on the primal aspects of 
adventure tourism, focusing on primitive instincts such as the `fight or flight' 
phenomenon and seeing people as high or low pleasure seekers; 
`In our primitive state, homo sapiens needed to overcome fear in order to feed 
themselves, a phenomenon known as fight orflight. In the modern era this dilemma 
has been sublimated into the need to test ourselves and face up to our worst social or 
physical fears. The renewed sense of well-being that comes from it can sometimes last 
a long time'(The Weekend Telegraph, 12-1-98: 24). 
The place of risk in society, drawing on work by Beck (1992), among others, 
is important to an understanding of touristic practice. As Giddens (1991) 
demonstrates, risk is an increasingly important factor in modern existence. This is not 
to say that risk is higher, in fact in many areas of life, especially in the developed 
world, risk has been progressively lowered over time. The point is that risk as a 
concept is built into virtually everything we do, despite the fact that, by its nature, 
attempting to quantify the future, it is an imperfect science. Nevertheless, `the concept 
of risk becomes fundamental to the way both lay actors and technical specialists 
organise the social world' (Giddens, 1991: 3). 
Risk, and its place in society, is very important to an understanding of real and 
perceived risk and the roles that they play in adventure tourism. This is confirmed by 
the British Medical Association's report on risk, which discusses risk in recreation to 
some extent; 
`Nobody sincerely believes that all recreational activities can be made free 
of risk. Indeed, some degree of risk is manifestly one of the attractions of 
many kinds of recreation, and it is clear that people in general are prepared 
to accept far higher levels of risk in recreation than they would be at work, 
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say, or as the result of the operation of a nearby industrial facility'. (BMA, 
1990: 146) 
The voluntary nature of risk engagement in leisure activity is an important 
factor to grasp here. Returning to Csikszentimihalyi, it is clear that the high levels of 
flow can only be experienced if the risk inherent in the activity is freely accepted (or 
at least perceived to be). Hence controlled risk, when perceived as a challenge, adds 
to the overall enjoyment of the experience, and, hence is an integral part of the 
activity. It is also clear that, in our present society, we are more willing to take 
unenforced risks, as it is apparent that `the numbers of adventurous personality types 
has been growing in the general population, whilst the percentages of low-risk-taking 
types has shown a corresponding decline' (Plog, 1991: 17). 
This raft of motivations and possibilities for the practice of adventure tourism, 
however, can only be played out in a particular terrain, that of the body. 
Embodiment 
It has been suggested that we are increasingly moving towards what Turner 
(1996: 1) calls a `somatic society', in which `the body is now part of a self-project 
within which individuals express their own personal emotional needs through 
constructing their own bodies'. As a result, `the individual body is connected into 
larger networks of meaning at a variety of scales. [Embodiment] refers to the 
production of social and cultural relations through and by the body at the same time as 
the body is being `made up' by external forces' (Cresswell, 1999: 176). A significant 
reason for this development has been the change in the place of the body in society 
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body and work, this has been eroded in post-modern times with the reduction of 
bodily work leading to `an entirely different and corrosive emphasis on hedonism, 
desire and enjoyment' (Turner, 1996: 4), as the focus for embodied concern. In 
addition, it is apparent that `bodies are used to act out roles in various settings, which 
confirm and resist (at different times and places and sometimes simultaneously) wider 
sets of expectancies' (Cresswell, 1999: 176). Conspicuously then, bodies have the 
ability to perform in any given situation, a thread that shall be explored in some depth 
later in the thesis. 
Conscious Bodies? 
Moving forward from these observations it becomes clear that the body is 
possessed of the ability to act in a knowing manner. Drawing on Merleau-Ponty's 
observations on the body subject there is a challenge here to the phenomenological 
preoccupation with consciousness as the locus of intentionality. `The plunge into 
action is, from the subjects' point of view, an original way of relating himself to the 
object, and is on the same footing as perception' (Merleau-Ponty 1962: 110). Mobility, 
therefore, is the most basic form of intentionality, and this is crucial in any 
understanding of the way in which new forms of embodied action develop. As 
Cresswell contends; `Just as abstract space can be transformed into social space (or 
place) by taking power seriously, so it is possible to think of human movement as a 
social phenomenon, as a human geographical activity imbued with meaning and 
power' (1999: 176). The intentional body is vital to understanding how we relate to, 
and construct, geographical space, especially in tourism studies given the focus on 
inherently mobile corpi. 
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Clearly there is a method whereby wilful forms are regulated by processes 
both internal and external. `As practices become habitual and strata are laid down ... a 
relatively standard distribution of organs occurs, one that is socially acceptable' 
(Harrison, 2000: 510). However, recognition of the ambition of the body is paralleled 
by a concession that it must also be a site of resistance. As Grosz suggests, `as well as 
being the site of knowledge power, the body is thus also a site of resistance, for it 
exerts a recalcitrance, and always entails the possibility of a counter-strategic 
reinscription, for it is always capable of being self-marked, self-represented in 
alternative ways' (1990: 64). By definition, adventure tourism offers a direct 
challenge to acting as the tourist body `should', even though, as will become apparent, 
the situation is considerably more complicated than this when we examine the `places 
of adventure'. As Johnston (1989) points out, the social organisation of adventure, 
mediated by various subcultures affects the actions and views of participants, and 
their seeking and acceptance of risk. However, this is not to view the adventure tourist 
as some porous canvas; `individuals are active, as well as reactive, able to interpret 
and alter their circumstances, subcultures and institutions' (Johnston, 1989; 43) 
Adventurous Bodies 
The need for a broad range of deeply felt embodied experiences is undeniably 
an important trend behind the search for adventure. However, Cloke and Perkins 
(1997) cite Veijola and Jokinen's observation `that the body is absent from the corpus 
of the sociological (and geographical) studies on tourism' (1994: 149). `Adventure 
tourism is fundamentally about active recreational participation, and it demands new 
metaphors based more on `being, doing, touching and seeing' rather than just 
'seeing" (1997: 189). It is important to grasp that embodied experience is the whole 
experience, so that all the senses should be considered. It is easy to see (the metaphors 
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of our language reveal a lot) why vision is traditionally the dominant sense, because 
we rely on it more than the other senses, and the eye is (rightly or wrongly) endowed 
with a host of notions of objectivity. Wilson (1992: 122) discusses how the eye 
`provides access to the world in a particular way, and while it gives us much, it also 
conceals'. Embodied experience or the experience of being there relies on all of the 
senses: `is the gaze really detachable from the eye, the eye from the body, the body 
from the situation'? (Veijola and Jokinen 1994: 136). In order to better understand the 
experience `we must have a more fully embodied concept of the tourist, expanding the 
notion of the `tourist gaze' to include other embodied aspects of experience 
(movement, sound, touch and so forth) both in the physical and imaginary realms' 
(Desmond 1999: xxi). 
Bodies on Display 
Adventurous bodies are, without question, also bodies on display. The classic 
tourist example of the body is that of the bronzed body. From a Cartesian viewpoint it 
is the suntanned body that is acted upon, a static lounging body. On the contrary, this 
body has enormous agency to gather the tan and utilise it as the body sees fit, both at 
the time of sunbathing and for a considerable period afterwards. The embodied nature 
of the tan does not stop at the boundary of the skin, for it penetrates the internal in 
both beneficial (serotonin production) and detrimental ways (cancer). In this way 
there is a whole realm of `body language' that we are just beginning to uncover. As 
Grosz (1993: 199) maintains, `bodies speak without necessarily talking, because they 
become coded with and as signs. They speak social codes. They become intextuated, 
narritavized; simultaneously, social codes, laws, norms and ideals become 
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incarnated'. It is this very ability for bodies to hold conversations, however influenced 
by internal or external factors, that hints at the very power of their agency. 
In fashion these issues are clearly brought to the fore, particularly as one regards 
identities. Clothing is a significant way in which bodies are marked, `thus binding 
them to systems of significance in which they become signs to be read' (Grosz, 
1993: 199). The body is not just a clothes horse for fashion, however, as it is the very 
way that clothes are worn, including everyday deportment and activity, that signifies 
them. One cannot deny the current vogue for adventure-styled clothing in current 
youth fashion, with urban adventurers clad in the latest styles of `combat pants', high- 
tech footwear and body-hugging daysacks, all made from the latest DuPont fabrics, 
epitomising the trend. It is no coincidence that this has taken place alongside the 
growing popularity of the adventurous activities themselves, for these are bodies 
confirming and maintaining the adventurous ideals suggested. Interestingly, most of 
this fashion is deliberately unisex, although emergent out of male adventurewear, and 
this accepted, and promoted, dress style contrasts with earlier attempts that 
adventurous women might have made to dress in a masculine way (for example 
Cresswell, 1999). Although open to debate, this clearly highlights issues of 
empowerment that may be associated with the quest for the adventurous body, some 
of which are discussed below. 
The adventurous body is frequently framed, which enhances the aspirations of 
other potential adventurous bodies, as well as confirming the body in question. We 
are constantly bombarded with images of the conquering body in advertising, media 
and film. How rare it is to see images of the body subdued by landscape or setting, for 
this would call into question the very efficacy of that form. In adventure the body is 
triumphant, and the framing is a process of affirmation. I quote from an article written 
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about someone's first bungy jump, who has a video as a souvenir; `The video has 
captured a moment of pure open-mouthed terror. But from the perspective of my safe 
little flat in London, it is the screams of pure admiration from the onlookers that now 
gives me the biggest thrill' (The Weekend Telegraph, 12-1-98: 24). These onlookers, 
who elicit an embodied response to the video, are vital to an understanding of the way 
that the experience is constructed and circulated. 
Excluded Bodies 
If we are considering any examination of adventurous bodies, there are a range 
of corporeal issues that relate to participation. Although it has been shown that 
adventurous practice relies on the idea that all bodies are different, it then becomes 
clear that not all bodies can participate. For example there are issues of bodily health, 
and adventure is `denied' to those who might suffer from high blood pressure, heart 
trouble or back problems. Weight may also be a factor, as although there are not 
usually restrictions apart for the extremely overweight, there is a classification system 
which will alter the experience for certain participants. The use of different strength 
bungy cords is one example, and perhaps in certain activities like white-water rafting, 
weight may be emphasised by the placing in the boat. Pregnant women are excluded 
from participating in all but the `softer' adventure activities. Disability will also be 
important to consider, as notions of access will apply. 
Age is a factor that is important, `particularly for its perceived influence as 
well as its actual impact on participation' (Cater, 2000: 54). As Shurmer-Smith and 
Hannam point out, `the modern western construction of age categories to create 
artificial behavioural environments which imply a disabling overprotection of the 
children and old people whose family resources can afford it' (1994: 162). Indeed it is 
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likely that some of the popularity of adventure tourism activities is attributable to a 
backlash against the mollycoddling and lack of bodily challenge present in everyday 
western existences. Age is still important in exclusion however, as medical 
certificates often have to be supplied in order to satisfy the operators, and more 
importantly their insurers, which is interesting in itself. 
Apart from the exclusion by restriction, exclusion also occurs in the 
advertising. The brochures almost exclusively use the young, fit, slim participant in 
their images to promote the experience, which undoubtedly effects the actual 
participation. All of these conditions, which are manifested in the body itself are by 
no means hidden. At every activity of this sort it is usual to find a placard of the style 
shown in figure 2.6. These conditions impose an ideal of embodied perfection for the 
participants, and it is clear that the exclusion of certain people creates specific 
geographies of marginalisation and exclusion within and around the sites of 
adventurous activity. 
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Figure 2.6 An ideal of embodied perfection for participants in adventure tourism 
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The Gendered Body 
In theory one would expect the practice of contemporary adventure tourism to 
be androgynous, due to the heightened masculinity and femininity, but ideas of 
gender are important to the investigation because there are significant embedded 
gender roles in adventure (fig 2.7). These may be roles that are merely played, as 
shown by Hirschmann (1984), but actual bodily gender is also important, particularly 
in the marketing of the industry. Swain (1995: 249) points to the `predominant tourism 
brochure representations of men associated with action, power and ownership, while 
women are associated with passivity, availability and being owned'. 
the magazine that makes your heart beat faster 
Figure 2.7 Clear masculinities of adventure 
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Without a doubt there is a machismo element to the practice of adventure 
tourism, which Turner (1996: 3) explains as arising out of the reorganisation of labour 
and thus leisure and consumption; `Young, working-class men have become a surplus 
population, whose machismo image of toughness no longer has a direct functional 
relevance to their enforced leisure. The labouring body has become a desiring body' 
One should be wary of attributing the growth in adventure purely to such a 
phenomenon, but there is some explanation here, as illustrated by Bordieu (1993: 354), 
who shows how the popularisation of certain sports may be parallel to an increase in 
the willingness to `gamble with the body itself', replacing the earlier elite ethic of `the 
body as an end in itself'. Clearly tourism has been a force of change and 
empowerment in many societies, particularly as regards gender roles, and much study 
has been carried out to this extent (for example Butler, 1995, Green, 1998). However 
there is a perceived lack of research into `issues relating to the role and position of 
women and men within alternative tourism, eco-tourism and sustainable tourism' 
(Kinnaird and Hall, 1994: 216), which this study should go part of the way to 
rectifying. However it is important to consider that `it has been pointed out that the 
male/female, public/private binaries are often discussed from a white middle class 
perspective' (Cresswell, 1999: 178), and so such study should be undertaken with 
caution. 
Experiencing the Body 
What becomes apparent is the manner in which the very unknowing nature of 
the body is its strength. As Radley (1995: 5) contends, `by virtue of being elusory, the 
body is empowered to configure the realms of experience'. If we knew the body in its 
entirety then the attraction of adventurous experiences would be considerably less. 
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Drawing on the motivational work discussed above, it is clear that considerable levels 
of self-actualisation are achieved through the exploration of the body. Fortunately, 
however, the limits of experiencing the body are infinite, providing a never-ending 
playground for exploration. Even in something as apparently mundane as eating, one 
can find limitless possibilities for change and discovery. As Probyn suggests, `in the 
act of ingestion, strict divisions get blurred. The most basic fact of eating reveals 
some of the strangeness of the body's workings. Consequently it becomes harder to 
capture the body within categories, to order stable identities. This then forcefully 
reminds us that we still do not know what a body is capable of (2000: 15). 
What is more, the body is never static, and this impermanence complements 
and challenges the transient nature of motivation. Jenkins (1999: 4) emphasises that 
`the body is not the same from day to day-not even from minute to minute'. Despite 
the fact that there are ideals of the body as already discussed, these are shells or 
facades, and no two, apparently similar, bodies can ever be the same. Because 
embodied experiences are thus always `new', this enables the construction of personal 
identity in and out of, and on top of, complexity, difference and contradiction. This 
endless layering defines who we are; `while we are all in some sense the repositories 
of past practices, through our actions we `articulate', bridge and connect ourselves to 
practices that are new to us' (Probyn, 2000: 16). All of this is not to say, however, that 
there is not a spectrum of discovery. The practice of adventure is a space where, 
because it is usually infrequent, and characterised by peak experiences, the visceral 
exploration is at a maximum. Jenkins (1999: 4) highlights this fascinating 
contradiction, in that the body is both a prison and a vehicle for adventure. 
Of particular interest is the manner in which sexual exploration and 
adventurous exploration are inextricably linked. On a biological level it is accepted 
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that the adrenaline response in sexual situations is actually very similar to that in the 
adventure experience. The parallels do not stop here, as there are clearly issues of 
conquest, risk and affirmation that permeate both. In addition, these themes spread 
wider than the body itself, as sex and adventure are undercurrents that run through 
industry advertising and practice. A recent article published on Expedia highlights the 
links between adventure and romance (Bangs, 1999); 
`Indeed, the setting of most adventure trips, beneath the alpenglow, behind the 
ficus tree, is a lucky and highly charged sensual atmosphere. People sweat, they tan, 
the pheromones flow; they are swept away with the wild scenery, and often with the 
wild-looking characters who are their guides'. 
Liminal Bodies 
Because embodied experiences are to a large degree `unknown' by their very 
nature, they are also profoundly liminal. This frequently correlates in tourist and 
leisure spaces which are liminal by their placing. Winchester (1999) demonstrates the 
intensity of such meetings in the practice of `Schoolies week' on the Gold Coast of 
Australia where teenagers celebrate a significant rite of passage. Here, young liminal 
bodies meet a liminal space, often for the first time, as finishing important exams they 
have a taste of adulthood and freedom. This is a stage of important personal 
exploration in the passage from child to adult, and `the transition phase is seen as a 
time of liminality, where identities in the process of transformation become fluid' 
(1999: 60). As a result the week is characterised by `intense embodied experiences in 
which the physical senses are stimulated through an inversion of the normatively 
controlled body to become the out-of-control body' (1999: 68). The participants 
continually refuse to accept outside regulation, and the terrain is dominated by the 
beach as a space of freedom and exploration. Notably however, there are processes of 
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internal regulation within the community, leading Winchester to suggest that 
`liminality here is a socially unifying experience' (1999: 71). 
It is interesting to consider what traces an adventurous experience leaves 
behind in the body. Crawshaw and Urry (1997: 179) suggest, `our arms and legs are 
full of torpid memories', but it is likely that the intensity of adventurous embodied 
experiences guarantees a powerful footprint. Clearly, the concept of the dynamic body 
suggests change over time, and there is, perhaps, a link between the conversion of 
liminal experiences into subliminal ones in a post-embodied context, which warrants 
investigation. However, it is important to remember that the liminality of the 
embodied experience makes it incredibly difficult to tie down. Any discussion in 
textual language is going to be limited by its very nature. It is hoped, however, to 
explore some alternative methods for uncovering the nature of embodied experience 
later in the study. 
In this discussion it becomes clear that adventurous experiences are 
undeniably sought after by both bodies and minds. Nevertheless, it is important to 
note that `there is a realisation that while `peak experiences' (times of strong, positive 
emotional intensity) are important, they are not necessarily life-defining' (Ryan, 
1997: 44). This in no way diminishes their relevance, merely emphasises that few live 
their life by these values all the time. Adventurous embodied experiences certainly 
have a role in personal definition, but they are not defining. After all, adventurous 
practice is primarily about fun, complicated and multilayered, but fun nevertheless. 
However, at this stage it is not clear what culture has provided to meet these 
adventurous needs. In the next chapter we shall follow the development of adventure 
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from its human origins though the ages of exploration to the multi-billion dollar 





`I guess something adventurous would be something that you don't normally do, 
something different'. 
Timara, UK, 22, Kawarau Bungy. 
`Well everybody else on this vacation has done it, so I can't be the only one not to, 
there's a bit of peer pressure there! And we came here on an adventure vacation. I am 
a teacher at home so I will do it once to say I have done it'. 
Jan, US, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy. 
The Tourism Industry 
The opportunities for a new global geography, identified recently by Taylor 
(1993), arise from the manifest interconnections linking the lives in all four corners of 
the world. One of the most obvious expressions of these interconnections is that of 
tourism. Economically tourism is very important, in 1999 it is estimated that it will 
have contributed 11.7% of direct and indirect global GDP, making it the world's 
largest industry (WTTC, 2000). It is now clear that `tourism is not a peripheral aspect 
of local, national or global economy and society. Instead it is critical to all of these 
and to the spheres of production and consumption' (Shaw and Williams, 1994: 9). As 
such tourism and leisure have an extraordinarily pervasive nature, a reflection of and 
reflecting upon the environment, society, culture and economy of any country. Smith 
and Eadington (1992: 1) emphasise how `as social scientific enquiry has focused ever 
more critically on the dynamics of tourism, it has become evident that tourism is in 
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fact a significant social institution'. Many economic and social measures suggest that 
tourism is now the world's biggest industry, and adventure tourism is one of the rising 
stars of that industry. 
Adventure Tourism 
Adventure tourism is a rapidly expanding tourism market segment. It is 
suggested that adventure travel and its related expenditure contribute a staggering 
$220 billion annually to the US economy alone (ATS, 1999). The Adventure Travel 
Society, a US industry organisation points out that `people throughout the world will 
continue to leave the beaten path in record numbers. Even in a soft economy active 
outdoor recreation will increase in the years to come' (1999). As a result of these 
trends, the adventure tourism industry has grown at an estimated 10 to 15% every 
year this decade (Hawkins, 1994), and this trend can be noted through the massive 
increase in adventure travel shows, magazines and television programmes over the 
period (figure 3.1). Adventure tourism, along with ecotourism and cultural tourism, 
has been part of a spectrum of `new' tourist practices with clearly different ethics to 
traditional `mass' tourism, that have seen meteoric growth over the last decade or so. 
Krippendorf went as far as to suggest that `new tourism' would constitute 30 to 40 
percent of international tourism by 2000 (1987), a forecast that was not unreasonable, 
given that in 2000 UK expenditure on independent holidays was approaching 47 
percent of the total (ONS, 2000: 53). This is not only significant from the importance 
of the size of the industry, but also in its broader societal impact, particularly as many 
of these adventurous sports carry an entire lifestyle with them (figure 3.2). To attempt 
to explain where this has crystallised from, one needs to first examine the place of 
adventure. 
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Figure 3.1 The Daily Telegraph adventure travel show, which attracted over 27,000 
visitors in 2001. 
Figure 3.2 Commodified Adventure 
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Adventure? 
The idea of an adventure is a deeply embedded cultural construct. What may 
have once been a part of merely living day to day has over millennia of human 
development become bounded and commodified. It is undeniable that our prehistoric 
ancestors faced some form of challenge to their very existence on a regular basis. 
Whilst these may not be an `adventure' in the modem sense, particularly because 
entry was unlikely to be voluntary, our thirst for a thrill stems from these everyday 
challenges. The ghosts of these psychological inheritances shall be discussed in more 
detail in the motivational explanations of the next chapter, but they are important here 
from our historical focus. The point to be made here, then, is that adventure is part of 
who we are, and whilst its form has changed in terms of participation, risk and place, 
adventure is a factor throughout all of human development. 
Central to the very idea of an adventure is that it has a clear beginning and 
end, perhaps something that is attributable to the link made between culture and 
adventure in the adventure tale. Adventure stories illustrate something important to 
the quest for adventure, the peculiarly human ability to experience through another's 
eyes. Thus reading an adventure story, or any story for that matter, or more modem 
diversions such as cinema, can be seen as fulfilling the need for adventure itself, 
providing an escape from `real' existence. Thus, imagination is an underlying thread 
to adventure, since the anticipation or within-mind adventure is as important as the 
adventure itself. The adventure has an inbuilt attribute of retreat as part of the 
experience, and this is a theme that is present in real adventure and in literature. The 
moments of peak experience are emphasised by the periods of tensioned calm that 
punctuate them. In Steinbecks' Arthur, a tale of the medieval king, the knights must 
return to a Haven when the `wild life becomes intolerable' (Schiebe, 1986: 133). To 
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take an example of our modern adventure, a typical whitewater rafting experience is 
likely to be one of tensioned calm for most of the actual time, only broken by peak 
activity in the rapids. The return to the castle is replaced by the retiring to a riverside 
lodge, with the provision of showers, saunas, tea and cakes that only the triumphant 
participant would deserve. It is worth noting that adventure may be considered as the 
great equaliser, as Nietzsche claimed, `a few hours of mountain climbing turn a villain 
and a saint into two rather equal creatures. Exhaustion is the shortest way to equality 
and fraternity- and liberty is added eventually by sleep' (quoted in Fennell, 1999: 48) 
It was imagination that, to a large degree, fostered the European exploration 
and colonisation of the world. Phillips shows how the production of the earliest world 
maps in particular `established an intellectual framework in which contemporary 
geographical knowledge was logged, and ignorance made visible' (1997: 6). The blank 
hearts of continents like those in the Mercator map of 1587 acted as an incentive both 
to the imagination and hence exploration of them. Of course the exploration and 
further mapping of these spaces was deeply bound up with the scramble to `colonise 
and consolidate imperial power' (Phillips 1997: 7). The irreducible links that lie 
between are highlighted by how `science, exploration, and indeed `adventure' 
occupied (and, by implication, continue to occupy) a common space' (Gregory 
1994: 20). The fact that these explorations were inherently adventurous led to the 
generation of adventure tales, both real and literary, founded in this other space. 
Indeed the binary between objective science and emotional romanticism is a terrain 
where adventure may be seen to be negotiated and defined. 
There is a contradiction in this, however, in that the raison d'etre of these 
adventures was to map nature into scientific confines, whilst their foundation was the 
existence of an untamed nature in the first place. True adventure relies on nature as 
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being an active element in the experience, unknown and unpredictable. As exploration 
continued, and the blanks in the maps were slowly filled, so adventure narratives 
shifted their focus from essentially realistic spaces to unrealistic ones. Examples 
include Vernes' undersea and earth adventures, or Ransome's Swallows and 
Amazons, where childhood imagination turns the Lake District into a space where 
Amazonian Indians might be encountered (Phillips, 1997) giving rise to the formation 
of new, unexplored territories, even if these could only be imagined. 
Modern Adventure 
Turner (1982) argues that the place of adventure has altered, however, from 
the exclusive place it held in tribal or pre-modern societies as a rite of passage, thus 
supporting the social order, to a more subversive character in industrial society 
(Phillips, 1997: 13). However, it is perhaps better to see these disruptive spaces not as 
apposite to the character of modem life, but more as a safety valve which is, in fact, 
just as much a reinforcing of tradition, albeit in a more veiled way. As Phillips states 
`in the liminal geography of adventure, the hero encounters a topsy-turvy reflection of 
home, in which constructions of home and away are temporarily disrupted, before 
being reinscribed or reordered, in either case reconstituted' (1997: 13). This is no 
doubt true, but the very interpretation and reconstitution is always mediated through 
the pre-existing geographies of home. 
Adventure is a profoundly liminal experience, but contrary to this ethic, an 
irrefutably spatial one (Winchester, 1999: 60). Liminal spaces are those on the 
margins, whether physical, political or cultural (Shields, 1991), but, as described, the 
margins are only ever defined by the centre. Even though the two are entwined, whilst 
exploration is rational, adventure requires a degree of irrationality and excitement. As 
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Gregory points out, `adventure' surely requires the emotional investment and the 
affective response' (1994: 20). Because of this adventure is inherently romantic, and 
therefore irreducible to a significant extent. 
Work by Klein (1980) has highlighted the way in which, particularly in US 
society, frontier culture is still held in high esteem, despite the fact that the `frontiers' 
are of a different nature. Values such as risk-taking are seen to be socially desirable 
and are reinforced through institutional practices in school, family and the media. 
However, most contemporary employment is not likely to offer risk as a major part of 
the occupation, and so these desires are projected into the sphere of consumption and 
enacted through leisure. Klein also concludes that those seeking the highest risks will 
be those in the most monotonous jobs, a view which is challenged both by Johnston 
(1989) and this work. Although this may seem an attractive link, it is suggested that 
the well educated, highly paid are also active seekers of risk both within and outside 
their working lives. Society has changed in the years since Klein's work, indeed 
adventure tourism has boomed, and this may explain the place of this argument, as 
fitting the era of `working to live' as opposed to the `living life' ethics discussed 
below. 
It is undeniable that adventure has an underlying masculinist imperative, 
although it should be noted that this is again culturally constructed (Figure 3.3). 
Adventure for males particularly has been provided in a specific sense over the past 
century through war. It is clear that adventure in this case was not entirely voluntary, 
although an idea of duty has a powerful, albeit externally influenced, part to play. 
However it is undeniable that many of the concepts that can be seen to emerge around 
ideas of pure `adventure' are closely entwined with those of conflict. Often it enabled 
the only means of escape for the ordinary man from a more traditional life, and the 
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opportunity to travel and then return with tales of glory and heroism was an attractive 
one. However, we are now in a distinctly different era in which war is not an 
experience for most, even though, paradoxically, we perhaps know far more about the 
real nature of war thanks to the media, where we can watch street battles for Grozny 
or Pristina over dinner. Of course this view is highly coloured in itself, as influenced 
by CNN, and whilst we are au fait with images of war, we are probably as unaware of 
the harsh brutalities of war as the nave young man who signed up in the early part of 
the last century. Even for those who serve in the military, war is a far less personal 
experience than in previous ages. New technologies have created a critical distance 
between most of the combatants in an age of smart missiles and laser targeting. 
'LS(APE. for men 
fragrance reflects 
every man's need 
to make his life 
on adventure. " 
- Calvin Klein 
Figure 3.3 Calvin Klein advert 
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Adventure does still have an important place in our lives however, particularly 
as the narrative capital discussed by Schiebe (1986) who suggests that adventurous 
tales form the basis of life stories that in turn are foundations of individual identity; 
`The value of such action is that the consequences of having enjoyed such 
thrilling experiences flow beyond the bounds of the occasion. One tells 
stories about these events, `dines out' on them, elaborates and embroiders 
on successive retellings. In this fashion, the life story of the participant is 
enriched' (1986: 136) 
Of course the participation in adventure needs to be appropriate in terms of risk 
behaviour and this is frequently defined by society (Johnston, 1989: 42). As a result it 
is not the risk alone that is upheld but the `contextual significance or participation in 
risk for the construction of self narratives' (Schiebe, 1986: 135). 
Commodifying Adventure 
Although it is clear that commodification of adventure is by no means a new 
phenomenon, it is only in the present age that it has reached such a level of 
conspicuous consumption. It is a sign of the times, perhaps, that my earliest 
imaginings of adventure were probably fostered by celluloid rather than print. One of 
my favourite childhood films was `The Goonies', in which a group of American 
children go on a search for lost treasure to stop their homes being repossessed. Whilst 
clearly Hollywood mass media, the film has all the elements of a great movie; bad 
guys, chases underground, decisions to be made, the passage to adulthood for all of 
the group in one way or another and plenty of action in the form of waterslides, booby 
traps and a killer musical organ. Of course the adventure still had to play by 
Hollywood `PG' rules, one had to have enough of a risk to excite, but always emerge 
unscathed at the end. 
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All these things are things that I wanted, experiences I wanted to be part of, to 
have an adventure with my friends, to emerge the hero at the end of it. A child's 
imagination took the cinematic themes beyond and outside its original confines, 
especially with the influence of peers and my sister as part of the action. The 
combination and iteration of different stories from film (Star Wars, Indiana Jones) 
television (Battlestar Galactica, Chocky) and books (most notably C. S. Lewis' various 
Narnia tales and The Wizard of Earthsea by Ursula Le Guinn), only served to broaden 
and deepen early conceptions of adventure. I was also very fortunate to have the 
playground of a remote Scottish holiday home that undoubtedly cultivated adventures 
in the fertile young mind. A clear trend in all these adventures however is the creation 
of another world, in some cases literally, the terra incognita in which the imagination 
is freer to roam. 
It is undeniable that, to some extent, adult ideas of adventure are based upon 
childhood conceptions, and to a certain degree modern adventures can be seen as 
mature versions of play. However, there are clearly many individual definitions and 
levels at which adventure may operate, for one person's adventure may be another's 
backyard stroll. It is more useful if we consider adventure as a concept- and in this it 
is an experience that is different from that of everyday life. Official definitions of 
adventure focus on the uncertainty element as a vital part of the challenge. The New 
Zealand Mountain Safety Council defines adventure as; 
`An experience where the outcome is uncertain because key 
information may be missing, vague or unknown, but it must appear to 
the adventurer that it is possible to influence the circumstances in a 
manner which provides hope of resolving the uncertainty. An 
adventure is much like leisure because it is a state of mind, is freely 
chosen, intrinsically motivating and may lead to a peak experience. 
The adventure experience is individually specific due to competence, 
situationally specific because of risk and chronologically specific in 
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time. An adventure for one person in a certain place and at a 
particular time, may not be an adventure given a different 
person... place... or time' 
(NZMSC, 1993: 9) 
Hence an important part of an adventure is that there is some ability of the 
individual to govern the outcome which itself is not some foregone conclusion. This 
uncertainty is created through the presence of risk, defined as the potential to lose 
something of value, whether it be physical, mental, social or financial. This risk, or 
danger of an `other' event, is integral to the adventurous experience, but it is also a 
floating concept. As this research hopes to show, real and perceived notions of risk in 
adventure tourism are frequently incongruous. It is important to note the voluntary 
aspect of an adventure, at least at the entry point, which will lead to what has been 
called a peak experience, or the pleasurable feeling that someone feels when they are 
performing to their physical and sensory potential. 
Past Tourism 
The link between tourism and adventure is by no means a new one, since it has 
been shown that the two are synonymous to some extent, hence the popularity of 
adventure tourism as a practice and a concept. Indeed we could view Cook and 
Columbus as early adventure tourists at least in some part, although they would not be 
the first. However, it is clear that the drive to mass tourism that followed World War 
II was fuelled to some extent by the provision of less adventure in travel (i. e. the 
security offered by package tours), although for many of the holidaymakers behind 
this boom, the experience was still relatively adventurous. The war was also an 
important watershed because, in the adventurous way shown above, huge numbers of 
people, mostly men, had undergone some form of temporary or permanent 
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displacement. Whilst this was not necessarily tourism, it opened up the possibilities 
and desires for travel in a way not before witnessed. 
Several commentators have framed the desire to travel as a search for some 
experience more authentic than that found in everyday existence. The work of 
MacCannell (MacCannell, 1973,1976 and 1992, and May, 1996) has particularly 
focused on this idea that `reality and authenticity are thought to be elsewhere' 
(1976: 3) in modern existence. However this figuring has considerable shortcomings, 
most notably the problematic idea of the authentic experience itself. Since it has been 
shown that travel is a part of society's' historical legacy on a global scale it is unlikely 
that any place any where can be authentic in a pure sense. For example Desforges 
(1999; 299) highlights how the area around Aberystwyth in Wales markets itself 
touristically as a bastion of Welsh culture, but an examination of the gravestones in 
the churches highlights a far broader connection to the world over many centuries. It 
is clear that `tourist places, then, like all other places, have never been `authentic' 
because they have never been bounded places shut off from the world' (1999: 301). 
Nevertheless, the arguments that back up the authenticity debate are useful in 
that they do confirm the undeniable touristic trait of yearning for the untouched, and 
the associated prestige that goes with the experience of such. Again a clear link 
emerges to narration, as the experience of some more authentic other enriches the 
narrative capital of the traveller. This search for something different is undoubtedly a 
major attraction for many participants in modern tourism. In many ways tourists may 
be seen as searching for `the space of the dream... where everyday life is put into 
brackets and temporarily replaced by a different life' (Lefebvre, 1991). The fact that 
these issues are perhaps closer to the individual imagination than might be supposed 
is highlighted by one of 2000's biggest films, The Beach, based on the book by Alex 
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Garland. The novel has as one of its central themes the search for that authentic 
paradise. Indeed, a look at the official website captures some of the themes that have 
emerged; 
`The desire to find something real- to connect with something or someone- is 
what drives Richard, a young American backpacker who arrives in Thailand 
with adventure on his mind. Travel, he asserts, is the search ftbr experience, 
the quest for something different. ' 
(The Beach movie website, 2000) 
Visitors to the site are then encouraged to enter the site as either a `tourist' or 
as a `traveller', where here notably the difference is reduced to the time one has 
available to browse the site (figure 3.4). The tourist is presented with a menu of 
characters and places that can be selected, whilst the latter links into a full storyboard 
with movie clips and audio tracks. The liminality of the experience depicted in the 
story is highlighted through the main characters descent into a distorted reality, where 
the attaining of a utopia proves to be too much to handle. 
Figure 3.4 Homepage for the movie `The Beach' 
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The search for some authentic other, however, is not a trend which is new to 
tourism. The grand tours of Europe of the latter half of the last millennium were based 
upon the quest for authentic culture within the landmass. Notably they were seen as 
an almost essential experience to qualify for membership of the educated bourgeoisie. 
It is notable how these were a rite of passage for the participants, however. It has been 
suggested that there is an identifiable trend from a `classical' tour of the continent in 
from the late sixteenth century to the eighteenth century, focusing on classical and 
renaissance tenets, towards a `romantic' tour which dominated the nineteenth century, 
`influenced by the sensibilities of the Romantic Movement with a quest for sublime 
and picturesque scenery' (Towner, 1996: 110). 
Tourism as Social Organisation 
Technological change has important consequences in tourism, for example the 
impact of jet aircraft from the 1960s onwards. However, as Lash and Urry (1994) 
contend, it is important not to succumb to `technological determinism' which sees 
`travel as derived demand'. Instead they highlight organisational innovations as key 
to success of technological advances and, hence, the social organisation of travel as 
part of a wider `social organisation of the experience of modernity' (1994: 253). 
External factors such as increases in holiday time have been extremely influential. For 
example, in the UK in 1961 ninety seven percent of manual workers had only two 
weeks holiday, but by 1981 this had changed to a picture where at least eighty six 
percent had a basic entitlement to four weeks or more (Poon, 1993). 
Following on from this is the manner in which the signs of tourism are as 
important as the practices themselves. In a highly mediated world where the 
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prospective traveller is bombarded with images of destinations and activities, 
authenticity goes out of the window. This is not to say that tourists become cultural 
dopes, however, as they employ a wide range of reflexive tactics to navigate the 
practice of travel. `Consumption becomes more skilled as in a sense everyone 
becomes a hermeneutist, reading and interpreting the extraordinary rich and diverse 
array of signs and images which can be assembled and reassembled almost 
instantaneously' (Lash and Urry 1994: 260). 
As a result, the marketing of places and activities then becomes a 
tremendously important part of the meaning with which they are endowed. The 
`visual and written texts, stereotypes, rhetoric, symbols and icons' that Cloke and 
Perkins (1998a: 187) refer to are the foundations of that meaning. As a result of these 
trends some very strong `place-myths' emerge which become reinforced through 
touristic practices. Wilson (1992: 20) discusses how tourism is projected out into 
nature and then brought back on itself as part of our imaginations. He shows how the 
Caribbean holiday is a product as well as place, but this equally applies to 
adventurous tourism. You can bungy jump off a crane in a car park, but people would 
far rather do so off a bridge across a deep canyon with raging rapids below. The 
importance of the media employed in tourism is tremendously important to an 
understanding of how places may be represented. Holiday snaps have been shown to 
be a significant force in reinforcing tourist expectations, where the framing of an 
image is often couched within these pre-existing perceptions, as discussed in the 
previous chapter (Ashworth and Goodall, 1990). In addition, the importance of 
photography as a risk-reducing stratagem to bound unfamiliar tourist spaces cannot be 
overlooked, as `the very activity of taking pictures is soothing and assuages general 
feelings of disorientation.. . unsure of other responses they take a picture' (Sontag, 
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1979: 9-10). This is important given the acknowledgement of the importance of risk in 
the previous chapter (p46). 
Modern Tourism 
However, it is only over the past decade that certain organisational and 
societal changes have altered the travel industry significantly. The continually falling 
costs of air travel, the increase in `safe' destinations, the use of the internet as a travel 
media and the plethora of independent travel guides have led to the `democratisation 
of travel' (Urry, 1995: 130), meaning the world is literally the prospective travellers' 
oyster. The growth and ease of choice has led Poon to contend; 
`Old consumers were homogenous and predictable. They felt secure when 
travelling in numbers and took vacations where everything was pre- 
arranged and pre paid. New tourists are spontaneous and unpredictable. 
They are hybrid in nature and no longer consume along linear predictable 
lines. The hybrid consumer may want to purchase different tourism services 
in different price categories for the same trip. New consumers want to be 
different from the crowd. They want to assert their individuality and 
they want to be in control' (1993: 90) 
This trend is clearly representative of the suggestions made by Krippendorf 
(1987: 167) and highlighted in the introduction (p10). It is important to see such 
movements within a circuit of culture context, with both the tourist and the tourist 
industry as organisational actors. There is a tremendous variety of choice in travel 
options, giving an ever-increasing selective power to the consumer. With growing 
disposable incomes, it is increasingly the drive for the quality of travel experience that 
defines, not that of cost, as confirmed by Poon. Indeed in 1999 average household 
expenditure on leisure, of which holidays make up a large proportion, was the largest 
outgoing from those budgets, surpassing more essential spending for the first time 
(ONS 2000: 32). 
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Poon suggests that this fits into a more general ethos of lifestyles, in which 
fulfillment of being as opposed to that of having becomes the overriding quest. In this 
ideal, leisure becomes `not as escape from daily life, but an extension of daily life' 
(1993: ). It has been suggested that there has been a gradual trend from people who 
`live to work' through `working to live' and in the present day seeking to really live 
all areas of life. Of course this is a slightly problematic division, as it is as much 
changes in opportunity in the modern world that have fostered such transitions, but it 
is helpful if we consider the tourist to be more reflexive about experience. This leads 
Crick to contend that `in our present post-modernist, mass-communications world we 
have very much seen a universalisation of a mode of perception and being which may 
be termed `touristic" (1995: 206, see also Urry, 1995: 149). As such we live a life of 
tourism, seeking new influences, searching for new challenges and trying new things 
in all parts of our existence. An example of these blurred boundaries is the manner in 
which `professional and middle-class groups notoriously seek opportunities to 
combine work with travel valued for its own sake' (Adler, 1989: 1370). 
An important contemporary trend is that the boundary between leisure and 
tourism is becoming increasingly fluid. There are an increasingly diverse number of 
activities available in a huge variety of spatial locations and in different time frames 
which emphasise this. This is illustrated by the new Disney Institute in the US, which 
is; `a resort community with a campus-like setting, offering more than 40 hands-on 
programmes and activities, including gourmet cooking, TV production and rock 
climbing' (The Economist 1/3/97). Whilst the visitor to the resort may be traditionally 
classified as a tourist, many of the activities they may pursue are what may have been 
identified as leisure (and perhaps as a result may have a greater emphasis on 
embodied experience). There are several reasons that might explain this trend: a 
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diversification of possible activities available; an increased amount of leisure time or 
holiday time; and a greater reflexive concern with efficient use of this time. 
Travel as Status 
The idea of mass tourism and alternative tourism is no longer entirely helpful, 
as the globe appears to be far more a surface of tourism destinations with varying 
visitation levels. Clearly the carrying capacity of certain `mass tourism' destinations is 
far in excess of some specialist destinations. Compare for example the influx of 
visitors to Spain, which gets over thirty five million visitors a year, to that of Bhutan, 
which limits its tourism input to five thousanda year. However, it is not given that the 
former is any less sustainable, or damaging, than the latter. It is quite possible that our 
`mass tourist' to Spain may have a relatively low environmental impact whilst on 
holiday, and likewise our supposedly `alternative traveller' to the fragile environment 
and culture of Bhutan may be significantly damaging. Indeed, as Mowforth and Munt 
(1998: 155) suggest, ideas of sustainability can be seen as much a method of ensuring 
the exclusivity of certain travel experiences encouraged by middle-class values, as the 
environmental preservation they purport to be. An extreme view is that of Wheeller, 
who refers to ecotourism as egotourism (1994). 
Travel tales are probably the most powerful force in tourism, both from the 
traveller and the industry's perspective. The most powerful of these is found at the 
level of the individual, as travel stories are likely to be a large part of their narrative 
capital as shown above. This is fuelled further by the plethora of print, in the forms of 
guidebooks, weekend supplements to newspapers and travel magazines, added to an 
ever increasing number of travel programmes on television. As Mowforth and Munt 
show, `travellers' tales are a modem continuation of the stories of colonial encounters. 
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They are a useful way of demonstrating how discourse is used to represent or recreate 
a reality (the reality that First World tourists experience) and impose meaning, in 
much the same way as the fantastic tales told by colonialists in the nineteenth century' 
(1998: 144). As they go on to detail, the construction of tales is a complex process, 
but their creation sustains the importance of travel as a commodity. Indeed as Schiebe 
rather bluntly puts it; 
`The cash value of adventures, after all, is only partly enjoyed at the time of 
their occurring or being suffered, but realizes itself later as the survived 
adventure becomes the stuff for enriching one's story. Travel to remote or 
foreign places is partly done for the intrinsic pleasure of beholding the 
strange and unfamiliar. But without the possibility of redeeming the travel by 
showing photographs and souvenirs, and telling stories to interested friends 
of how it was- without these possibilities the traveller is cheated of the major 
value that can be realised from the trip. ' (Schiebe, 1989: 145) 
In some cases there may even be a process of retrospective narrative enrichment, 
particularly if a destination is known for a particular activity, place or thing. In this 
case the tourist may do something because they might be asked if they did it, because 
someone will want to hear the story. How many times has one heard the phrase `I'd 
better do it since I am here'. It is worth noting however, that the person who wants to 
hear the story may be the tourist themselves, as the story is a memory bonded to 
souvenirs and media that has a significant amount of personal capital. What is 
debatable in Schiebe's thesis is whether, as she suggests, the collection of narrative 
capital still maintains the rewards to collective society (1989: 147) in the increasingly 
individualist twenty first century. 
These tales and their associated capital are also tied up in processes of class 
identity. However, in an echo of tourist practices, the blurring of class boundaries 
symptomatic of the middle-classification is perhaps altering this from within, so that 
individual travel identity becomes more important. Indeed, as early work by May 
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(1991) has shown, the search for authenticity is by no means defined by class. The 
diversity of the tourist is shown by the fact that travel has its 'hacks and innovators, 
its naive amateurs, adventuring before the eyes of a family audience, as well as 
professionals, performing with full knowledge of travel tradition' (Adler, 1989: 1385) 
Irrespective, there has been a tremendous growth in independent travel over the last 
decade. Whilst the holiday expenditure of UK residents on independent overseas 
holidays grew 55 percent between 1995 and 1999 (from £4 billion to 7 billion), 
spending on inclusive holidays grew at only 22 percent during the same period (from 
£6bn to 8 bn) (ONS, 2000: 53). What is interesting is the manner in which the industry 
has adapted, and the emergence of semi-packaged tours. These purport to be 
independent, thus gaining the cultural credentials, but at the same time re-establishing 
some form of control over the independent traveller. An example relevant to the 
research in question is the Kiwi Experience bus network in New Zealand. Whilst 
billing themselves as `the adventure travel network', they follow set itineraries, 
although flexible in time, and `recommend' certain hostels, with whom they have 
arrangements. Whilst there is a quest for individualism through travel, the irony is 
that, as Mowforth and Munt claim, independent travellers are `largely 
indistinguishable from each other by virtue of their discourse, dress codes and the 
informal `packages' that they follow through travel guides' (Mowforth and Munt 
1998: 142) 
Hand in hand with the growth in independent travel has been that of 
backpacking as a mode of tourism. Centred around the rucksack, both in reality and as 
a construct, with the focus on being able to realistically carry one's holiday 
possessions on ones back, tenets might include walking, staying in hostels and using 
public transport. What is important to note is the fact that, despite backpacking being 
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a practice that may have been youth-oriented, it is now just as popular with all ages 
and status, represented in the latest phenomenon of `grey nomads' (Black and Clark, 
1998). 
However, it is clear from a European perspective, that for the young, a 
backpacking tour, as a gap year either after A-levels or university, is an important rite 
of passage. In a similar manner to the grand tours of Europe discussed earlier, the tour 
of South East Asia and Australasia is a formative and desired experience for many 
young travellers, and this has clear implications for this research. These youth travel 
experiences are likely to be highly liminal, `because out there in the real, unscripted 
world, anything goes' (USIT Campus brochure, 1999). For many it may be their first 
travel experience away from family, and the traditional rules are suddenly disrupted, 
and `identities in the process of transformation become fluid' (Winchester, 1999: 60). 
What is also important is the power that this market has, particularly over adventure 
tourism destinations. As Deforges (1998: 183) points out, `young travellers have the 
power to determine which places are brought into the tourist economy (and which 
places are excluded), which put simply means incorporating those places which 
conform to notions of authenticity'. In addition `young travellers determine the terms 
by which peoples and places are included in the tourist economy'. 
The Nature of Touristic Experience 
Shaw and Williams (1994: 5) have defined leisure in experiential terms, as 
`rooted in enjoyment, well-being and personal satisfaction'. Touristic experiences are 
becoming more and more influential in modern life because as much of contemporary 
work seems without clear meaning, leisure time is increasingly the time, and hence 
creates the space, in which we look for meaning in our lives. As a result tourists are 
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increasingly looking for more meaningful experiences when they do travel. As 
discussed earlier, much of the literature has focused on touristic searches for 
authenticity described above, and has been particularly on the visual aspects of 
touristic experience, most notably the `gaze' examined by Urry (1990). 
However, contemporary trends in tourism have highlighted that tourists are 
searching for more than a visual canvas in their quest for authentic, meaningful 
experience. The growth in new forms of special interest tourism emphasise that a 
broad range of embodied human experiences are really the aim for the contemporary, 
reflexive tourist. Tourists increasingly want to experience more than sights, they want 
action, to be able to `participate with their own skins' (Moeran 1983: 94). This is an 
important trend within the tourism industry as a whole, with the emergence of the 
`high-tech' but `high-touch' ethic described by Poon (1993: 119). 
Weiler and Hall (1992) describe the motivations for such tourist activities to 
be based upon improved physical well-being, social contact, risk seeking and self- 
discovery resulting from the experience. As Mowforth and Munt claim, there is a 
powerful force towards establishing ones individual identity through travel, and 
`doing' things that may distinguish from the average `tourist', or `traveller' for that 
matter, so the experience can be presented as `more than just a holiday' (1998: 146). 
In order to claim the desired cultural capital the experience `must be sufficient in 
distancing itself from supposedly inactive or inert forms of tourism' (1998: 146). Of 
course, the search for the latest thing, by default, is an iterative process. Paradoxically, 
there seems to be a process of moving forward in terms of the latest adventurous 
experience, and a moving back in terms of the search for an `authentic' other. As a 
result companies such as Explore, an organiser of small group overland holidays, use 
terms like `original adventures' in their advertising (Explore brochure April 1998). 
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Whether this is touching a humpback whale's leathery skin (Cater and Cater, 2001), 
feeling the g-forces in a thrilling bungy jump in a spectacular canyon (Cloke and 
Perkins, 1998) or listening to the moving drumbeat of a native tribal dance (Spencer, 
1985), the focus is a deep embodied experience unavailable in everyday life. Touristic 
experience is no longer just a safari. 
It is, however, important in any study of tourism to grasp the importance of 
history to often seemingly unrelated modern practice. As Adler states, `any travel 
style, no matter how seemingly new, is built on earlier travel traditions' (1989: 1373) 
For example, it is important to recognize that the body has always had an important 
place in the practice of tourism. This may be shown by the popularity of health spa 
resorts in the nineteenth century, or the continuing importance of sunbathing as an 
activity. The difference seems to lie in the use of the body in the practice of tourism. 
Adventure tourism is all about active participation with the body, often requiring 
considerable effort on the part of that body. It is this most of all that distinguishes it 
from past touristic consumption. As Bell and Lyall claim, we have moved `from 
languid or leisurely over-clothed aesthetes surveying and depicting the nineteenth 
century vista, to Lycra and neoprene clad sublimity junkies hurtling into the next 
extreme panorama' (1998: 20). In addition, there have always been those who have 
practiced adventure tourism, but as Zurik (1995) details, this was primarily informal 
and individual, contrasting highly with the commodified and commercial nature of 
adventure that can be seen emerging over the last decade. As a recent article in the 
Sunday press on an attempt to recreate a trans-Asia overland experience of the 1970s 
laments; 
`Backpackers tastes, too, had changed. White-water rafting was now more 
likely to attract the overlander to Nepal than water pipes. Everyone had got 
their copy of the Lonely Planet guide to plan their route; 25 years ago we 
navigated by word of mouth' (Lewis, 2000: 1) 
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Special Interest Tourism 
In attempting any form of typology of adventure tourism there are 
considerable problems of delimitation and definition attributable to the diversity of 
activities and spatial locations being considered. It is worth noting that there will 
always be exceptions to the rule, but this merely reflects the dynamic nature of the 
industry in question. On a broader scale we may situate adventure tourism under the 
umbrella of special interest tourism, defined by Weiler and Hall as involving `active 
or experiential travel' (1992: 5). Fennell (1999) suggests that adventure tourism falls 
within what he terms ACE tourism (Adventure, Cultural, Ecotourism), particularly 
from a government and marketing perspective (Figure 3.5). 
Ecotourism Cultural Tourism 
ACE Tourism 
(adventure, culture, ecotourism) 
Adventure Tourism 
Figure 3.5 ACE tourism (after Fennell, 1999) 
Partaking in special interest tourism means that the mastery of the unknown 
destination is paralleled and enhanced by the mastery of adventure. This, in turn, leads 
to the position of `personal self-fulfilment, and of living a lifestyle which provides a 
sense of achievement' described by Giddens (1991). Adventure tourisms are 
adventurous because they involve the exploration of new and different spaces, both 
within and without the body. Although a true terra incognita doesn't exist on maps 
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today, it is still a very real space in the mind, maybe more so as life has become more 
cosseted. 
The most important facet to realise about the practice of these special interest 
tourisms is that they usually form a part of a more general tourist experience, and 
rarely stand alone. As Cloke and Perkins point out, `forms of `mass' or `niche' 
tourism are by no means mutually exclusive' (2001: 4). There are cases where this is 
the case, particularly in holidays which have a overall theme of adventure travel, for 
example off-track overland journeys or sea-kayaking. However, the increasing norm 
is that special interests form the selective part of any tourist experience, and the move 
towards independent travel documented earlier only encourages this. It is thus 
important to realise that our twenty first century tourist is a creature of multiple 
identities, because of the fact that they can be. Thus the adventure tourist that this 
study seeks to uncover may be that for only a day, the next they may be an ecotourist, 
then a 3S tourist for several days and maybe then cultural and heritage based before 
going home. Failure to grasp the multiplicity of desires that are part of the touristic 
experience leads to an inadequate account, and this should be borne in mind. 
Adventure Tourism and Ecotourism 
The two forms of adventure tourism and ecotourism are undeniably close 
cousins within the special interest fraternity, and in many cases it may be difficult to 
separate them. Indeed Buckley (2000: 437) suggests an acronym NEAT to cover the 
spread of Nature, Ecotourism and Adventure Tourism. A prime example of this may 
be scuba diving, which is inherently adventurous as an activity, yet is likely to be 
based around the observation of underwater wildlife in an ecotourism context. 
Although some accounts may place ecotourism within the sphere of adventure 
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tourism, and they do share many common attributes, clearly the dominant ethic of the 
two is different. Despite the common policy practice of lumping the two together as 
ACE or NEAT tourism, Fennell admits that `there is little empirical evidence 
demonstrating homogeneity between adventure tourism, culture tourism and 
ecotourism' (1999: 54). Ecotourism is primarily about the viewing of `pristine' nature, 
but the practice of adventure is likely to be led by the quest for risk, challenge and 
adrenaline. The individual will have widely varying levels of appreciation for these 
and other attributes, but these may be seen as the overriding principles. 
The situation is further compounded by the fact that both arenas are largely 
confined to natural or wilderness areas. The reasons for the importance of natural 
locations to the practice of adventure is a part of the discussion later within this thesis, 
but the policy problems created by such association are highlighted by widely varying 
conceptions of wilderness and its use value (Dale, 1999). The important thing to 
recognise in any definition of any special interest tourism activity is that by their very 
nature, diversity is the theme. Any attempts to categorize must be done so in the 
knowledge that any individual activity may offer a vastly different experience to its 
counterparts, because of the specificities of time, place and nature that are shown in 
the NZMC definition. 
Adventure Travel and Adventure Tourism 
A useful distinction in our typology is that between adventure travel and 
adventure tourism, the former being the method of travel, the latter the individual 
activities performed (table 3.1). The two are clearly associated in that they both carry 
the ideals of adventure, and thus embrace the uncertainty principles mentioned earlier, 
and also aim not to have the mass-market identity, at least in outward appearance. 
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Although they are an interesting comparison, and share some motivational 
similarities, theme park rides are not adventurous because there has to be some 
uncertainty and individual control to the experience. Risk is present in both adventure 
tourism and adventure travel, although in different forms. The risk in adventure travel 
is likely to be one of challenges and difficulties in the means of travel, and as 
Mowforth and Munt suggest `risk titillates, even eroticises adventures' (1998: 147). 
This is no doubt true, but misses the point that some element of risk is fundamental to 
adventure itself. 
Form Example Activities 
Adventure travel Overland journeys 
Trekking 
Staying in hostels/camping 
Eating local cuisine 




Table 3.1 A suggested typology for adventure travel and adventure tourism. 
What is interesting is that both academia and the industry have confirmed the 
spectrum of risk from `hard' to `soft' adventure (figure 3.6). The importance of 
arousal, expressed in the form of risk in adventure tourism has been examined by 
Johnston (1992). In her study of activities in New Zealand, including skiing, climbing 
and hiking, she finds that risk was identified by 35.6 per cent of the sample as 
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meaning `challenge', by 27.2 per cent as meaning `danger', and by 22.4 per cent as 
meaning `uncertain outcome'. Of interest is the influence that this risk had on the 
activity, as for 31.3 per cent of the sample the risk increased their enjoyment of the 
activity, whilst for 23.3 it decreased the enjoyment. However, forty one percent of the 
sample claimed the risk did both, highlighting the fact that this `stressed the dual 
nature of risk as challenge and danger, or the idea that a certain amount of risk was 
positive, but beyond that it was negative' (Johnston, 1992: 165). This is confirmed by 
the British Medical Association's report on risk mentioned in the previous chapter 
(p46). Hence, controlled risk, when perceived as a challenge, adds to the overall 
enjoyment of the experience, and is therefore an integral part of the activity. 
Interestingly, a recent study of activities in New Zealand shows that the most 
adventurous activities, in this case bungy-jumping and blackwater rafting, achieved a 
100 percent satisfaction rate (i. e. the activity was better than expected) in relation to 
activities of a `softer' nature, which only achieved lower scores (Danaher and 
Arweiler, 1996). 
Figure 3.6 The Spectrum of Adventure 
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Although adventure travel may seem, on the surface, inherently less risky than 
the activities of adventure tourism, it is notable that travelling to conflict zones has an 
emerging identity of `coolness' and instant narrative capital. This is emphasised by 
the popularity of guidebooks designed for this purpose, such as Fielding's Guide to 
the World's Most Dangerous Places (1998, figure 3.7). This is perhaps the 
embodiment of Adler's prediction that `as the modern tourism industry is driven, like 
other industries, to expand and diversify its products for accurately targeted and well- 
differentiated markets, hitherto minor traditions-among them the exploration of 
infernal terrain- will no doubt be tapped for commercial purposes' (Adler, 
1989: 1376). 
FIELDING'S 
ROBERT YOUNG PELTON 
OOSKUN ARAL & WIRT DUI-LBS 
ýý_ 
Figure 3.7 Fielding's guide to the World's Most Dangerous Places 
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However there are differences between the two, in that adventure tourism, as a 
result of trends in the industry, is more likely to take on a commercial and 
commodified identity, perhaps because this offers a clearer safety net in these 
inherently risky activities. Indeed, as shall be shown, risk in adventure tourism is 
usually perceived rather than real, with the outcome certain but veiled so that it 
appears uncertain. In addition, the place of adrenaline, which shall be examined in 
more detail later, is clearly of paramount attraction in adventure tourism, whilst 
probably of lower importance in adventure travel. Again there are exceptions to this, 
as quite clearly there have been very successful attempts to commodify the adventure 
travel market, and some of the softer adventure activities may not rely on an 
adrenaline response at all. Table 3.1 emphasises the tremendous diversity of activities 
that fall within the classifications. It is true that adventure tourism and adventure 
travel participants do overlap to a large degree, but this may be as much because of 
the differences between them as their similarities. For example the typical backpacker 
is likely to be frugal when it comes to accommodation and food (adventure travel), 
but is willing to spend significant amounts of money on `experiences' (adventure 
tourism) (Loker-Murphy and Pearce, 1995). 
Adventure Tourism 
Adventure tourism is now of great significance to the tourism industry as a 
whole. Before proceeding further, however, it is important to introduce a, perhaps 
obvious, cautionary note that adventure tourism, in its many forms, will never 
dominate the market. Nevertheless, it will still increase in importance, particularly at 
the softer end, where the provision of half-day adventure activities provides an 
important part of a broader holiday experience. In terms of a history, the end of World 
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War II has been highlighted as an important watershed in the growth of adventure 
tourism, as surplus military equipment became available. As regards transportation, 
ordinary people had access to fast and affordable travel to far flung corners of the 
world for the first time in history. In addition, the availability of hardware such as 
rafts, jeeps, backpacks, scuba gear, camping equipment, skis and guns enabled new 
forms of adventure in inhospitable places (Adventure Travel Society, 1996). Much of 
this surplus equipment deteriorated, however, and it was not until the 1970s that the 
availability of cheap new materials like aluminium, rubber and plastics enabled rafts 
to be marketed at a reasonable price again (NZ Marine Safety Authority, 1996). 
Whilst not overlooking the importance of organisational innovations, this process 
of technological availability has continued in adventure tourism, for example the 
scientific development of bungy cord and the development of jetboats. In adventure 
travel as well, one only needs to look at the way in which rucksacks have changed 
over the last twenty years, from rigid frame designs to body-hugging creations, with 
the wearer clad in the latest easy-breathe fabrics. Of course the consumption of these 
goods is not wholly defined by the adventure itself. The consumption of consumer 
goods related to an adventurous ethic is explained by Riley (1995: 634), as the need to 
engage `in ideal rather than utilitarian consumption; the burgeoning phenomenon of 
fashion-oriented consumption; and an increase of interpreted symbolism from 
consumptive displays'. Thus a huge consumer goods industry has grown alongside the 
tourism itself, with the adventure tourist being able to assert their identity as such 
through the carrying of the badges that denote such a lifestyle (figure 3.2), with goods 
that `possess qualities beyond their functional purpose' (Riley, 1995: 634). Johnston 
and Edwards demonstrate how the activity of mountaineering has become 
progressively commodified; 
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`Corporate sponsorship has shaped mountain experiences and even the 
fantasy of a mountain experience in order to sell commodities to a 
consuming culture. (As a result, ).. many more well-equipped, stylishly 
dressed holiday consumers are travelling to mountain regions ... sent 
by art 
ever-growing legion of adventure travel companies who advertise their 
services in (a also growing number) of `Adventure Travel' magazines and 
guides. They arrive carrying clothing and equipment purchased at outdoor 
shops staffed by adventure enthusiasts; and they are guided through their 
mountain adventure by mountaineers turned tour guides'. 
(1994: 468) 
It has been estimated that the level of expenditure on the latest skiwear in Britain 
every year, for which there are relatively good statistics, amounts to some £44 million 
alone (Mintel, 1996, quoted in Holden, 1998). It is suggested that expenditure on 
`adventure clothing' is at least equal to this, perhaps more so given the current vogue 
for adventure design in urban lifestyles. This latter point highlights that it is possible 
to confirm the ideals of an adventurous lifestyle through the display of such 
consumption, without even partaking, and the superficial nature of this consumption 
bears investigation. It is interesting to see how the adventurous ideals of the Royal 
Geographical Society both reinforce and are reinforced by their corporate sponsors, 
Land Rover and River Island (Phillips, 1997: 184). 
Because of the importance of place-myths discussed above, certain 
destinations have emerged as adventure capitals, with the provision of a wide range of 
adventure activities on offer. Queenstown in New Zealand, Victoria Falls in 
Zimbabwe, Bend in Oregon are all examples of these places of adventure. Often they 
are perceived as marginal locations, frequently rural, that form an alternative to the 
highly developed west. The reality of course is that these are as much part of the 
global system as the places where the participants originate, but what matters is that 
they look like they are at the `edge of the world', despite the fact that they are well 
served by air links and have the best hotels and nightlife for `apres-adventure'. This 
not only adds to the feeling of adventure, but also keeps the activities supposedly 
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within the `safe' regulatory frameworks that holidaymakers come to expect. However, 
it is worth noting that `the adventure travel industry may suffer from the idea of `build 
it and they will come" (Adventure Travel Society, 1996). This may have been the 
case in the early stages of adventure tourism, but the reality today is that intense 
competition in the marketplace has made the marketing and location of the adventure 
at least as important as the activity itself. 
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Commodifying Adventure: The case of Queenstown, New 
Zealand 
`We thought it was the thing you did in New Zealand anyway, everyone who... As soon 
as I knew I was going to go to New Zealand I knew I was going to jump, because 
everyone who has been here has said that you have got to do it you know? ' 
Charlotte, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy 10/2/99. 
'Shotover Jet has got the name I guess, if you know one, then you know this one... I'm 
really doing it for my daughter, I want to show her the 'New Zealand holiday' and 
this is part of that' 
Charles, Canada, over 55, Shotover Jet 20/1/99. 
In the previous chapters it has become apparent that not only is there an 
increased desire for adventure experiences, but that the tourism industry has begun to 
commodify adventure itself. The significant growth in the popularity of adventure 
tourism is best examined through an investigation of one of the several adventure 
resorts that are emerging on the global scene. One of these is the self-styled 
`Adventure Capital of the World', Queenstown, New Zealand (figure 4.1). In the first 
section I will present a brief but coherent demonstration of the way in which 
Queenstown has become a premier tourist destination, and the way in which this has 
altered its spatial and spiritual character. In the second section the focus is more on 
the adventure activities themselves, through documentary and interview material with 
the producers of the adventure experience. In this manner it should become apparent 
how the tourism industry has met the challenges posed by the search for adventure 
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highlighted in the previous discussion. In particular, it should become apparent why 
Queenstown has been so peculiarly successful at this process. 
Figure 4.1 The `Adventure Capital of the World'. Queenstown, New Zealand. 
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New Zealand 
If we are to examine the growth of adventure tourism, it is rather appropriate 
that the study destination was encountered by western civilisation within the 
adventurous ethic detailed in earlier chapters. Originally sighted by the Dutch 
explorer Abel Tasman in 1642, Niuew Zeeland was supposed to be the west coast of 
some great land mass. It was not until James Cook's much closer inspection in 1769 
that this was disproved, and the country claimed in the name of the British Crown. 
During the nineteenth century European settlement proceeded apace, with the vast 
resources of the nation being the main attraction. It is undeniable that the frontier 
culture has survived to the present day in New Zealand, even if the myth is now 
commodified and packaged. Laidler and Cushman (1993: 1) highlight how the frontier 
culture necessarily bred an ethic that was shared between work and play of `ascetic 
discipline, physical strength and resilience and independence of spirit tempered by a 
willingness to team up in the face of challenge and hardship'. 
While it is clear that these representations are stereotypes, that have often 
excluded the contributions and experiences of vital others (women, Maori), the 
`vigorously active male is still discernable' (Laidler and Cushman, 1993: 2). Not least 
in the realm of advertising, where the `Speights Southern Man' (a beer advertisement) 
continues to be an icon (Kearsley, 2000), and in the field of sport, where rugby 
maintains its place as the national game (Watson, 1998: 21). Even at a policy level, 
commissions such as that for sport, leisure and recreation (the Hillary Commission) 
continue to espouse, by their very title, the heroic nature of `rugged strength, body 
and character' (Laidler and Cushman, 1993: 2). Visitors to the country are told that 
New Zealanders `value hard work, resourcefulness, honesty, fairness, independence 
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and ruggedness- legacies of their pioneering history' (Lonely Planet New Zealand, 
1998: 32). 
For a country with such a fantastic diversity of natural environments, ranging 
from tropical beaches to alpine mountainscapes, and a tiny resident population, 
tourism focusing on this beauty was always going to be popular. In 2001 tourism 
continues to be New Zealand's' largest foreign exchange earner, bringing in over 
NZ$5bn (excluding airfares) to the economy, (Tourism New Zealand 2001). 
However, the last decade has been a period of significant change as regards tourism to 
New Zealand. First, the numbers visiting the country have soared from under 900,000 
in 1990 to approaching 1.7 million in 2001 (1,672,677 visitors in the year end June 
2001). Second, according to the International Visitors Survey, the 1990s has been a 
period of significant change in the New Zealand tourist product, with a massive 
increase in activities undertaken whilst on holiday. In 1995, `visitors were 
participating in more than twice as many (127% increase) activities, and/or attractions 
as in 1992' (NZTB, 1996: 18). 
Because of such fantastic natural resources, many of these increased activities 
have been of an adventurous nature. There are a wealth of activities peppered all over 
the two islands that make up the country, varying from caving in Waitomo, kayaking 
in Nelson, shark diving in Kaikora to canyoning in Queenstown. It has recently been 
estimated that the 1.5 million visitors to New Zealand in 1994 took part in over 5 
million adventure adventure activities (Greenway, 1996). 
This has lead to a situation that is decidedly different from that which Urry 
suggests (1995: 138) where `once one leaves the four major cities there are almost no 
such (tourist) facilities'. Admittedly New Zealand is still in a more undeveloped stage 
of tourist development than Britain, for example, but such a characterisation seems to 
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have little weight from personal observation, and was open to critique even at the time 
of the suggestion. The New Zealand tourism industry, although undeniably individual 
in character, is diverse, sophisticated and has a history that stretches back to the 
earliest Pakeha (white) settlement. 
Early Tourism to New Zealand 
Tourists have been visiting New Zealand since virtually the start of European 
settlement. Early visitors from Europe and the USA traveled by ship, and took in the 
sights of Milford Sound, Mount Cook and the Pink and White Terraces at Tarawera 
(before they were destroyed by volcanic activity in 1886). The construction of a 
railway network in the late nineteenth century greatly aided access to the interior of 
the twin islands, and the Milford track, one of the most famous walks in the world, 
was completed in 1890 (Watson, 1993: 24). However, `international visitors to New 
Zealand have traditionally been channeled along a relatively narrow axis to a limited 
number of destinations' (O'Neill, 1995: 24). This is a pattern that has become only 
seriously challenged over the last decade, with the significant growth of independent 
visitors to the country. Nevertheless, the main tourist hubs continue to remain central, 
since they have the established infrastructure to support visitation. One of the 
country's principal resorts, and the most significant in South Island relative to its size, 
is Queenstown. 
Queenstown Tourism 
An understanding of the development of tourism to Queenstown is vital if we 
are to understand the processes that have led to the creation of the self-proclaimed 
adventure capital of the world. It is important to express that Queenstown has 
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undeniably one of the most attractive settings of any settlement you may find on the 
surface of the earth. Nestled in a pristine forested valley on the shores of a deep blue 
lake, the town never seems busy despite its huge numbers of visitors. Entering the 
town via the main road from the drier valleys of the east, one is struck by the 
peacefulness of the lakeside settlements, contrasted with magnificent towering peaks 
all around. To the north are the gentler slopes of Queenstown hill and Coronet ski 
area, to the west lies Ben Lomond, a peak which affords fantastic views of the area, 
across the lake is Walter Peak, and to the south east the gnarled skyline of the 
Remarkables provides a stunning contrast. 
Being shielded by these high peaks, the water of the lake is remarkably still, 
and this enhances the illusion that the sides of the lake never seem to meet the water, 
plunging past the surface. In reality this is almost the case, as, whilst the lake surface 
is over a thousand feet above sea level, the bottom is more than two hundred below, a 
legacy of some incredibly powerful glaciers. The area abounds with myth, most 
notably the beating of the giant's heart that makes the surface of the lake alter in 
height over 12 centimetres in a periodic fashion every hour (Kiwi Experience, 
1999: 90). Scientists have not fully explained this, but believe that it is similar to the 
seiche evident in some alpine lakes. Although this may be regarded as over- 
romanticising, one cannot ignore the fact that anyone who sees pictures of the town 
(Figure 4.3) comments on this beautiful setting, and it may be argued that this is 
indeed Queenstown's greatest resource. 
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Figure 4.2 The Location of Queenstown. 
Figure 4.3 Queenstown, New Zealand 
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Queenstown History 
There are signs that Maori inhabited the area long before Pakeha (white 
settlers) arrived on the scene, probably to hunt the Moa that lived in the area, but it is 
likely that this habitation was seasonal. Early western explorers were surprised by the 
primarily coastal-based Maori's knowledge of the interior, and lake Wakatipu appears 
on early maps as a large oval body of water named Waipounamu, or the Greenstone 
Water, after the large amount of jade that surrounded the lake (Brown, 1997: 7). It is 
likely that the first Pakeha to see the lake was a Clutha farmer named Nathaniel 
Chambers in 1853, who, with a Maori guide, approached from the south to scale one 
of the peaks of the Remarkables (Kiwi Experience, 1999: 90). Further expeditions 
followed, particularly those efforts to ascertain the extent of the head of the lake, 
which is blocked from the southern end due to its peculiar dogleg formation. Despite 
early concerns that the slopes of the area were too steep for farming or livestock 
cultivation, surveyors hastened to map the area in the late 1850s. 
The man credited as the father of Queenstown was William Gilbert Rees, who 
arrived in New Zealand in 1859, and joined a party that left Oamaru to the north in 
search of possible holdings the following year (Bassett, 1988: 11). The fact that this 
was virgin earth was documented by the hard travelling as a result of the thick 
speargrass and brush that made progress very slow. Rees subsequently took up 
residence in the valley that is Queenstown today. 
However, the quiet farming life was not to last for Rees, as the discovery of 
gold in central Otago in 1861 was to impact heavily on the area. Pushing further and 
further inland, the hauls of gold became greater and greater, and the Shotover river, 
which runs from the north down to Queenstown, was probably the richest source of 
them all. Indeed, it is now regarded as probably having been one of the most lucrative 
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gold-bearing rivers in the world (De La Mare, 1993). Queenstown, at the head of the 
river, was the obvious place as a depot for all this goldmining activity, and suddenly 
Rees found himself with a lot of hungry mouths to feed. The population of the town 
boomed, with estimates of anything up to ten thousand, a level that would not be 
reached again until the 1980s. Rees used his own boat to transport supplies from 
Kingston at the southern arm of the lake, but often supplies were short. What was a 
few years previous a smallholding with just a hut and a woolshed by 1863 had 
mushroomed into a fully fledged town with `public bars on every corner, banks and 
concert rooms, doctors and lawyers offices, a post office, churches, a newspaper 
office and a gaol' (Brown 1997: 13). The name Queenstown probably emerged in 
early 1863, possibly as a result of goldminers claiming the town and its riches were 
`fit for a queen' (Cossens, 1962: 5). An alternative theory suggests that the large 
number of Irish miners were enamoured of the tales that Queen Victoria had named a 
small settlement in county Cork thus, and so performed a ceremony with similar 
pomp the other side of the world (Brown, 1997: 14). 
The First Tourists 
Strange as it may seem, the establishment of Queenstown as a tourist 
destination may be as a direct result of the gold rush. The local settlers, realising how 
the future of the town was precariously balanced on a limited resource, sought to 
examine alternative strategies for when the gold was gone, something made more 
urgent when there was a noticeable downturn in gold output in 1864 (De La Mare 
1993). Farming and minerals were obvious resources, but some of the pioneers 
envisaged the opportunity for a health and tourism resort. Suggestions to improve the 
scenic grandeur of the site by tree planting, and the improvement of infrastructure and 
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facilities were put into effect to attract visitors. Interestingly, the characteristic 
beautifully wooded slopes above Queenstown are by no means original, as can be 
seen from early photos of the town. During the summer of the present research in the 
town, the Department of Conservation were removing large swathes of this woodland 
from the upper slopes, in order to promote growth of more indigenous species. 
By 1871 the population of the town had fallen dramatically to 562 people from 
the goldmining heyday (Bassett, 1988). However, the early recognition of the 
possibilities for tourism was not ignored. A resident in 1863 envisaged people 
`coming not in their tens or hundreds, but in tens of thousands to lay bare the 
unaccounted wealth of the land, to populate the wilderness and make it flourish as 
living man never hoped to behold' (Cited in Brown, 1997: 16). It may have taken a 
century for this to happen, but this crystal ball was by no means wrong. As the trickle 
of tourists started to flow in the 1870s, many of the twenty six hotels built to host the 
miners were improved, and, indeed, much of the infrastructure provided by the 
goldrush was now utilised to provide for the needs of the tourists. It was undeniably 
the scenic potential of Queenstown that was its greatest drawcard, although it is 
interesting to see how even early brochures hint at the wide range of opportunities for 
engaging with nature available in the region, as one from 1914 states; 
`Mankind's holiday tastes are as diverse as his business pursuits, but 
Nature is a never failing storehouse. And surely in no part of New Zealand, 
nay, of the world, has there been packed into one corner of the storehouse 
such a wondrous variety of the chiefest delights of nature as is to be found in 
the neighborhood of Queenstown' 
(Sinclair, 1914) 
The paddlewheel steamers that had arrived on the lake to service the needs of 
the miners now took on a new cargo, that of tourists, and their presence enabled a 
diversification of the tourism product, as trips to the head of the lake became popular. 
In 1902 the New Zealand government, anxious to lower fares and improve services, 
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bought out the private operators (Tourist and Publicity Department, 1975). In 1912, 
the Earnslaw arrived, a ship built in Dunedin specifically for the lake. This ship could 
carry over one thousand passengers and 100 tons of cargo and livestock (Sinclair, 
1914), and greatly improved the reliability of access to Queenstown. Today the ship 
still plys the waters of lake Wakatipu, although now solely for the purposes of 
tourism. The nostalgic feel of the ship, with its shimmering brass fittings, is enhanced 
by regular performances of old time music hall favourites in the main cabin. By 1914, 
it was suggested that there were as many as thirty steamers on the lake. However, the 
construction of roads and the establishment of regular motor services lead to the 
decline of the fleet, so that by 1934 the number of passengers arriving by boat and car 
was roughly equal (Cossens, 1962: 5). 
In line with early resort tourism in Europe, tourism to Queenstown was firmly 
situated within ideas of the therapeutic value of a holiday. 
`The lake is about 1020 ft. above sea level and the dry, healthful mountain 
air and the bright sunshine constitute a tonic for the invalid, and for the lusty 
a draught as of an ancient vintage' (Sinclair, 1914) 
Although tourism to Queenstown was a steady flow, it was not huge, and was 
markedly seasonal. In 1916 for example, 1692 tourists visited the resort between 
January and May, but only 216 tourists were reported to have visited the town 
between May and October (Brown, 1997: 17). Most of Queenstown's significant 
expansion has occurred since the end of the Second World War (Pearce, 1980: 75), 
with the resident population of the town not rising above 1000 people until the census 
of 1956 (Bassett, 1988: 13). The most significant feature of Queenstown's post-war 
tourist growth was the emergence of a second season, based around that of skiing. The 
development of Coronet peak in the late 1940s by the Mount Cook Company meant 
that for the first time, accommodation in Queenstown was fully utilised during the 
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winter months. Furthermore, the type of visitors to Queenstown was finally moving 
away from South Islanders seeking a local retreat. In 1949 45% of winter visitors 
were from the North Island, and Australian visitors became more important with the 
establishment of trans-Tasman services (Bassett, 1988: 18). Australians continue to 
constitute a significant proportion of the market in the winter skiing season. In 
addition, these non-local visitors were far more likely to seek higher quality 
accommodation in the town, providing a sustained market for a coherent tourism 
product. 
Queenstown airport opened in 1964, which not only enabled popular scenic 
flights of the area, but also facilitated fast access to the resort for the first time, 
crucially improving connection for an international market. Only by moving away 
from the predominance of `the everyday New Zealand family' (Cossens, 1962: 5) 
would the resort receive the sort of investment needed for it to become an 
international resort. Although this was seen as `a cause for concern' (Lampen, 
1968: 63) it was actually the only way to move away from such marked seasonality 
and diversify the tourism product. In addition the 1960s saw a clear change in course 
for the resort, away from `purely scenic excursions to more sophisticated and unusual 
activities with a peculiarly New Zealand flavour' (Lampden, 1968: 85). Some of these 
are shown in figure 4.4, a tourist brochure from 1969, focussing on active forms of 
recreation available in Queenstown in the late sixties. One of the first of these was 
that of the Shotover Jetboat ride, which commenced operations in 1963, and claimed 
to offer "a blend of scenery and excitement" (Pearce and Cant, 1981: 10). The 
importance of Shotover jet in establishing an adventurous brand for Queenstown will 
be discussed below. The skyline gondola, first suggested as far back as the 1930s, was 
running by 1967, and immediately exceeded expectations of its popularity, carrying 
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over 100,000 people in its first year (Brown, 1997: 22). Today, with new machinery 
installed in 1987, it carries over three times that figure to the scenic peak that 
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Figure 4.4 Queenstown Activity Brochure from 1969 (Hocken Library, Dunedin) 
Steadily Increased Visitation 
The New Zealand Tourism and Publicity department put the number of 
visitors to Queenstown in 1965 as between 103,000 and 110,000 (NZTP, 1966), but a 
decade later this had risen to between 176,000 and 188,000 (Pearce and Cant, 
1981: 3). Going by guest arrivals at Queenstown accommodations, the number of 
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Figure 4.5 Visitors to Queenstown 
[Figures- 196.5, NZTP (1966), 1977, Pearce and Cant (1981), 1982,1986, Bradford 
(1987), 1998 Destination Queenstown (1999)] 
Notably, according to the International Visitors Survey for the year ended March 
1996, there were 448,000 international visitors to Queenstown (NZTB, 1996). This 
reflects an important trend in tourism to Queenstown that is masked by these 
aggregates, that the majority, over seventy five percent, are visitors from overseas. 
Between 1965 and 1986 domestic visitors to Queenstown rose only two fold, whilst 
overseas tourists rose something like fourteen times (Bassett, 1988: 20). This is 
important to the study at hand because it is suggested that overseas tourists are far 
more likely to spend significant amounts on commercially organised activities, such 
as those of adventure tourism. 
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Figure 4.6 Increasing international visitation to Queenstown 
It should be noted that these figures should be treated with some caution, however, as 
they originate from different studies, and use different methods of calculation. Most 
notably, it is possible to be a visitor to Queenstown without showing up on statistics, 
as not all visitors stay in commercial accommodation, and not all visitors may stay the 
night in Queenstown itself. This is particularly true of domestic visitors. The marked 
seasonality of tourism to Queenstown is shown in figure 4.7, which clearly 
demonstrates the dominance of the summer season, but the added importance of the 
July to October winter ski season. 
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Figure 4.7 Guest Arrivals in Queenstown 
(Destination Queenstown 1999: 15) 
A Growing Asian Market 
A more recent phenomenon in international arrivals has been in terms of 
changing origin, particularly the rapid growth in tourists from Asia. In 1974, overseas 
visitors were primarily Australian, with nearly three-quarters of visitors, with the 
other principal markets being the UK and North America. By 1995 this picture had 
changed dramatically, and although Australia is still the primary market, its 
dominance has fallen to below twenty percent. Interestingly North America has 
maintained its position, whilst the UK has increased to over ten percent, probably as a 
result of dramatically declining airfares to this longhaul destination. Most importantly, 
the combined Asian market now makes up over a third of the visitors to Queenstown. 
This fell dramatically in the late 1990s with the impact of the Asian economic crisis, 
but by mid 1999 the numbers had picked up again (Destination Queenstown, 1999). 
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Interestingly Queenstown captures over a third of all visitors to New Zealand from 
overseas destinations, except for those from Australia, of which it receives only about 
a quarter (NZTB, 1996: 29). 
Figure 4.8 Origin of Overseas Visitors to Queenstown 
1974 
(NZTP, 1975: 19) 
New Zealand Tourism 
1995 
(NZTB, 1996: 29) 
It is important, however briefly, to position Queenstown's fantastic growth as 
a tourism destination within a national and regional framework. As a destination New 
Zealand has pursued a strong tourism growth strategy, realising the potential of its 
fantastically beautiful landscape. The advent of efficient long haul aircraft in the 
1960s can be seen as a significant watershed in the growth of international tourism to 
the twin islands. The original New Zealand tourism and publicity department (NZTP) 
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was replaced in 1984 by the New Zealand Tourism Department (NZTD), and given a 
specific marketing mission, whilst the tourist operations of the former were privatised. 
In 1989 the NZTD coined the aim of having inbound tourism equal to its population 
of 3 million by 2000 and recommended the institution of a public-private marketing 
group to achieve this aim. The resultant Tourism Strategic Marketing Group (TSMG) 
had a representation of eight major players from the industry such as Air New 
Zealand, the Mount Cook Group and Tourism Holdings Limited (THL) (Pearce, 
1992: 168). In 1990, a change in government prompted the replacement of the TSMG 
with the New Zealand Tourism Board (NZTB) and the NZTD was abolished and its 
remaining policy functions transferred to the Tourism Policy group of the Ministry of 
Commerce. The NZTB now existed as a stand-alone quango with a clear focus on 
overseas marketing. 
A clear branding strategy, in place after 1993, aimed at creating a personality 
for tourism as well as New Zealand exports, focused on the unspoiled natural assets of 
New Zealand whilst also underlining the global outlook of the `Kiwis'; 
`The green fernfrond dipping in the waters of afresh mountain stream and 
the colours of an unspoilt New Zealand environment. Not the grey and brown of the 
crowded environmentally compromised world, but the fresh green of the primal forest 
reaching down into the blue ocean. The uncomplicated integrity of the fernfrond 
opening to the newness and the possibility of today, reaching out and at the same time 
beckoning us in to share in new achievements' 
(The New Zealand Way, 1993: 1, cited in Cloke and Perkins, 1998b: 275) 
Despite the emphasis on the pristine natural environment, this and the other branding 
slogans do more than just hint at the place of the New Zealander at the heart of this 
environment, and high levels of technological innovation as helping `paradise become 
a little more like heaven' (NZ Way 1993: 5). As Cloke and Perkins (1998b: 277) 
contend, such campaigns have done much to create a cultural idea of New Zealand as 
`young, fresh, unspoilt and innovative'. 
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The physical results of these programs may not have been as spectacular as 
hoped, as at the year to end February 1999 New Zealand had received about 1.5m 
visitors, somewhat short of the three million target (Destination Queenstown, 1999). 
However New Zealand did experience an inbound tourism growth of ten percent in 
the first half of this decade, which was over twice the global average (NZTB, 1996: 1). 
It is important to note that 98 percent of visitors arrived in the country at the three 
main airports of Wellington, Auckland and Christchurch (NZTB, 1996: 1), 
emphasising the dominance of these hubs. 
In 2000 the emergence of a new campaign, `100% Pure New Zealand' has 
sought to further emphasise the unspoiled nature of the New Zealand environment. 
Although most of the images used are of magnificent vistas, the most popular being 
that of the Dart river valley at the head of lake Wakitipu, adventure tourism images 
have been strong in the campaign, as the one hundred percent moniker clearly has 
potential for advertising intense physical experiences. However the campaign has not 
been without criticism for its over-emphasis on the natural environment, with the 
Prime Minister claiming it ignores `the sophisticated, upmarket, first world, truly 21st 
century nation we are' (Otago Daily Times, 12/8/00). In addition, the campaign 
swallows the majority of Tourism New Zealand's NZ$55m budget. Nevertheless the 
campaign has been instrumental in achieving 1.69 million visitors in the year ended 
July 2000 (NZTB). 
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Figure 4.9 Image from the 100% Pure New Zealand campaign 
Figure 4.10 Image from the 100% Pure New Zealand campaign 
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Because of the overwhelming focus on New Zealand's natural assets in its 
tourism portfolio, it is important to note the key role of the Department of 
Conservation (DoC). This is especially important to this study, as the majority of 
adventure activities take place within the conservation estate. DoC originally emerged 
in 1987 as part of that year's Conservation Act, and combined the previous functions 
of the lands and survey department and the forestry service. Although conservation is 
the departments key priority, the act also requires it to `foster the use of any natural or 
historic resource for recreation and to allow their use for tourism' (cited in Kearsley, 
1997: 53). As a result DoC is a key body in the planning of tourism attractions and 
awarding concessions to commercial operators. Of particular significance is its 
authority over the unusual feature of the `Queen's Chain' which enshrines public 
access to any body of water in New Zealand. 
At a more general national scale it is important to note that there has been 
intensive economic restructuring in New Zealand during the 1990s. Of primary 
influence has been the exposure of New Zealand agriculture to the global market 
during the mid 1980s (Pearce 1992: 157). This has led to the loss of a significant 
number of jobs in the agriculture industry in particular, and to a massive increase in 
private ownership and deregulation. `In this deregulated environment tourism has 
flourished, and in some cases has consciously been fostered by local authorities as a 
key element in urban economic repositioning' (Kearsley, 1997: 50). Overall, tourism 
is now the largest single foreign exchange generator in the New Zealand economy, 
surpassing that of wool, meat or dairy agriculture (O'Neill, 1995: 1). 
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The Regional Picture 
Because of Queenstown's success as a resort, it is somewhat easy to ignore the 
region that it resides within, although it owes a great deal to the resources that the area 
as a whole has to offer. For packaged or semi-packaged holidays, Queenstown is an 
ideal staging post for exploring the southern half of South island. Two attractions 
stand out as being especially prominent in the Queenstown regional product. The first 
is Mount Cook, New Zealand's highest mountain, which is conveniently located 
midway between Christchurch and Queenstown. Second Milford Sound on the West 
Coast is a common day trip either by plane or coach. Aside from these world-class 
tourist locations, the area abounds with attractions such as the goldmining heritage, 
particularly in neighbouring Arrowtown; fantastic natural scenery, especially at the 
head of the lake; many walking opportunities for all abilities; golf courses; scenic 
railways and vineyards to mention just a few. 
Queenstown as a town, however, is clearly very different from its sister 
settlements in Otago. The high numbers of foreign visitors to Queenstown has already 
been mentioned, but what is most stark is the difference to other centres that are not 
so heavily reliant on the international tourism trade. Whilst Queenstown receives 
under a third of its staying visitors from domestic locations, Dunedin relies on the 
New Zealand market for nearly seventy percent of its visitors, and for regional towns 
like Alexandra, the figure is more like 98 percent (Cossens, 1989: 7). Furthermore, the 
prominence of Queenstown on an international visitor's itinerary may be seen in the 
fact that around a third of all visitors to New Zealand make a point of visiting 
Queenstown, whereas only just over ten percent visit Dunedin (NZTB, 1996). 
However, the nature of Queenstown as a staging post on a New Zealand tour 
invariably means that visitors to the town do not actually stay there very long. Indeed, 
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the average stay in the summer is only two nights (Destination Queenstown, 1999: 8). 
This creates its own problems, with such a high turnover rate, especially of operators 
that do not have a high-profile product. As David Kennedy, the chief executive of 
Queenstown's quango tourist board, Destination Queenstown, suggests, `a lot of 
visitors have a bit of a shopping list of what they would like to do before they arrive, 
and not much changes after that' (Press, 16/11/99). Clearly the pre-eminence of 
Queenstown as a resort has lead to some local centres attempting to emulate its 
success, as can be shown by increasing tourism levels to Wanaka, a similarly located 
lakeside resort the other side of the Crown range. Creation of indigenous tourism 
products, such as that of the old town redevelopment in Cromwell, may also be seen 








Figure 4.11 Resident population of Queenstown-Lakes district 
(Statistics New Zealand, 1998: 9) 
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Queenstown Growth 
How then have such high levels of short visitation international tourists 
impacted on the character of Queenstown itself? In order to highlight this, it is 
probably best to let the figures speak for themselves. In terms of resident population 
of the region, the growth has been meteoric (figure 4.11). One can see how the 
population has almost doubled in the decade 1986-1996, from just over 8000 to 
approaching 15,000, with a significant proportion of that growth in the latter five 
years of that period. Notably, the population density of the region is still only 1.5 
people per square kilometre, compared with a national average of 13. Most of the 
residents are employed in tourism, with 26% employed in the tourism-exclusive 
sector of accommodation, cafes and restaurants (figure 4.12). If cultural and 
recreational services and retail and transport sectors, which are largely driven by 
tourism, are included, the percentage rises to nearly 60% directly employed in the 
tourism industry. It is also worth noting the importance of the construction and 
property sectors as well. It is important to note that this distribution is not actually any 
different from that in previous decades, as much the same picture held true in the 
1970s (Tourist and Publicity Department, 1975: 15). Indeed, settlements in New 
Zealand have long been characterised by the overwhelming dominance of one 
industry or one employer (Hoare, 1987: 43,1988: 161). What is true, however, is that 
this is now on a much larger scale then previously. 
As a result of this expansion, the Queenstown tourism product is far more 
sophisticated in the late 1990s than in earlier decades and is able to cater to a far 
wider range of requirements than previously. What became apparent in various 
discussions in the town was the manner in which most people would have a number 
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of actual `jobs', a common characteristic of tourist resorts. Thus a bungy jump guide 
might also work as a barman in one of the clubs whilst also running a digital camera 
service. This manner of employment was parodied in a recent Queenstown play where 
the main character had no less than fourteen jobs! (The Press, 24/6/97). Whilst this 
phenomenon is important in understanding the manner of employment in the town, it 
is also very crucial to the way in which the intricate networks function between 
various actors in the adventure tourism industry in the town. 
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Land Use in Queenstown 
The effects of tourism on the land use of the town have been marked. 
Following work done by Bassett in 1988 on the changes in the town centre since 
1965, it is interesting to see the manner in which trends highlighted by him have 
continued throughout the 1990s. Rather than surveying the whole town, which would 
have been very time consuming, Bassett instead surveyed four different blocks in the 
town centre, shown in figure 4.13. 
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A repeat survey for this thesis, carried out by surveying the same blocks in 1998, 
makes it possible to see what changes may have occurred over the decade, shown in 
table 4.1. The most obvious growth has been in the number of food and beverage 
dispensing outlets, now up to an astonishing forty-nine establishments from the 
twenty six present in 1988. This is a far cry from the mid 1960s when there were only 
three licensed restaurants, and `there was a serious lack of activities available in 
Queenstown, and especially so at night' (Bassett, 1988: 24). Many of these outlets are 
now bars and nightclubs, of which there were eleven in the four highlighted zones. 
Interestingly, there has also been a significant growth in the number of fashion stores, 
up from eleven in 1988 to twenty six in 1998. This can be attributed to a further 
increasing share of international tourists, with higher levels of disposable funds, 
seeking to acquire souvenirs and shop whilst on holiday. 
Table 4.1 The Number and Type of Firms Operating in the Commercial Zone 
(sample blocks) 
Type of Establishment 1988 (All Blocks) 
(Bassett, 1988: 72) 
1998 (All Blocks) 
Food/Drink Dispensing 26 49 
Crafts/souvenirs 14 18 
Professional Services 14 12 
Booking Agents 13 11 
Fashion Apparel 11 26 
Other Retail 20 20 
Other Services 8 13 
Tourist Accommodation 1 3 
Non Commercial use 4 1 
Vacant or Construction 7 5 
TOTAL 118 158 
Two other changes can be seen which are not directly related to growth, one of 
which is the decline in the number of booking centres and travel agents. This is 
primarily due to the trend of consolidating booking services for different activities in 
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one office, and this is particularly true of the adventure activities pertinent to this 
study. Despite Bassett's observation that tourist accommodation was being forced into 
the outer `industrial and residential zones' (1988: 86), accommodation units in the 
zones have risen to three establishments over the decade. This is primarily attributable 
to the emergence of backpacker hostels, which need to be central because of the needs 
of the independent travelers who use them, utilising non-street level space in the town 
centre. Indeed this is symptomatic of a trend emphasised by Bassett, the 
`intensification of land use' (1988: 86) in the town centre, amply demonstrated by the 
fact that the number of establishments in the four zones has increased from 118 to 156 
over the period. 
A trend that has reversed over the period is the decline of the bottom end of 
the accommodation markets shown in table 4.2. Whilst numbers of hotel beds have 
altered little over the decade, and motel accommodation seems to have declined 
somewhat, accommodation in campsites and hostels has shown a resurgence. Whilst 
Bassett felt that this sector would diminish due its reliance on `traditional New 
Zealand visitors' (1988: 23), this has been halted by the arrival of a new tourist. 
Independent travelers, travelling in a far less structured manner than packaged 
tourists, are frugal in accommodation, as has been discussed in earlier chapters, and 
hostels are an ideal means of achieving this (p79). This is helped by the manner in 
which independent hostels today are very different from their institutional forebearers, 
usually simply but well equipped, with a lively atmosphere and bound into the social 
fabric of the settlement of which they form a part. The increasing importance of 
backpackers as a market segment, and the fact that this growth is very recent, is 
shown by the fact that hostel capacity in Queenstown increased by 42.7% during 1998 
(Destination Queenstown, 1999: 7). In considering accommodation, it is important to 
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recognise that accommodation is not always synonymous with tourism (Bull and 
Church, 1994: 15). Nevertherless, in a resort as reliant on tourism as Queenstown, 
where eighty nine percent of visitors are on holiday (Tourism New Zealand, 2001), it 
is felt that such inferences are not problematic. 
Table 4.2 Tourist Accommodation available in Queenstown (beds) 
Accommodation 
Type 
1965 1984 1986 1999 
International 
Hotels 
0 1854 2548 2623 
(combined) 
Hotels 288 98 98 ^ 
Motels 440 1230 1768 1058 
Hostels and 
Campsites 
4820 4244 4304 5413 
Source: Bassett (1988: 22) 
Destination Queenstown (1999: 10) 
Because much of the tourist growth has sped ahead of any planning process, 
some commentators have suggested that `Queenstown provides a New World 
example of a largely unplanned development at a resort level' (Sharp, 1995: 54). 
Whilst, more recently, local authorities have caught up with the pace of development, 
and planning in the town is now considerably more rigorous, there is a potential for 
conflict between the residents and the council. Tourism development remains a 
number one priority, to the extent that a former Air New Zealand representative 
declared the interests of the settlement's residents as `subordinate' to the national 
interest in Queenstown, as its number one resort (Sharp, 1995: 55). Notably house 
prices in Queenstown are significantly above those in the surrounding region, despite 
the fact that in 1965 the average house price was below the national average. 
Following the rocketing of prices in the early 1980s, by 1986 Queenstown had the 
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highest average house price of any locality in New Zealand (Bassett, 1988: 45). In 
1998 average sale prices in Queenstown were some NZ$216,700, compared to 
NZ$96,500 in central Otago, and still double that of the closest major urban region of 
Dunedin, where the average house price is just $111,600 (Statistics New Zealand, 
1998: 22). 
In social terms Queenstown does have a certain reputation among the 
population of South Island. For example it is interesting to note that in a development 
direction survey of the residents of Kaikoura, a whale-watching resort on the east 
coast, one of the most frequently expressed views was that they `did not want to 
become like Queenstown' (Horn et al, 1998: 66). This was primarily attributable to 
the fact that Queenstown was now too expensive for New Zealanders to visit due to 
the emphasis on `high cost activities' (ibid. 67) designed for overseas tourists. An 
example of this noted during the period of the research was the fact that grocery 
shopping was very difficult and expensive, and many Queenstown residents did their 
grocery shopping in Cromwell, an adjacent town an hour's drive away. This situation 
may now have improved as a large supermarket opened in the industrial area of the 
town in late 1999. It is beyond doubt that some of the long-time residents of 
Queenstown have been opposed to the rapid change in character of the town, but this 
observation should be treated with caution. Our 85 year old neighbour thought that the 
development had been brilliant, despite the fact she was right in the middle of it. With 
such a large proportion of the workforce employed in tourism, attitudes towards 
development are generally very positive. 
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Adventure Tourism in Queenstown 
The most significant change in the tourism character of Queenstown over the 
last decade or so, however, has been the huge growth of adventure activities within 
the Queenstown tourism product. Wandering around the town centre one cannot help 
but be amazed at the wealth of activities on offer and the way in which adventure 
seems to have infused the very soul of the settlement (see video segments 4.1 and 
4.2). From every shop window pictures and posters affirm the adventurous lifestyle, 
and in clothes shops even the mannequins are to be seen bungy jumping (figure 4.14) 
Figure 4.14 Bungy jumping mannequins 
; ýý 
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At this point it is important to note that, although Queenstown offers a host of 
independent opportunities for adventure, this study intends only to examine the 
commercial side to adventure in the town. This is because these `quick fix' activities 
are most significant not only in terms of numbers, but because they are the ones that 
are the public image of the town, and the most heavily commodified. In addition, they 
are the ones primarily used by the overseas tourists. Each of the major activities will 
be examined in turn for the sake of clarity. However, it is important not to view them 
as separate, as they are, in fact, highly interdependent in terms of marketing, image 
and employment. 
In the early 1980s it became apparent that the New Zealand tourism product 
was evolving, as an industry spokesperson conceded at the time; 
`There has been a change in tourism. Not so long ago tourists used to come to New 
Zealand, they would come in a bus and sit and look and look and look, get back in the 
bus, jump in the plane and go home, and say what a lovely place it was. This has 
changed, and the people now not only come to look... Consequently, the change is one 
of moving from a passive industry to an active industry. That is what we must 
promote. We must promote getting them here and get them to do things. ' (Gebbie, 
1982: 194) 
Queenstown, as a resort with a sizeable existing market, in a fantastic natural setting, 
provided the fertile environment for the growth in these activities. 
Jetboating 
It may be convincingly argued that the very first commercial adventure 
activity in Queenstown was the Kawarau Jet jetboat ride. Jetboats differ from the 
usual speedboat in that instead of an outboard engine, the engine is located within the 
boat itself, so that the boat is actually propelled by a powerful `jet' of water that is 
pushed out of the stem. The key advantage to such boats is that they can travel in 
extremely low draughts of water, typical of the braided channels of New Zealand 
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rivers (video segment 4.3). Indeed the design was originally perfected in the late 
1950s for this very purpose by a high country farmer, by the name of William 
Hamilton, from the MacKenzie country close to Mount Cook. Two Invercargill 
brothers, who had become the local agents for Hamiltons boats, established a tourist 
operation under the name Kawarau Jet in 1962, in order to provide funds for a 
Christian youth camp in the town (Brown, 1997: 65). This initial service departed from 
Frankton pier and continued up the Kawarau dam at the confluence of Arrow river, 
coincidentally virtually underneath the Kawarau bridge used by AJ Hackett for bungy 
jumping today. The trip proved to be immensely popular, to the extent that the 
Melhop brothers were actually requested by the council to move their departure point 
to the Queenstown pier (ibid. 66). In 1964 they established a second operation under 
the name Shotover Jet, in order to access the spectacular canyons present on the river 
just to the north of the town (Shotover Jet, 1996: 11). Soon this operation proved to be 
the more popular of the two and the Melhops sold off the Kawarau operation. 
From the outset the jetboat product was conceived as an adventure ride first 
and foremost, with several of the trademark `Hamilton' turns, in which the superb 
manoeuvrability of the boats is demonstrated by a 360 degree spin within the length 
of the boat itself. Additional features were recognised, such as the birdlife present on 
the river and the stunning scenery, but the thrill of the speed and agility of the boats 
was paramount. By the late 1960s Shotover Jet was carrying over three thousand 
passengers a year, and, despite other operators wanting a share of the action, the 
council agreed with the company that more than one operator in the canyon would be 
dangerous. 
Real changes to the company occurred with the purchase of the operation in 
1970 by Trevor Gamble, who recognised that the thrills could be enhanced by 
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`nicking around the rocks' (cited in Brown, 1997: 71) to give more of a heart-stopping 
experience. In addition Gamble was aware that the capacity of the operation was 
rapidly being swamped by demand, and commissioned the Hamilton company to 
design jetboats specific to the needs of Shotover Jet. The result, introduced in 1976, 
were the `big reds', much wider than the traditional jetboat, and able to carry up to 
eleven passengers at a time instead of four. Interestingly the drivers that Gamble 
recruited to drive these new machines were selected not on previous jetboat 
experience, but on their `personality and showmanship', because of the recognition 
that `entertainment is what it's all about' (cited in Brown, 1997: 73). 
Over the next decade Shotover Jet firmly established itself as one of the 
foremost tourism attractions in Queenstown, and changed hands again in 1986 under 
the guidance of Jim Boult. After further legal battles, Shotover Jet was assigned sole 
concession of the canyons until 2004. The environmental impact of the boats was 
lessened with the introduction of Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) propulsion, which 
prevented fuel spills (Shotover Jet, 1996: 11). The present marketing manager of 
Shotover Jet remains convinced that there has been a shift in the desire for more 
adventurous pursuits; 
"Well, jetboating is now a mass-market activity. Quite a few years ago before 
bungy started 10 years ago, people used to say 'oh if you are crazy go on Shotover 
Jet, but if you just want a good ride do the Earnslaw', that was the level of thrill that 
people wanted. People thought Jetboating was just crazy and extreme, so our average 
age was about 35. And then bungy jumping started and everyone said `if you want to 
do something crazy go and bungy jump' so they took the top end of the market away, 
they took all the extremists away from jetboating. And that lifted us up from 60,000 
people to 95,000 in one year, just through bungy starting, it took jetboating down to 
the mass market, which was fantastic really. Our average age went up to 42 ". 
Nick, Marketing Manager, Shotover Jet (12/98). 
It is important to mention that the deregulation in the private sector mentioned 
earlier has had a considerable impact on Shotover Jet, as the growth of the 
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shareholder economy in New Zealand enabled the company to float on the Auckland 
exchange in 1993. This then facilitated domestic expansion into three further jetboat 
brands, a photographic company, a theme park and a tramway, and the 
commencement of overseas operations in Fiji and Mexico. It is interesting to see how 
this expansion is both horizontal, with new operations, and vertical, adding depth to 
the existing product. The most obvious example of the latter is the manner in which 
the acquisition of Smile Click, a photographic operation, enabled the addition of 
candid photography to the Shotover Jet experience. 
Today Shotover Jet has a very high brand image, probably equal to that of the 
AJ Hackett name, and this is borne out by the fact that 42 percent of Shotover Jets 
customers found out about the activity by word of mouth (Mayson, 1998: 12). In 1994 
the company was accredited with the New Zealand Way brand discussed above, and 
was rated highest out of any tourism operations in the scheme (N. Flight, 
Queenstown, 1998, personal communication). In the Queenstown area Shotover Jet 
has four operations: the original Canyon operation; Goldfields Jet, which operates on 
the Kawarau river, and has an added goldmining heritage focus; Dart River Jet, based 
around a nature safari theme; and Heli Jet, designed as a companion activity to 
helicopter rides. All, however, remain clearly focused around the adventurous theme, 
which is high-speed thrills in no ordinary motorboats. Despite being the sole 
concession on the Shotover gorge, there are still several competitors, the major two 
being Kawarau Jet and Twin Rivers Jet, both of which depart from the pier in 
Queenstown. Nationally, it is estimated that the tourist jetboat market is around 
250,000, with approximately 55 operators, but the reputation of Shotover Jet is 
illustrated by the fact that almost half of the total participants make the trip in the 
narrow gorge, and Shotover carries over two-thirds of the total across its brands (N. 
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Flight, Queenstown, 1998, personal communication). Of Shotover Jet's customers, 
around 56 percent are independent tourists, and 72 percent originate overseas. Of 
these over a third are Australian, just under a third are from the US, and the remainder 
is roughly equally split between the Japanese, the British and other nationalities 
(Shotover Jet, 1996: 17). 
White water Rafting 
Similar to the introduction of Jetboats, rafting in Queenstown has its origins as 
a means of transport for exploration, and later for mining and timber. In common with 
rafting worldwide, the availability of cheap ex-military equipment was the catalyst for 
river exploration. In Queenstown's case it was the arrival of an old US navy life raft 
acquired in 1972, which was used by locals to navigate several local rivers. This 
prompted the formation of the first commercial venture, Kon Tiki Rafts, the first 
rafting company in Australasia. However, this was a far cry from the products of 
today, and focused more on the mountain scenery and wildlife in the lower Shotover. 
Whitewater rafting proper came with the introduction of a rafting trip by Danes 
BackCountry Experiences in 1974 (THL 1997: 15). For two years prior to that the 
company had been operating fourwheel drive safaris up Skippers canyon, and the time 
spent in the area encouraged Dale Gardiner to set up the rafting trip. Despite having 
no previous rafting experience himself, trips were run with the help of some American 
professional river guides, and became very popular. 
Being the first company to commercially raft the upper Shotover gave Danes 
the privilege of naming some of the rapids that were tackled. Names like `mother', 
`toilet', `jaws' and `mother-in-law', still amuse customers today. Rafting trips on 
other rivers soon followed, including one on the neighbouring Kawarau river. These 
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trips were still very different from those offered today, and were far more leisurely, 
with a number of stops for clients to explore the scenery, and gourmet lunches were 
often served at the waters edge. In time, the increase in competition led to a more 
streamlined product, and these added extras soon disappeared. In addition, the initial 
passengers were usually passive, enjoying the trip, whilst the river guides did all the 
work. However, Gardiner suggests that `as the industry changed people wanted to 
participate in the adventure, they wanted to feel the excitement themselves' (cited in 
Brown, 1997: 86). Paddles were thus introduced for the rafters, and the experience 
became a more active one of working as a team under the leadership of the river 
guide. 
Combination packages also emerged at this time, the first being a combination 
of the Kawarau rafting and jetboat experiences. The pinnacle of these became the 
`Awesome Foursome' combination of a helicopter ride, bungy jump, jetboat and 
rafting, for the adrenaline junkie seeking to cram as many activities into as short a 
time as possible in a `cocktail of thrills' (Cloke and Perkins, 1998b: 280). The 1980s 
saw a huge amount of competition in the marketplace, with as many as five operators 
trying to outdo each other. One of the results of this was the winter rafting trip, 
previously thought unappealing due to the low temperatures. In fact these trips were 
extremely popular with skiers seeking something different in the town. 
However, the saturation of the marketplace and the inevitable cutting of 
corners that resulted may have contributed to a number of fatal accidents in the rafting 
industry that occurred in the early 1990s. The nature and repercussions of these 
tragedies is discussed below, but they also forced the restructuring of rafting in 
Queenstown. In 1996 Kiwi Discovery and Fiordland Travel, two Queenstown tour 
operators, purchased Kawarau Rafts and Makin Waves and brought them together 
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under the banner of Queenstown Rafting. Similarly, the Australian rafting company 
Raging Thunder acquired the assets of Danes and Challenge rafting, using the latter 
name for operation. Interestingly the importation of Australian management was 
unsuccessful, and Challenge rafting passed into the hands of Tourism Holdings 
Limited (THL), one of New Zealand's largest tour operators. In 1998 Challenge 
rafting approached Queenstown rafting and contracted out the on-river trip to the 
latter, meaning that the Challenge rafting name is merely a booking route, leaving 
only one major operator in Queenstown. There is one minor operator, Extreme Green 
rafting, but this offers a much less structured product. 
Today Queenstown rafting carries around 30,000 passengers a year and most 
of these are in the summer months. They offer two trips, one on the Shotover river 
and one on the Kawarau river, the former being a grade three and the latter grade 
three to five (five is the highest that can be safely navigated). Customers are bused to 
the entry points on both rivers and afterwards are treated to hot showers and a sauna at 
the Cavells rafting lodge, which overlooks the Shotover Canyon used by Shotover Jet. 
In terms of nationalities, the two major markets are Australia and the UK, with the 
former making up over half of all rafters during the winter season, due to the 
'popularity of the resort with Australian skiers. What is notable is the relatively small 
domestic market. As Page suggests `in the 1980s and early 1990s clients were 
primarily New Zealand domestic tourists, whereas now overseas tourists dominate' 
(1997: 27). There is also a split between the two rivers in terms of nationalities. 
"We target the Shotover river to our traditional markets, which are Australia, UK, 
States, Europe, where people are more water confident. The Kawarau river is a large 
volume river with not as many rapids and a lot of quiet times in the middle, which we 
try to target South-East Asian business, which is our Singapore, Malaysian market, 
which is a significant chunk of our business, as group based, they are normally on 
group tours. And also they are less confident in the water, so you don't have to be 
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able to swim to raft the Kawarau. So that's how we see the two rivers, and that is how 
they are marketed. " 
Shelly, Marketing manager, Queenstown Rafting (10-2-99) 
Bungy Jumping 
The one adventure activity that has really captured the imagination of New 
Zealand and the world, however, is that of bungy jumping. Perhaps it is the fact it is 
such an unnatural act that makes it all the more appealing, or the way that it is a 
display and validation of self. Some of these facets will be discussed in later chapters, 
but it is clear that any examination of adventure activities would be inadequate 
without the presence of this crazy practice, which has developed into such a strong 
icon in representations of New Zealand. 
It seems the inspiration for bungy jumping came originally from the land 
divers of Pentecost Island in Vanuatu. An ancient ritual for male members of the 
community to guarantee a good yam harvest, the practice involves the use of specially 
prepared vines secured around the ankles to jump off giant towers constructed in the 
forests. It is likely that the practice came to worldwide attention when a demonstration 
was put on for a visit of Queen Elizabeth in 1974. Unfortunately the vines were 
immature, the jump being made in February, instead of the usual April to June season, 
and the enthusiastic youth broke his neck at the feet of the royal entourage (Frater, 
1999: 6: 1). Prompted by this display, together with a number of magazine articles that 
appeared in the National Geographic, the Oxford University Dangerous Sports Club 
took the idea and made a jump off the Clifton suspension bridge in 1979 (Bristol 
Evening Post 2/4/79). 
When AJ Hackett and friend Henry Van Asch saw the footage of the Bristol 
jump, and a similar one performed in San Francisco, they were taken with the 
adrenaline possibilities of the idea. With the help of a student at Auckland University 
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they developed a more scientific method of calculating bungy elasticity within weight 
parameters. A series of jumps off the Auckland harbor bridge were completed in 
1986, and the AJ Hackett name began to grow in publicity. The real attention grabber, 
however, was a jump off the Eiffel tower in Paris in 1987. Following the spending of 
a cold night encamped on the tower itself, Hackett carried out the stunt down the 
centre of the structure, dressed in a dinner suit. There was a considerable amount of 
background work to ensure the success of the jump, and a lot of effort was expended 
on keeping the guards otherwise distracted. Nevertheless AJ was arrested after the 
jump, but this only added to bungy jumping's aura of breaking the rules. 
Despite this original genesis of bungy as a stunt for publicity, it was only a 
matter of time before other people would want to get in on the gravity-defying fun. As 
a result, Henry and AJ set up a small operation in the winter of 1988 in the North 
Island. However, the site was too small and the pair were soon looking for a site in 
New Zealand that would offer better long term potential. Having spent a lot of time in 
Queenstown as competition skiers, the pair decided that the site at Kawarau bridge 
was ideal. Not only was it on a major road, it also had the opportunity to tap into the 
huge Queenstown tourist market as a sustained customer base. The bridge, originally 
built in 1880 on the main route into Queenstown had been superseded by a newer 
bridge just upstream. Nestled in the Kawarau gorge, with the vibrant blue waters 
swirling below, the site seemed perfect. On November 11`h 1988 commercial 
operations began at the site, heralding the start of Queenstown's most famous 
homegrown adventure activity. 
Partly as a result of the pair's worldwide tour of bungy stunts, the Kawarau 
jump had an instantly high profile. The success of the Kawarau site led the pair to 
develop a separate site for those who were seeking more of a thrill. This was to be at 
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the 71-metre Skippers bridge, a considerable distance up the Shotover river. In a 
similar manner to the other adventure activities, however, it was not long before 
competitors emerged on the scene. One was right above Queenstown itself at the 
terminus of the gondola, originally operated by Summers bungy. However, the jump 
did not last long because it reputedly broke planning guidelines with a longer than 
permitted jump platform (I. Leitch, Queenstown, 1999, personal communication). In 
the event AJ Hackett eventually acquired the site and now runs it as `The Ledge', a 
small but fun jump close to the town itself. 
The only lasting bungy competition came with Pipeline bungy, which for 
several years held the title of the worlds highest land-based bungy. In 1993 two 
former employees of the Hackett operation became disillusioned with the company, 
citing its rapid growth for destroying its fun philosophy. Andrew Brindsley, the 
former general manager of AJ Hackett virtually since the start of commercial 
operations, and colleague Glen Russell resigned following the sacking of a number of 
staff members (A. Brindsley, Queenstown, 1999, personal communication). With 
their obvious bungy experience, the owner of a large plot in Skippers canyon, Jerry 
Hoeneck, approached the pair and asked them about the viability of the site. Planning 
for the site was relatively straightforward because the new bungy footbridge was built 
along the route of the original Skippers Canyon Pipeline Suspension Bridge, 
constructed in the 1860s for sluicing of gold. After about seven months of 
construction, the bungy opened for commercial operations in February 1994. 
Interviews with Andrew Brindsley point to the fact that the early days of Pipeline 
certainly mirrored those of the Hackett operation, with no advertising in the 
beginning, because they `only finished the bridge a week before starting... we had a 
lot going on! ' (A. Brindsley, Queenstown, 1999, personal communication). AJ 
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Hackett actually indirectly assisted the early growth of Pipeline, in that all the 
customers for Skippers bungy had to drive past the Pipeline site on the way up 
Skippers canyon (Matt Taylor, Queenstown, 1999, personal communication). 
Meanwhile the AJ Hackett brand was busily expanding overseas, starting 
operations in Cairns in Australia, France, the US and Bali. Indeed it was the success 
of the Queenstown Hackett operations that effectively bankrolled the overseas jumps 
into viability. A foray into the heli-bungy market in 1994, with jumps of up to three 
hundred metres, was stopped by the Civil Aviation Authority in 1996. In the mid 
1990s the company split into two, with Van Asch taking over the Australasian 
operations and Hackett, now resident in France, taking on responsibility for the rest of 
the global operations. Hackett himself was still very much the public face of the 
company, performing a record breaking jump off Auckland's sky tower in 1998 
(BBC, 1998), and starring in numerous adverts, for items as diverse as cameras 
(Minolta, France) and credit cards (ANZ bank, New Zealand). 
At the time of this study close to a million people had bungy jumped in 
Queenstown. Approximately thirty thousand jump annually at Kawarau, six to eight 
thousand at the Ledge and just below this figure at Skippers (I. Leitch, Queenstown, 
1999, personal communication). Pipeline bungy was jumping around fifteen thousand 
people a year. In 1998 Pipeline bungy sold out to Ngai Tahu, the Maori tribe for 
South Island, who were looking for business acquisitions following recent 
government reparation settlements. This helped to fund the expansion of the Pipeline 
operation, diversifying the site as `Skippers Grand Canyon', with the attraction of not 
only the bungy, but also jetboats, a museum, a flying fox (a high-speed wire slide 
across the canyon), and other activities. 
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A new chapter in the development of bungy jumping in Queenstown began in 
1999 with the opening of the Nevis highwire site by AJ Hackett. In addition to 
restoring to the company the all important `highest' accolade, being 134 metres, the 
jump also introduced some new concepts to the commercial bungy product. A cable 
car specially built on a private station a half-hour ride by four wheel drive from the 
Kawarau site forms the base for this new jump. The use of a large amount of glass, 
including in the floor, guarantees a significant amount of adrenaline production. In 
addition the harness is specially adapted to allow the jumper to swivel upright after 
the initial fall. This innovation of the existing bungy product lead to AJ Hackett being 
granted two decorations in the 2000 New Zealand tourism awards (AJ Hackett 
website, 2001). However, the advent of this new site is likely to markedly change the 
geography of bungy operation in Queenstown. With AJ Hackett suspending operation 
of the Skippers site for all but corporate events, it is likely that the new bungy will 
also have a considerable impact on the viability of the Pipeline bungy. 
A Spectrum of Adventure 
Despite the fact that these three activities are clearly the dominant ones in 
Queenstown, it is part of the very character of the destination that there are a number 
of smaller scale adventure activities also on offer. These are no less important to the 
adventurous ethic of the town, since the presence of these pursuits is part of a 
symbiotic, two way, catalytic process that operates between them and the larger 
operations. Not all of these activities are permanent fixtures, and some may only 
survive for a season, but all of the larger activities were once small operations, and the 
nature of seeking the latest craze means that the market is always there. The spatial 
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location of each of these activities, and the ones mentioned above are shown in figure 
6.7 on page 226. 
One of these activities, which has become more popular over the past few 
years, is that of river surfing (video segment 4.5). The idea of actually being in the 
water of severe rapids, equipped only with a wetsuit, helmet, stubby flippers and a 
bodyboard, suddenly makes whitewater rafting seem tame. At the time of the study 
two companies, Serious Fun and Mad Dog, operated river surfing trips, on different 
stretches of the Kawarau river. Clearly temperatures mean that these operations can 
only function in the summer months. The notorious adventure pursuit of canyoning 
has also been introduced to the towns adventure portfolio in recent years. Trips 
involve descent of a narrow mountain stream canyon using a combination of sliding, 
jumping and abseiling. Twelve Mile Delta and Vertigo offer trips of this nature. 
At the other extreme, high technology adventure experiences are provided by 
the Fly-by-wire creation sited in a valley behind Queenstown hill (video segment 4.6). 
Put simply, this activity involves taking control of a fan-powered capsule that is 
suspended from a central point, itself anchored to either side of the valley. Oscillating 
within the hundred metre hemisphere created beneath this, the pod has complete 
freedom of movement, at speeds of up to 170 kilometres an hour and pulling three g. 
A solid raft of adventure activities which are not unique to Queenstown further 
back up the adrenaline provision. In the air above the town, paragliders wheel down 
from the gondola terminus, skydivers plummet towards the mountains, aircraft 
perform gut-wrenching aerobatics, and parasailers dangle above the lake. Mountain 
bikes, motorbikes and quads race down the surrounding slopes, kayaks navigate the 
whitewater, whilst jetskis and speedboats skim across the lake. 
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Accidents 
However, despite active measures to ensure the safety of adventure activities 
in Queenstown, accidents in the industry do occur. Some would argue that the very 
nature of the thrill pursuits is that real physical risk is a vital part of the activity (see 
chapter two p46 and chapter three p86). However, the responsibility of the 
commercial operator is to minimise the opportunity for loss to as low a level as 
possible. McLauchlan (1995) suggests that, since rafting operations began in 
Queenstown in 1974, approximately one fatality a year occurred. The highest profile 
of these were a spate of whitewater rafting deaths in the mid 1990s. Five deaths in an 
eighteen-month period sharply focused attention on safety standards in the industry. 
The booming adventure industry, and the popularity of rafting, with the 
relatively low capital costs for entry, meant that by the early 1990s there were over 
five companies operating on one stretch of river. An article in Mountain Scene 
(Queenstown's free weekly newspaper), in early 1994 highlighted the dangerously 
narrow safety margins that were becoming the norm in Queenstown rafting 
operations. Originally accused of scaremongering, the paper was vindicated when, 
barely ten days after the report, an Australian tourist drowned when the raft he was in 
flipped. Later that year a British töurist also drowned when the raft capsized on a trip 
with Kawarau rafts. In the following season two further deaths occurred with Danes 
rafting, both again drowning in the turbulent currents of the Shotover. In the accident 
reports for all of these deaths, the overriding factor is clearly human error, with 
conclusions such as `negligence', `trip should not have taken place', `pressure on 
guides due to late start', and `failure to fully explain the trip and what happens being 
when a problem arises' being suggested (Page, 1997: 49). 
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The economic effect of the fatalities was considerable and it is estimated that 
the rafting market fell dramatically from about five hundred a day to less than fifty, 
and lead to an estimated drop in tourism expenditure in Queenstown from NZ$5 
million to NZ$2 million (Page, 1997: 27). Criminal proceedings were undertaken in 
respect of the death of the British tourist, Sean Farrell, who died in November 1994. 
Whilst other companies cancelled trips due to warnings of heavy rain and snow melt, 
a Kawaru rafts trip went ahead with two boats. In the event both the trip leader and 
the director of the company were collectively charged and convicted with 24 counts 
of negligently or recklessly operating a vessel to the peril of passengers `under section 
290 of the Shipping and Seamen Act 1952' (McLauchlan, 1995: 74) 
In addition to legal proceedings the deaths prompted a comprehensive review 
of whitewater rafting standards by the Maritime Safety Authority. Despite the MSA's 
report, including a rather peculiar method of cost-benefit analysis of `saving lives' of 
participants (MSA, 1995), it also highlighted the numerous errors in judgement, and 
firmly placed the blame at the door of the rafting companies; 
`Personnel in the industry are predominantly young men with a desire for 
excitement and adventure. Many are quite immature and live life `on the edge'. This 
severely affects safety judgements and assessment of client capability. There is a 
significant difference between the guides' perceptions of an exciting trip; the guides' 
perceptions of client expectations and the actual clients' concept and expectations of 
the trip. This leads to guides running trips for their own entertainment without due 
regard for the need of their clients' (cited in Morgan, 1998: 4) 
The effect of an accident in the adventure industry is likely to go beyond the 
activity concerned, as shown by a drop in participants at Shotover Jet after the rafting 
deaths. Again the influence of the media circles is highlighted, as tourists assimilating 
the news of a death on the Shotover would often associate this with the jetboat 
(Brown, 1997: 136). However, Shotover Jet is not unfamiliar with the possibility of 
fatalities in their activity, as was demonstrated in late 1999 when a Japanese 
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honeymooner was killed after the boat he was travelling in collided with the canyon 
wall. Although the Marine Safety Authority concluded that mechanical failures 
caused the crash, the report took pains to point out that the driver had been involved 
in previous incidents in the gorge. In addition, it was stated that the boat was 
`operating closer to the canyon wall than necessary to achieve an appropriate level of 
thrill for the passengers', and that, had the boat been travelling with a wider clearance 
than half a metre from the wall, the consequences of the impact may not have been as 
severe (Otago Daily Times, 3/11/00). 
However, the principal problem with adventure tourism accidents is the lack 
of any coherent central framework for their reporting and prevention. As Page 
(1997: 34) emphasises, there is a complete lack of data and knowledge about accidents 
in adventure tourism, and what little there is tends to be `fragmented, scattered across 
a range of sources and not available in a manner which permits a systematic 
assessment of the issue', making comparison with other tourist activities very 
difficult. Instead, conflicting statistics emerge, such as overseas tourist fatality rates 
being below 1 per 100,000 in terms of adventure tourism, suggested in Mountain 
Scene (Page, 1997: 8) or the 8 per 100,000 suggested in the Otago Daily Times (18 
November 1999). `Despite these reassurances, more accidents occur in the adventure 
tourism industry than people are led to believe' (Brown, 1997: 139) 
What is more difficult to gauge is the number of minor accidents that occur in 
adventure tourism. Most reporting comes in the form of media interest, particularly 
the stance that Mountain Scene has taken against poor standards in the industry. 
During the period of the research the paper reported of an accident that occurred 
during a Dart River Jet trip, when a boat was unable to navigate shallow water and 
flipped over, pinning several people underneath (Otago Mirror 24/02/99: 22). The 
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report into the accident once again highlighted that driver error was the cause of the 
incident. However, the media is not a reliable source of accident information, as 
sifting through articles one gets a very blurred picture of the accident rate. To take the 
example of the month of the Japanese death at Shotover Jet, despite papers confirming 
that it was Shotover Jets first fatality there is no clear picture of other adventure 
accidents. The Otago Daily Times reports that three Queenstown rafting boats flipped 
on the Kawarau river the previous Friday (13 November 1999). Meanwhile the Press 
highlights that `the MSA is still investigating an accident in which a Shotover Jet boat 
hit a rock and a passenger suffered a fractured wrist' (13 November 1999). This not 
only emphasises the lack of clear data concerning adventure tourism accidents, but 
also confirms that they are actually relatively common. 
So far, however, Queenstown has managed to avoid the sort of mass-tragedies 
that have plagued European adventure tourism operators in recent years. Four British 
tourists drowned during a whitewater rafting trip in Austria in June 1999 (The Times, 
8/6/99). The high public profile of such a catastrophe was shown when the BBC 
cancelled the screening of the Meryl Streep film The River Wild the following 
weekend. Barely a month later twenty-one people were killed whilst canyoning in 
Switzerland. A torrential flash flood swept down the valley, wiping out almost half of 
those on the trip. On recovering the bodies, Rescue teams noted that many of the 
participants `had lost their protective helmets and rubber boots' (Press and Journal, 
31/7/99). The company running the trip, Adventure World, was severely criticised for 
ignoring storm warnings on the day of the trip (Guardian 28/7/99). The safety 
procedures of Adventure World have been further called into question by the death of 
an American bungy jumper in May the following year, when the bungy failed to slow 
his descent and he went head-first into a car park (The Times, 15/5/00). 
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Clearly then there is an underlying problem with commercial adventure 
activities, in that participation does involve the handing over of a significant part of 
the responsibility to the adventure provider in question. As a commentary on the 
Swiss canyoning disaster states; 
`Most people don't have the time or want to reach a level of independent 
competence in many adventure activities, so in effect they go shopping for the 
expertise, buying in experience, handing the duty of care to someone who does have 
the right certificate or training. ' (The Guardian, G2, p3,29/7/99) 
This is no problem when everything goes as planned. However, because 
natural settings are not a theme park, and nature is still an unforgiving factor in the 
experience, accidents do happen. What is vital, then, is that the best possible 
frameworks are in place to ensure that the `certificates and training' are truly up to the 
required standard for the elimination of foreseeable risk. In addition, it is important 
that participants have a way of assessing the actual risk that they are placing 
themselves in, and this calls for greater transparency in the industry. It is notable that 
the Royal Geographical Society has recently drawn up a code of conduct for 
adventure tourism operators (RGS, 2000) 
NZ Policy Dimension 
A peculiar feature of New Zealand legislation is the Accident and 
Rehabilitation Compensation act, administered by the Accident Compensation 
Corporation (ACC), which some industry sources suggest is a major factor in New 
Zealand's particularly fast uptake of commercial adventure opportunities (Shepherd, 
Usit Campus New Zealand presentation, Daily Telegraph Adventure Travel Show 
13/01/01). The act provides complete medical cover for overseas tourists on a no-fault 
basis during their visit to New Zealand. Interestingly, in 1996,44.3% of overseas 
claims to the ACC were for injuries resulting from recreation and sporting activity, of 
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which adventure activities are clearly a major part (Page, 1997: 12). The ACC is 
clearly proactive in the pursuit of minimising claims to itself, demonstrated by the fact 
that the development of the New Zealand codes of practice for Bungy Jumping, which 
evolved into a concrete Standard legislation (AS/NZS 5848), was sponsored by the 
ACC (Standards New Zealand, 1992). 
Another piece of legislation that has been an important feature in the 
development of adventure tourism is the Resource Management Act (RMA). The 
act's `overt and emphatic intent is to promote the sustainable management of physical 
and natural resources' (Kearsley, 1997: 56). The act brings together a range of 
disparate legislation covering pollution, land-use planning, water and soil 
management and heritage protection in a consolidated framework. It is an innovative 
piece of legislation, not only for its enshrining of the concept of sustainability, but 
also, hence, the balanced nature of this in identifying both human and environmental 
concerns. For the purposes of the Act sustainable management is defined as; 
Managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources in a 
way, or at a rate which enables people and communities to provide for their social, 
economic, and cultural well-being and for their health and safety while; 
a)Sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to 
meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations. 
b)Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems 
c)Avoiding, remedying or mitigating any adverse side-effects of activities in the 
environment. 
(cited in Cheyne and Ryan, 1996: 18) 
Clearly a broad range of these requirements apply to adventure tourism activities, not 
only in the meeting of economic potential, but also in terms of health and safety and 
minimising the impacts of any activity. 
The Act also removes previous approaches to zoning activities, and instead 
looks at the effects of the activities themselves. Clearly there have been increased 
costs associated with the Act, which Cheyne and Ryan divide into compliance costs 
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for meeting new standards and penalties for not meeting them; and transaction costs 
for consultations, submissions and environmental assessment (1996: 26). This has lead 
to some fears that the RMA may have stifled investment in tourism development. 
However, as Kearsley points out, although `many potential developers have been 
required to provide more detailed environmental impact reports than was previously 
the case, this is clearly in the long term interests of the industry (1997: 57). 
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Within this framework it becomes apparent that Queenstown undoubtedly has 
established itself as a significant adventure tourism resort, not only within New 
Zealand, but also on the global scene. Although only a minority of visitors still 
actually participate in adventure activities in the town, this in no way diminishes the 
fact that the adventurous ethic is still a dominant one in the place-myth. In addition 
one cannot get past the fact that, in terms of visitors per year, over twice the resident 
population will go whitewater rafting, over five times will do a bungy jump and over 
ten times will go jetboating whilst in the town. The activities themselves have become 
more focussed on maximising the adventurous thrills, as shown by the story of rafting 
and jetboating. Why Queenstown has been so successful at establishing its reputation 
should be clear from the discussion above, but some distinct factors emerge. 
The existence of an already established market and tourism infrastructure 
cannot be overlooked. The fact that tourists have progressively become more 
international, and thus are more willing to part with significant amounts of money in 
order to experience Queenstown is paramount. However, this is not to say that the 
relationship is one-way, with adventure tourism merely creaming off the existing 
tourism product, as in itself it has the potential to boost tourism, especially in terms of 
length of stay. As Jim Boult, the managing director of Shotover Jet, states, `the 
mountains, the lakes, the hiking, the biking and the adventure tourism is likely to 
attract overseas visitors for a week or two rather than just the two or three nights 
common now' (Otago Daily Times, 19/7/00). 
The New Zealand and particularly the `Southern' ethic has also been 
instrumental in adventure tourism's growth. Indigenous innovation and a can-do spirit 
have undoubtedly fostered the rapid introduction of adventure provision. The close 
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networks between the various adventure providers have also meant that new activities 
are bred in an environment of appropriate knowledge and implementation. 
Undoubtedly the sector has `grown up' since its inception, and adventure tourism is a 
considerably more sophisticated and safer product in twenty-first century 
Queenstown. However, it is clear that the value of being the first commercial operator 
in any new activity cannot be overlooked, as is shown by the continuing dominance of 
Shotover Jet and AJ Hackett in their respective pursuits. 
In terms of impacts on the greater region as a whole, and indeed the country, it 
is likely that Queesntown's pre-eminence for adventure tourism has altered the 
character of many rural New Zealand locations. Many have, understandably, tried to 
copy the success of Queenstown by establishing their own adventure products. This 
may be direct emulation as in Wanaka, a similar resort the other side of the mountain 
chain to Queenstown, or the promotion of more indigenous forms, like those based in 
the caves around Waitomo in North Island. It is undeniable, however, that these 
developments have had considerable impacts in the place-nature of these settlements. 
The example has been used elsewhere of Hamner Springs, a thermal resort close to 
Christchurch. The singular presence of an old bridge and a deeply incised river led to 
the commercial development of a bungy jump, jetboating, rafting and helicopter 
operations, and the rebranding of the site as `Thrillseekers Canyon' (Cloke and 
Perkins, 1998b: 282). Thus the identity and meaning of place is completely altered by 
the commodification of adventure (figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.15 `Thrillseekers Canyon', Hamner Springs, New Zealand. 
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What sensations did you feel? 
'I can't describe it because its something that I've never done before. Bizarre, I think 
bizarre is the way it felt, really odd, not natural at all, a completely strange thing to 
do' 
Pippa, 23, UK, Kawarau Bungy. 
7 don't have any words, just great, brilliant' 
Omalia, 35, Swiss, Kawarau Bungy. 
`Oh, I dunno, its hard to describe. Just amazing, I dunno, weird, to see all the 
beautiful trees and the water, and its just like wow! ' 
Becky, 22, UK, Kawarau Bungy. 
`I dunno, not fear really, a bit scary on that first one, just a lot of enjoyment really' 
George, 26-35, NZ, Shotover Jet. 
`Just a general kind of happiness' 
Lucy, 25, UK, Shotover Jet. 
`Just mind-boggling really' 
Edna, 46-55, UK, Queenstown Rafting. 
`Apart from wet? Excitement and fun, I mean it was great fun, we were just having 
fun' 
Laura, 65, Canada, Queenstown Rafting. 
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It should be clear from the preceding discussion that a study of this nature 
requires a varied and flexible methodology. The highly fluid nature of the topics 
under examination, such as embodiment, the self, the nature of experience, demands 
an approach that is sensitive to the nuances of these flows. As Weber suggests, 
previous approaches to the study of adventure tourism have been dominated by etic 
research, imposing theoretical conceptualisations of the experience upon the study 
community. In such work, `it has been researchers who have evaluated peoples' 
recreation/tourism experiences and categorised them to be either adventurous or non- 
adventurous' (2001: 372). As such there have been very few attempts at more emic 
research, which would seek to uncover adventurous experiences from the view of the 
subject, and in particular recognise the variety in individual episodes. Indeed, `to date 
individual differences in perception of challenges and risks resulting from variations 
in peoples' personality and previous travel experience have not entered the discussion 
on adventure tourism' (ibid. 370) 
From the outset then, it is clear that the research strategies involved in this 
study would be primarily of a qualitative nature. Whilst a more traditional tourism 
analysis of the adventure tourism industry may concern itself with the material 
artefacts and technologies of the industry itself, this study instead seeks to uncover the 
facets of the already demonstrated `social organisation' (Lash and Urry, 1994: 253), 
which is the manifestation of `immaterial modes of thinking and living' (Cloke at 
al: 1991: 89). As such, empirical material in this study will be dominated by interviews 
with those engaging in and surrounding the adventure experience. The importance of 
personal interviews cannot be overlooked, as, `the use of interviews will allow the 
respondents to impart their own reality,.., cataloguing the socially constructed 
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knowledge of informants rather than the hypothesising of the investigator' (Riley, 
1995: 636). This is not to suggest that quantitative approaches shall be excluded, as 
these must always play a part in providing the context to any geographical enquiry, 
rather to suggest that whilst they will play a part in constructing the skeleton of the 
study, the flesh shall be principally represented through qualitative research. 
A primary approach must be the patient observation involved in ethnographic 
methods. Of particular interest are the approaches suggested by symbolic 
interactionism (Cloke, 1991: 91). Not only are such methods `alert to the ways in 
which communities of people intersubjectively build up an understanding of how their 
worlds `work" (Cloke et al, 1991: 89), they also'have the potential to uncover what is 
not `understood' in these worlds. Whilst the former is grounded in representation and 
hence `represented in their practices' (ibid. ), the latter is the non-representational key. 
As such the researcher `answers questions by going to see for yourself, studying the 
real world, and evaluating the evidence so gathered. Symbolic interaction takes the 
concrete, empirical world of lived experience as its problematic and treats theory as 
something that must be brought into line with that empirical world' (McCall and 
Becker, 1990: 5). 
Of particular importance concerning all of the methods above is to recognise 
the position as researcher. Firstly it must be borne in mind that `ethnographies are 
discourses too,.. and they cannot give us direct and unmediated access to the real' 
(Moores, 1993: 6). As Clifford (1986: 22) contends; `we ground things now, on a 
moving earth. There is no longer any place of view (mountaintop) from which to map 
human ways of life... Mountains are in constant motion. So are islands: for one cannot 
occupy, unambiguously, a bounded cultural world from which to journey out and 
analyse other cultures'. As such `the researcher cannot ever hope to gain access to the 
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truth of other peoples lives' (Cloke et al, 1991: 92), merely convey stories about them. 
This is particularly relevant when we consider the fluid and non-representational 
nature of embodiment that has been pointed out, and that is the focus of this work. 
As Moores (1993: 4) shows, `ethnographic discourses are necessarily `partial 
truths' and the cultures they purport to represent are always to some extent the 
product of the researcher's imagination'. Nevertheless, this does not mean that we 
should `disappear down some self-reflexive cul-de-sac' (Moores, 1993: 4). On the 
contrary, "doing ethnography' is to engage very honestly with both the enchantment 
and the problems associated with trying to gain an insight into the worlds of other 
people in other places' (Cloke et al, 1991: 92, emphasis added). The nature and 
methods of our enquiry may be embraced, since as there is no way to escape the 
social world, we can work with the knowledge that we do have, whilst recognising 
that it may be erroneous, and subjecting it to further scrutiny if it is justified. As 
Hammersley and Atkinson (1983: 24) point out, `how people respond to the presence 
of the researcher may be as informative as how they react to other situations'. Indeed 
the very process of ethnographic enquiry relies on the researcher being occasionally 
surprised by what they find, what matters is that these surprises are documented with 
an honesty that is expected of the ethical researcher. 
Preliminary Research 
In order to achieve an understanding of adventure tourism in context, it was 
important in the early stages of empirical research to attend a number of the national 
travel shows. Examples include the Independent Travellers World shows in Bristol 
and London, the annual Daily Telegraph Adventure Travel Show, and the broader 
Destinations show. Primarily this proved to be a very effective method for 
understanding the global reach of adventure tourism products, and the manner in 
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which these interfaced with the more general tourism product. It is important to note 
how these travel shows are a clear example of the manner in which travel itself and 
the practice of adventurous activities are inextricably linked for the reasons discussed 
earlier. For example at `Destinations 98', arguably the biggest of the lot, just under a 
quarter of all the stalls were adventure travel specialists, promoting at least one form 
of adventurous activity, at a show in theory promoting the tourism industry in its 
entirety. 
Furthermore, the informal atmosphere of these travel shows facilitated 
discussions with those promoting and operating the adventure travel industry. Not 
only did this enable the proposition and dissemination of theoretical concepts 
achieved in the initial literature search and formulation of hypotheses with industry 
practitioners (and hence well qualified observers), but also allowed the formation of 
strong industry contacts that would remain part of the research framework throughout 
the study. 
In addition, it was also possible to carry out some initial pilot studies into 
issues important to the consumer. Fairly simple questionnaires with around forty 
prospective consumers of adventure tourism (figure 5.1) were completed, which had 
the purpose of allowing the researcher to check that the initial research was heading in 
the right direction. Some of the initial comments are shown in figure 5.2. 
Another interesting trend, which was evident at each of the four travel shows 
attended, is that of a greater proportion of female attendees (figure 5.3 and 5.4). This 
phenomenon may have several reasons, perhaps that females are more likely to check 
out what is on offer before they go on an adventurous holiday. This would confirm the 
observations of Goss (1993: 683), who suggests that in the household division of 
labour, females are more likely to provide the `necessary detailed information' in 
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deciding a holiday plan, whilst the male partner is dominant in deciding the 
destination itself. Travel shows would provide a good source for prior information to 
this end. The reasons may lie elsewhere, but this has important ramifications for any 
examination of adventure travel as it relates to gender. 
Figure 5.1 Questionnaire administered at travel shows 
I am a first year postgraduate student at the University of Bristol. I am undertaking research 
into the motivations behind adventure travel as part of my PhD in the Geography department. A 
few minutes of your time to answer this questionnaire would be greatly appreciated. 
SEX M/F 
Age Group 
Are you thinking of taking an adventure holiday? Y/N 
Where might you go? 
How long for? 
What are your motivations for adventure travel? 
Might you partake in any of the following adventurous activities whilst on holiday? (please circle) 
Bungy jumping Mountain Biking Any Others? 
White Water rafting Trekking (please list) 
Skydiving Skiing 
Helicopter ride Snowboarding 
Jet boating 
Why do you wish to partake in these activities? 
Are these activities pivotal in your choice of destination? 
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Figure 5.2 Some comments from respondents at The Independent Travellers 
World, Watershed, Bristol. 8/2/98 
Activities listed as having done or considering: 
Bungy-jumping, White water rafting, Skydiving, Helicopter ride, Jet boating, 
Mountain Biking, Trekking, Skiing, Snowboarding, Diving, Surfing, Paragliding. 
What are your motivations for adventure travel? 
To do something exciting in my year out 
To escape and see the world, to see different things and have a wild time 
I've been before and its really exciting 
To see the other side of the world 
Difference and challenge 
The experience 
Exciting places 
Why do you wish to partake in adventurous activities 
For the adrenaline- the sheer fun of it 
They're fantastic- want to do bigger than before, White water rafting was so scary, l 
like getting sweaty! 
For the buzz 
They look so exciting 
Never done before but want the excitement and the `near-death experience' 
Done before and enjoyed the excitement and the difference 
Fun 
Opportunity to do in a different environment 
They interest me and I've done them before. 
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Figure 5.3 Number and gender of visitors to 
Independent Travellers World, Bristol (10 min time 
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Visit to XS98, `the worlds first multi-participation extreme sports 
event' 
In August 1998 1 was fortunate enough to be able to attend an adrenaline 
sports event near Nottingham, which billed itself as a world first, with a range of over 
twenty different sports activities available to try. The activities ranged along the soft 
to hard continuum described earlier, from inline skating and scuba-diving to 
whitewater rafting and bungy jumping. Although the activities were set in more of a 
leisure context, it was nevertheless very useful to attend an event which represented 
such a public interest in the activities that were to be examined later, as it was 
estimated that up to ten thousand people attended the event. Furthermore, this served 
to highlight the manner in which the boundaries between leisure and adventure 
tourism activities have become increasingly blurred, as discussed previously. 
In the exhibition hall of the event were the stalls of over twenty adventure 
tourism specialists, once again illustrating this proximity between the tourism and 
leisure sides of adventure discussed above. Apart from examining the event itself and 
getting an idea of the context in which these activities were placed, a group of young 
males were followed over the weekend and used as a focus group regarding their 
experiences and expectations. Although it is realised that this is a highly specific 
group (all males in their early twenties), it nevertheless served to highlight some of 
the concepts discussed above and ratified the initial research directions. Talking 
through some of the fears and experiences of the activities, particularly bungy 
jumping, proved very important to the research and helped formulate some of the 
methods used in the principal overseas study. 
The principal method for getting the respondents' views was to suggest a 
concept or idea to one or all of them, and letting them talk about it. Frequently the 
conversation then took its own course, and often ideas not considered arose of their 
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own accord. A tape recorder was used to enable participation in the conversation, 
allowing later transcription. I shall briefly show how some of the concepts already 
discussed arose in the conversation, as this was very important in identifying the focus 
of later research. The three respondents were Tim, aged 20 and Neil and Matt, who 
were both 23. 
When Tim was asked if he felt that the bungy experience was one of mind or 
body he replied that he felt that it was one of both, as before the event it was a mind 
experience, where one plays through the anticipation, weighing up the risks and 
worrying about the consequences, whilst the event itself would be one of the body, 
since one had no time to think about it: it is purely an experience for the senses. The 
two halves of the experience clearly complement each other, as neither can function 
alone, and successful completion of them both leads on to the euphoria and 
satisfaction (a combined body-mind experience) that characterises the afterglow. This 
clearly corresponds to the flow experience suggested by Csikszentmihalyi; 
`In the flow state, action follows upon action according to an internal logic that seems 
to need no conscious intervention by the actor. He (sic) experiences it as a unified flowing from one moment to the next, in which he is in control of his actions, and in 
which there is little distinction between self and environment, between stimulus and 
response, or between past, present and future'. (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975: 36). 
One can also see this flow process taking place in my personal account 
(Chapter 1 p3), where the concentration of the mind before the act, culminating in the 
decision to jump, leads to `a point of pure focus', and then flows into the 
concentration of the body in the act itself where `your whole body seems concentrated 
in your chest'. This itself flows to the feelings of success and achievement that follow. 
The influence of peers can be seen in the conversations preceding the bungy jump, 
with two of the group deciding to join the others in the experience, and also in the 
spectacle of the act itself, where it is noted that the participants make the effort to 
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`look good' for their audience (Figure 5.5, video segment 5.1). This further justifies 
an interactionist approach, where `any human event can he understood as the result of 
the people involved continually adjusting what they do in the light of what others do, 
so that each individual's line of action `fits' into what the others do' (McCall and 
Becker, 1990: 3). 
Figure 5.5 A successful attempt to `look good' for the audience 
An interesting discussion of the notions of risk as they relate to bungy- 
jumping and the place of risk in the everyday was seen in the discussion of driving a 
car as relative to it. Although the young men talk through the idea of driving, they 
clearly show that it is the fear of what could happen that is as much part of the 
experience as what does happen. So the fear that Matt describes in driving his father's 
powerful car, the risk being that he could damage it, relates to the fear in a bungy 
jump, that you risk damaging your body. This links to the preceding discussion of the 
formerly elite ethic, now filtered into popular culture, of `gambling with the body 
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itself (Bordieu, 1993: 354). However, it is quite rightly pointed out in conversation 
that the `risk' in driving a car everyday is probably higher than in a bungy jump, 
although this demonstrates this peculiar fascination with risk that has come to pervade 
our perceptions of activity in the present era. 
Tim moves on from this to deduce that familiarity with an activity is 
fundamental to the perception of risk. In this case he feels that the more times you 
travel in a car, the more relaxed you feel, and hence the perceived risk falls, when the 
actual risk has not changed, hence the more times one does an activity, the more 
incorrect the perception of risk. This contrasts interestingly with the research of Priest 
and Bunting (1993: 267) who counter that risk perception becomes more accurate with 
repeated activity, and indeed that the flow experience discussed by Csikszentmihalyi 
`depends on having the correct perceptions of risk and competence'. It is suggested 
that both ideas are actually correct, as the initial fear is probably overstated in most 
cases, as the regulation of activity ensures that accidents are minimal, and as Tim 
points out earlier in the conversation it is the fear of `the unknown' that is probably 
responsible. As Priest and Bunting contend, the real risk is perhaps more appreciated 
as the participant becomes more experienced. 
However, at the other end of the scale, Tim's ideas may be correct, as it is 
undeniable that the car example holds true, and one can also highlight the large 
number of deaths in the very experienced professional mountaineering, climbing or 
motor racing spheres. Whether this is an acquired ignorance of the risks or is more a 
denial of them is unclear, but it can be argued that no rational human would willingly 
subject themselves to injury or death, although they do clearly put themselves in 
danger of it. In fact this theme, of the focus that the risk of the act creates, comes up 
frequently in discussion. Tim talks of the finality of the act, that it is all or nothing, 
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and that it is part of the beauty of the act. This finality is tied into the fact that the 
adventure experience seems to be characterised by long periods of waiting and 
relative boredom, punctuated by these brief seconds of intense sensory overload. 
Interestingly Tim refers to this as sensory deprivation, meaning that your bodily 
senses lose all their normal references. All three point to how fast the actual 
experience is, mentioning the fact that the mind is excluded, or at least takes a 
backstage, as there is no chance to `acknowledge' what is happening. 
Also of note are the spectrum of activities, and the way that they come up in 
conversation. The commodification of the `experience', can be seen in the way that 
different values are put on different activities. This was even more interesting because 
the weekend was organised around buying a ticket for eighty pounds that then gave 
you four activities selected from a personal list of preferences. There was the 
opportunity to buy or trade the activities you received during the weekend, and the 
manner in which this is discussed highlights how different worth is inflected on the 
activities. Matt talks of trading his Snowboarding, on a dry ski slope, in order to do a 
bungy jump, which is obviously `worth' more, despite the fact it is a much shorter 
experience. Later on he points out how he thinks that several of the activities are not 
`adrenaline' sports at all, for example in-line skating, which demonstrates his own 
personal spectrum of activity from `hard' to `soft'. 
What is also apparent in discussion is the manner in which the spectrum of 
activities offer widely ranging attributes in the manner of skill required, reliance on 
others and the ability to `just do it' and overcome any fears. Indeed there is significant 
variation in these three factors, and the sketch discussed in chapter two (figure 2.5 
p45) shows a suggested tri-polar axis for a few selected activities, which can clearly 
be seen to apply to this discussion. 
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Fieldwork in New Zealand. 
Selection of New Zealand. 
From visiting the various UK travel shows it became apparent that one 
destination in particular had captured the adventure tourism market. Not only were the 
choices of activities on offer broader than anywhere else, but the marketing and 
branding of the portfolio was extremely sophisticated. Although other destinations 
certainly had adventure tourism activities on offer, nowhere else had brought them 
together in a coherent smorgasbord for the adrenaline-seeking traveller in the way that 
New Zealand has. Of clear dominance in the tourism brochures was Queenstown, and 
the way in which this mountain resort had proclaimed itself as `the adventure capital 
of the world' (figure 4.1) was clearly very significant in this locations `place-myth'. 
Since the study was not comparative in nature, it was decided to concentrate 
research on one destination only, although the ongoing nature of the research process 
has enabled observation of adventure tourism activities in different locations, for 
example Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe, Australia, Iceland and Alaska. This has 
contributed to an overall appreciation of the issues at work in the global adventure 
tourism industry. 
It is important to consider why New Zealand has become such a popular 
adventure tourism destination. Apart from the clear branding achieved by the 
advertising, New Zealand has probably benefited in the figuring of its 
`adventurousness', by its virtue as a long distance destination, as it is even a three 
hour flight from Australia. As pointed out by Ogilvie and Dickinson, `accessibility is 
one factor in determining whether a destination may be classified as `adventurous' 
(1992: 40). New Zealand thus benefits twofold by the fact that it shares a level of 
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perceived geographic inaccessibility on par with many less developed nations, whilst 
possessing a level of adventurous activities available similar to North America and 
Europe. This is clearly used to advantage in the advertising; `Some say that you've 
got to be adventurous to even get to this place, tucked away at the bottom of the 
world' (Brochure used to promote Queenstown as `the adventure capital of the 
world'). In addition, these inherently risky activities are placed within a `developed' 
country support framework, which, whether it is physically different or not from other 
destinations, plays an important psychological chord of safety and trust in participants 
eyes. 
Having identified Queenstown as a leading node in the global adventure 
tourism industry, it became the forerunner as a destination to pursue an extended 
fieldwork period. Because of the more mature state of the industry in Queenstown it 
could be assumed that the experiences of the potential respondents would likely be 
more intense and meaningful. Queenstown is also a major destination for international 
visitors to New Zealand, as `its scenic grandeur and hot, dry summers make it a 
popular summer resort' and as a result `the local economy is almost entirely 
dependent on tourism' (Lawson, Gnoth and Paulin, 1995: 4). More comprehensive 
data would also be possible because a broad range of activities is on offer (figure 5.6). 
As an important part of the foundations of the research is based around the precept 
that embodied adventurous experiences are becoming available to a widening 
audience, this is a vital advantage. As Cloke and Perkins (1997: 185) contend, and as 
illustrated earlier, `adventure tourists do not have homogenous tastes in adventure 
activities and may be ranged along a continuum from soft to hard adventurers', so it 
was important to be able to grasp the nature of this broad spectrum. 
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From an early stage it was evident that a large number of the adventure 
tourists contacted would be from the youth tourism market, as again New Zealand is a 
popular destination for the young due to its distance from Europe and the USA. As for 
the UK market, a large number of youth visitors take in New Zealand as a `gap year' 
destination. Research carried out by this study would therefore fulfil some of the 
criteria laid down in the World Tourism Organisation's conference on Youth tourism 
in 1991 (Handy et al, 1992), which promoted study of this market. What is important 
to recognise is the power of this market, particularly over adventure tourism 
destinations. As highlighted in chapter 3, these young travellers have an enormous 
influence on which places are included in the global tourist economy, and the terms of 
inclusion (Desforges, 1998). As such, Queenstown, through a combined process of its 
own marketing and the affirmation and circulation of this in the youth travel market 
has established itself as `the adventure capital of the world'. This is by no means to 
say that the embodied experiences are confined to the young, merely to highlight the 
power they have in the creation of such sites in the tourism economy. 
Figure 5.6 The Broad range of activities on offer in Queenstown 
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Literary analysis at Lincoln University. 
Having decided on Queenstown as a suitable fieldwork location, it was 
necessary to gain an underlying appreciation of the place nature of the resort from a 
more balanced mode of perception than simply the touristic one. As such it was 
deemed beneficial to undertake an initial phase of overseas fieldwork at Lincoln 
University near Christchurch, South Island's biggest city. This served several 
purposes. First it enabled the use of the library and facilities of the Department of 
Human and Leisure Sciences to gather sources of material concerning the adventure 
tourism industry in New Zealand. Whilst it had been possible to access several New 
Zealand specific articles prior to this visit (for example Perkins and Gidlow, 1991, 
Lawson, Gnoth and Paulin, 1995, Pearce and Wilson, 1995 and Danaher and 
Arweiler, 1996), the range and relevance was found to be much broader and easier at 
Lincoln. 
Second, it was very important to find out more about the country itself, 
particularly the context in which New Zealand has become one of the world's highest 
profile adventure destinations. In addition, working in a department with a strong 
international reputation in its field certainly enabled continued dissemination of the 
work in a lively academic environment, in a fresh context. This was further enhanced 
by the fact that it was possible to attend a conference being held at the University at 
the beginning of December 1998 concerning New Zealand tourism and hospitality 
research. It was also possible to visit the University of Canterbury as well, in order to 
use the facilities there with the help of Professor Doug Pearce. 
Last, and no less important, being in Lincoln enabled me to get to know New 
Zealand itself, and laid the foundations for the next stages of research. Although the 
close links between New Zealand and Britain ensured that immersion into Antipodean 
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culture was relatively painless, it was highly beneficial for the researcher to have this 
period of grace, for, as Hammersley and Atkinson point out, `strange settings quickly 
demolish the ethnographer's faith in his or her preconceptions' (1995: 101). Most 
importantly, it enabled patient observation of these differences, as they are an 
essential background to the research (ibid. 103). 
With the aid of academic contacts at the university, it was possible to find out 
about the department's work and find accommodation on campus for the period there, 
as the period of the visit coincided with the start of the summer holidays. This base 
enabled travel to Queenstown, a five hour drive away, before actually relocating 
there, in order to find accommodation and to get a feel for the place. 
Methodology design 
Having conducted a comprehensive literature review, both in the UK and now 
in New Zealand, and having carried out preliminary observational fieldwork in both 
locations, it was now possible to define the principal methods for data collection. 
Although these were set within the methodological and theoretical framework detailed 
above, it was only now possible to consider what strategies would achieve a useable 
corpus of research material. The initial strategy was twofold. As a result of all the 
initial research, a comprehensive list of the questions was constructed that it was 
hoped the study would answer. This is shown in figure 5.7, and demonstrates the wide 
range of enquiry. Secondly a strategy diagram (figure 5.8) was assembled, which 
outlined the principal strategies for achieving these targets. 
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Figure 5.8 A strategy diagram for proposed methodologies 
The principal research methodology was designed to examine the attitudes and 
experiences of the consumers of adventure tourism. Although the central pillar of the 
work was `the search for embodied experience', it was recognised at an early stage 
that this would be a difficult area for respondents to tackle without breaking it down 
somewhat. Consideration of the characteristics of adventure experiences led to the 
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division of three key study areas, the participants' previous adventure experience, the 
period before engaging in an adventure activity and that after completing it. It was 
decided, therefore, to create a methodology that would tackle these three subjects 
separately. As such these would be designed to work together where possible, but 
remained free floating. 
Using the hypotheses detailed in the first stage, a range of questions to test 
them was put together for each of these phases. These would then be used in semi- 
structured interviews, utilising lines of enquiry that are the same in every interview, 
but function merely as primers, and allow a unrestricted and open ended response. It 
is suggested that the nature of this study lent itself towards an approach of this nature 
both because of the restricted time constraints and the variable individual 
interpretation of adventurous embodied experience. In addition, it may be argued that 
this multi-phasic methodology, whilst making no claims to know the minds of the 
respondents, does `attempt to connect mobile, moving, shifting minds (and their 
representations) to a shifting, external world' Denzin, (1997: 32). Following Bodens' 
observations on conversational analysis, it seems clear that the study of adventurous 
experience must be `centrally concerned with temporality, with duration, with action, 
and with, as it were, the pulse' (1990: 265) of that experience. 
The three phases were called `detailed experience' (Appendix 5.1), `burst 
before'(Appendix 5.2), and `burst after' (Appendix 5.3). Although the former was the 
same for all activities, the latter two were tailored slightly for each individual activity. 
For example `how did you feel before you jumped? ' in a bungy interview became 
`how did you feel before you entered the first rapid? ' in a whitewater rafting one. In 
addition to these three phases, a range of profiling questions was put together, that 
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would enable contextualisation of the interviews and confirm their representativeness 
(Appendix 5.4). 
Research in Queenstown. 
As already discussed, Queenstown was chosen as the main site of research 
because of the diversity of activities on offer, and the fact that the industry is 
relatively well established. Following several trips to the resort whilst at Lincoln 
University, it was possible to arrange long-term accommodation in the town from 
December 1998 to April 1999, which gave a significant period in order to gather the 
data needed. Arriving at the resort just before Christmas provided an excellent 
introduction to the character of Queenstown, since this is traditionally the busiest 
season for the resort. This was also an ideal period in which to observe the destination 
in full swing, and certainly this two-week immersion into the culture of Queenstown 
was a vital foundation for further research. At this stage, a clear picture was rapidly 
constructed of the range of activities on offer, their relative popularity, the nature of 
the tourist market, and the support networks for adventure tourism, particularly the 
bars, clubs and that make up the locations for apres-adventure celebrations. The 
importance of these sites as discursive locales cannot be dismissed (Pryce, 1979), 
particularly given the strong ties that many of them have to the adventure industry. It 
was at this stage that the land use survey was conducted, detailed in the previous 
chapter. 
Active Participation 
It has been suggested that `in tourism scholarship there has been little personal 
voice of the subject or the identified experience of the researcher, locating the analyst 
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as part of the analysis' (Swain, 1995: 259). However, it was felt that active 
participation in the activities that characterise the adventure tourism industry was a 
vital part of understanding the place they hold in peoples' lives. The cataloguing of 
my own experiences, whilst serving as perhaps the most honest and deepest part of 
the study, also enabled the better comprehension of the interviews and conversations 
to be conducted. 
Participant observation is a useful methodology because, as Pryce suggests, by 
combining the academic's `perception with an insider's view of the way of life under 
consideration, the researcher can thus get behind the statistical shapes and patterns 
and explore at first hand the wide variety of adaptive responses he (sic) encounters, 
studying them from the value terms of the people themselves, in their own terms and 
on their own ground' (1979: 279). As such, it was important to keep a diary of the 
author's experiences throughout the period in order to aid recall, and provide a 
documentary source. This process was necessarily freeform, and, apart from the diary, 
a separate field notebook was used to document the wide range of personal 
observations. This was a vital strategy in uncovering embodied experience, because as 
Denzin suggests, it is `the unsaid, the assumed, and the silences in any discourse 
(which) provide the flesh and bone- the backdrop against which meaning is 
established' (1997: 38). Every performed adventure activity, from the first bungy jump 
in the UK in August 1998 to the last bungy at Pipeline in April 1999, was documented 
as soon as possible after the event, whilst the memories of the experience were still 
fresh. 
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Interviews with the producers of the adventure tourism industry. 
Contacting the producers of the industry was a vital first stage as it gave an 
industry perspective as to the range of activities on offer and the way that they related 
to each other. In addition it established the researcher in the eyes of the producers, as 
this was the most important link for accepted access. Because of the relatively 
unquestionable nature of the research, it was felt that this honest frontal approach was 
the most effective. Although there are undeniable power relations in the practice of 
adventure tourism, especially between the guides and the participants (see Bangs, 
1999), these relations are themselves essentially transparent. For example, there is an 
unwritten acceptance that following the guide's instructions is vital to the safe 
completion of the activity, and the undisputed nature of this negates a more covert 
approach that may be required in social science research elsewhere. 
By talking to the producers it was possible to see how the industry is 
constructed, both physically and in terms of representation. This enabled a critical 
understanding of how the advertising material relates to the facility itself, whilst at the 
same time the producers could see the purpose of the study as being positive for them, 
and were then happy for the researcher to work alongside them. The companies 
interviewed were those at which further research was to be conducted, embracing a 
range of different `strengths' of adventurousness, so that the nature of the spectrum 
could be documented. 
The operator interviews themselves were usually negotiated with the 
marketing managers of the individual companies, as they were usually significant 
`gatekeepers', with significant `control over key sources and avenues of opportunity' 
(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995: 34). Not only were they responsible for the 
advertising and promotion of the activity in question, they also had to have an in- 
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depth knowledge of the actual product that they were selling. This dual perspective 
meant that these individuals were well informed not only about the intricacies of their 
own adventure tourism product, but also of the broader picture of competing activities 
in Queenstown. 
Interviews were usually conducted on company premises, and were of a semi- 
structured nature. In a similar method to the questionnaires designed for participants, 
the interviewer used a range of questions that were asked of each of the individuals, 
but unrestricted responses and further discussion were encouraged around these 
(Appendix 5.5). Typically the interviews started with a brief outline of the company 
history and moved on through methods for marketing the product, observations of the 
market and perceptions of Queenstown, and usually lasted between 45 minutes and an 
hour. Crucially, however, the relationships with these individuals did not stop at these 
discussions, and the contacts with them were consciously fostered as a source of 
continuing information in terms of company data, new developments and informal 
chats. Of course these relationships were two-way, for the researcher was also 
providing them with a valuable perspective on their own operations. Five interviews 
with the individuals from the five selected activities were carried out in this way. 
Naturally, these industry contacts were not the only gatekeepers in the 
Queenstown adventure portfolio. As a result of these interviews, and also independent 
methods, other interviews were negotiated. These were with significant individuals in 
the origins of adventure tourism in Queenstown, such as: Andrew Brindsley, the co- 
founder of pipeline bungy; promotion agencies, such as Mark Froud from Destination 
Queenstown, the Queenstown promotions quango; and the Mayor, Warren Cooper. 
These interviews took on some of the form of earlier lines of questioning of operators, 
but were, by their nature, primarily unstructured. 
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Interviews with the consumers of adventure tourism. 
Quite clearly this is the most important part of the research, and, as such, a 
variety of methodologies were utilised for capturing the nature of embodied 
adventurous experience. As it was felt that it was important to catalogue the 
anticipations and experiences in their context, the vast majority of the work was 
conducted at the sites of adventure tourism, both immediately before, during (where 
possible) and after the event. Following the design of the interview guides detailed 
above, these were used as the primary means of empirical research. Techniques for 
interviewing varied from activity to activity, but because of the tripartite nature of the 
interview schema, it was easy to adapt this collection between differing sites. For 
example, in some locations it was found that participants had more inactive time 
before the activity, in which case the detailed experience portion could be 
administered with the burst before interview, whereas in some locations there was 
more time after, so it could be combined with the burst after. In the majority of 
interviews all three parts were collected, as this gave a far broader interpretation of 
the adventure experience and enabled lateral study, but as detailed above, the schemes 
were designed to function independently within the analysis if required. In all, 
seventy-six complete participant interviews were completed in this manner, and 
another ten at varying degrees of completion. 
Accurate sampling of respondents was not deemed of paramount importance 
to the research, since the study was clearly focussed on examination of individual 
experiences. Nevertheless, a degree of representativeness was ensured by the 
continual turnover of interviews on site. Hence the completion of one interview 
usually led to the next available participant being targeted, thus ensuring random 
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coverage. Language barriers were only encountered in one interview, where the 
respondent's English skills were deemed insufficient to complete the more probing 
portions of the study. In fact, comparisons of the sample community show a 
reasonable correlation with industry data on participant attributes (Figure 5.9). 
Figure 5.9 Representativeness of sample compared to government data on visitors to 
Queenstown (NTZB 1996: 29) 
Whilst the research does seem to have overstated the importance of the UK 
market relative to figures from the New Zealand tourism board, this may be explained 
by the seasonal nature of visitors to Queenstown. Although Australian visitors are the 
highest international visitors to Queenstown, their peak is during the austral winter for 
the ski season, as is shown by company data from Queenstown rafting (figure 5.10). 
Using total arrivals to New Zealand as a demonstration, arrivals from the UK in 
August 1998 were only 33 per cent of the figure in January 1999, whereas those from 
Australia were still 88 percent of the summer figure (NZTB, 1999). In addition, it is 
recognised that UK visitors spend the longest in Queenstown of all international 
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visitors, averaging 5.2 days, and as a result higher contact is likely (NZTB, 1996). 
The other omission is clearly that of the Asian market in the research. None of those 
interviewed was of Asian origin, whilst Asians constitute a significant proportion of 
the adventure market. However, it is suggested that the difficult nature of the topics 
under discussion would have made these interviews overly time-consuming. As stated 
above it was felt far more important to get to the heart of the adventure experience 
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Figure 5.12 Age groups of interview sample. 
Profiling of the interview sample demonstrates that activities are as popular with 
women as they are with men (figure 5.11). In addition, whilst adventure tourism is 
undeniably more popular with younger age groups, older participants are still 
represented (Figure 5.12). It is especially interesting to see an average age of the 
respondents approaching thirty, disputing the myth of the dominance of teenage 
participants. 
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As stated above, interviews were recorded on audio cassette, sticking as close 
as possible to the suggestive nature of the interview guides. Indeed, in this process it 
was very important, despite my knowledge of the experience, to reverse the idea of 
`investigator-as-expert' (Riley, 1995: 637), so that it is the respondents' experiences 
that are noted. This is vital given the acknowledgements made in chapter three as to 
the importance of listening to individual narratives (p77). Nevertheless it is important 
to acknowledge that, despite this attempt, `interviewers are themselves implicated in 
the construction of meanings with their interviewees. Such intertextuality is crucial 
and unavoidable, and the data which results is essentially collaborative' (Cloke, 
2000: 20). 
Interviews were usually transcribed later that day. This was found not only to 
be enormously important in overcoming any playback problems, but also in 
correlation of field notes and interviews. This was vital, given the nature of the 
research, in overcoming audio-recordings' `distorted sense of `the field', by focusing 
data collection on what can be recorded, and concentrating attention on the analysis of 
spoken action' (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995: 187). All of the interviewees were 
assigned random identifier names for the purposes of transcription in order to preserve 
confidentiality. 
As was expected from the results of preliminary fieldwork, it was relatively 
easy to get people to talk to me about their feelings, as nervous chattering and 
triumphant storytelling seem to be characteristic of the experience. In addition, it can 
be quite reasonably assumed that interviewing itself fulfilled some of the intellectual 
needs suggested in chapter two as potential motivations for adventurous activity 
(p35). In fact non-response rates were virtually nil, and where they did exist, refusal 
to take part was usually for practical reasons, such as having existing time constraints. 
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In many ways such high rates of response were favoured by the fact that the 
participants were to some extent a `captive market', and had considerable periods of 
time to wait in interviewing locations. In addition, the nature of administering the 
interviews personally, rather than the respondents filling in questionnaires, increased 
response rates and also ensured the clarity of lines of questioning. Whilst this method 
of data collection is clearly time-consuming for the researcher, the benefits of higher 
quality data in research of this nature cannot be overlooked (Smith, 1995: 44). 
Ethnographic Filming 
In addition to this on-site interviewing the research also made use of a digital 
video camera, which was used to capture the visual aspects of the experience, and in 
particular the embodied performances of the consumers. As well as serving a similar 
function to the personal diary, in providing a useful tool for reminding the researcher 
of particular characteristics of the adventure operations after the visit, it additionally 
functioned as a research method in its own right. It is suggested that, in particular, this 
research technique holds a key for getting at the body itself, as it strips away any 
pretence, leaving only the actual event. In addition, it is recognised that in the 
transcribed interviews, the physical `body, along with the self-image and speaking 
repertoire of the speaker, are gone' (Denzin 1997: 42). Thus, film worked together 
with the interview data to give a two-pronged approach to cataloguing the embodied 
experience on-site. Approximately five hours of film was collected in this way. 
However, it is important to bear in mind the limitations of interpreting this 
non-textual information in its analysis. In particular it is vital to recognise the video 
camera as a representational practice itself. `Despite the immediacy of the visual 
medium, the ethnographic film is not a direct or neutral representation of social 
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reality. It is as dependent as any other medium on conventions of representation or 
readership' (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995: 188). Nevertheless, a conscious effort 
was made to film on stages outside those covered by the commercial visual facilities, 
particularly filming back towards spectator platforms where these were situated, thus 
moving some way beyond the `partial, interested and conventional' (Hammersley and 
Atkinson, 1995: 189) representations afforded by the commercial films. 
There is the requirement for some clarification of the role of this material 
within the thesis. Given its stated importance, it may seem peculiar that the place of 
this research has relatively little mention within the empirical observations later in the 
study. Here, priority seems to be given to participant interviews in the cataloguing of 
the adventure tourist experience. However, it is vital to acknowledge the importance 
of the collected video material in informing these observations. For whilst there are 
considerable problems in writing this material into a thesis, not to mention further 
representational shortcomings of such an attempt, its presence is foundational, if 
inconspicuous. Often trends observed here guided further analysis of interview 
material to ratify those conclusions, emphasising the importance of the multi-pronged 
research strategy highlighted above. In addition, a montage of some of these most 
important segments has been produced on the accompanying video cassette (for a 
guide see Appendix 5.8). 
Cognitive Maps 
In the latter stages of the research it was decided to employ simple cognitive 
maps to uncover the tourist experience of Queenstown. It has been widely recognised 
that cognitive maps provide a useful channel for the study of `perception as a 
mediation between the environment and human action' (Gregory, 1994: 377). A 
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minimal amount of instruction was given to respondents, merely to give them a sheet 
of paper and asking them to draw a map of the Queenstown area and `mark any 
locations or activities that have been significant in their holiday'. Ten maps were 
completed in this manner. 
Interviews with non-participant spectators. 
Of equal importance to the study of adventure tourism as the active 
participants are those who do not actively participate, but who are, nevertheless, part 
of the experience. The spectators, who watch with a variety of embodied emotions 
that range from admiration to fear, govern at least part of the experience for those who 
do participate. Collectively they form an audience, often of peers, frequently of loved 
ones. The lack of an audience like this would make the experience very different 
indeed, as was observed by a man who did a bungy jump at the XS98 festival without 
anyone he knew in the audience (although he did still have an audience). In some 
cases it may be argued that `the lack of various significant others makes easier the 
self-indulgence required by some tourists' (Ryan and Glendon, 1998: 171), so the 
makeup of the audience is important as regards perhaps the presence of peers, but lack 
of family. 
As a result, tackling these spectators is as important as the participants, and 
similar methods were utilised for doing so, including short interview-commentaries 
surrounding the event (Appendix 5.7, of which five were completed) and video 
footage of embodied reactions to the embodied experience. It was expected that these, 
and especially the latter, will get to the heart of many of the concepts discussed above, 
uncovering the desires, motivations, abilities and fears that underlie the adventure 
experience. 
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Interviews with Employees. 
Company employees were vital to the study of adventurous experiences, 
particularly for their crucial role in constructing the event for the participants, and, 
indeed, this was a specific line of inquiry in the consumer interviews. In common with 
the other interviewing methods, a range of topics was put together for discussion 
beforehand (Appendix 5.6) and interviews loosely functioned around these. 
Employees were typically approached during lunch breaks, and were usually very 
happy to discuss the intricacies of the various operations and their personal opinions 
of adventure. Seven industry employees were interviewed in this manner. 
Interview Sites 
It has been recognised that `interviewing and understanding the significance of 
different interview sites is important through the interview process as part of creating 
a feasible and effective research plan, understanding the power relations between 
researcher and research subjects, addressing ethical considerations and dilemmas that 
may arise, and gaining insights into fundamental questions of the research' (Elwood 
and Martin, 2000: 656). In the primary interviews, the differing nature of the activities 
meant that the interview sites were also considerably different, and may have been 
significant in both the interviews and the shaping of the adventurous experience itself. 
In all there were five principal sites, each of which had distinct characteristics; 
Shotover Jet 
" Shotover Beach. This was the beach where a mobile trailer was used to issue 
participants with lifejackets and to direct them to departing boats. Although 
respondents had other distractions, such as watching departing and returning trips 
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and having group photos, the few minutes before departure were ideal in which to 
administer the burst before interview. 
" Observation Deck. This was a wooden deck with benches located outside the 
booking and checking-in building at the Shotover facility and overlooked the 
beach. It was here that the burst after and detailed experience interviews were 
administered. 
AJ Hackett Kawarau Bunge Jump 
Because of the large numbers of spectators at this particular site, it was found most 
efficient to contact respondents for the burst before on the bridge itself, as they 
queued to jump. The remaining portions of the interview were carried out either on 
the spectator platform, where the stairs from the recovery point finished, or on the 
benches of the cafe located behind. With both bungy jump interviews, the post jump 
stages had to be flexibly administered, as often the participants had peers with whom 
they wished to discuss the experience first. However, this was in no way a bad thing, 
since the role of passive observer as opposed to active interviewer in these situations 
provided some interesting insights. 
Pipeline Buggy. 
This site differed significantly from the Kawarau site. Being located up Skippers 
Canyon meant that, in contrast, most of those at the site were active participants, who 
had been transported to the site by the company. Additionally, they had considerable 
periods of time in which to wait at the site, and had very little to do in that time, since, 
at the time of the study there were no facilities at the site. This generally made for 
more relaxed and, hence, more in-depth interviews. 
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Queenstown Rafting. 
The site chosen for interviewing those whitewater rafting was Cavells Lodge on the 
Shotover river. Participants were again transported here from the town by the 
company, and were `suited up' at the lodge, before being either bussed up the 
Shotover to the `put in' point, rafting down the river and finishing back at the lodge, 
or departing on the separate Kawarau trip. The restricted number of trips in a day 
(morning and afternoon) reduced the windows for interviewing. Typically it was 
possible to get two burst-before discussions whilst the participants were getting suited 
up. On their return, the atmosphere was more relaxed, and the respondents could be 
interviewed at the lodge after they had showered and changed. This was aided by the 
company's provision of coffee and muffins for the participants on their return. 
Serious Fun River Surfing 
In common with whitewater rafting, the `enclosed' nature of these adventure trips 
posed some difficulties. After some experimentation, it was found easiest to interview 
respondents prior to the trip departure from Queenstown, and then to meet the 
transport on its return. Because of the non-captive nature of these participants and the 
reduced time available, these interviews were probably the most disrupted in terms of 
continuity and response. 
Other Sites 
Although these were the principal sites, the researcher did not restrict himself to these 
sites only. Since it is felt that all research is of value, opportunities in other locales 
were fully exploited, whether using the existing interview guides or merely engaging 
in informal conversation. This was particularly true when engaged in participation in 
the above activities and others, such as Canyoning, Fly-By Wire, Mad Dog River 
Surfing and even just tramping. 
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Interviewing in Practice 
It was important during the research to maintain a flexible approach and 
constantly evaluate the effectiveness of the research methodology. After 
approximately two weeks in the field environment, it was found highly useful to 
undergo a process of reflection with the researcher's New Zealand supervisor. The 
principal outcome of this was to alter some of the questions, to make them less 
academic in construction, and to further minimise any emphasis on leading responses. 
Thus what was `so which of your senses do you feel will be most challenged by the 
experience? ' became `what do you expect it to feel like? '. Whist these are clearly 
virtually identical in their line of inquiry, the latter is both easier to understand and 
further improves the respondents' opportunity for personal expression. 
Escaping Adventure 
Despite the obvious importance of those who are part of the adventure tourism 
experience, it was also very important to attempt to interface with those visitors to 
Queenstown who did not actively engage with the activities. It has been recognised 
that in studies of social practice, the story is told `as much in what is missing from 
these accounts as in what is there' (Thrift 1995: 24). In order to do this, six 
unstructured interviews were carried out at the pier, a central scenic location in central 
Queenstown. At this location it was hoped to contact some of Queenstown's `other 
tourists' who were in search of more traditional tourist activities apart from 
adventurous ones, `who may not have purchased any of the activities because of price 
or other considerations such as physical risk, lack of time, or simply personal 
preference' (Lawson et al, 1995: 4). By approaching a range of visitors to this site in 
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the middle of the day. when it was presumed that those actively participating in 
adventure tourism would be doing so elsewhere, some of this population could he 
uncovered. Whilst similar profiling details to the participant surveys were recorded, it 
was felt that the interviewing method should he unstructured. As a result, a range of 
unadorned snapshots of bodies performing various adventure activities in Queenstown 
were laminated and used as aids to talking about them. These images were garnered 
from a range of postcards and brochures. and arc shown in figure 5.13. 
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Other Research Methods 
In terms of background research, a large amount of time was spent in the 
Queenstown library, despite being hampered by movement of the establishment to 
new premises during the period of research. Nevertheless, this resource enabled 
access to a wide range of documentary material and planning documents, which were 
important in placing adventure tourism in context. The Queenstown free local paper, 
Mountain Scene, and the regional Otago Mirror were both useful documentary 
sources for reporting developments in the adventure tourism industry. In addition, 
their relatively comprehensive reporting of such developments served to further 
emphasise the importance of the industry to the region. A visit to the Hocken library 
and Otago University in Dunedin was also necessary, particularly for the former's 
large collection of historical documents and tourist brochures. With Otago University 
being the closest major academic establishment to Queenstown, this visit was useful 
in examining previous academic work on the resort, despite the clear differences to 
this thesis (for example Bassett, 1988). 
As in the early stages of the research in Queenstown, it was important to spend 
time in the social areas of Queenstown, meeting and talking to the people who are in 
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the study community, in order to see how people talk about and represent their 
experiences in a social context, `apres-adventure'. This is a vital part of the research 
because when they travel home again, it is in this social frame that they will often 
regale their friends and others with tales of their experience. This enabled an 
understanding of which facets are held in the greatest esteem. 
Although principally undertaken for pleasure, travelling around New Zealand 
itself during and after the main period of research was also deemed an important part 
of the research process. Not only did this set the Queenstown experience in a broader 
context, it also enabled examination of adventure tourism in more embryonic states in 
various locations. In addition, the development of indigenous forms of adventure 
tourism, such as that based around the caves in Waitomo in the North Island, was 
considered to be an important part of the picture. 
Continuing Research 
It should be recognised that the research process never truly halts. As such, the 
study has continued to absorb influences from many locales since the main period of 
fieldwork. The pervasiveness of adventurous experiences into society at large has 
enabled broader insights to the work at a variety of levels. These have involved 
discussions with friends and colleagues, and quite a number of informal chats with 
those who may proudly display their experience through the wearing of t-shirts or 
other souvenirs. 
Attendance and presentation at a significant number of conferences has 
significantly aided the dissemination of the research. Whilst the perspectives gained at 
academic conferences have certainly been useful, discussions and insights gained at 
industry-led conferences have perhaps added most to the insights of the present study. 
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Examples of the latter include the World Congress on Adventure Travel and Tourism 
held in Anchorage in September 2000, hosted by the US-based Adventure Travel 
Society (ATS, 2000). Significant amounts of media interest in the burgeoning 
Adventure tourism phenomenon, especially following the high profile disasters of 
summer 1999, have provided an additional resource. 
In terms of personal exploration, the researcher continues to re-evaluate his 
own adventurous experiences, both those performed in Queenstown, and those since. 
Although it may be difficult to directly quantify the results of such research, their 
contribution to the thesis cannot be ignored. It is suggested that such continuity to the 
research process is a requirement in any arena of social science research, as the 
impermanence of any observable situation is part of its very essence. As Boden 
(1990: 265) points out, any fixed methodology `captures no moment at all, just the 
latent and leftover traces of past action, past emotion, past cognition' when what we 
are seeking here is `a steady yet animated view of the world-as-it-happens'. 
My Positioning 
It is important, briefly, to mention my own position as regards my research, as 
it is undeniable that this will have a significant impact, despite efforts to be impartial, 
on the outcome. I have been very fortunate to have travelled widely since very young, 
due to my father's employment with British Airways. Whilst this experience has 
certainly given me a deep insight into the world of travel and tourism, with a 
particular emphasis on less-developed nations, it is also probable that I may be 
sanitised to some extent regarding the newness of destinations, and I am conscious of 
this in my own search for the `next destination'. It was important to listen to the 
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people I talked to, as their experience may be more pronounced than my own, and this 
is the core of my research. 
As regards adventurous experiences themselves, prior to the research I had 
been fortunate enough to have experienced many of the softer forms of adventure, 
trekking and scuba diving to name two, but, as regards the harder forms, it was only 
with this research that I had taken a real interest. My first bungy-jump, completed at 
the XS98 festival, joined a parachute jump that I did a couple of years previous as the 
most exciting things I had done before the visit to Queenstown. I freely admit that 
both experiences scared me to my limits. 
In Queenstown itself the first adventure activity performed was a jetboat ride 
with Shotover Jet. This was closely followed by a bungy jump at the AJ Hackett 
Kawarau site. I tried to spread out the activities during the research itself, in order to 
allow adequate time for reflection on each. Other activities performed were 
whitewater rafting on the Shotover river, Canyoning, Fly-by-wire, River Surfing with 
both Serious Fun and Mad Dog, and Pipeline bungy. It is also worth noting that I 
attempted to engage fully with the opportunities for more traditional adventure, and 
did a significant amount of walking in the area, as well as climbing the Remarkables 




Ah yeah, that's a total social thing eh? That's our society to a tee, you want to do this, 
but you want to do it in style yeah? ' 
Stu, Jumpmaster, AJ Hackett Bungy. 
Performance 
The methodologies and approaches detailed in the previous chapter move us 
towards `a new way of `looking over the play of appearances unfolding before us, 
such that, instead of seeing the events concerned, in terms of theories of what they 
supposedly represent, we see them `relationally'- that is, we see them practically, as 
being embedded in a network of possible connections and relations with their 
surroundings, `pointing toward' the (proper) roles they might actually play in our 
lives' (Shotter, 1995: 11 in Thrift, 1999: 304). Clearly such a line of enquiry is 
profoundly concerned with the performative nature of experience 
Performing various roles in public space are the dominant way that individuals 
make sense of their worlds and, especially, of their own bodies. As Denzin suggests, 
`performance is interpretation... a performance is a public act, a way of knowing, and 
a form of embodied interpretation'(1997: 97). Furthermore, these embodied 
performances shape, and are shaped by, the spaces that they inhabit. `The body is 
entangled with fantasy and discourse; fantasy mobilizes bodies and is expressed 
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through discourse; and discourse, well, discourse is disrupted by fantasy and 
interrupted by the body. And all of these relations are articulated spatially; their 
performance articulates space' (Rose 1999: 258). 
Tourism as Performance 
As Adler states, each new tourist practice, however seemingly new, is built 
upon earlier travel traditions, and in this sense, tourism itself may be seen as an 
inherently performative act; 
'In effect, travel may owe some of its cultural prestige, as well as its importance to 
persons' lives, to the fact that, in carrying a performer beyond the world of routine 
home life, it yields observations, encounters, and episodes that are free to function as 
relatively abstract signifiers. Like `important' cultural texts, travel experiences can 
provide enduring referents for thought whose interpretation remains open to change. 
Once inscribed in memory, photographs, or journals, a single travel performance may 
always be interpreted as saying something new in response to a new emotional need 
or cognitive query. ' (1989: 1369) 
Adventure as Performance 
Whilst grounded in a long history of adventurous tourist practice, adventure 
tourism is clearly about an active participation with the body. The inability of tourist 
metaphors such as Urry's `gaze' to capture this enacting body has been highlighted in 
previous chapters. Game suggests `that there is a way of `being in' that refuses an 
objectifying gaze and inscribes a different desire. This desire is not primarily 
spectacular, but relates to touch'(1999: 167). These haptic experiences are clearly what 
participating in adventure tourism is all about (Lewis, 2000). 
Drawing on earlier work by MacCanell (1976,1992) and others, it may be 
argued that the body is an authentic site of consumption in a way that solely visual 
experience is not. As Urry suggests, the other senses may offer us a `more direct and 
less premeditated encounter with the environment' that contrasts with `the abstractive 
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and compositional characteristics of sight' (1999: 41). The construction of the 
recreational body is thus important in understanding participation in adventure 
activities. 
Playing and performing with the body clearly applies in the arena of adventure 
sports, and confirms Poon's assertion that touristic practice is progressively more 
about being than having, mentioned in chapter two. Despite, or perhaps as a result of, 
the fact that we live in a world of an `increasingly pronounced visual 
character... made with the visible in mind' (Lefebvre, 1991, quoted in Urry 1999: 35), 
there is a move to experience with the lived body as a whole. The Cartesian idea of a 
disembodied visual gaze sits ill at ease with the subject's belonging to an embodied, 
material world. 
Adventurous spaces are inherently unliveable, and this is undeniably part of 
the attraction of momentary dwelling within them (Rose, 1999: 248). We cannot exist 
within the raging whitewater rapids or in the space between bridge and canyon. The 
excursions into this uninhabitable environment are consequently touristic by their 
very nature. Performing adventurous activity draws on literature and the experiences 
of the individual in order to make sense of this environment. These performances take 
place at a variety of scales which shall now be examined. 
Performing on site 
Participant Performance 
Quite clearly it is the performance of adventurous activities in situ that is most 
relevant to this discussion. To begin with it is worth highlighting that the participants 
seem to be fully aware of the roles expected of them in their enacted role; 
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`god, look up there, lie's gonna go. You're up there and you think if I stop here more 
than a second 1 am not going to do it, so he goes 3,2,1 Bungy and I'm right, bye!, I'm 
off, I'm gone, not even thinking about this. I was trvinR to think of methin original 
to say when I jumped off but I completely forgot to even think about that when I went. 
Shout quite loud did 1? ' 
Neil, Bungy, XS98 August 1998. 
A frequent comment in interviewing is the desire to achieve the perfect form, 
particularly where the activity is captured on film or camera. In Bungy this may be a 
perfect swan-dive (figure 5.5, video segment 5.1), in other activities the look of 
confidence and domination in the frame. The look is one of harmonic conquest of the 
environment, embodying the adventurous ethic itself. As Schibe states `The right stuff 
as a concept is bound up with vertigo and transcendence in the escape from earth's 
bondage. If you have the right stuff you are in harmony with the sublime' (1986: 142). 
Respondents are undeniably aware of the desire to bring this expression of having the 
`right stuff into their performances; 
`I jumped off a bit harder and a bit further, tried to make it look slightly better, 
instead of of just falling off !' Adam, UK, 15-25, The Ledge Bungy 
(Second Jump) 
`Absolutley totally focused to get it right, I wanna go and see it, look at my style. I 
wanted that good spread thing going, nice little y-shaped descent and that' 
Gareth, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
'Did I scream really loudly? Did I get a good dive? ... Yessss, I am so 
happy, and I am 
pleased that it looked fine as well. ' Louise, UK, 23, Kawarau Bungy. 
`When I got there I looked down and I just said I can't do it, but I couldn't put my 
arms out! My friend looked like a pro, I didn't! ' Rachel, US, 48, Kawarau Bungy. 
'I was trying to act quite cool about it. I must have done, because the bloke said to me 
'you're not scared are you? ' and I lied and said `nah', and he said `say goodbye to 
your mates' and I said `see you later lads' on the video, and then when I jump off the 
bridge 1 wink at the camera, sound stuff. To be honest, if other people are scared it 
makes me feel a bit better, cause they are so... like her and her mate were really really 
scared, so that made me feel a bit more in control. If I was the only one who was 
scared I would have felt pretty fucking panicky. Just before I jumped though, there 
was a point where I thought this is a little bit stupid, paying to jump off a bridge. 
When you get up there you have a sudden realisation that you have paid to jump off a 
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bridge and everyone is watching you do it, so you are resigned to the fact, but you do 
think it is pretty silly! ' Anthony, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
However, in this recognition of performing bodies it is important not to 
construct them as somehow passive (Wylie, 1999). Indeed, `bodies have an 
undeniable material existence and as Grosz has argued `what is mapped onto the body 
is not unaffected by the body onto which it is projected' (1990: 72)' (McDowell and 
Court, 1994: 12: 732). Performing subjects are `not just a body being acted upon, but a 
fractured/multiple agent which is possibly contradictory but always actualising and 
deforming structural codes; hence elaborating a performance supported by social 
rituals and exchanges which confirm different personae' (Shields, 1991: 269); 
`Everytime we did a 360 I was standing up with my hands in the air, naughty 
boy eh? ' Ian, Shotover Jet 
Costumes 
Tied into these conceptions of looking good are notions of `looking the part', 
the classic adventurer. It is clear that in the performance of adventure there is often 
the requirement to feel that the participant is wearing suitable attire for the experience 
(video segment 6.1). Thus the donning of specific costumes, or in some case the 
removal of more `ordinary' ones, as in the relatively common practice of bungy 
jumping naked or just in underwear, is a clearly performative aspect of the practice. 
`The lifejackets are really just for the photos, I mean yes they would make you f loat if 
you did fall out of the boat, but we don't let people fall out of the boat. So the 
lifejacket is part of the... Its part of the experience you know' 
Nick Flight, Marketing Manager, Shotover Jet 
It is clear that the donning of costumes is as much about stripping, 
metaphorically, as it is about the wearing, since adventure is about reclaiming a more 
suspended, liminal identity. Clearly `the performances characteristic of liminal phases 
and states often are more about the doffing of masks, the stripping of statuses, the 
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renunciation of roles, the demolishing of structures, than their keeping and putting on' 
Turner, (1986: 107). The fleeting nature of these costumes also bears identification, 
since these are characteristic of the quick-fix activities under examination, and this 
corresponds to many other performative genres. As Shields (1991: 269) contends, the 
`wearing of different hats' is central to the articulation of the agency of the body. This 
is also important in a consideration of the manner in which adventure has been used to 
sell fashion (see chapter three p89 and figure 3.2, and also Holden, 1998). 
Camaraderie 
In the practice of adventure it appears that being part of a team is a significant 
drawcard, with the feelings of shared triumph in adversity often emerging in 
interviews. In whitewater rafting these attributes may be more obvious, since each 
boat has to work together as a team under the instruction of the guide, in order for 
successful navigation of the river to take place. Weber (2001: 368) notes that, in 
contrast to more traditional active pursuits, in the practice of adventure activity 
`competition among groups and individuals is minimal, whilst competition between 
people and their environment is the norm'. Indeed, travelling as part of a `team', such 
as occurs on the backpacker bus networks like Kiwi Experience (video segment 6.2) 
or Magic bus, often translates into the shared participation in adventurous activity; 
`Because the Kiwi experience dropped us here and everyone was here to egg us on' 
Sue, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy. 
Because of this team spirit, there is undoubtedly a drive to participate in 
adventure with friends and family (video segment 6.2). The carnivalesque nature of 
the places of adventure undoubtedly leads to experiences rooted `not in private, 
individualised forms, but in collective forms where people socially engage with each 
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other and the material earth' (Macnaghten and Urry, 1993: 268). However, it may be 
argued that, as regards familial values, the performance of adventure tourism does 
share traits with theme parks, promoting such notions as `trust, affection, mutual 
respect and a high degree of individuation' (Desmond, 1999: 218) within the unit. 
Additionally, as has been highlighted in previous discussion, the frontier culture that 
has been so important to the development of adventure is heavily structured around 
the family unit. 
`Its nice to do it with your partner' Ian, Australia, 45-55 Shotover Jet. 
`Well we came down because Ben was supposed to be doing it tomorrow, so we were 
just going to come and watch people do it, and I accidentally signed myself up, but 
I'm not very happy about it' Becky, UK, 22, Kawarau Bungy. 
`It was kinda random actually! Just my friend was doing it, and the lady at the info 
asked me if I was too, and I asked i fl should, and she said definitely, so here I am! '. 
Lanke, Denmark, 20, Pipeline Bungy. 
Although participation within groups may be vicarious, with certain members 
sharing the experience through the actual participation of others, there may be a drive, 
sanctioned by particular members of the group, for everybody to participate. Some of 
this may be seen as peer pressure, confirming the observations of Phillipp, that peer 
groups serve to `instruct, advise and police', particularly in a leisure context 
(1998: 218); 
`No I thought it wouldn't be fun at all, I thought it was literally a dare, and if you 
jump, you jump. But I'd do it again, even if nobody was around. I did it this time 
because everybody made me do it, but next time I would do it for myself definitely' 
Greg, UK, 23, Kawarau Bungy. 
Nevertheless, it seems likely that this process may be more internal than external, 
with participants feeling that they should participate because they would be 
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disappointed in themselves if they didn't engage in the successful completion of the 
activity. 
`My friends! Watching them do it, I would be really disappointed if I didn't do it. I 
saw them do it and I was like there is no way I could do it, but afterwards I was 
thinking I'll be really gutted if I leave and say I haven't done it. I am absolutely 
petrified though'. Nathalie, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
'No I said because we were coming here and I would never dream of doing something 
like this before, I dunno, prove something to myself. Noone will believe 1 have done it, 
and 1 cant believe I have done it as well, its an achievement for me' 
Penny, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy. 
It is thus the performance for the self that may be regarded as perhaps the most 
powerful in the experience, and this clearly ties into the discussions in chapter two. 
The performance of Queenstown itself, which is discussed in more detail 
below, also seems to encourage greater participation in adventure, and it is not an 
insignificant number of respondents who refer to being swept up into the experience. 
`It's a spur of the moment thing, so its very difficult to sell a bungy offshore. You 
come to Queenstown and you do things you might not have thought of doing before, 
it's a bit of a sheep effect, they all follow each other so friends are doing it and they 
think hey I can do it, and they will' 
Matt, Marketing Manager, Pipeline Bungy 
`I really don't know why I am doing it, I wasn't planning on doing it, no, until I got 
here and then I decided. There is so much hype here that you tend to get swept up in 
it! '. 
Marian, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
`Well there are loads of people doing it and if you see people your own age doing it, 
then its natural, you are like `they are doing that so, so will 1" 
Becky, UK, 22, Kawarau Bungy. 
Expected Performance 
Despite the fact that adventure tourism allows for both individual experience 
and individual action, in the way that theme parks may not, there clearly is a 
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performance that is laid down and is expected to happen. There is a preset flow of 
events, and disruption to the norm has the potential to disrupt the whole process; 
`You lose your patience with people ... who their personality is wrong, like we had a guy that had spent four hours here and he did a brown eye on the edge of the 
bridge, and he was full of all rah rah rah, and then he wouldn't jump, and you go like 
come on mate you are giving the crowd all the stuff, and then you are not jumping, so 
we get quite impatient with those people. There is one thing to go out and be scared, 
but its another thing to go out there full of hot air and then not do it you know? ' 
Stu, Jumpmaster, AJ Hackett Bungy. 
Some of the operators suggest that there are differences between different 
nationalities in the way that they engage with the experience; 
Do you find you recognise different personalities and act in different ways? 
Ah, yeah, different nationalities as well, like the Irish tend to jump straight down, UK 
tend to just fall off, Australians are big divers, South Africans are sort of a little 
worried, but most of our clients are British and Irish' 
George, Jumpmaster, Pipeline Bungy 
Despite the clear problems with such an assumption, it is interesting to see such a 
suggestion from the adventure operators. Such a view is not isolated, as similar 
comments emerged in other activities, and while one must recognise the importance 
of the possibility for difference, it does acknowledge a certain degree of cultural 
homogeneity as regards national traits. 
Guide Performance 
The performance of the guides is clearly an integral part of the experience 
(video segment 6.3). The participants have an expected idea of the person who will 
lead them through the activity, typically active, outdoorsy, knowledgeable and larger 
than life, acting as the `exemplars of the bodily habitus expected of and desired by 
tourists' (Crang, 1997: 151). This is obviously enhanced by the company advertising, 
in fact one of the most blatant found was one for a jetboat ride (figure 6.1) which 
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positions their drivers as being `personality plus', clearly referring to their distinctive 
personalities. The guides themselves are perhaps even more aware of the roles that 
they are expected to play than the participants; 
How important do you think your role is in providing a positive expereince? 
Its very important, its of the upmost importance, you've gotta be leaping around and 
make sure they are happy. 
Mark, driver/guide, Kawaru Bungy 
w''. 
Figure 6.1 Dart River Safari drivers and guides are sold as being `personality plus' 
This is not to say that all of the guides are from one mould, as the presence of 
a variety of personalities is important to the effective operation of the activity. Stu, 
one of the AJ Hackett guides, detailed how, whilst his colleagues shared attributes 
such as being `outdoorsy types', they also had to have vaned personalities in order to 
keep people jumping. To illustrate this he gave the example of how some participants 
responded well to being treated more abruptly, and being virtually told to jump, whilst 
others required more gentle persuasion, and so a range of characters who could fulfil 
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these roles was necessary. Communication skills are highly prized by the adventure 
operators; 
`If they have experience on ropes and karabiners and that, we would like that, 
but we choose a person on how they communicate at the end of the day, and if they 
are on to it. But communicating with people if they are liked, just the look, it plays a 
huge factor in it, because if you are tying a person up then you have got to look 
confident. They can't be way over the top though, so we have to be selective on 
appearance and how they communicate with people. ' 
Matt, marketing manager, Pipeline Bungy. 
This performance is part of what participants expect of the guides, as shown in 
these observations; 
`I expect (them) to have a really hyped up mentality, you know a fair bit of 
encouragement I guess, and everything else thoroughly professional so that I know it 
is good' 
Kris, Australia, 26, Pipeline Bungy. 
`Excitement and fun, I mean it was great fun, we were just having fun. I mean I didn't 
do them but the guide had the some of the others doing tricks, you know standing up 
on the side of the boat. One of the girls in our boat sat up the front of the boat and we 
all moved to the back and she went through the rapids on the top! So it was great fun' 
Laura, 65, Canadian, Kawaru rafting. 
What is interesting, however is the manner in which all this `fun' may be at 
odds with any form of real authenticity. Many of the commentaries that were 
observed for whitewater rafting or jetboats for example were an interesting blend of 
truth, myth and jokes, with no acknowledgement of where the boundaries lie. This 
confirms an assumption that the tourists do not, in fact, care how authentic the 
commentary is, just as long as the performance is authentic only in its enjoyment 
(Ritzer and Liska, 1997: 102). As has been noted elsewhere, `tourists are often told 
stories of place which blur the boundaries between history and fiction' (Cloke and 
Perkins, 2001: 12). An example of this process of mystification can be seen in the trips 
with Queenstown rafting; 
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Boarding the bus the guide started a rapport by identifying the various nationalities 
on the bus and making fun of various national traits. He started by telling the 
Japanese clients that he didn't like eating in Japanese restaurants because the fish 
was never cooked properly, and pointing out to the Australians on board that the 
safety leaflet had pictures especially for them. The ride up Skippers canyon continued 
on a humorous theme, making jokes about the drive and the rafting, and often making 
the experience sound more dangerous than it was, but in a comedic fashion. Thus we 
were told that the electric pylons hanging precariously on the side of the canyon were 
in fact a net to catch the bus if our driver, who had only driven this far three times, 
made a mistake. Historical sites were pointed out, but again humor involved so that 
the boundaries became blurred. A tale emerged about the Skippers pub ruin, where 
barmaids were employed for such a short period of time that the landlord hired the 
ugliest barmaid he could find, naturally from Australia, who was the great 
grandmother of our driver, and couldn't we see the family resemblance? 
This theme continued on the trip itself, with gold sluicing equipment becoming 
a Kiwi version of a bread making device, and a tale about the river guides' 
grandfather mining for `leaveitrite' (leave it right there). When people fell in, the 
others were told that they are merely sacrifices to the water gods. 
Personal Account, Queenstown Rafting 
Often this picture is enhanced by the very organisation of the adventure trips, 
and on several occasions of being briefed by the guides whilst being bussed along dirt 
tracks to activity sites seemed to remind one of various war movies as the troops are 
being briefed for battle whilst in their transport (for example scenes reminiscent of 
those in Aliens or Platoon). Clearly this enhances the feeling of entering into an 
adventure, and draws interesting parallels with the earlier age of wars as adventure 
discussed in chapter three. 
The guides undoubtedly enhance the desire to `look good' during the practice 
of the activity. For example on a river surfing trip, `participants were told that the 
most important thing was to try to look cool whilst walking down to the river suited 
up in a wetsuit' (Personal account, Serious Fun river surfing). The last thing that most 
participants hear before a bungy is the jumpmaster telling them to look out and give a 
good swan dive (fig 5.5). Of course, it is worth entertaining that these notions are not 
solely performative, since concentrating on one's performance, may also have the 
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result of increasing the concentration on the task at hand, which increases safety. A 
good arcing dive in a bungy also happens to be the safest manner of jumping. 
In addition the adventure companies must perform to specific criteria to 
support their adventurous credentials, although this may be somewhat at odds with 
commercial practice. The founders of Pipeline bungy left AJ Hackett precisely 
because they felt that the company had moved too far away from its adventurous, 
`fun' and personal roots to follow an overly corporate ethos; 
`We wanted to get back to the fun on the bridge you know, none of this big corporate 
international scene with management structures and that. Just a good team around 
us, who we knew were the right kind of people, and focussed on keeping it simple and 
giving the customers a good time and developing more of a relationship with them 
basically' Andrew Brindsley, founder, Pipeline bungy. 
It is interesting to consider the ramifications of such an acknowledgement for the 
expansion of adventure tourism operations. Is it possible, at least outwardly, for 
adventure tourism operators to exist as part of a large tourism operation? It is 
suggested that, from a principled viewpoint, commercial interest and adventure are 
opposed, and careful masking of such relationships takes place. This leads to the 
situation where `operators of alternative adventurous sites will both wish to distance 
themselves from the hegemonic imagery and style of Disney and adopt tried and 
tested techniques of branding, marketing, pricing, ancillary product sales, safety, staff 
performance and the like' described by Cloke and Perkins (2001: 6). Thus in visiting 
the operations of any of the adventure companies, it is notable that one is not made 
aware of any of their ownership details or `sold' other trips that may be offered by 
these bigger organisations. 
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Performing for an Audience 
Active participation, however, is nothing without an audience. (figure 6.2) As 
Adler highlights, `the audiences for whom travellers perform are crucial to any travel 
world, and anticipations of their responses, as well as their direct interventions, play a 
constitutive role in the production of journeys' (1989: 1378). Although probably less 
than a third of the visitors to Queenstown will actively participate in an adventurous 
activity (Berno et al, 1996) it is suggested that almost all will spectate, and thus form 
part of the performance. For example most of the coach tours make a point of 
stopping at the Kawarau bungy jump on their route into the region, and the provision 
of large purpose-built spectator platforms enhances this. AJ Hackett are acutely aware 
of the importance of viewing platforms, shown by changes they made to the Ledge 
bungy after acquiring it from a previous operator; 
`The whole system was wrong, so what we have done is twisted it into the hill more 
and shortened it, so there is a lot more viewing, with the hanging viewing decks' 
Ian Leech, Marketing Manager, AJ Hackett. 
The spectacle of the various adventure activities, particularly Shotover Jet and 
the Kawarau bungy jump is undoubtedly one of the attractions of Queenstown itself; 
Its just there to be done isn't it, you know what I mean, just one of those things. We 
love watching the bungy jumping! 
Fred, 56-65, UK. Watching Shotover Jet. 
Quite often it may be the presence of an audience, possibly one where there 
are peers and relations that is the catalyst for perfomance. 
It was scary, I thought I was going to die! If there hadn't been people watching I 
wouldn't have done it. 
Franco, Sweden, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy 
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`Oh it was amazing, going into the water-and having everyone on the edge, 
you could just hear them all, that was pretty amazing' 
Charlotte, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy 
In bungy jumping especially, the screams that echo across the gorge are not 
only those of the jumpers, and it is important to highlight this two-way enactment that 
unfolds in these adventurous spaces (video segment 6.4). Denzin (1997: 101), 
discusses the fluidity of the participant/audience boundary; `Audiences are neither 
pure voyeurs of nor passive recipients of performance events ... 
(they) interpret and 
live through performances- they are performers of their own interpretations and 
witnesses of the performed... the audience is an interactive structure. Although 
members bring their own interpretative frameworks as audience members to a 
performance, the audience-as-a-performer can also enact its own performance 
aesthetic. In this way, the audience is both inside the performance and observer of its 
performance'. 
Figure 6.2 The adventure tourism audience 
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Adventure Spaces 
Site Performance 
Quite apart from the provision of spectator platforms and viewing areas that 
create an audience for adventurous experiences, it is clear that the sites of activities 
are carefully constructed in order to maximise the performance. Clear stage metaphors 
are used in this description of Goldfields Jet; 
`On the trip itself we are going to enhance the relics that we have got on the side, like 
the Swiss guns and all the things that the guys have to stop and do a talk for, to look 
at. There are a few of these props now, but we are going to drop in a lot more props. 
Currently they are spread around the hills as ruins, so we put them down by the river 
so we will really enhance the trip' 
Nick Flight, Marketing Manager, Shotover Jet 
Theming the various activities is recognised as a highly important process, 
particularly in an environment that has become as competitive as Queenstown. A 
clear theme helps to identify an activity from its competitors, and this can be seen in 
the success of `Catching the Canyons' with Shotover Jet, or the clear branding of the 
Pipeline. Where the latter is concerned, the rebuilding of a fake pipeline across the 
gorge to hark back to a sluicing pipe that was in the area a century before defines the 
frontier gold rush element to the Pipeline experience. So successful has this piece of 
adventure architecture become, that few participants realise the actual inauthenticity 
of this icon. It was interesting to observe the emergence of a new activity in the form 
of the AJ Hackett Nevis bungy, which the company was attempting to push as taking 
the experience to another level; 
`Theme is super-important, its going to be particularly strongly themed' 
Ian Leech, Marketing Manager AJ Hackett. 
Such a process may be presented as a grassroots example of the invocation of 
what Hollinshead (1998) terms a `distory' in tourist practice, the selective 
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presentation of history in a commodified and manipulated fashion, characterised by 
the processes of historical appropriation by the Disney corporation. Such practices 
enable `a postmodern seizure of useable storylines from the past which are 
decontextualised and romanticised and thereby turned into nostalgia which can 
decorate, and be purchased, but are frequently much diminished in connected 
meaning' (1998: 80). Whilst it is important to recognise that this process is unlikely to 
have the rigidly authoritarian delinination seen in McDisneyization (Ritzer and Liska, 
1997), the close personal networks detailed previously and below, combined with a 
hegemonic touristic focus in Queenstown, may propogate a similar phenomenon, 
albeit of a more subversive nature. 
Indeed it seems that, perhaps unsurprisingly, the industry is a step ahead of 
academia, for while Weber (2001: 374) suggests that careful diversification of the 
product may allow access to previously untapped markets without alienating 
operators' existing customer base, this strategy can be clearly already observed on the 
ground. For example, AJ Hackett's instigation of historical tours of the Kawarau 
bridge and provision of related information clearly captures a wider market, as well as 
extending the attraction for the existing customers. Likewise, Shotover Jets' 'history- 
added' Goldfield Jet and `nature-added' Dart River Jet may be observed as part of the 
same process. 
For bungy jumping, one of the clearest identifiers of an individual jump is its 
height, and this forms an important part of the attraction for a significant proportion of 
participants; 
`I was deciding that if I was going to jump I wanted to do the 71m, I didn't want to do 
a small one, if I jump I want to JUMP! I wanted something higher so it would mean 
something' Naya, Israel, 15-25, AJ Hackett Bungy 
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Matt Taylor, the marketing manager of Pipeline highlighted how the very 
numbers themselves become icons that become imbued into the performance of the 
activity. Whilst there were many rumours about the nature of the Nevis jump, he 
dispelled any possibility that the AJ Hackett engineers would be able to alter the 
height of the jump at will, because of the importance of a number to the brand; 
V don't believe they can do that because it needs to be fixed. And not so much 
that, you have to market it, you have to have 147m or whatever on your brochures, 
and you are going to spend a lot of money marketing it, and if you change the height 
it is going to cost you money' 
Matt Taylor, Marketing Manger, Pipeline Bungy. 
This process may also be observed in the other activities, for example the attraction of 
rafting the Shotover, normally grade 5, as opposed to the grade 3 Kawarau. 
Landscape Performance 
One of the most interesting observations of the research has been the 
importance of scenery in the practice of adventure. Whilst clearly providing a ready 
made environment for the practice of adventure (whitewater rivers, deep canyons, 
mountains etc), it has been hypothesised that a ruggedly beautiful setting is crucial to 
the attractions of the adventure itself. However, the research in fact points to a far 
more complicated relationship than this. 
Indeed, landscape factors score relatively far down the list of motivating 
reasons for participation in adventure (table 6.1). On a five point Likert scale for all 
activities the importance of performing the activity in a natural setting scores 2.4, 
placing midway between important (2) and moderately important (3). However the 
importance of facing the challenges of nature scores only 3.1, whilst feeling in control 
of my environment scored only 3.8, close to not of significant importance (4). On 
closer observation, there is some deviation between activities, as for participants at the 
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Kawarau bungy the importance of doing it in a natural setting scores 1.9, which likely 
correlates to the frequent interview observation of the importance of the wide blue 
river in the attraction of the bungy site. Conversely participants at Shotover Jet rated 
the natural challenge factor a low 3.7, perhaps reflecting the lowest requirement for 
personal performance of all the activities. 
Table 6.1 Reasons for participating in adventurous activity 
Reason Score Standard Deviation 
1. To feel excited 1.5 0.7 
2. For a totally new and 
different experience 
1.6 1.0 
3. To feel stimulated 1.9 0.9 
4. Because 1 am on holiday 2.3 1.0 
5. Because I can't do it at 
home 
2.4 1.2 
6. To do it in a natural setting 2.4 1.1 
7. To have a change from my 
daily routine 
2.4 1.3 
& To challenge my abilities 2.5 1.2 
9. To feel rejuvenated 2.6 1.2 
10. To place myself in a risky 
situation 
2.7 1.2 
11. To raise my self-esteem 2.8 1.2 
12. To impress my friends by 
saying 1 have done X 
3.0 1.5 
13. To face the challenges of 
nature 
3.1 1.1 
14. To feel a sense of escape 3.1 1.1 
15. To challenge my body 3.2 1.2 
16. To challenge my mind 3.3 1.4 
17. To gain self-awareness 3.7 1.2 
18. To feel in control of my 
environment 
3.8 1.0 
19. To relax physically 3.8 1.0 
20. To relax mentally 3.9 1.1 
21. To make new friends 4.0 1.0 
22. To feel a sense of solitude 4.0 0.9 
N=72 
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Participants certainly respond positively when asked about the environment in 
which the activity is performed with phrases such as `it's beautiful' or `it's gorgeous', 
and are quick to point out the attractions of undertaking in a rural setting; 
`Nobody would do this up a river with condos down the side of it, you have got to do 
it in a natural setting'. 
Charles, Canada, Over 55, Shotover Jet 
`Beautiful man, I wouldn't do it if there wasn't any water, I wouldn't do it. Its 
beautiful, it helps you do the thing. If it was in a car park 1 would be like no way' 
Anthony, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy. 
However, respondents seem less sure about the actual impact landscape has on 
the activity itself; 
`Its nice, nice scenery, but half the time you don't notice do you? ' 
Scott, UK, 22, River Surfing 
`Ah yeah, things like that, beauty, all that, it depends on who you get on the day. 1 
think that's a really small group of people who are interested in that, a lot of people 
who come, you could put this place in a dump, they wouldn't care you know. It's a big 
bridge and they are going to jump off it you know? ' 
Stu, Jumpmaster, AJ Hackett Bungy. 
It would appear, then, that landscape aesthetics are important to the practice of 
adventure, but their relation is peculiar. During the practice of the adventure activity 
itself, concerns with aesthetics are removed almost entirely. As such it is almost like 
these attributes are a pre-requisite for adventure, but go no further than this, the 
conditions of a beautiful setting are fulfilled, the box is checked, and the activity can 
proceed; 
'Oh they just want thrills, its something that they, they don't want the scenery, they 
aren't on a scenic trip, if they wanted that they'd be on the Earnslaw' 
Nick Flight, Marketing Manager, Shotover Jet. 
`I don't know, personally I wouldn't have thought that it was all that important. If 
they want to do something that is fun-filled, I don't think that the setting is going to 
make all that much difference. I mean if you say that these things are very well 
marketed, I don't know that it is the scenery that is being marketed is it? 
Yvonne, Observer, Shotover Jet. 
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These views would concur with the claims made by Hall (1992: 144), that in 
the practice of adventure tourism the environmental setting takes on a subordinate 
role. Whilst this setting forms an important backdrop for the practice of the activity, it 
is the performance of the activity that remains the primary attraction. Perhaps such an 
acknowledgement is not so surprising if we consider the place of the natural setting 
within the performance of adventure. As highlighted in earlier chapters, a significant 
part of the adventure ethic, at least in historical terms, was the domination of 
landscape. Paradoxically then, to overstate the importance of nature to the experience 
would negate the passive role that this conquest demands. 
Such an observation is confirmed by examination of the cognitive maps 
completed by some of the participants. When respondents were asked to draw a map 
of Queenstown, scenic backdrops were commonly represented, illustrating the 
importance of these to the adventure tourist experience (figure 6.3). However, several 
of them made a clear effort to place the self within the landscape (figure 6.4). The 
clear identification of the individual performing actively within the landscape refutes 
a notion of a romantic gaze. 
However, Andrew Brindsley, the founder of Pipeline bungy, suggests that 
whilst the scenic location of adventure activities may have minor importance in the 
actual practice, it does have a vital role in the memory of that practice; 
`I think that a lot of the people who come here to bungy and it's their first jump, they 
come up to Skippers or Pipeline, they are so focused on that, that they don't actually 
think about where they are going or what they are going to experience along the way. 
But when they think back, they have the whole scenery thing, its all value-added stuff. ' 
Andrew Brindsley, Founder, Pipeline bungy. 
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This sentiment is clearly echoed by the participants, and this is, of course, far more 
acceptable to our adventurers, because nature in memory or on a videotape is bounded 
and commodified; 
'I mean they have got bungy jumps back in England, but they are o%f'cranes and that, 
it isn't the same thing is it? You want videos with like the scenery like this' 
Shaun, UK, 25-35, Kawarau Bungy. 
Could you please draw a map of the Queenstown area in the 
box below. 

















Figure 6.3 Cognitive map showing the importance of a scenic backdrop to the tourist 
image of Queenstown. Karl, Germany, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy 
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F1 /'C /)i1) 
Could you please draw a map of the Queenstown area in the 
box below. 
Please show any activities or locations that have been significant in your holiday. 
ýl \ 
i 
Jlý t ! ýbý 
Thank You. 
Figure 6.4 Cognitive map showing the clear identification of an active self within the 
landscape. Hans, Germany, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy. 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to begin to engage with the truly vast literature on 
nature-society relations and the place of nature in tourism, but the reader may wish to 
pursue this further, for example in Wilson's Culture of Nature (1993), MacNaghten 
and Urry's Contested Natures (1997) or in recent work by Ryan et al (2000). 
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Performance Off-Site 
The importance of Queenstown to the reiterative performance of adventure has 
already been demonstrated in earlier chapters. However, there has been little 
discussion of the manner in which the town itself may be seen to perform. Clearly 
place-nature is highly important to the practice of adventure since `a prominent 
feature of challenging pastimes is venue... this is a place or a destination, but more 
than that, it is ambience' (Kernan and Domzal, 2000; 96) 
The "Adventure Capital of the world" 
First of all it is important to recognise that the town performs as is expected of 
it (see chapter three p91). It should be clear from previous discussions how 
Queenstown has clearly established itself as a premier adventure tourism resort, and 
the phasic nature of this reputation, from the early grassroots development of 
commercial jetboating and rafting, to the more recent, but still notably home-grown, 
bungy-jumping, all capitalises on Queenstown's history as a place associated with 
frontier adventure. However, to see this reputation as merely self-generating would be 
wrong, and ignores the importance of the adventure tourism companies efforts to be 
recognised as such. Such advertising strategies clearly reinforce the reputation of 
Queenstown as a place where adventurous activity takes place. What is important to 
recognise, however, is the manner in which `such place meanings not only change the 
ways in which places are represented and experienced, they also influence the ways 
that those places are managed. Seen in this way, advertising isn't just simply a 
technique for attracting business; it is a medium through which places and 
experiences are made in order that particular interests are served and others 
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downplayed' (Cloke and Perkins, 1998b: 271). The circuit continues, for these 
interests then translate into particular senses of place, for whilst `place is a negotiated 
reality, a social construction by a purposeful set of actors... the relationship is mutual, 
for places in turn develop and reinforce the identity of the social group who claims 
them' (Ley, 1981: 215). 
These tensions can be observed in the development of the influential 
`Adventure Capital of the World' group of the leading Queenstown adventure tourism 
companies. Nick Flight, the marketing manager of Shotover Jet, gives an insight as to 
how the phrase was coined; 
`Well we actually started that phrase, because we got a little bit worried, Queenstown 
started a promotion board to promote itself, there was only about five operators for a 
while going out and promoting Queenstown, and that was Skiing, Fijordland travel, 
Shotover jet and the Skyline, and you come to Queenstown and those are the only 
options you have, but now there are over a hundred activities to do. Queenstown 
promotion came up with promotion from other areas like the scenery and the free 
walks, the wineries, the passive adventure stuff, and we kind of perceived that that 
wasn't really why people were coming here so we said well, why don't we start up a 
group called the adventure capital of the world, we've got that, I mean you can go 
anywhere to a winery, we are famous for the adventure, its only Am to Shotover, 15 
to Coronet peak, focus on what we've got. Now we are working with DQ and they've 
really got the adventure side, all the great visuals, and they can go out and show them 
to the journalists and that. I mean I think people come to New Zealand, especially 
Queenstown for an adventure holiday. ' 
However, the identity was not without contention, particularly from those 
tourism operators in Queenstown who felt that being labeled as adventurous would be 
detrimental to their image. This was of particular tension when the council decided to 
use the phrase as part of its letterhead slogan. (W. Cooper, Queenstown 1999, 
personal communication). 
Irrespective of such conflicts, Queenstown has achieved a world-renowned 
status as an adrenaline capital, and is understood by many as a place for such activity; 
`An important aspect of world constitution is the opening of a space of places at 
which activities can intelligibly be performed. When a tree is understood as 
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something to climb, for instance, it becomes a place at which climbing is intelligible; 
similarly, when a platform is understood as something from which to observe the 
landscape, it becomes a place at which observing is intelligible. A place to X is 
understood as a place where it is understood that X-ing occurs. Insofar, then, that the 
organisations of practices bestow interrelated meanings on entities, practices open 
spaces of interrelated places at which their doings and sayings are correctly and 
acceptably performed' (Schatski, 1997: 115, quoted in Thrift, 1999: 311). 
Thus New Zealand, and Queenstown in particular, have become world-renowned as a 
site of adventure tourism, and the destination for adventurous activity. 
The availability of heavily branded souvenirs have served to strongly reinforce 
this reputation (video segment 6.5). It is interesting to see how, for the adventure 
tourism operators, souvenirs, such as T-shirts, are positioned just as much a form of 
advertising, and therefore product reinforcement, as they are a business venture in 
themselves; 
'Advertising is the main thing with the merchandise, there isn't a great markup on the 
t-shirts to be honest, because they get seen around the world and people go `oh what 
is that? '... it sells for us. ' 
Matt, Marketing Manger, Pipeline bungy. 
Queenstown Rafting's selection of a fern as their symbol has both been reinforced by, 
and reinforces the existence of the fern as a New Zealand icon, and has also resulted 
in a wide range of branded merchandise. Again this is as much for brand recognition 
as it is to generate profits. Over a third of respondents asked confirmed that they 
intended to purchase some form of adventure merchandise. The sheer effectiveness of 
such branding processes in Queenstown is shown by this respondents categorisation 
of the resort when asked about his main reason for visiting Queenstown; 
'Scenery, Adrenaline, Partying' Gordon, UK, 31, River Surfing. 
Furthermore, it is suggested that even those who do not actively perform the 
adventure experience do consume the entire concept of Queenstown as a place of 
adventure; 
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'There are still a lot of people that get a buzz out of saying 7 have been to 
Queenstown', even if they just sat on the beach. 1 mean if they say that somebody 
immediately thinks ofjetboating and bungy and that and wow! They might have sat on 
the beach but they still feel as if they have been part of that' 
Andrew Brindsley, founder Pipeline bungy 
Perhaps paradoxically, the growth in Queenstown's reputation may have not been as 
boosterist for certain sectors of the tourism infrastructure as is initially assumed. This 
is demonstrated by the relative growth in the low end of the accommodation supply 
demonstrated in chapter 4 (p121). This additionally confirms the observations of 
Loker-Murphy and Pearce (1995) highlighted in chapter 3, that the backpacker ethic 
is one of frugality for services like transport and accommodation, but almost limitless 
when it comes to gaining the experiences they will take away with them; 
`I mean the typical market of backpackers doesn't spend 15 to 20 bucks on 
accommodation, but they go hard on activities. And its the dining out at night, late 
night shopping, and the rest of it that makes it. I have a retail business here, the 
Timberland store, and people cruise through and casually buy' 
Andrew Brindsley, Pipeline Bungy founder. 
Nightlife 
Nevertheless, Queenstown does continue to espouse the ideals of adventure 
twenty four hours a day. Nowhere is this as self-evident as in the apres-adventure 
establishments of the bars and night-clubs (video segment 6.6). Even the names seem 
to confirm an adventurous ethic, with markers such as `The Edge', `The World' and 
`Surreal'. Although these are much smaller compared to the establishments that most 
participants may be used to at home, this is part of their attraction, and their 
importance in the circuit of adventure cannot be overlooked. By their very nature they 
become places in which triumphant adventurers retire to in order to celebrate the 
successful completion of an activity, and in some senses continue the adventure; 
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What, if any adventurous activities are you planning to do in Queenstown? 
`We've done the jetboat, whitewater rafting and just about to do a bungy, and tonight 
we are going out and getting hammered! ' Penny, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy. 
How long have you been planning to do Pipeline? 
'Since Monday night when I was really drunk! Two and a half days?! '. 
Nathalie, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
Casual observation of conversations between night-club clientele point to a discursive 
dominance on the practice of adventurous activity. Such a conversation noted in the 
restrooms of the World night-club is typical; 
Td done a sixty one metre one before but this was go much further- awesome' 
`Yeah, felt like all your organs were in your head, man' 
However the links run much deeper than this, because there are much more 
hypostatic links between these establishments and the adventure providers. In several 
of the nightclubs television monitors show video segments of the various activities, 
and often footage of that day's participants, thereby the performance of the activities 
continues in a reiterative process; 
We saw it on the TV in the Casbah and it looked good so we booked it! 
Scott, 22, UK, River Surfing 
There may be strong advertising, in the manner in which the dancefloor of one club is 
emblazoned with the logo of the Pipeline bungy jump. Another nightclub, `The 
World' has a central atrium, down which willing partygoers can perform a mini- 
bungy jump on a special night once a month, organised by the bungy companies. 
Many of the clubs have competitions or raffles during the course of an evening 
in order to win an adventure activity trip. For example the club `Casbahs' would offer 
a raffle prize of an adventure tourism activity to give away to the clientele each night, 
provided by the adventure tourism companies free of charge. This made business 
sense for the companies, for not only did this provide free advertising, the odds were 
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that the winner would bring along at least one paying customer in the form of a travel 
companion as shown in this quote by Matt; 
'The only cost we incur is the transport, to throw someone extra off is nothing really. 
And often the person who wins it is on Kiwi experience or Magic, and they are like I 
am going tomorrow, and the others are like 'oh we'll go', and it's the big talk, 
generates, we get more sales out of it' 
Matt Taylor, Marketing Manager, Pipeline Bungy 
The close relationship between adventure and sex is further ratified by this 
link, and it was interesting to observe the innuendo nature of many of these 
competitions. An example in the `Edge' nightclub was a competition to win a river 
surfing trip, which was claimed by the first female to bring the DJ a pair of knickers. 
This link is not overlooked by the adventure providers, who clearly utilise such 
notions of sexual performance in their advertising (figure 6.5, video segment 6.5). 
Clubs may further enhance this through the running of theme nights such as a `porn 
night', where the dress code and decor is highly sexually charged. 
Figure 6.5 Sexually Suggestive Advertising for Shotover Jet 
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The close networks of these clubs and the adventure activities is also 
demonstrated in personal relations. For example, Andrew, who originally set up 
Pipeline Bungy is married to the sister of Matt, who is its present marketing manager, 
who is married to the sister of Wardy, who operates the club `the World'. On a 
broader scale, the relatively small resident population means that there is a tight 
network of tourism industry employees, demonstrated by the fact that many of them 
could be seen winding down in the Red Rock bar at the end of the day. 
The performance network is not confined to Queenstown itself, because the 
international nature of their clientele has led many of the clubs to operate live 
webcasts during the evening, enhancing and reinforcing Queenstowns' adventurous 
reputation at a distance. 
Again, however, it would be false to see this apres adventure realm to be 
uncontested; 
Participant ages `reflect a lot on our opening hours here, and our business reflects 
our drinking ages, especially in winter, because a lot of Australians don't come here 
because its twenty, and we get a lot of eighteen, nineteeen year old guys who would 
like to come here and do snowboarding, but they are like we are not going to 
Queenstown because we can't drink, and that is a huge factor. We are pushing that 
through town, and also trying to change the later license from 2: 30 am to 5 like it 
used to be. Because the Australians come over here, they live in the city and they are 
used to going out until 10 and partying until about 5 in the morning, and for a tourist 
town we need to have that. It's a huge factor for us, people jump with us and at the 
end of the day they want to go out and party till late, and everywhere else they do. 
They feel like they can do anything. 
Matt, Marketing Manger, Pipeline Bungy. 
It seems, then, that whilst Queenstown's reputation as a place of adventure is now 
strongly embedded in the place nature of the settlement itself, this is not to say that 
such relations are permanent and uncontested. `Like societies, places can be made 
durable, but they cannot last' (Thrift, 1999: 317), and nowhere is this truer than in 
tourist destinations. 
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Non-Participants 
Discussion with non-participants sheds some light onto reasons for not 
wishing to participate in adventurous activity. Primarily personal characteristics were 
given, such as a fear of heights or water, or simply `not having the nerve'. There is 
some weight given to the idea that there may be a range of personality types described 
in chapter two, with respondents feeling that they had no need to do any of the 
activities in the photographs; 
`I've never liked the big dipper or anything like that' 
Claire, 46-55, Australian. 
Many respondents cited environmental reasons as preventing their participation, for 
example it being too cold to engage in waterborne activities. Interestingly several 
comments concerning trust focussed primarily on equipment and not on the abilities 
of companies or employees. For example one respondent claimed that the reason that 
he would not do a bungy jump was that he `did not trust pieces of elastic'. This is 
interesting given the fact that equipment failure is rare in adventure tourism, with 
most accidents being caused by human error, as discussed in chapter four (p135). 
Although it has been demonstrated that age is not a barrier to participation in 
adventure tourism, contrary to some suggestions (for example A. Ewert, Anchorage, 
2000, personal communication), it does still form a boundary. On questioning non- 
participants on their views on adventure tourism the following response from older 
respondents was typical; 
`You are taking our age into consideration aren't you? At our age? You have 
to be kidding! ' 
Bill, Over 55, UK 
`I wouldn't do it, but I think it is great for the younger people' 
Gina, Over 55, New Zealand 
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Nevertheless, nonparticipants were still able to talk about what the experience 
might be like, demonstrating the societal penetration of the activities. One respondent 
discussing bungy jumping was adamant that she would `rather do it above the river', 
even though she had no intention of ever jumping voluntarily. She also discussed how 
she was `white with fear', having watched the Kawarau jump on the drive into 
Queenstown, demonstrating the embodied experiences of even non-participants. 
Indeed, even using the research methods outlined previously, it is difficult to find 
tourists who truly have no connection to the adventure tourism industry. This is 
perhaps most emblematic of an acknowledgement that concrete distinctions between 
alternative and mass tourism are of limited use (see Milne, 1998: 47 and chapter three 
p84). Of those non-participants contacted, it was notable that many offered 
surprisingly deep narratives concerning the adventure tourism activities. Several were 
killing time whilst waiting for a relative who was engaged in adventure tourism, for 
example an Australian tourist whose husband was on a jetboat ride. Views of 
adventurous activity were often contextualised through the experiences of close 
friends or relatives, such as an elderly British couple whose son had `done all of the 
sports'. Many had also engaged in activities that they felt were adventurous in their 
own terms, such as taking a scenic flight over the mountains to Milford Sound. 
Performing out of sight- new media. 
It has been suggested that `performance, as an iterative act, assumes that no 
performance outlasts the moment of its acting; the act must be repeated in order to 
reassert its meaning and power again. The body then, for all its heavy signification, 
actually means nothing at all' Rose, 1999: 250. However, whilst this view does 
capture the impermanent nature of performance, it is suggested that such an approach 
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ignores the ability of any individual performance to go on acting. Adventures are 
repeated, albeit in different contexts, but whilst the morphology is always changing, 
the original event still remains. In fact it is the fleeting and nonrepresentational nature 
of embodied experience that translates into the most powerful of individual memories. 
As acknowledged previously, Crawshaw and Urry highlight that, `our arms and legs 
are full of torpid memories' (1997: 179). 
Of great significance is the fact that the performance of adventure is not 
confined to the geographical boundaries of the space in which it takes place. The fact 
that the experience is available in a number of media formats to take away with the 
participant is important (video segment 6.7). This is evident in the quote from a 
Sunday paper in chapter three, written about a participant's first bungy jump and 
having the video as a souvenir (p52). Of the respondents asked, over eighty percent 
confirmed that they intended to purchase either a video or photos from the adventure 
operator. 
In this way the experience goes on acting and confirming through this, 
achieving the sort of added value discussed earlier; 
Do you think the experience represents value for money? 
Ah man that is such a good question, such a relevant question. So it was seventy 
bucks, probably not. It will be worth it going home and talking about it and showing 
the video to my friends though. But the jump itself, probably not. 
Rachel, US, 48, Kawaru Bungy. 
The only thing I wanted was the video, everyone looked like they were shifting 
themselves and I was waving and winking at the camera, so I definitely wanted to get 
it, and it looked quite cool! 
Anthony, 15-25, UK. Pipeline Bungy 
This quite clearly demonstrates the intrinsic value held in such souvenirs, 
highlighted by Schiebe (1986) and discussed in chapter 3 (p78). 
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This continued reinforcement is not limited to the photos and videos alone, 
however, as with the conspicuous consumption of everything from keyrings to 
clothing (Figure 6.6, video segment 6.5), identifies with the performance. It is a rare 
week that back in Bristol I do not see someone wearing some T-shirt proclaiming 
success of having done some adventurous activity. Jazzy designs and eye-catching 
colours ensure that everybody knows that they are a performer. 
I am going to get a jacket to show I have done it, lie promised me one! And the 
photos! 
June, Australia, 36-45, Shotover Jet. 
In addition the vogue for `outdoor style' in fashion is dominated by identifying with an 
ethic of adventure (chapter three, p91). 
It is of interest to consider the place-relations that are held within souvenirs, a 
phenomenon identified by a participant who, despite living in London was moving to 
the Queenstown region in the future, and thus felt he had no `need' to acquire 
souvenirs of his experience for this reason; 
`(I'm buying) nothing, I'm moving up here in the next couple of years so... ' 
Jeremy, NZ, 26-35, Shotover Jet. 
Figure 6.6 Merchandise available from AJ Hackett. 
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Limits of the Performance Metaphor 
There is however a danger in seeing the practice of adventure tourism as 
solely performative. The question has to be asked `where does the performance end? '- 
The most important fact, which can easily be overlooked, as Perkins and Thorns 
contend, is that participation in adventure tourism is fundamentally about `pleasure 
and enjoyment' (1998: 32). 
In addition it is important to see the manner in which at the crux of adventure, 
performance may not be entertained by the individual. Although externally the act is a 
performance, often the internal thrill may not be. To take our earlier quote by Neil as 
an example (p192), although he was clearly concerned with the nature of his 
performance, when it came to the act itself all of this was forgotten. The actual 
practice of adventure tourism is blurred and out of focus. One can't see the bungy 
when one falls, and the water that gets in your eyes when you are river surfing creates 
an out of focus experience. 
This recognition sits easier with the conceptions of a flow experience detailed 
earlier, in which there is the loss of the mind-body dualism, with complete and 
focused immersion in the activity. In fact, at least in temporal terms, reflexivity and 
flow may be seen as mutually exclusive. `Reflexivity must be an arrest of the flow 
process, a throwing of it back against itself; framing procedures make this possible' 
(Turner, 1986: 55). However, as Turner suggests, engaging in a flow experience is 
likely to cultivate reflexivity as regards the self after the experience; `flow perhaps 
elicits or `seduces out' the unconscious levels of the self' 1986: 55). 
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Playground 
The research suggests that a more useful metaphor to describe the nature of 
adventurous practice in Queesntown is that of playground, which seems to confirm 
the ideals of these spaces and their locales. The author was struck by the poignancy of 
this phrase when observing rafts emerge from the tunnel at the end of the Shotover 
river as a Jetboat performed a 360 degree spin in the melee, or whilst joining a river 
surfing trip on the Kawarau river, being passed by more rafts whilst a helicopter 
buzzed low overhead (video segment 6.8). The cries of delight of playful bodies being 
thrilled in a distinct spatial environment reminded one powerfully of the sounds of a 
school playground at lunchtime. 
Of course the metaphor has further links if we consider attributes of the 
`adventure playground' of significance in many childhood experiences. These were 
places of play, enhanced by the environment of swings, death slides, rope bridges and 
monkey bars. Such constructions became closely tied into childhood imaginations, 
influenced by literature and film, as discussed in chapter three, where adventurous 
fantasies were played out with friends, old and new. In addition, these places were 
notionally safe places to play, being bounded, and often supervised, and with plenty 
of woodchips to prevent injury from falls. It should be clear from the discussion that 
many of these attributes can just as easily be applied to adventure tourism in 
Queenstown. 
Mapping the playground 
If we are to consider one of the principal attributes of a playground to be the 
fact that it is very much a bounded space, to what degree is this represented in the 
practice of adventure tourism in Queenstown? Initially it may be presumed that 
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adventure tourism does not share this characteristic with the playground, because it is 
out there, in nature. Indeed Weber suggests that `the current conceptualization of 
adventure tourism captures only one aspect of adventure (specific adventure 
activities), whilst ignoring the contribution of the tourism aspect to reach distant 
localities' (2001: 364). However, on closer examination it becomes apparent that, for 
the most part, adventure tourism is not about `distant localities' in a logistical sense. 
Although this may be masked, the spaces of commercial adventure are undeniably 
located on the near margins of existing tourist space, or perhaps even firmly within 
them. New Zealand is ideally placed to do this because of its geographical location, 
being both far-from and close-to home (see chapter3 p90), 
Moreover, although the variety of `rides' available within this space has 
increased significantly over time, the bounding and regulation of this space has also 
progressed. As discussed earlier this is partly a result of a number of accidents in the 
industry, but also represents a more general requirement that these activities are 
within the expected safe regulatory frameworks. What emerges is a picture of the 
incredibly confined spaces where the `woodchips' are (figures 6.7 and 6.8). The 
spatial coverage of the red areas in figure 6.8 is clearly limited to certain areas. The 
picture that emerges is one in which commercial adventurous activity radiates out 
from Queenstown in a highly delineated manner, which has implications for the study 
of adventure spaces in the resort, even though this phenomenon may not be 
consciously appreciated by participants. 
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Figure 6.7 The location of adventure tourism activities in Queenstown. 
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Figure 6.8 The restricted space of Queenstown's adventure playground. 
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Chapter 6 Performing Adventure 
Play 
If this illustrates the restricted ground that adventurous activity occupies, what 
then of the play within? Fundamental to forms of play is their closed nature, they must 
have beginning, middle and end, and this clearly applies to adventure tourism. As 
Cohen (1993: 180) points out, play activities have a clear structure and a time limit as 
attributes. Balint suggests that `the three essential elements to vertigo are fear, 
voluntary entry and hope for survival' (Balint 1959). The entrenched adventurous 
mythology highlighted above, especially that fostered and enhanced by the guides, is 
undeniably an important foundation for the basis of play. As Turner suggests, `illusion 
means entry into play' (1986: 129). The illusion in adventure tourism, then, is based in 
these mythologies, which includes the illusion of danger, which manifests itself as 
fear, but becomes the foundation for the play. 
The importance of tourism as a space of play is widely recognised. As Ryan 
suggests, holidays are periods `when adults can regress into childhood in order to 
play' (1997: 27). In fact some commentators suggest that many of the shortcomings of 
tourism and leisure research are due to a failure to recognise that `we have not yet 
freed ourselves from the idea that there must be a serious explanation for every kind 
of play' (Cohen, 1993: 36). This is an important acknowledgement, for sometimes 
there is no `rational' explanation, and this is especially true in embodied practice, 
where the doing and being are the overriding principles. However, this certainly does 
not preclude the interrogative study of the processes at work, especially given their 
narrative significance; 
Travel lends itself to dramatic play with the boundaries of selfhood, and the 
character ideals of the performers and their audiences are as various as the 
performances. But no description of travel style could be complete without attention 
to the kind of character, as well as the form of reality, that it is designed to test and 
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confirm. Enduring identities are often narratively constructed on the basis of brief 
adventures 
(Adler, 1986: 1385) 
Constructing participation in adventure tourism as based upon forms of play 
leads us to reconsider the place of authenticity in the practice. It may be argued that 
any practice based upon forms of play is fundamentally inauthentic because it 
revolves around the idea of imaginary space. Contrary to this perspective, however, 
must lie the acknowledgement that the emotions and feelings of the adventure 
experience are very real indeed, and are the driving force behind participation, hence 
it is here that we must now turn. 
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The Adventure Experience 
'It felt like my face was going to explode, it felt amazing, like I was flying, I 
was thinking, when am 1 going to hit the bottom and die? 1 But I didn't. Yessss! I am 
so happy, and I am pleased that it looked fine as well. I am supposed to go and thank 
the guide because I said 'I'll come and get you if I don't like this! '. He said 'you 
sound like a brave girl! ', and 1 went to get up and he went 'you might want your 
bungy cord though! ', he hadn't attached it to my feet! 
<shouts to friend> 'come on Jen!, don't be scared!... 'Well done Jen!!! '<laughter> 
'Do you think she enjoyed that? She is probably crying now! She is going to 
come back up and beat the shit out of you, you know that don't you. Did I scream that 
much? ' 'I feel all weak and pathetic again now- I relived it really badly through her 
because I know how scared she was this morning, she was going '1 ain't gonna do it, I 
ain't gonna do it, I can't believe we did it! ' 
'It's a long way up those stairs though once you have done it, you feel really 
physically exerted and you can't move! You can't move when you get off the boat. Its 
funny because even at the point you get strapped up you don't feel that scared, the 
point when you feel the most scared is the point when you launch just then. You get off 
the boat and you think did I just do that? 
'Well I walked along the bridge and I didn't feel that nervous, 1 kinda thought 
weil.. . that's the thing with me, I can make myself nervous, or 1 can not make myself 
nervous, do you know what I mean. So I was walking along there and I thought there 
was no point in making myself nervous then, then I sat down and he was saying to me, 
'oh you are from England' and I went 'yeah', and then I said how do you jump and he 
said you just look at the bridge and go. I think he was paying more attention to that 
other girl but he was kinda trying to make me feel better. And I was sitting there and I 
was thinking 'I know I am going to do it so there is no point in being scared. And he 
said to me go to the ledge, and I went to the ledge and I don't remember anything 
else, I could hear hin: in the background but I was deliberately not paying attention, 
because I was thinking to myself, I am going to do this, and I am going to do it now! I 
have got to do this and 1 can do it, and the only thing I can do is jump, and find out 
what it will feel like. And 1 remember jumping and just feeling absolute huge amount 
of pressure, not...! can't explain it, it literally did feel like I was flying and then I felt 
the rope kick in like that and 1 was like 'Olt. My. God!. ' And really screamed, because 
I kinda felt like I was, like you are falling and then you think well okay, when am I 
going to hit the bottom and die, and then the rope kicks in and you feel like you are 
soaring, and I felt like I had gone higher back up than I had gone down originally, 
because I came up again, and after that all 1 could feel was this desire to enjoy it now 
that the initial fear was over, I just put my hands behind my back and put my hands 
out and just enjoyed like floating. I felt like my face was going to explode, just a huge, 
very fast but very very quick. And then just a huge amount of pride in myself knowing 
that I had done it. ' 
Lisa, 23, English, Kawarau Bungy Jump. 
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The preceding quote neatly synthesises many of the characteristics of the 
adventure experience. Clearly evident are the camaraderie between friends, the 
reflexivity and the testing of personal boundaries. The participant feels a great deal of 
pride in having completed the activity and demonstrated her competence. The sublime 
nature of the experience and the distorted sense of time are also apparent. Furthermore 
there are highly intense emotions and embodied feelings, and perhaps most of all 
there is the significant fear felt by participants. It is the aim of this chapter to 
demonstrate that the adventure tourism experience is one that is characterised by the 
commodification of this fear. 
Reflexive Characteristics 
Participation 
Undoubtedly one of the major attractions of the adventure experience is the 
feelings of `doing' that it provides. Tourists want to actively participate, for reasons 
outlined in chapter three, and because, paradoxically, for many people in 
contemporary employment, a holiday is the major time when there is the opportunity 
to become physically active; 
`We did the jetboating in the rapids at Taupo, and I thought this was a lot more fun 
because you are controlling, well not controlling, but doing something rather than 
just sitting there, with someone else doing it' Abbey UK, 15-25, Queenstown Rafting. 
`We have done a lot, we just arrived last week I think. But most of it has been 
watching things, which is fun, but I like participation, I like participating in things, 
that's what I like. Laura, Canada, 65, Queenstown Rafting. 
`Its exciting so it appeals to people who aren't happy to just sit and watch scenery all 
day. A lot of people want to be involved you know? ' 
Russell, Ireland, 36-45, Shotover Jet. 
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As highlighted in chapter two (p48), it is the intentionality of this mobility that gives 
weight to the subject's relation to the object. Merleau Pontys `plunge into action' 
(1962: 110), is the very characteristic of the experience that enables participants to 
relate to these adventurous spaces. 
Satisfaction 
It is interesting to examine the scores that each of the participants attributed to 
the activity having completed it (Table 7.1). Since this is a deliberately non-specific 
measure of the experience, care should be taken when interpreting the results, 
however, it does give an unbiased appraisal of the individual activities from the 
participants themselves. Of particular interest is the manner in which the most 
extreme of the activities, the two bungy jumps, have a higher average score relative to 
the water-based activities. This confirms the observations of Danaher and Arweiler 
(1996: 90), who, in a survey of activities completed during a holiday visit to New 
Zealand, observe that the activities that had the highest satisfaction were those that 
had a more extreme nature, in that case bungy jumping and blackwater rafting. 
Furthermore, it is interesting to see how the Kawarau bungy has a score 
relatively closer to the highest possible compared to the Pipeline, and has the lowest 
standard deviation of all activities. It is suggested that this may be attributable to the 
higher proportion of first time participants at the Kawarau jump, who are clearly 
going to find the experience more of a powerful one as a result. In the sample, 75% of 
those at Pipeline were jumping for the first time, but at Kawarau this figure was 
around 84%. Such an observation is clearly linked to the ideas of flow discussed in 
chapter two, where more challenging activities are suggested as giving higher levels 
of immersion and hence satisfaction. 
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Table 7.1 Average satisfaction scores for the examined activities. 
Adventure Activity Participant Score 
/10 
Standard Deviation Satisfaction 
(Danaher and 
Arweiler, 1996: 90) 
Queenstown 
Rafting 
8.11 0.93 0.62 
Kawarau Bungy 9.63 0.83 1.0 
Pipeline Bungy 9.25 0.98 1.0 
River Surfing 8.2 1.48 NA 
Shotover Jet 8.53 1.17 0.82 
Blackwater rafting 1.0 
Authenticity 
It is given that `play' should not be `work', but as Cohen (1993) shows, the 
older we get, the harder we find it to play. The expectations, roles, and performances 
tend to get in the way of the free, unhindered play we knew as a child. We must 
consider, then, if adult play is authentic, or if it even has the potential to be authentic 
in a meaningful sense. This quest is very much part of contemporary existence, as 
Hoschild (1983,190) suggests; 
People want to be their `authentic' selves. As Marshall Berman has put it: `To pursue 
authenticity as an ideal, as something to be achieved, is to be self-consciously 
paradoxical. But those who seek authenticity insist that this paradox is built into the 
structure of the world they live in. This world, they say, represses, alienates, divides, 
denies, destroys the self. To be oneself in such a world is not a tautology but a 
problem' (1970, p xvi). 
Within the adventure experience, however, there is the potential to overcome this 
`problem'. Because there is the momentary loss of any sense of division between 
mind and body, there is the potential to reclaim the authenticity of feeling. It might be 
an extreme way out of the quandry suggested by Berman, and it is certainly not the 
only one, but these moments of peak adventure are characterised by embodied 
experiences that can be nothing other than authentic. 
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Whilst this consumption at the site of the body in action may be authentic, it 
has been shown, particularly in the previous chapter, that the experiences outside 
these moments are heavily mediated. However, this is fully recognised by the 
participants; 
`The best thing I have done in New Zealand was... and it started to have that feeling 
of adventurousness was the glacier hike at Franz Josef, just for the fact that you get 
into places that kinda look like a new place that nobody has been before, you know, 
and you look like you are totally lost. So it's like the discovery thing you know? I think 
that is what adventure really is, its discovering something new, and I think if you have 
tons of people standing up here watching tons of people doing it, it's a common thing' 
Eric, USA, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy. 
What is important to recognise, however, is that to some degree this does not matter. 
As has been suggested in the theoretical underpinnings of this thesis, tourists are both 
skilled semioticians and reflexive when they want to be. The distinctions between 
"home and abroad', `work and travel' and the `authentic and contrived" may have 
been eroded as Rojeck and Urry suggest (1997: 4), but who really cares, just as long as 
the experience is real in the way that it feels. 
Different Experiences 
One of the fundamental attractions of the adventurous experience is that of an 
experience totally different to that available in the participant's everyday life. To a 
large extent, adventure experiences are exploratory, because participants are exploring 
the boundaries of the body in a way that they might not have before. In transgressing 
the existing boundaries, the adventure tourist ventures into an unknown space, so 
testing oneself becomes important; 
"When you are at the top of a bungy jump tower ready to jump off there are a lot of 
things that flash before your eyes before you let go, but that is why you do it, because 
you are testing yourself to see how far you can go. And it is good, once you have 
conquered it, then you feel like you have achieved something. ' 
Gordon, UK, 26-35, River Surfing. 
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`I like to do different things, I like to try things, l am not particularly adventurous, 
there is no way that you'd get me doing a bungy jump, but this is you know ... I think 
you should try things' Kevin, Australia, 46-55, Shotover Jet. 
1 suppose you always want to go to your limit and then see if you can do something 
better' Gemma, UK, 24, Kawarau Bungy. 
Work versus Adventure 
Since it is work that forms a major facet of people's everyday lives, it is the 
difference between this and adventurous practice as part of a holiday that is frequently 
alluded to; 
Is there anything about your work or everyday life that makes you want to participate 
in adventurous experience? 
`Because it is dull, working is dull, and this is kinda, I dunno, exciting, different' 
Abbey, UK, 15-25 Queenstown Rafting. 
`Life at home is far more sedate isn't it, routine? 
Jon, UK, 26-35 Queenstown Rafting. 
`Work is just mundane, but this is exciting, different' 
Una, UK, 15-25, River Surfing. 
`Yeah because the adventure activity here is totally different from the work I am 
involved in, so I don't get a chance when I am back home in the states to do anything 
like this, so that was our main reason for coming to Queenstown was all the activities 
and the adventure you can do'. Ben, USA, 26-35, River Surfing. 
`Yeah stress relief, absolutely, just go out and have a good time and blow it for a 
while and get rid of the cobwebs' Gordon, UK, 26-35, River Surfing. 
`Well I am sure that it is the tedium of everyday life, when you get out you want to do 
something in nature and maybe a little bit risky that you don't get in everyday life' 
Charles, Canada, Over 55, Shotover Jet. 
`Yeah definitely, I think that uniformity makes you want to do something a little more 
exciting' Anthony, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
`Stuff at home, everything seems so boring compared to this. Everyone at home keeps 
saying 'I wish you would stop doing these exciting things', and I am like well you 
know you have got to do them while you are here' 
Nathalie, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
As highlighted in chapter three (p76), it is apparent how travel, and the 
opportunity for travel experiences, increasingly drives the satisfaction of working life; 
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`Oh deary me I spend most of my time in an office, but I do get to travel a lot around 
Asia and Australia and that, so that is the bit I enjoy. Its the other extreme to work 
isn't it really? You know if I could do this for a living I would! ' 
Gary, UK, 15-25, Queenstown Rafting. 
It is worth considering whether individual situations influence the desire to engage in 
the adventure experience. One respondent suggested that the employment nature of a 
participant would influence their `adventurousness' 
`I think if you have more of a...! don't want to say nine to five, but if you have a nine 
to five job, then I don't think you are prone to doing this stuff as much, whereas if you 
are working ridiculous hours, 18,20 hour days, you travel a bit and I do think you 
take advantage of what is out there' Owen, USA, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy. 
This is an interesting observation, and certainly dispels the suppositions of Klein 
(1980), mentioned in chapter three (p66), that `blue collar' workers in mundane jobs 
would be more likely to seek adventure than `white collar' individuals who have a 
degree of challenge within the job. One should be careful of moving too far the other 
way, as is suggested by this comment however, and recognise the search for 
adventure as symptomatic of a more universal need for embodied experience, 
different from that of the workplace, of `being rather than having' (Poon, 1993: 122); 
`I think that people often get bored and they get numb in their office, just like we were 
talking about them here, and they want to feel an adrenaline rush or feel alive, and 
that's a way to do it, to have something like this that can make you feel pumped up for 
a few minutes, you probably don't get that in an office' 
Rachel, USA, 48, Kawarau Bungy. 
`My job is really boring, I do computers at home so its really like, me, I do three 
months work to come away on holiday for a couple of months. It is extreme definitely, 
craziest thing I have done. I mean you go from extreme boredom to extreme' 
Greg, UK, 23, Kawarau Bungy. 
Coupled with this, however, must be a recognition that knowledge of the 
activities by participants is far from complete, and, as seen in the previous chapter, the 
adventurousness of Queenstown does have an ability to `suck people in'; 
Because it is something different, they can't do it anywhere else, and they are pushing 
themselves to the limit, and a lot of people don't know why they're doing it, they just 
do it because everyone else does. A lot of people don't actually know what they are 
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doing, we had a couple of people that came with us the other day and they got in the 
water, one couldn't even swim, got in the water and they didn't even do the first 
rapid, they just got out. Two guys, two strapping blokes! Maybe they didn't realise 
they couldn't touch the bottom of the river with their feet? 
Teresa, River Surfing employee 
`The Americans are quite interesting... a lot of them think it is like a Disneyland 
experience, you know, especially the older ones. They think they don't have to paddle 
because they are attached by a chain under the river! ' 
Shelly Skinner, Marketing Manager, Queenstown Rafting. 
It is vitally important then, to maintain a perspective of participants as 
individuals, and recognise the infinite spectrum of personalities engaging in the 
adventure experience. Interestingly, given our focus on the idea of play, one 
respondent chose to offer what she felt was the importance of the `inner child' in the 
search for adventure; 
`In that life is a bit tedious and routine? Yeah probably, you know its not what 
everybody would do, a lot of people don't want any adventure, they want to sit by the 
pool in Arizona, lots of my friends do that. I think it depends on where you live as 
well, 1 mean if you are excited by the possibilities. I think its partly the geography 
here that makes it possible, and yeah...! dunno why people want to do these things, 
but it would be partly the routine, and they may have second jobs because they enjoy 
it, and what happened to them as children, because that also seems to effect most of 
what we do' Laura, Canada, 65, Queenstown Rafting. 
Being different from others 
Indeed part of the attraction of adventurous activity must be the opportunity to 
be different from other people, to mark oneself as being `on the edge', and claiming 
an identity for the self. As a consequence, there is not only recognition of this in 
interviews, but also an attempt to further set oneself apart from the `other' 
participants. This process can also be observed in the video footage, where adventure 
tourists attempt to actively make their experience different (segment 7.5). 
`Well 1 am not like everybody else who thinks they are adventurous' 
Theri, Denmark, 26-35, River Surfing 
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'I think there is, like people that are in the office all day, they get this, its not 
necessarily a false sense of adventure. That is the thing, we are marketing adventure, 
a friend of mine wrote a whole column on the fact that adventure is something that 
hardly anybody has done, hiking to the top of Everest, but they are making that a 
common thing now you know? It's still hardcore though. I think that people want to 
have this excitement ordeal and go back and tell everybody at work that they did 
something crazy or whatever, when in actual fact how crazy is this? How dangerous 
is this? '. Eric, USA, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy. 
Bungy as another level 
Whilst for the purposes of the study, bungy-jumping has been set within the 
realm of adventure tourism, it is clearly different in many ways to the other activities 
we have examined. In temporal terms the bungy jump is much shorter, although it is 
worth considering that the jump experience (including the anticipation, preparation, 
negotiation and celebration) may, in fact, last just as long as any of the other 
activities. However, it requires a conscious effort to throw oneself off a bridge, which 
is undoubtedly both relatively demanding and one of the manifest attractions of the 
experience. The fact that it is so `un-natural' contrasts sharply with the natural 
environment in which it is situated, and this is perhaps a major reason why bungys are 
predominantly located in such settings, rather than in the already un-natural city, with 
this sharp dichotomy underlying the experience. 
`Things like bungy I don't really want to do because you just throw yourself off a 
bridge, its not natural! ' Abbey, UK, 15-25, Queenstown Rafting. 
`Just, it is not human to do things like this' Bern, Sweden, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
`People might know about things when you are not out there, but when you are 
actually on deck... I mean you guys have jumped, suddenly your brain is not operating 
how you expect it to operate you know. So you get a lot of people who have no idea, 
they don't know what is going on, all they have is total trust that you are going to clip 
this on them and they are going to jump and its all going to work' 
Stu, jumpmaster, AJ Hackett, who loves working in the `really weird environment' 
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However, the extreme nature of bungy means that it is often set apart from the 
other adventure activities in the memory of a holiday; 
'I mean I will tell people more about the bungy because people hear more about it in 
the states and that. But as far as just pure fun, that (River Surfing) was much more so' 
Ben, USA, 26-35, River Surfing. 
Nevertheless, comparisons both with previously performed activities and with other 
activities performed in Queenstown are common, for the reason that participants use 
past and recent experience to make sense of present activity. Data collected from 
participants suggested that they had done, or planned to do an average of five 
adventurous activities whilst on holiday in New Zealand. It is perhaps this fact that is 
vital in the recognition that all adventure experiences are individual, because the 
circumstances of the event, and the catalogue from which to compare them can never 
be the same. 
Well that was the first commercial jetboat that I have done, obviously 1 have done 
normal jetboating before, but obviously you don't do anything like this. But this was 
nothing like the fear you get in whitewater rafting, Whitewater rafting here is terror- 
inducing. ' Charles, Canada, over 55, Shotover Jet. 
Bungy-Jumping as a cultural construct 
Furthermore, it is interesting to see how bungy jumping, perhaps as a direct 
result of its ability to capture the public imagination, has emerged as a cultural 
signifier far beyond any of the other adventure activities. It has already been discussed 
how bungy has been used to advertise commodities as diverse as cameras and bank 
accounts, but its reach is not limited to this promotional role. From greeting cards to 
number one pop songs, the bungy jump stares us in the face as a marker of laissez 
faire culture in the twenty first century (Figure 7.1). 
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Figure 7.1 Greetings cards featuring bungy jumping 
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Figure 7.2 Advertisement featuring bungy jumping 
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I'm a superstitious girl, 
I'm the worst in the world, 
Never walk under ladders, 
I keep a rabbits' tail, 
1'll take you up on a dare, 
Anytime, anywhere, 
Name the place, 1'11 be there, 
Bungee jumping, I don't care, 
Life, oh life Oh life, oh life Life, oh life Oh life, oh life 
Lyrics from `Life', Des'Ree, Sony music, 1999 
It is a moniker for the post-modern touristic mode, and, as such, is the expression of 
tourism in the twenty-first century. In our speeded-up, hyperreal global village we are 
increasingly encouraged to `jump right in' and try all that is (commercially) offered at 
the smorgasbord of experience. 
Gender Differences 
An underlying current through the thesis has been the masculine nature of 
adventure. As has been shown, adventurous experiences are clearly characterised by 
the `virile strenuousness of the sublime' (Eagleton, 1990: 54). Generally speaking 
gendered differences in the practice of adventure have been observed, where women 
are more willing to work up the spectrum of adventure, whilst men are more likely to 
jump in at the deep end; 
We get more guys jumping with us than girls, whereas the Kawarau gets more girls, 
so there is a bit of a difference there' 
Matt, Marketing Manager, Pipeline Bungy. 
Additionally, the adventure operators would suggest that women are more 
likely to place trust in their guides and follow instructions (see video segment 7.1). It 
appears that men, generally speaking, are more closed and have to feel they are doing 
it themselves, which actually makes harder work for the guides. 
`The thing you find is that women can initially not want to jump but will, you can 
actually talk them into it, whereas the men if they don't want to jump, they won't. It is 
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very hard to get them, when they say no, to get them to change their mind. Whereas a 
woman will go out there, and because they are more happy to show their emotions 
and freak out, they can freak out and you can talk them through it, whereas men are 
not used to freaking out or showing their emotions, so they go up there and they do, 
and they just go boom, `we are stopping, I am out of here" 
Stu, Jumpmaster, AJ Hackett. 
Temporal Issues 
Issues of time form an important thread in the adventure experience. It has 
already been demonstrated how past times have been commodified to add to the 
performance of the adventure tourism product (chapter six, p199). In addition, the 
phasic nature of adventurous activity has already been alluded to in previous chapters, 
with the negotiation leading to decision, anticipation, the experience itself, followed 
by the reflection and celebration. Once again, these phases may vary considerably 
between and within various activities due to circumstance, but any examination of the 
experience itself must consider how these temporal issues influence it. 
Difference 
Clearly there are major differences between the various activities and 
operators as regards the timing of the experience. We have already touched upon the 
fact physically a bungy jump is very short compared to the other activities, whether 
this be the half hour of a jetboat ride, the few hours of rafting, or the half- or full-day 
of river surfing or canyoning. There is also tremendous variation between operators, 
with certain jetboat rides lasting only twenty minutes, others more like half a day. The 
surrounded logistics cannot be ignored as part of the experience itself, so in a 
consideration of Pipeline bungy one must consider the hour each way jeep trip up the 
canyon, plus much longer periods of waiting at the site to be considerably different 
from the `drop in and go' approach of AJ Hacketts' Kawarau site. 
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It is interesting to see how the short nature of a bungy frequently emerges as 
an undeniably major highlight of a holiday, but perhaps too brief to provide the deep 
narrative capital that has been discussed earlier: 
`It was okay, but the best thing I have done is the glaciers... because this is too short 
of a moment to actually sustain a major part of the holiday trip' 
Eric, USA, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy 
Participants appear to expect that shorter-timed activities are more likely to be of 
sustained excitement, in relation to longer ones, where some allowance is made for 
recovery and reflection within the activity itself; 
`Well I would imagine that this is going to be concentrated excitement and 
exhilaration for a short period of time. White water rafting for instance is... there are 
moments of terror and then fifteen to twenty minutes where you let down and then 
another few minutes of terror, whereas I expect this will be exhilarating from start to 
finish' Charles, Canada, Over 55, Shotover Jet. 
A distorted sense of time 
Apart from the physical nature of time for the various activities, of note is the 
distorted time sense of activity itself. This, in itself, is undeniably linked to the ideas 
of flow discussed in earlier chapters, where participants experience an altered sense of 
time (chapter two, p37, chapter five p156). As Ryan (1997) has demonstrated, the 
removal of routine and fixed chronological time on holiday, allows a more reflexive 
socially constructed time to dominate. As a consequence, `holidays represent 
opportunities when, within short periods of calendar time, it is possible to experience 
time as other than fixed units of measurement- that is, time seems to speed up or slow 
down' (1997: 201). 
`Well it was probably about half an hour, but it seemed to go faster' 
Lucy, UK, 25, Shotover Jet 
It only seemed like ten minutes, but I know it goes on for twenty five so that was a 
good thing! ' June, Australia, 36-45 Shotover Jet 
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it went so quickly, considering we were in the water for two hours or so, I couldn't 
believe it was six o clock when we got out' Una, UK, 15-25, River Surfing. 
`The passage of time, again you can't really comprehend it, you can't comprehend 
time' 
Chris, Australia, 26, Pipeline Bungy. 
`Wien you watch someone do it, its over in a few seconds, but when you do it yourself 
it seems to go on' Penny, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy. 
Furthermore, this demonstrates the fact that new conceptions of time whilst on 
holiday give greater potential to the exploration of the self. As Ryan points out, this 
`time which is a social construct, contributes to concepts of self, thereby reinforcing 
the importance of holidays as periods of potential self-awareness' (1997: 201). The 
experiences that are exploratory are paralleled by a space of exploratory time. 
The First Time 
Parallel to these temporal considerations must be the recognition of the 
overwhelming importance of the `first time' in the nature of the experience. For all 
that are engaging in an activity for the first time, the biggest factor is the presence of 
the unknown. Having not done the activity before, participants have no real idea of 
what the experience will be like, and so the negotiation and anticipation phases are 
likely to be far more protracted than for the repeat participant. For this reason, the past 
experiences and comparable events become much more important as the adventurer 
looks for activity that may serve as a reference in order to help them follow through. 
Because many of the activities in Queenstown are so unusual for many of the 
participants, these processes of fear negotiation are undeniably a major part of the 
emotional geography; 
`See fear is what we all have, but once you do things that scare you all the time you 
get used to dealing with it. So you go 0000, I am scared, because you know what 
scared feels like, and you know how to rationalise it and how to calm down, and how 
to get rid of it for yourself, and then you can move on. But what you have with people 
that do things like this, it's the first time that they have been really scared you know? 
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They get scared when they get married, they get scared when they bungy, you know, 
so this is like major fear, and it is the first time they have had to deal with it. People 
have different things you know, like a backpacker experience, leaving England, doing 
a world tour is scary you know, and they get on the plane and that is their first taste 
of it. The first time you go to high school you know, it's the same thing. Its all the 
same emotion, just you have to keep on pushing at your life to find different things to 
do it with' Stu, Jumpmaster, AJ Hackett. 
'Well for me, 1 have never done anything like that before, I've never really been out of 
England, this is my first holiday so its just wicked! ' 
Penny, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy. 
Rejection of Repetition 
The flip side to this acknowledgement, however, is that in most cases the first 
time will be the best. In the same way that certain commentators have highlighted a 
travel `career ladder' (Pearce, 1988), there must be a similar progression within 
adventurous activity. Once one has done a particular activity in a particular place, it is 
likely that one would seek something more adventurous the next time around; 
`Yes if its more wild I'd do it again, I wouldn't do the same trip again' 
Their, Denmark, 26-35 River Surfing. 
The problem with this, however, is that this suggests that the pursuit of adventurous 
thrills is inherently unsustainable as regards the quest for the self. Continued 
movement up the ladder surely means that there is a possibility one may reach the top 
and have nowhere else to go. Furthermore, there is likely to be a cap on the highest 
rung of the ladder, in that the risks present beyond this are too great to make 
commercial sense to an operator. Of course the rapidly booming number of activities 
probably means that it is possible to sustain a level on this hierarchy, and if the 
individual has a need for further progression, it is perhaps at this stage that individual 
strikes out on their own in the pursuit of adventure. 
It is suggested that this phenomenon is partly offset by the nature of the 
adventure tourism characteristic, in that the activities are set within the liminal 
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holiday destinations. Because holiday destinations are just that, and more often than 
not, repeat visits are unlikely, the experiences undertaken whilst in such a destination 
have a power to maintain their significance within the memory of the destination. If 
the sites were more familiar, the possibility for erosion would be greater and the 
experiences would be far more impermanent. As it is, within the memory of that 
particular holiday place, the adventure experience maintains its strong traces. 
Linking to earlier discussion it is clear that one of the major facets of play is 
that there is a noticeable lack of repetition. Adults, in particular, become bored by 
experiences that are a mere repeat of what went before. However, it appears that over 
a longer period, participation in repeated experiences may serve to reinforce and 
maintain an individual's sense of self. This may be particularly important for the older 
participant who seeks adventure as a means of reclaiming youth; 
`When I did it twenty years ago there was plenty of water and... you wouldn't do it 
with health and safety now... and I stood on the back when he did a 360, and I stayed 
up, but now I am an old fart! ' 
But notably he goes on to say; 
`There is an old saying, never cross over the same bridge, I've done it twice now in 
different situations, I wouldn't do it again' Ian, Australia, 46-55, Shotover Jet. 
There must, as a consequence, be a threshold level, which it is likely varies 
considerably between individuals and across activities from which repetition is seen 
as both acceptable and desirable. This is an important recognition, for one must bear 
in mind that not only is the concern with different people, there are also factors of 
multiple activities and contexts to consider. Such an acknowledgement is further 
complicated by situations such as that in bungy, where it is common to repeat the 
jump for a second time on the same day, allowing participants to further appreciate 
the experience. This is boosted by incentives from the operators such as offering half- 
price jumps to those who wish to do so. 
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Unrepeatable experiences 
Nevertheless, adventure tourism experiences are always going to be different 
to a large degree, because the variables are so numerous. As Perloff maintains, 
`repetition, after all, always entails a shift in context as well as in use' (1996: xiv, 
quoted in Thrift, 1999: 305). In addition, since `all significations created and played on 
in travel performances draw sustenance from the whole lives of their producers and 
interpreters' (Adler 1989: 1370), and because these are continually being updated and 
being renegotiated, experience can never be the same. This non-repetition further 
complements and compounds the non-representation of adventure. 
`Whitewater rafting is so common now that its not really an adventure anymore...! 
would define adventure by its really hardly anyone has done it'. 
Eric, USA, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy. 
Competence and Flow 
Most participants claimed to be concentrating very hard during the adventure 
experience. This confirms the observations made in chapter two that the adventure 
experience is one characterised by complete immersion in the activity, leading to the 
conditions of flow identified by Csikszentmihalyi (1975). 
I had to concentrate otherwise I wouldn't have been able to do it. 
Concentrating very hard, very hard. Jumping off that platform was like how am I 
going to do it, when am I going to do it, I've got to do it now, and he said the longer 
we stand here taking, cause I was saying I don't want to do it, the worse its going to 
get, and then he said 5,4,3,2,1, and just made me jump, and it worked' 
Timara, UK, 22, Kawarau Bungy. 
There is undoubtedly a clear loss of `ego' that occurs within the adventurous activity; 
When he was putting the rope on I was concentrating, everything after that I was sort 
of...! gave up my life for about thirty seconds, I don't exist. i fl make it past this, it's a 
bonus. Greg, UK, 23, Kawarau Bungy. 
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Which of your senses do you feel were most used? 
Well, hearing, listening for the instructors, sight, just the sight of the river and the 
colour of the water and how clean it was, and that was just mind-boggling really. ' 
Edna, UK, 46-55, Queenstown Rafting. 
Skills and Competence 
The balance of skills and competence against the challenge are important to 
consider, and again vary between activities and individuals. A framework for 
understanding these has been suggested in chapter two (p45) As this would suggest, 
and as identified by Weber (2001), the vast range of balance of skills and competence 
offered facilitates a broad perception of the ideals of adventure; 
`Basically 1'd say that the adventurous activities are the ones that you are more in 
control of doing it yourself George, NZ, 26-35, Shotover Jet 
In this context adventure has to be you just pumping up your adrenaline, what great 
skill is just jumping off a bridge, you know, its not a really hard-core adventure. 
Eric, USA, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy. 
If I jump here I will feel like a confident person definitely, I feel I need to do it 
definitely... I just have to think... remember. Character building isn't it?! ' 
Greg, UK, 23, Kawarau Bungy. 
What is important to recognise is that it is the balance of skills required for each of the 
adventure activities that places them on the scale of adventure. Few of the adventure 
activities will ever be an inclusion in a tour package, because of the importance of the 
voluntary entry to the practice of adventure; 
`Rafting will never be a tour inclusion, because it will never ever be attractive to 
everyone, I mean a Jetboat anyone can do from a child to an old person, and it 
doesn't actually involve physical involvement. Rafting is quite different to that in the 
respect that it will never be an inclusion, because it won't appeal to everybody' 
Shelly Skinner, Marketing Manager, Queenstown Rafting. 
Operators and participants suggest that there is some degree of difference in skills 
matching as regards various nationalities; 
`In all of our marketing and promotion to our clients they are made well aware that 
there is an inherent risk. And as much as we can do for their safety, the reality is that 
the risk is always going to be there. That is. -for our traditional markets, that 
is 
attractive to them, they want that risk, it is part of the experience. But countries that 
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are probably a little bit more dodgy, the Singapore-Malaysian market are really the 
only two, and because they are not water confident, they don't swim, they don't have 
the adventurous aspirations that our traditional markets do, but they are fine because 
they only raft on the Kawarau, or that's how we market it to them. And there is a lot 
less risk to them than on the Shotover'. 
Shelly Skinner, Marketing Manager, Queenstown Rafting. 
'We were at the front and there were four Japanese people who couldn't swint, they 
were like `we can't swim' and we were like `oh my god!! ' 
Abbey, UK, 15-25, Queenstown Rafting. 
Progression and competence during the activity 
Connecting the discussion on temporal issues and skills brings one back to 
earlier acknowledgement of the progression that takes place within the activity. 
Undoubtedly participants have a strong prior expectation of what the experience will 
be like, formed from a variety of sources, such as previous similar experiences, 
knowledge about the activity and a host of external influences; 
'You know that if you do a bungy jump, or if you jump out of a plane it is going to be 
exciting, but you know if you are going to be sitting watching whales all day then 
that's not going to be particularly exciting' Will, UK, 26-35, River Surfing. 
The progression during an activity of perceived risk and competence 
highlighted by Priest and Bunting (1993) and discussed in chapter two (Fig 2.4, p43), 
can be seen to clearly apply in the various activities, especially in the waterborne 
pursuits, where there are distinct periods of peak adventure; 
`well you were a bit (scared) before you come up to the rapids, because you are not 
sure what to expect, but once you did it you are like 'that was cool' but it wasn't as 
bad as you thought, it was fine' Barbara, UK, 15-25, Queenstown Rafting. 
`I suppose I felt a little scared at the beginning when I wasn't really sure what to do, 
that first bit when you all go off and you are like am I doing it right? But once you get 
the hang of it, it is good, but you have to concentrate to make sure you are doing 
everything right' Una, UK, 15-25, River Surfing 
In bungy particularly, respondents suggested that the initial leap was a period 
of feeling a complete loss of control and competence to cope with the activity. 
However in a matter of seconds, usually by the time of the return bounce, this feeling 
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is replaced with euphoria and feelings of conquest. This sequence is easily identified 
in the personal account used to introduce the thesis and also can be seen in the 
participant interviews and video footage (segment 7.2); 
Er, the first bit.. jumping off was scary, and then the middle was damn good, I 
enjoyed it a lot, that was good Finn, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
At the platform I had shitloads (of fear), but down there I had nothing! Yeah its got to 
be the initial tinge, as soon as you leave the board it is like 'hhhhhhuuuuuhhhhhh', 
but give it thirty metres and you are starting to love it! 
Gareth, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
'My mouth is so dry! I couldn't enjoy the fall down, I could only enjoy it after you 
know you are caught, then you can, but otherwise I cant even remember, I was so 
scared, I looked down, when I got there I looked down and I just said 1 can't do it! 
But I couldn't put my arms out, he said to me two or three times, because he knew I 
was scared, 'don't think about it, look at the bridge, don't think about it. I did think 
about it for about a second, but I knew then that I couldn't back out! I don't 
remember them counting for me, did they count? Did they? I think I was holding my 
breath' 
Rachel, USA, 48, Kawarau Bungy. 
Sublime Experiences 
Sublime. Sublimis (as second element, perhaps related to limen threshold, 
limus oblique) 
Concise Oxford Dictionary 1991: 1214 
Having crossed over the boundary into the spaces of adventure, participants 
are often confronted with a surreal terrain. As Sibley suggests, further research into 
sublime space is needed because `liminality presents as many problems for highly 
developed capitalist societies as for the relatively simple agrarian and hunter-gatherer 
collectivities which have been the primary focus of anthropological research and 
where much of the theory of boundary dynamics has been developed' (1995: 35). As 
Eagleton (1990) suggests, the sublime is associated with fear and respect, unlike the 
love of beauty. Unlike the romantic passive gaze upon a landscape, the terrain of the 
active adventure sublime is one of thrill and reverence within it. 
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Particularly with bungy jumping, participants commented on the sublime 
nature of the adventure experience; 
'Completely alien, its an alien experience.. . Its just... you can't really explain it can 
you? You've just got to go and do it' Chris, UK, 30, Kawarau Bungy. 
'I dunno, I think sometimes they are pretty... surreal, like skydiving was pretty surreal, 
quite dream like, know what I mean? And the rafting as well, you are not really sure 
whether you are doing it or not. ' Shaun, observer, Kawarau Bungy. 
Several respondents highlighted the manner in which they felt they were 
shutting away certain sense inputs in order to complete the activity; 
I felt fine, I really did, honestly I don't remember too much. I think I was just, 
everything was kinda shutting down and yeah, I got out there on the edge and I just 
looked at it, and you know I think I just shut down all my regular senses. I couldn't 
remember what the music was until I saw the video... I totally just blanked out' 
Eric, USA, 26-35 Pipeline Bungy. 
`I didn't really think about anything, I just blocked everything out of my mind, I was 
just looking at the bridge over there' Gemma, UK, 24, Kawarau Bungy 
I don't know, I was just that confused, I didn't want too think about it or anything, I 
didn't want to think about anything because it would have scared me. I was excited, 
really excited, and I knew that I could do it, but I was really scared'. 
Penny, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy. 
I dunno, part of me seemed to be switched off, because there are parts of it I can't 
remember, but um, I don't know, id like to think I was concentrating, but a lot of it 
just goes straight through your mind and you forget it' 
Adam, UK, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy. 
Oh, just falling, that's an amazing sensation, just, because you can't really feel the 
bungy, its just you dropping, and even though looking at people jumping it looks like 
they are freefalling for a long time, but it just goes, just goes like that, you don't 
realise how quick it is' Timara, UK, 22, Kawarau Bungy. 
Despite the acknowledgements made in the previous chapter as to the place of 
landscape in the practice of adventure, it is undeniable that the natural environment 
forms an important part of the liminal experience. Particularly with bungy jumping, 
the feelings associated with diving into the landscape are often referred to; 
It's hard to describe. Just amazing, I dunno, weird, to see all the beautiful trees and 
the water and it is just like wow, and you hit the water and you think wow I have made 
it and you can feel the water and you think that's lovely. You do feel like it's at one 
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with nature, its great. You can see all the scenery, and when you touch you feel the 
water. And my mouth had run dry. When 1 was going down I felt really confused at 
first actually, cause I saw one thing and one minute, and I thought shit I can't and it 
was gone and I couldn't see anything, and then I'd see something else' 
Becky, UK, 22, Kawarau Bungy. 
The adventure experience also has the ability to reorder and reconstitute the 
sense of self, through the processes of sublimation. As has been suggested, at the 
moments of peak adventure, there may be an embodied escape from the commodified 
nature of adventure. As Gibblet has identified, `the uncanny reworks the traces and 
returns the subject momentarily to the unconscious and to the depths of the body, not 
just even to the body per se, whose surfaces have been inscribed, and some of whose 
depths have been invested, by capitalism' (1992: 146). In the liminal adventurous 
terrain, intensely stimulated bodies go beyond what might be recognised as 
`normative control.. . to become out-of-control' (Winchester, 
1999: 68). However, as 
shown in chapter four, there are limits to this reordering, because the adventure 
tourism operators and regulatory bodies impose various controls, particularly where 
safety is concerned. Therefore it is at the limits-of this liminal space that condensation 
occurs. 
On the edge- the embodied experience 
Quite clearly, there are distinct problems in attempting any discussion of the 
embodied experience, due to its non-representational nature. Nevertheless, the distinct 
traces of these feelings are clearly represented in the narrative; 
Oh god...! dunno... lts not visual, but its something related to visual and feeling it in 
your brain' Owen, USA, 26-35 Pipeline Bungy. 
`I can't tell, just a beautiful feeling, I don't know, everything I think' 
Helen, Swiss, 26-35, Kawarau Bungy. 
`Oh just fear! I dunno, thrill, scared terrified! Just that rush, its unbelievable' 
Finn, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
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My gut when I first jumped was like... like when you are fully anxious, it was really 
kinda, I can't describe the feeling, it was really, just full on as I went down, but then 
as soon as the elastic kicks in you feel like... ' 
Kris, Australia, 26, Pipeline Bungy. 
Respondents often felt overwhelmed by the sheer variety of senses and 
feelings that are not normally accessed in everyday life or may even have not been 
felt before; 
`It was everything, sight, sound, the feel, the water on your face, the spray, 
everything' Vinny, Australia, 26-35, Shotover Jet. 
'It was certainly a sight, it was a gorgeous river, and there was a lightning and 
thunderstorm before we setting out. I felt and I guess hearing and sight. ' 
Laura, Canada, 65, Queenstown Rafting. 
'My senses? Which ones? I don't know...! don't know what sense excitement is, but 
that definitely! ' Geoff, Australia, 46-55, Shotover Jet. 
It is interesting to consider if the more extreme of the adventurous activities 
are therefore inherently more embodied. It would seem to be the case, for example, 
that participants feel more bodily sensations in a bungy jump than they might in a 
jetboat ride, and this is certainly borne out in interview observation. Furthermore there 
are more embodied moments in an experience, highlighted by this comment on a 
jetboat ride on what senses were felt; 
`Just looking, a bit of feeling in the dangerous places, I thought 'wow', how could I 
do this? Erik, Germany, 26-35, Shotover Jet 
However, this must not detract from the earlier observation that experiences are 
highly contextual. 
The body is the location for the negotiation of the experience, once again 
challenging a supposition that consciousness is the locus for intentionality (chapter 
two, p48, video segment 7.3). One of the most interesting observations came from one 
of the jump guides for AJ Hackett, who highlighted how he sees bodies moving in 
every participant, using the example of person who was about to jump; 
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'You can see with a lot of people yeah, you see she has a lot of it done because she 
has let go and she is standing upright on the edge you know, so she has done that step 
and all she has to do is go forward. And you see her body is slightly leaning back, 
well that is negative, and what you can actually do is feel the body as you talk to them 
actually start to move forward, or you are talking to them and their body is leaning 
back but their feet are moving forward, and you can see that- this person is going, 
they are going. ' Stu, Jumpmaster, AJ Hackett. 
`He just said lean forward. I had hold of his waist so it felt okay. He said lean 
forward and I said I can't, I physically can't throw myself off, but then as he counted 
down I just went oh well, leant forward a little bit, and then before I knew it I was off. 
I just didn't think that I would be able to go, but you just go forward that much and 
that's it then' Becky, UK, 22, Kawarau Bungy. 
In bungy jumping especially, there is a feeling that embodied reactions are 
almost beyond the control of a separate 'self'. Respondents commented on screaming 
or shouting, but feeling that it came from deep within, claiming a primal intentionality 
(see also video segment 7.4); 
'I screamed, I could hear myself but the guys up here couldn't hear it. It just came 
out! ' Bern, Sweden, 15-25 Pipeline Bungy 
`I think I shouted, that I remember. Just let it out, I dunno I really don't know what I 
said, I think I just released any energy I had in me' 
Eric, USA, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy. 
`I screamed for sure, 1 screamed, I don't know why I just screamed. lt just came out! ' 
Helen, Swiss, 26-35, Kawarau Bungy. 
`I screamed, it just had to come out, to get rid of some of that whatever, tension? ' 
Jan, US, 26-35, Pipeline Bungy 
`I shouted, did you hear my voice, I shout when I niake adventure, I like to shout- it 
makes clean me! ' Midi, Israel, 15-25, Kawarau Bungy. 
The `BUZZ' 
The post-adventure experience is usually characterised by euphoria, having 
completed the activity. These feelings, or the `buzz', are inherently embodied, and are 
difficult to examine because of their non-representational nature. However, they are 
undoubtedly one of the prime motivators in the search for adventurous experience; 
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'1 think I'll be on a high, at least I hope I will be on a high, at least that is what 1 am 
going for' Edna, UK, 46-55, Queenstown Rafting 
'I felt that when we were in the last rapid, the one just after the tunnel, where they 
took the picture, I had a nice feeling and 1 was shouting 'yeoooowwww! ' Yes, very 
nice'. Karl, Netherlands, 36-45 Queenstown Rafting. 
It was better than expected. Much more fun than 1 expected. More fun, and it was fun 
because you felt quite confident' Laura, Canada, 65, Queenstown Rafting. 
'Nervous, total exhilaration, it was a rush, it was great. I'd definitely recommend it... I 
wouldn't recommend it for everyone though, you gotta be a thrillseeker to do it, 
Ben, USA, 26-35, River Surfing. 
'Just a general kind of happiness' Lucy, UK, 25, Shotover Jet 
Sublime Drugs 
From a physiological perspective, the adventure experience is associated with 
the production of various hormones within the body that heighten the experience. 
Sensing a threat, the fight-or-flight preparation discussed in chapter two (p46) 
involves the `aminergic system of the brain stem preparing the brain-mind for action 
by heightening all the functions normally associated with waking' 
(Hobson, 1994: 161). This includes the production of serotonin which serves to make 
the brain more alert. At the same time the autonomic nervous system of the body 
produces adrenaline to prepare for physical and mental exertion and dopamine in 
order to prepare the body for injury. It is clear that all of these processes occur when a 
participant is involved in adventure tourism. However, in addition to the recognition 
that experiences are highly contextual, it should be apparent that individuals rarely 
make sense of adventure in these terms. 
What is apparent, is the recognition that `the buzz' is a drug of sorts, and is 
thus compared to individuals' own experience of recreational drug-taking; 
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`Oh a buzz, like doing drugs I thought! You can feel it pump through your head as you 
do it' Anthony, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
'It felt like you were on Ecstasy' Alex, 15-25, Australia, Shotover Jet. 
This is not an unusual link, because it is recognised that one of the major 
physiological effects of taking Ecstasy is a sharp boost in serotonin production. 
However, as Pini (1995: 122) suggests, whilst the physiological drugs associated with 
the experience are important in creating the experience they cannot be seen as causing 
the experience. In the way that Ecstasy is an important chemical component in many 
individuals' experiences of dance, the drugs produced by the body are important in 
understanding the embodied experience of adventure. However, this is only one 
component of the great variety of material and discursive aspects and the organisation 
of individual time, space and bodies that shape particular adventurous embodied 
experiences. Therefore `these embodiments have to be understood as part of a wider 
machinery which produces them as such' (ibid, 122) 
Nevertheless, there are clear links between dance culture and adventure 
culture underlined by this association. Both are liminal spaces, in which rules are 
suspended and there is opportunity for both exploration of, and often `loss of the 
individual self (Pini, 1995: 120). Many of the themes discussed in this work apply 
equally to the study of dance, such as embodiment, performance, spectacle, 
authenticity and escape. In addition, in recent years both have become appropriated 
and heavily commodified, and, furthermore, both have become more associated with 
tourism (adventure capital= Queenstown, dance capital=Ibiza). 
Ritzer and Liska (1997) have suggested that the postmodern touristic mode is 
one associated with Baudrillard's concept of ectsasy, one of `unconditional 
metamorphosis, escalation for escalation's sake, a continuing process of spinning off 
out of control until all senses are lost' (108). Such a conceptualisation can 
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undoubtedly be supported in certain regions of the touristic reach, where hyper- 
simulation provides experiences that are essentially `empty and meaningless'. Despite 
this, in the realms of adventure tourism one would have to dismiss such an 
assumption, for whilst some of these currents can be observed at work, the 
descriptions of this chapter point to a situation far from that suggested by this account. 
Furthermore, there may be issues surrounding addiction and adventure that are 
more commonly associated with drug use. As Giddens suggests, `today we can 
become addicted to anything- any aspect of lifestyle- which indicates the very 
comprehensiveness of the dissolution of tradition' (1994: 71). That is, as he goes on to 
emphasise, tradition in its `traditional form', for whilst routinization was once linked 
to tradition, in the postmodern era routinization relies on comprehensive reflexivity. 
Because everything, including tradition (of which adventure may be seen as a part), 
has become commodified, addiction is not only possible, it becomes a process of 
validation. Such an acknowledgement also has implications for the personal and 
environmental sustainability of adventure tourism, as suggested above. 
Problematising Risk 
Discourses of Risk 
As discussed in chapter two (p46), the `debates and conflicts that stem from 
the dynamism of risk society' (Beck, 1994: 5) are an important facet of reflexive 
experience. It is undeniable that risk is entrenched in discourses surrounding the 
practice of adventure, and it is primarily for this reason that respondents use the 
terminology in discussion of their experiences; 
`So you do the risk things because if you didn't do that you wouldn't get the 
adrenaline and the hype to be here in the first place anyway, so if there wasn't the 
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risk then nobody would be here to do the things they are doing. But I think I'd only do 
it if I was happy that if I was able to control it or if the risk was acceptable to do it' 
Gordon, UK, 26-35, River Surfing. 
`Risk for me isn't a problem because I have signed my life away about six times since 
I have been here! ' Scott, UK, 22, River Surfing. 
Contextual significance of risk 
Of course the participation in adventure needs to be appropriate in terms of 
risk behaviour and this is frequently defined by society. As a result it is not the risk 
alone that is upheld but the `contextual significance or participation in risk for the 
construction of self-narratives' (Schiebe, 1986: 134). Through these contexts, 
participants actively evaluate adventurous activity; 
How do you think this will compare to other adventurous activities you may have 
done? 
Wendy- This is the most adventurous thing I've done! 
Vinny- How about riding on the back of my motorbike? 
Wendy- What adventurous things have you done? 
Vinny- Driving my motorbike! Germany, 26-35, Shotover Jet. 
Risk as learning 
Facing unusual situations and completing an activity successfully are 
undeniably an important attraction in adventure tourism. As Weber maintains, 
`learning and gaining insight are not just possible side effects of risk/adventure 
recreation, they are integral parts' (2001: 362). Such experiences give an insight into 
the self that it is suggested is unavailable in everyday life; 
`Its not just risk for excitement, its for a learning purpose, risk is like ... if you never 
have risk you don't really know what you are getting yourself into, you need a 
definition of what it is you know, 1 mean getting your own bank card, I mean there is 
stuff here that I could never have done anywhere else, you may say screw it and just 
do it sometimes you know? ' Bart, Canada, 18, Shotover Jet 
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Once again, it becomes apparent that we cannot treat adventurous experience, 
nor risk analysis as a homogenous process; 
`That is something that each person has to decide for themselves at each point in time. 
It is an individual thing, I mean its important to me for the safety of my life, but if you 
are referring that to the jetboat, 1 don't feel at risk at all' 
Bob, US, 26-35, Shotover Jet 
`Some people don't even think about risk, so to us we are like more careful. We know 
there is a risk so we are trying to make them stay with us a bit more. They might think 
that they can just swim down a rapid on their own, so that way we are aware of more 
risk. A lot of people think it's the other way around, so many people ask me how many 
people have died or been injured doing this, and noone has, because it is safe if you 
do it the way it should be' Teresa, River Surfing employee. 
A lack of risk? 
However, the research has uncovered a fundamental flaw in the present 
theoretical conception of risk in the practice of adventure. When respondents were 
asked whether they rated the possibility of serious injury (the notional idea of risk in 
adventurous terms as the `possibility for loss') in their chosen activity, ninety four 
percent defined it as very low or completely non-existent. Admittedly, concerning the 
likelihood of minor injury, such as bruises or sprains, there was greater disagreement. 
However, it is the former category that is the adventurous manifestation of `risk' as 
this corresponds to the `possibility for loss'. It can be assumed, therefore, that despite 
much theoretical work on ideas of risk in adventure tourism (Priest and Bunting, 
1993, Johnston, 1989, Morgan, 1998), most are flawed in their initial assumptions. 
For example, whilst Johnston recognises that it is the context of risk that is of prime 
importance, `relegating accident statistics to a minor place during the experience 
itself' 1989: 37), this study would seek to move beyond such a half hearted 
acknowledgement of the importance of non-risk factors. 
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In addition commercial operators should be acutely aware that any real risk is 
inherently destructive to their business. This is clearly recognised by the operators in 
Queenstown; 
`Well the actual risk is zero, its minimal because there is no risk at all, it is perceived, 
and perception is reality' Mark, driver/guide, AJ Hackett. 
In actual fact very few people get killed, because its you know bad business to kill 
people. So really it is in the operators own interests to keep it safe. ' 
Charles, Canada, over 55, Shotover Jet. 
`Oh they have no idea, its all perceived risk, and its way out' 
Stu, jumpmaster, AJ Hackett 
In fact, although Cohen suggests that bungy jumping is merely the latest chapter in 
the 'lunacy' of risk-taking pastimes (1993: 173), it is suggested that, on the contrary, 
such pastimes are in fact a direct representation of his call to `play playfully' (186). 
Participants are in fact actually very concerned with their safety, a fact `reflected in 
the selection of experienced operators' (Weber, 2001: 362). 
Although the term perceived risk frequently emerges in interview, it appears a 
confused and inaccurate term. The label was originally suggested by Bauer (1960), 
who `proposed that a consumer perceives a decision as one involving risk if the 
consequence of the decision is uncertain' (Weber and Roehl, 2000: 122). However, in 
commercial adventure tourism, for all intents and purposes, the consequence is 
known. As Eagleton has suggested, sublime experiences, although associated with 
danger, do not actually mean danger. `The sublime is on the side of enterprise, rivalry 
and individuation: it is a phallic `swelling' arising from our confrontation of danger, 
although a danger we encounter figuratively, vicariously, in the pleasurable 
knowledge that we cannot actually be harmed' (1990: 54, emphasis added). Although 
participants are safe in this knowledge of an outcome, there is no knowledge as to 
what the experience might feel like, which is where the attraction lies. 
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Consequently, it seems clear that the prime motivation for the practice of 
adventure is thrill and excitement, both of which are inherently embodied. Risk is the 
false idea of a gaze involving rational calculation of the `pros' versus `cons' of the 
activity in question, of which there has been no evidence in the research; 
'I'm not looking for risk, to me it means death'. Bern, Sweden, 15-25, Pipeline 
Bungy 
7 think risk is if there is a serious chance to become injured doing something, and I 
don't think that the river surfing is a risk'. Theri, Denmark, 26-35, River Surfing. 
How do you decide if you are facing too much risk? 
'Well it has got to be a safe risk hasn't it? This isn't life endangering so it's a thrill 
more than anything else'. Margaret, UK, 26-35, Shotover Jet. 
It doesn't really matter if there isn't any risk involved, it can still be fun'. 
Una, UK, 15-25, River Surfing. 
A proof of the lack of risk lies in the fact that employees of the adventure operators 
engage in the activity whenever possible, even if it is beyond the call of duty. Bungy 
jump employees would often use the jump as a means of transport between the bridge 
and the boat on the river, as opposed to walking down the cliffs. 
It appears then, that the biggest discursive problem arises out of the similar 
terminology of real risk and perceived risk, which suggests a close relationship 
between the two. Although the two are clearly related, the divisions are greater than 
realistically justify the terms. Real risk is statistical, a numerical estimation of the 
likelihood of an event, and although it clearly influences perceived risk, this is as 
much, if not more, influenced by the cultural factors that have been discussed in this 
thesis. The tools used by participants vary from urban myths to media coverage. Real 
risk is quantitative, but perceived risk, then, despite some commentators attempts to 
bring within the numerical realm, is an essence, and hence profoundly qualitative. 
`I suppose there is no risk in bungy jumping but I see that as a fairly huge risk so 1 
wont do it'. Kevin, Australia, 46-55, Shotover Jet. 
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Fear 
Consequently, it would appear that the pursuit of fear, not risk, is central to the 
attractions of adventure tourism. For whilst risk is the `highly contemporary focus for 
alarm and anxiety articulated through `rational calculation' and `complete 
knowledge', the hallmark of fear is its incalculability' (Gold and Revill, 2001). 
Adventure tourism is characterised by this fear, for whilst it has been seen that the 
activities are of near enough complete certainty, on entering into an adventure, 
participants play with their fears. In narrative terms, they step inside the mythology of 
adventure, reinforced by the operators, and gain that authentic capital for which they 
have been searching. Although Gold and Revill offer that `fear suggests the irrational 
dreads, reverences and superstitions of the pre-modern world' (2001), that is what 
makes it authentic. Fear is part of who we are, and is much older than even this 
definition would suggest. In the search for real experiences, the quest for the sublime 
and the search for the self, adventure tourists end up coming face to face with their 
primal ancestors in what Tuan calls these `landscapes of fear' (1979). 
Thrill 
This is not to ignore the fact that in adventure tourism, what is a deep-seated 
desire for these experiences has become very successfully commodified, as we have 
seen. Commodified fear has become thrill, and people such as AJ Hackett have turned 
it into an art form. The process of commodifying fear also makes it more embodied, 
because removal of the external aspects of fear, brings the experience within the body 
as internalised thrill. Of note is the manner in which these processes are played out 
within advertising of the experiences, with brochures treading a `careful balance 
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between too easy a conquest of nature and self, and too dangerous an experience of 
thrills' (Cloke and Perkins, 1998b: 280). This was clearly observed in the advertising 
of Shotover Jet; 
`I think you have to talk about heart-stopping thrills, adrenaline pumping, we don't 
use scary, we use `exciting', its kind of a different word, we don't use scary. Thrills is 
another good one, to get a thrill you might be scared, but its not going to worry you. 
The mix that we use is like 'the worlds most exciting jetboat ride', I mean we could 
say the scariest ride on the water, but your average age would probably drop down to 
35 again, and the 60 year olds wouldn't trust themselves to do it. ' 
Nick Flight, Marketing Manager, Shotover Jet. 
Such language reinforces the proposition that `not unlike those who seek the `safe' 
thrills of a horror movie or roller coaster ride, tourists may engage in highly exciting 
adventure activities with the perception that they are placing themselves at minimal 
risk of harm due to the nature of the tourism context' that is sold to them (Berno et al, 
1996: 23). Although there are clear differences between adventure tourism and these 
far less interactive thrill-seeking pursuits, this is an important recognition. 
`the thrill of the whole thing, the exhilaration of it all, a bit of fear sometimes as well! ' 
Teresa, Ireland, 26-35, Shotover Jet. 
Trust 
Trust is an enormously important part of the experience, and once again brings 
us back to the recognition that participants do not want to participate in an experience 
where there is not the trust in the operators and the outcome. Participants are very 
much surrendering their bodies to the care of the adventure providers, even being 
placed in `chains' to do so; 
`Probably part of the fear is the loss of control. Also you feel a real loss of control 
when they are binding up your feet, that is really giving in and losing your control, 
yeah' Rachel, USA, 48, Kawarau Bungy. 
`If you are with people you trust then there is no real risk' 
Gary, UK, 26-35, Queenstown Rafting. 
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What is often taken for granted is the fact that `in the adventure we abandon ourselves 
to the world with fewer defences and reserves in any other relation' (Simmel, 
1959: 248, quoted in Jokinen and Veijola, 1997: 30). 
The Fear Paradox 
Of course there is a paradox within this industry of thrill provision, related to 
the degree to which individuals seek fear. If we take one activity as an example, it has 
been shown that there will be a huge spectrum of people and contexts in which that 
activity is pursued. Within the participants there are likely to be some who seek the 
fear more than others. However, these participants are probably more used to being 
scared and, paradoxically, are less likely to get a thrill;. 
'Bungy is another good e. g., you know again, a lot of people just cannot resist it, 1 
wonder what it is like, I really wonder if I can do it, the psychology of I, 1 reckon. 1 
think people come with an inherent fear factor, and what they like doing is pushing 
themselves above that. And the really interesting thing is, especially with bungy is that 
people with high fear thresholds, i. e. they can withstand a lot of fear, basically get 
very little out of the bungy, it is something that they can do no problem. People with a 
low threshold and naturally very scared have a huge rush, as they have really had to 
get over and conquer some pretty serious fear to go and do it. It is amazing that the 
number of people that will tell you that the bungy was a life changing thing, they 
really do feel that they have conquered something. They go up in those trucks, pack 
them in sardines, they all feed off the emotions, I think that is another part of the 
product that is so great, you feel like part of a wider group. ' 
Mark Patterson, Marketing manager, Challenge Rafting. 
This process can be clearly observed in participant responses; 
'I mean I looked at some people in the boat and they were hanging on for grim death, 
I must admit 1 wasn't, but then I've been a lot quicker in other things... but it is fast' 
Kevin, Australia, 46-55, Shotover Jet 
7 mean if someone like my mum had gone on it she would have had a good scary 
ride, but I've done scarier things' Lance, NZ, 15-25, Shotovcr Jet. 
`I actually thought its better if you are a bit more scared so I deliberately looked 
down before I jumped' Anthony, UK, 15-25, Pipeline Bungy. 
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However, the best guides recognise this phenomenon and adapt their 
behaviour accordingly for the individual participant; 
'Well seventy percent of the people going out there you are trying to make them more 
comfortable, by just having a bit of a laugh or asking roundabout questions. But thirty 
or forty percent who go out there you need to wind them up, so you do the opposite, so 
you actually make them scared. A little bit is, well it comes down to where you come 
from, Like the New Zealand blokes are like 'ah yeah' you know, they have been taught 
all their lives to never be, to never show fear you know, so that's the thing. You know 
they are scared, they just aren't going to admit it. ' 
Stu, Jumpmaster, AJ Hackett. 
Pleasurable exploration 
What is evident, as has been suggested elsewhere, is that these activities are 
fundamentally about pleasure and fun. It should be clear that we can learn a great deal 
about ourselves through such engagement, but to ignore the importance of hedonism 
is to miss the principal aim of these pursuits. It would appear therefore that what has 
been detailed above is the experiential manifestation of what Cloke and Perkins 
(1998a: 210) define as `eager experimentation'. Adventure tourists cross boundaries in 
pursuit of thrills, so that the places and the experiences that result may be defined as 
playfully exploring. Queenstown, along with many other adventure destinations is full 
of tourists, participating and spectating, eagerly chattering about the dimensions of 
their latest hit of adventure. Hedonistic it might be, but participants would like to live 
by the mantra `what price a ripe old age in the sterilised bubble, when there is the 
temptation of adventure on the outside and a short sharp dose of Life? ' (Eassom, 
1993: 27). 
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tIj,.. 
"Wow man, gotta be happy with myself- I earned that jacket / bought! Yup, flew the 
pipe as they say! Went up to pipeline earlier today to do some videoing and interviewing and 
things were going smoothly for a sunny Saturday in April. As I went out onto the bridge, 
showing my surefootedness to the watching masses, I spotted Matt, the marketing manager 
working on the bridge. A friendly wave and / thought that was it. As / was getting some close 
ups of the people jumping, Matt waved me over and said 'Hey we'll try and fit you in today! '. 
That was it, the rest of the day was a blur! I remember coming off the bridge then and my 
heart was beating unnaturally fast just front thinking about it. / couldn't understand it, here 
was a veteran of jumps, well 3!, and the mother of them all was sending me right back to the 
start. If anything 1 think it was worse, somehow living all those jumps that I had watched 
brought all the emotions together. My fate was confirmed at lunch when Matt chirpily said 
that he was sure he would be able to get me off and 'into it'. / hastily escaped for lunch up to 
Skippers bridge to check that out, and it was no problem, I guess that shows that research is a 
lot easier if you know you don 't have to do it! Mind you / was still worrying, not about 
anything in particular as I knew that the bungys were safe as anything, / don't know really 
what it was, I guess I just don't really like that falling sensation, but then I do, 1 don't know! / 
was worried about when to eat any lunch, should it be too close and it would come up when I 
went down! In the end I picked a busy period and went down to Queenstown Rafting to see if 
they were running the Shotover. This wasn't on, so I sat and had lunch away from the site 
overlooking the river. 
When / got back to the site it was getting later and later in the day and / thought that 
perhaps they weren't going to manage to fit me in, such a shame but never mind eh!!!! This 
was dispelled after a while when Matt came over and said I should come and get weighed, the 
sentence if you like. Apparently 1 was perfect at 10 '/a stone- / am sure those scales overweigh, 
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but I guess that is the safe side. I signed my life away in the usual manner and scurried back 
outside to watch those before me. The next lot of jumpers were called onto the bridge and 1 
hung back to stay my execution. No such luck, as Matt walked past, balancing four teas in his 
hands he asked me to run back into the reception and grab the waiver sheet I had just signed. 
As I made my way through the queue to hand it to one of the guys I then turned and tried to 
make for the back, just as he said 'you'll probably be up first Carl! '. That beating was back! 
But no, they decided to do the middle-weights first and so I had to wait for all of them to go. 
Nervous chatting to my compatriots, as the jumpers had now become from their study-status 
of before, was the order. A family group were ready to go, with only dad hovering back 
safely! The mum went first, she must have been late fifties, but made an effort that the best 
divers would have been proud of. Her daughter, about my age had no real choice then! 
Slowly the group was dwindling, and the bungy was changed once more, to 
accommodate....... the heavy guys ... phew! 1 was freezing up there now as the sun 
had set 
behind the ridge, and yet my palms stuffed firmly in my pockets were running with sweat, 
literally, much more than even clammy! Soon I was the only one left, but then one of the other 
guys wanted another fix so he was up again, moving so fast when he fell! Then they found 
another casual guy, quite an old chap, who must have been from Europe somewhere, there 
was a little confusion about his name amd whether he could jump! It certainly took hin: a 
while to get out onto the platform, as he had weak thighs or something. As the guy counted 
down he let the bungy go and then fell into a sitting position, looking very bewildered and 
scared. Tim then dragged him back through the opening and told him he really didn't think it 
would be safe for him to jump, should he knock his head. Then it really was me and I was 
beckoned into the seat, and said hi to the crew, and the time suddenly began to speed up 
again, the next few minutes went very quickly. Soon I was trussed up, the cord was tied up 
and I was beckoned out onto the bridge. Most of the chat surrounded my work 'Now you can 
really find out what it is about! ' I did the usual poses, but not the hands off that I had decided 
I would. Then it was the countdown and I can't actually remember what happened next, I 
must have jumped, because I was then looking down at the ground and it was rapidly 
approaching. I knew I was okay and this was quite fun, and something that I had not 
experienced on the shorter bungys. Then it caught and I was up again, and the second fall 
wasn't anywhere as big as I thought it would be, or at least it didn't seem it after 102 m! I 
was trying to find my bearings, looking around for the camera. The bridge didn't seem as far 
away from down here. Then 1 was hanging, quite a way up, but not unhappy, and totally 
buzzing, all that fretting had been for nothing, but it made it better I guess. Then the boat 
came into view and I was asked to grab a hold of the pole, a welcome hand and then I was 
safe! WOW. If I 'swung my legs around here squire' the harness was off, and we were 
motoring to the beach, notably in completely the opposite direction to where I thought it was! 
Once on dry land I did the usual trick of breaking into a run and found myself laughing! 
Halfway up the hill I nearly died, really weird, obviously my body could not physically cope 
with the speed I was running up the hill, yet the adrenaline coursing demanded it, this must 
have been the flight from danger! Soon I was up on the bridge and very happy, but nobody 
was there, everybody had gone home, and I was the last one there, so 1 shot some ghostly tape 
and walked back to my car, Triumphant! 




Having anticipated the experience, looked down, leapt off, paddled away, felt 
the thrill and emerged the other side, it is likely that the reader feels in somewhat of a 
daze. The principal reason for this is that the honest study of adventure, much like the 
experience itself, must also partially reflect this confused and unknowing nature. If 
there are any conclusions to be made about adventure tourism, it is that, following 
Ritzer and Liska, `there is no `truth' to be uncovered about the contemporary world of 
tourism' (1997: 109). It has been shown that the realm of adventurous experience is 
neither homogenous nor uncontested one, and this should be considered by both 
academics and practitioners. What remains, then, is to take a breath and reflect upon 
some of the many threads that can be identified in this thesis. 
Adventurous Places 
Commodification of the adventure experience seems to have had a major role 
in establishing Queenstown as a place synonymous with adventure. The early 
branding of the town as `The Adventure Capital of the World', reliant on cooperation 
and joint advertising from all the major operators obviously played a part in this. 
Clearly the Kawarau bungy jump, as the first commercial site in the world, has its 
own attraction, although it has been very interesting to see how in the research that a 
significant proportion of participants have been drawn into the activity, and would not 
have considered it before arriving in Queenstown. Nevertheless, many of the 
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operators and residents still feel that the opening of the jump was an important 
watershed in the town's development. This would appear to be an example of the kind 
of organisational innovations that can establish the all-important place-myths 
discussed earlier. 
However, to see Queenstown solely as a site of commodified adventure would 
be wrong. As Cloke and Perkins suggested, `commodification is one of a number of 
processes at play in the creation of place that must be investigated in specific time- 
space locations at the intersection of the global and the local' (2000: 17). The research 
suggests that processes of social organisation and actor networks have also been 
highly important in the establishment of Queenstown as a global adventure tourism 
node. The example of the growth of Shotover Jet is particularly illustrative, as its 
inception as fundraising for a Christian youth camp points to processes far beyond 
that of simple commodification. Even the Adventure Capital campaign should not be 
viewed as driven solely by commodity processes, as without the close networks 
between operators such a campaign would have had little momentum. 
In addition, it is clear that innovation plays an obvious part in the creation of 
new activities, and, without generalising, the outdoors-oriented population of New 
Zealand seems to possess the right skills and a knowledge community that coupled 
with a can-do spirit, enables the flow and production of ideas. Several interviewees 
commented on the continuous introduction of new activites, which help to counter the 
possible obsolescence of adventure tourism, as well as the diversifying of certain 
existing activities. A prime example of the latter is the manner in which bungy has 
gradually increased in height in Queenstown, from the original 43m jump in 1988 to 
the 135m jump opened last year. This has not affected the popularity of the original 
site, as this still does more business than all the others put together, but does offer 
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something more, particularly for those visitors who are looking to move up a level, as 
it were, in their adventurous experiences. 
However, the dominance of tourism in Queenstown, of which adventure 
tourism is merely the latest chapter, has undeniably created a particular kind of place. 
The third of the original research questions (p18) sought to document the nature of 
this phenomenon in the resort. There are distinct social and community attributes that 
distinguish the settlement from other New Zealand towns, many of which have been 
documented within these pages. A highly visible tourism infrastructure of hotels, 
restaurants, bars and nightclubs is in place. This has had clear repercussions for the 
residents of the town, such as high living costs, congestion and development conflicts. 
It is also interesting to see the attempts by the local tourism board to diversify its 
product, particularly through the promotion of gold-mining history. 
However, it is important to see the growth of adventure within a longitudinal 
understanding of Queenstown as a place. It is interesting to see how Queenstown's 
early tourist incarnation as a resort was associated with the medicinal value of a 
holiday. Today, it is clear that, from the observations documented within this thesis, 
adventure tourists see participation as also healing in a fashion, enabling reconnection 
with the self. Whilst the form of such practices is different, the aims are perhaps less 
distinctly so. From a historical perspective there are also considerations of 
Queenstown's sustainability as a place, for the huge growth of adventure tourism 
undeniably has the potential to become a second gold rush. Such a metaphor is of 
particular use because of its double connotations, but also highlights the fragile 
position of Queenstown as the adventure capital of the world. If recent events, for 
example, cause the widely expected disappearance of cheap airfares, peripheral 
locations such as Queenstown may indeed be the first to suffer. 
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There is also the recognition that the practice of adventure tourism creates 
specific geographies of marginalistion and exclusion in rural areas (see also Cater, 
2000). However, it is clear from the study that participation in adventure tourism is 
not restricted to the young, white males epitomised by the Pepsi-Max advertisements. 
On the contrary, it is much broader then popular opinion seems to believe, with all 
ages, abilities, classes and nationalities participating. Although there are clear 
masculinities to the promotion of adventure, the performance is just as popular with 
both sexes, and the average adrenaline junkie is just as likely to be Korean as 
Californian. 
However, it is important that the analyses of the networks that have given rise 
to the adventure tourism product in Queenstown are adequately spatially grounded. In 
his observations on recent developments in actor network theories, Thrift observes 
that such concepts have notably failed to take adequate account of spatial difference; 
`I think that certain human competences cannot be so easily reduced to this 
socio-spatial agnosticism and that these form much of what is passed through place 
and returns as hauntings. These competences all rely on embodiment, a tactile, 
`elusory' embodiment which cannot be reduced to just the constituent elements of 
different networks. This, then, an embodiment which is folded into the world by virtue 
of the passions of the five senses and constant, concrete attunements to particular 
practices, which always involve highly attuned bodily stances as bodies move in 
relation to each other' (Thrift, 1999: 314) 
Despite outward appearances, as was clearly demonstrated in chapter six, the 
adventure activities are in fact intensively concentrated. Queenstown itself has a wide 
range of information, booking and support infrastructure for the adventure tourism 
industry. Most of the activities themselves radiate outwards from the settlement, and 
none are more than an hour's drive away. Although it is important to the preservation 
of the mythology of adventure that this is veiled, the resultant spatial concentration is 
marked. In addition it is suggested that this is the picture for many of the emerging 
adventure capitals, with tourist practice dictating a well-serviced central hub, 
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surrounded by a variety of easily accessible activities. For example, such a description 
holds equally for Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe or Cairns in Australia. 
Natural settings 
The problematic place of nature within the adventure tourism product is of 
particular note. The research has clearly demonstrated that a natural setting, whilst 
crucial to the experience, takes a rather subordinate role during the actual practice of 
adventure (p207). This conceptualisation as a canvas, or playground for the practice 
of adventure, certainly warrants further investigation. Nevertheless, it has also been 
clearly shown that in the broader picture, nature's role is not quite so passive, 
especially when it comes to the memory of the experience. 
Perhaps the most valuable conclusion to be drawn from a dynamic 
conceptualisation of human-environment relationships through adventure tourism is 
that it does offer new ways of accessing nature within and without us. As Bhatti and 
Church suggest, `alongside utilitarian views of nature promoted by capitalist priorities 
and consumerism there are alternative meanings based on highly personalised re- 
connections to nature' (2001: 570). It is at the personal level that these experiences are 
most profound, as is clear from the voices that speak through the thesis. Furthermore 
these reconnections have the potential to challenge dominant views of the countryside 
and engage with active embodiment; 
'Indeed, the fact that the countryside exists as a contested zone, available to 
multiple experiences, interpretations, and behaviours, ensures that the potential exists 
to transgress given, dominant meanings concerning 'what the countryside is, and 
how one should lawfully and morally behave in it. And, in contesting the construction 
of one's body as a passive receiving, compliant receptacle lies the potential for free, 
new and less restricted forms of pleasure in the countryside'. 
(Macnaghten and Urry, 1993: 268) 
Despite this, it is important to give due acknowledgement to the role of nature 
as a key external actor in adventure. This is emphasised by the examination of 
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accidents in the adventure tourism industry, many of which were caused by extreme 
weather conditions, although human errors were usually also involved. During the 
period of the research the dry summer forced the closure of the Shotover river and 
thwarted operations by both Queenstown rafting and Shotover Jet on the river for 
almost a month. 
Performance 
Use of a performance metaphor has assisted identification of many aspects of 
the adventure tourism stage. It is felt that this has been of particular use as a 
methodology since it has the potential to uncover both commodified and non- 
commodified aspects of the practice and clarifies the motivational aspects of the quest 
for adventure posed by the second research question (p17). Participant performance 
may be seen as heavily mediated, with reflexive characteristics, such as costumes and 
achieving `the look', of particular note. The performance of the guides and 
instructors, along with the sites of adventure themselves, has also been shown to be 
carefully orchestrated. An audience has been identified as a crucial part of the context 
of adventure tourism, both during and after the event itself. 
The manner in which Queenstown itself performs has also been identified as 
vital in an understanding of the adventurous milieu. The importance of this 
performance in the reiterative attractions of adventure cannot be dismissed, especially 
the place of nightlife facilities in the apris adventure experience. At the same time the 
research has also clearly identified how such performances are not uncontested, both 
externally and internally. Conflicts over the development of the town, in particular 
attempts by various groups to distance themselves from adventure, have shown 
Queenstown's performance to be far from homogenous. In addition, there has been 
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the acknowledgement that at the crux of adventure itself, performance metaphors lose 
their clarity, and reflexivity gives way to play. This is an important recognition, for as 
Turner (1986) has shown, in temporal terms flow and reflexivity are mutually 
exclusive, highlighting a more embodied conceptualisation of experience. 
The Adventure Experience 
Delving deeper into this nexus has provided some of the most insightful 
conclusions that can be drawn from the study, answering the primary research 
question as to `what exactly is the adventure experience? '. However, the unexplored 
nature of this terrain has also shown that they are the criteria that require the most 
careful observation. Whilst the study of the adventure experience itself has begun to 
uncover many of the facets that can be observed, it has also highlighted how little is 
really known about the nature of embodied experience; 
`thus the mystery of experience. 77tere is no secret key that will unlock its 
meanings. It is a labyrinth with no fixed origins and no firm centre, structure, or set of 
recurring meanings. All that can be sought is a more fully grounded, multisensual, 
multiperspectival epistemology that does not priviledge sight (vision) over the other 
senses' 
(Denzin 1997: 36) 
Consequently attempting a formulaic definition of embodied experience within this 
conclusion would be decidedly partial and contrary to the very aims of the study. The 
central recognition must be that embodied practice is profoundly situated. The themes 
of reflexivity, difference, time and subliminality identified within the previous chapter 
are all vital to an understanding of the embodied nature of adventure tourism, but their 
presence may be muted, augmented or sidelined in other areas of human endeavour. 
What is important to recognise, is that within academic research there is a 
tendency to view non-representational practice itself as occurring within a vacuum, 
perhaps as a result of the lack of critical examination to date. If anything, this study 
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has highlighted the fact that, on the contrary, these practices are heavily 
circumscribed. Just because it is only recently that there have been attempts to 
uncover such spaces of understanding, does not mean that these spaces have been 
empty until now. As such, there is added importance given to the study of lay 
geographies, which are the geographies that people use to make sense of their worlds. 
It is also important to recognise the limits of adventure tourism, for whilst they 
are increasing in popularity, they will never appeal to everybody. In addition, it is 
suggested that, whilst often offering valuable insights into life, they are rarely life- 
defining; 
`Its funny, when I go home and talk to my friends I'll probably say this as one 
of the first things I did, but when 1 think about the whole holiday, we have three weeks 
here, the scenery that I have seen, some of the beautiful things I have seen, that means 
much more to me than this, much more. Like we have had some wonderful walks and 
we saw the volcanic reaction in Rotorua and just the lakes and the hikes we have had, 
that's been much more meaningful to me than this' 
Rachel, US, 48, Kawarau Bungy. 
As such it is important to acknowledge Phillip's suggestion that `the 
geography of adventure is profoundly ambivalent' (1997: 141). Consequently, in 
bringing together the research on the nature of the adventure experience, it is 
important to consider the ways in which participants do make sense of what has 
happened. Thrift (1999: 314) outlines three competences that he feels are useful in 
reacquiring a sense of place. Set as they are, within a non-representational framework 
for this assessment, it is felt that these offer a particularly useful attempt in moving 
forward from more traditional analyses of competence detailed in chapter two, which 
this thesis has challenged. In addition, the three competences of emotion, memory and 
language are decidedly performative and embodied characteristics, and are thus 
beneficial in their ability to bring the discussion full circle. As suggested in chapter 
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two, embodied action is the most basic form of intentionality, and hence that of 
competence with the body itself. 
Clearly emotion is a central part of the adventurous experience, and although 
emotions have to date received little examination in spatial research, as Widdowfield 
suggests, there is nothing inherently precluding `recognising the influence of 
emotions in academic research' (2000: 200). On the contrary, it is apparent that, `at 
particular times and in particular places, there are moments where lives are so 
explicitly lived through pain, bereavement, elation, anger, love and so on that the 
power of emotional relations cannot be ignored' (Anderson and Smith, 2001: 7). 
Uncovering these emotions may be difficult, and often may be incomplete, but that is 
only a reflection of their non-representational nature and the fact that they are, by 
definition embodied. What is important to grasp is the enormous influence that 
emotions have in our spatial understandings, `recognising the emotions as ways of 
knowing, being and doing in the broadest sense' (Anderson and Smith, 2001: 8). It 
should be clear from the discussion that spaces of adventure are highly emotionally 
charged; 
`I dunno, its like every single emotion at once. Its not fear because I never felt scared, 
it was like `fuck I am jumping off a bridge, lam committing suicide, but I know 1 am 
going to survive, I know I am going to survive', and when you bounce back up it is 
like `ahhhhh! " 
Greg, 23, UK, Kawarau Bungy. 
`Its always good fun, a blast, makes you feel good, like you have done something' 
Jeremy, 31, New Zealand, Shotover Jet 
Since these emotions are both shaped by, and continue to shape, the places of 
adventure, such as Queenstown, it is apparent that the spatial significance of emotions 
is unquestionable. 
Having completed the adventurous activity, the way that participants make 
sense of the activity is heavily influenced by the second of Thrift's competences, that 
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of memory. Such an acknowledgement clearly relates to the fourth research question 
(p18) as to how the adventure experience manifests itself after the event. Furthermore, 
the `hauntings' that Thrift refers to above (1999: 314) are surely fundamentally a 
spatial expression of the fear and thrill with which participants have engaged. Talking 
to anyone about the experience of a bungy jump, both the participant and the 
participating interviewer are transported by memory to the moment on the edge before 
leaping into space. Without physically being there, one begins to feel the traces of that 
corporeal experience begin to flow again, the dizziness in the head, or the rising 
feeling from guts to chest. These are the `torpid memories' suggested by Crawshaw 
and Urry (1997: 179), distinctly embodied, dormant, but readily accessed. 
What is apparent is the twisted forms of memory that result from the traumatic 
nature of the experience. For example, interviewing uncovered a distinct inability to 
remember the exact number of bounces of a bungy jump, or any recollection of what 
the jumpmaster may have said; 
`I just counted a bloke do three, but only because I saw your question. I couldn't even 
begin to tell you. I know the first one was pretty big after I came down' 
Gareth, 15-25, UK, Pipeline bungy. 
'I can't remember, not at all. I can't remember what music was playing. He said I am 
going to put some James Brown on now, but I can't remember hearing it. ' 
Jan, 31, USA, Pipeline bungy. 
`They don't know what is going on. You get people that don't even know that you have 
talked to them from the time you tied them up to the time you jump off. And you get 
people doing radical things like they grab you and hold you, I have had guys who 
have hugged me... you know they have got you in a hug, and you are like `mate what 
are you doing, you don't go around hugging guys', but they do that, you get these 
really honest emotions coming out. It humbles you a lot you know? ' 
Stu, Jumpmaster, AJ Hackett. 
Of course it is worth recognising that perhaps these acknowledgements are illustrative 
of the fact that the experience is so overwhelmingly embodied, that one cannot expect 
to `know' what has happened. Nevertheless, the narrative capital of such memories 
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has been clearly demonstrated, giving weight to Ryan's suggestion that `if holidays 
are concerned with the search for the memorable, then it implies that the memorable 
is lacking in everyday life' (Ryan, 1997: 200). 
The third of the competences suggested by Thrift is that of language, of which 
this study has documented the most. The methodologies used in this study have 
clearly unlocked many of the narratives used by participants in their comprehensions 
of the adventure experience. Of particular interest has been the discussions of risk in 
these narratives, and the view that current theories of the place of risk in adventure 
pursuits are inadequate. The illustrations of the fact that thrills may be seen as the 
performative aspect of risk in language, and the poor correlation that this holds to 
statistical risk, problematises such existing work. 
The language of adventure narratives has also demonstrated the overwhelming 
importance of pleasure and `eager experimentation' (Cloke and Perkins, 1998a: 210) 
in embodied practice. A brief study of comments in the visitors book at the AJ 
Hackett Kawarau site enhances this picture (Appendix 8.1). Of some 924 comments 
examined for the year 1998, the vast majority focussed on expressions of this `fun', 
with a diverse range of language from `great' to `cool', `happy' to just exclamation 
marks. These overwhelmingly underline the importance of adventurous activity in 
raising self-esteem. The importance of language in the reiterative performance of 
adventure has also been shown, particularly in the advertising used by the adventure 
operators. The care with which brochures are both written and targeted speaks 
volumes about the importance of the narratives used to promote adventurous activity. 
Language also manifests itself at the level of the individual in the construction 
of self-narratives, the importance of which was identified in chapter three. In tourism, 
and particularly in adventure tourism, these processes are exceedingly powerful, and 
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are employed in both textual and non-textual forms. The self-esteem gained by 
participation discussed above and illustrated in the previous chapter is clear evidence 
of the former, and may last a very long time. As regards the latter, one need only 
witness the popularity of branded souvenirs, personal videos and adventure clothing, 
with which participants equip themselves in order to claim an adventurous status. The 
manner in which these narratives are not solely restricted to the participants in 
adventurous activity is of particular note, further underlining the importance of 
proactive personal strategies in construction of the self. 
It is felt that evaluating competence in this manner enables a much closer 
understanding of adventurous practice than is offered by the approaches reviewed in 
chapter two. Competence and skill is a far more fluid and complex issue than has been 
recognised in previous work, and becomes more so in the realm of commercial 
adventurous activity, where the responsibility for these attributes is displaced. The 
discussions in the previous chapter highlight these processes at work. Furthermore, 
positioning competence in these terms deconstructs the mind-body dualism of prior 
approaches and offers a much more complete understanding of the embodied nature 
of experience. 
Future Directions 
One of the principal strengths of the study is the range of methodological 
techniques that have been employed in its pursuit. It is suggested that the usefulness 
of these, and the broad front on which they are deployed, is not limited to this study 
alone. As such it is hoped that the reader might see areas within their own research 
that would benefit from some of the research strategies used within this project. 
Clearly such application is not going to augment each and every area of social 
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scientific enquiry, and the aim is not to coerce such action. Nevertheless, the multiple 
methodology approach used within this thesis is felt to be particularly useful in 
uncovering the rather elusive nature of embodied experience in a variety of situations. 
Although it is felt the research as it stands offers a comprehensive explanation 
of adventure tourism spaces, it is recognised that it has also opened many doors to a 
new terrain of study. Whilst it is hoped the reader can suggest and engage with their 
own research agenda, several can be identified at this juncture. In particular, it would 
be interesting to carry out similar research in the adventure travel industry, to further 
establish how these two forms of special interest tourism interconnect. Furthermore, 
the broader picture of how these then influence, and are influenced by, the wider 
tourism industry warrants further investigation. In longitudinal terms there will also 
be much work to do, given that adventure tourism is still a rapidly expanding sector of 
the tourism industry. At some stage it is felt that this sector will fall into line with that 
of the broader tourism sector, but when, where and how this might take place, and the 
implications for both, are still matters for discussion. There is also additional work to 
be done, related to the fourth research question, on how the memory of adventure 
manifests itself in everyday life over a longer timescale. 
Although the study has offered some observation on adventure destinations 
other than Queenstown, it cannot claim to uncover the specificities of the 
development and practice of adventure tourism in these locations. Such work will be 
an important part of rectifying the present dearth of critical research on adventure 
tourism relative to other tourism industry segments. This is particularly important 
given Cloke and Perkins observation that `commodification is negotiated by actors in 
particular places to meet particular situations and requirements and as a consequence 
differs in form and content from place to place' (2002: 13). In addition, parts of the 
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present study are undeniably ethnocentric, and it would be an important part of further 
study to examine in more detail the experiences of those who do not speak English, 
especially given the above recognition of the importance of adventure narratives. 
There are also wider questions about the sustainability of the adventure tourism 
industry, both in the obvious environmental terms, as well from a perhaps less clear 
psychological perspective. 
It is clear that the thesis both challenges previous work on tourism and offers 
new terrain for further exploration. The research seeks to highlight the relevance of 
emotions and performance within geography, allowing for an increased situatedness. 
Such an acknowledgement must not be seen as a surrender to these facets, for the 
study must, if anything, be more critical of the objects of examination. Only then can 
it achieve the truly grounded approach that is the aim of spatial science. Most of all, 
the thesis seeks to highlight the flaws in the dominance of a visual epistemology in 
the social sciences, and moves us beyond the proposition that `what is consumed in 
tourism are visual signs and sometimes simulacrum' (Urry, 1995: 149). It is also part 
of a wider project underway that seeks to flesh out existing theoretical work on 
embodiment with much needed empirical study of how humans interact and make 
sense of their corporeal existence. 
Adventure is part of who we are, and as such, adventure tourism is, and will 
continue to be, a significant part of contemporary society. It will only carry on 
spreading to the furthest reaches of the globe, and perhaps beyond, as is witnessed by 
a new era of Space tourism. New activities will continue to emerge, all of which will 
offer new ways of experiencing ourselves at a level of authenticity that cannot be 
tainted. As more and more people take up these challenges, they will become safer 
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and safer, allowing for truly pleasurable exploration. It is important that these trends 
are documented and interrogated at every step of the way. 
It might be true that `the modern tourist now fills his experience with both 
more strangeness and more familiarity than the world naturally offers, believing that 
he can have a lifetime of adventure in two weeks, and all the thrills of risking his life 
without any real risk at all' (Boorstin, 1961: 88). However, it seems that Boorstin's 
prophecy that `the word adventure has become one of the blandest and the emptiest in 
the language' (ibid: 86) is woefully inaccurate. On the contrary, the popularity of such 
a diverse array of adventure activities in such a variety of locations leads us to 
conclude that adventure connotes great depth, corresponds to embodied experience 
and is a term full of life itself. 
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Appendix 5.1 'Detailed Experience' Interview Guide for Consumers 
General Participant l 
Site 
Code 
Which of these activities would you describe as adventurous? (LIST) 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW HEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities have you done in Queenstown? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FEW HEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities are you planning to do in Queenstown? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW BEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities have you done in New Zealand? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW HEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities are you planning to do in New Zealand? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW HEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities have you done before? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW FIEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What is the primary reason for your visit to Queenstown? 
TAPE 
Why are you doing 'A'rather than 'B"? 
Do you have any friends or relations watching you/doing it with you- what do they think? 
What made you decide to do X? 
Where did you find out about X? 
Why today? 
Do you have friends that have done X before? 
What most concerns you about X? 
Do you know of any injuries sustained whilst doing X? 
What are the things you like most about your work, or the activity that you spend most of your `working' 
hours in? 
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Is there anything about your work or everyday life that makes you want to participate in adventurous 
activity? 
The word 'risk' is often used in connection with adventure sports. 'Risk' can mean different things to 
different people. It can be a positive or a negative thing, either by adding to peoples enjoyment or 
detracting from it. These next few questions are about how you feel about risk in adventure sports. Please 
use your personal definition of 'risk' in answering them. 
What does the word 'risk' mean to you in regard to adventurous activity? 
Does risk increase or decrease your enjoyment of adventure sports, or does it do both, why? 
How do you decide if you are facing too much risk? 
How do you decide if you are facing too little risk? 
What do you think about and feel at moments of extreme risk? 
Here are a list of several possible reasons explaining your choice to engage in the present 
adventurous activity. Please indicate the importance of each possible reason to you as either; 
1. Very Important to you 
2. Important to you 
3. Moderately important to you 
4. Not significantly important to you 
5. Completely unimportant to you 
Please remember that these reasons are for YOU, individually, and in the present activity only, 
represented as 'X'. 
I am doing X today in order to do it in a natural setting 
I am doing X today in order to face the challenges of nature 
I am doing X today in order to have a change from my daily routine 
I am doing X today in order to relax mentally 
I am doing X today in order to place myself in a risky situation 
I am doing X today in order to feel stimulated 
I am doing X today in order to feel excited 
I am doing X today in order to challenge my body 
I am doing X today in order to gain self-awareness 
I am doing X today in order to challenge my mind 
I am doing X today in order to make new friends 
I am doing X today in order to feel in control of my environment 
I am doing X today in order to relax physically 
I am doing X today in order to feel a sense of solitude 
I am doing X today in order to feel a sense of escape 
I am doing X today in order to feel rejuvenated 
I am doing X today in order to challenge my abilities 
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I am doing X today in order to impress my friends by saying I have done X 
I am doing X today because 1 am on holiday 
I am doing X today because I can't do it at home 
I am doing X today for a totally new and different experience 
I am doing X today to raise my self-esteem 
List of Possible Adventurous Activities (for GP1 and GO1) 
Bungy Jumping 



















Appendix 5.2 'Burst Before' interview guide for consumers 




1. How do you feel now? 
2. What do you expect the experience to be like? 
3. What do you expect it to feel like? 
4. How long have you been planning to do this activity? 
5. Do you expect this activity to test your abilities? 
6. Which of your skills do you expect to be most used? 
7. What do you expect from the operators? 
8. How much reliance do you think you place on them? 
9. How would you rate the likelihood of being slightly injured in this activity (eg bruises or sprains) 
10. How would you rate the likelihood of being seriously injured in this activity (eg broken leg) 
11. What do you think of the setting for the activity now? 
12. How does this compare to other adventure activities you have done before? 
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Appendix 5.3 'Burst After' interviewiuide for consumers 




1. How was it? - describe your experience to me. 
2. How did you feel just before you jumped? 
3. What did the jumpmaster say to you? 
4. What sensations did you feel? 
5. Which of your senses did you feel were most used? 
6. Describe the level of fear you felt during the experience? 
7. Tell me about any noises you made? 
8. How hard do you think you were concentrating during the jump? 
9. How anxious did you feel? 
10. Did you ever feel in real danger? 
11. Did you feel in control of your situation? 
12. Did anything unexpected happen? What and why didn't you expect it? 
13. Did you sustain any injuries? 
14. How did you feel about the passage of time during the experience? 
15. How long would you say that the whole experience lasted? How many bounces do you think you did? 
16. How did it compare to either previous jumps or other adventurous experiences? 
17. Would you do it again? 
18. Do you feel the experience represented value for money? 
19. What souvenirs have you bought, or might you buy? 
20. How will this experience rate in the context of your holiday? 
21. Overall I would rate my experience as; 
Failure 12345 16 789 110 Achievement 
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How long are you staying in Queenstown? 
How long are you staying in New Zealand? (int. only) 
What is the format of your holiday? (mode/Format? ) 
Who are you travelling with? 
Who booked your holiday? 
Age Group 15-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 Over 65 
Country of Origin 
Marital Status 
Do you have children? - what ages? 
What is your occupation? 
What is your highest level of educational qualification? 
Approximate Salary Group (Individual) 
NZD $ Below $40,000- $60,000- $90,000- $135,000$ Over 
$40,000 $59,999 $89,999 $134,999 179,999 $180,000 
AUS $ Below $32,000- $48,000- $72,000- $108,000$ Over 
$32,000 $47,999 $71,999 $107,999 143,999 $144,000 
USD $ Below $20,000- $30,000- $45,000 $67,000- Over 
$20,000 $29,999 $44,999 $66,999 $89,999 $90,000 
GBP £ Below £13,000- £20,000- £30,000- £45,000- Over 
£13,000 £19,999 £29,999 £44,999 £59,999 £60,000 
JAPY Below 2400-3590 3600-5390 5400-8099 8100- Over 
(, 000s) 2400, 10799 10800 
Where have you lived most in the last 10 years? Large city - Town - Rural. 
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Appendix 5.5 Interview Guide for Producer Interviews 
Producer l 
Should be a general chat but ask all of below. 
Profiling Company/Established/Range of Activities/Number of employees? /What is your 
legal status? 
What do you think you offer to the consumer? 
Why do you think they want to do it? 
How do you think the consumers idea of risk they actually face ties up with what they 
perceive? 
Why do you think that these adventurous activities have become so popular? 
What is your main market? (Country/Sex/Age) FIGURES? 
How has your market profile changed over time? 
Do your different markets differ in behaviour? 
How do you cater for less able clients? 
How important is technological innovation to your company? 
What advertising methods do you use? 
Why is Queenstown such a site for all of these activities? 
How did you go about gaining your concession? 
What training do your employees have to have to carry out specific tasks? 
What merchandise do you offer? 
What do you think these represent? 
How do you see the future- how will you combat obsoletism? 
What fitness conditions do you have? 
Would like to look at your waiver sheets/company reports/ promo videos to gain profiling 
info- will not record any personal data, and only for my use. 
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How long have you been working for X? 
What is your function? 
Why do you think people want to do X? 
What experience do you think it offers? 
How do you think the consumers idea of the risk they face compares with the actual risk involved? 
What do you think most scares them? 
What do you think they find the most positive part of the experience? 
How important do you think your role is in providing a positive experience? 
Is there anything significant that you think people do not appreciate about the workings of X? 
How often do you do X? 
Are you adventurous? 
What is the most adventurous thing you have done? 
What do you enjoy about working for X? 
Do you live in Queenstown? Where do you come from? 
What do you think of Queenstown as a place? 
Why do you think Queenstown is so popular as a destination for adventurous activities? 
How long do you expect to be working for X? 
What training do you get? 
How old are you? 
Gender? 
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Figure 5.7 Observer Interview Guide 
General Observer 1 
Site 
Code 
Which of these activities would you describe as adventurous? (LIST) 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW IEEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities have you done in Queenstown? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW IIEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities are you planning to do in Queenstown? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW HEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities have you done in New Zealand? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW HEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities are you planning to do in New Zealand? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW HEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What, if any, adventurous activities have you done before? 
BUN WWR JB TDS PRS FBW BEL FLY AER WAL 
THE SKI BOA DIVE DWW DWS MB RAP 
What is the primary reason for your visit to Queenstown? 
TAPE 
Why are you here? 
If watching FF What do you think of them? 
Would you consider doing X? Why would you not do X? 
Do you have friends that have done X before? 
What most concerns you about X? 
Do you know of any injuries sustained whilst doing X? 
Have you/will you buy any souvenirs of the activity? 
What photographs/video clips have you taken at this site? 
Why do you think people want to do this activity? 
How important do you think the setting of this activity is to the experience? 
Add discussion of fears, ideas general chat if possible? 
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Appendix 5.8 Guide to Video 
Segment 4.1 0: 00: 20-0: 01: 52 (p123) 
Queenstown Promotional Video (Destination Queenstown, 1998) 
Visitors to Queenstown are encourgaed to "ski, fly, jump, plunge or sail", to "leap 
into action" and to discover Queenstown. 
Segment 4.2 0: 02: 00-0: 03: 09 
Adventure in Queenstown (p123) 
Wandering around the town centre one cannot help but be amazed at the wealth of 
activities on offer and the way in which adventure seems to have infused the very soul of 
the settlement. From every shop window pictures and posters affirm the adventurous 
lifestyle. 
Segment 4.3 0: 03: 18-0: 04: 04 
Jetboating (Shotover Jet promotional video, 1998) (p124) 
Shotover Jet has been offering a commercial jetboat product in the Shotover 
canyons since the 1960s, and carries over 100,000 passengers a year. It is interesting to 
see the importance given to both safety and the goldmining heritage in this commentary. 
Segment 4.4 0: 04: 05- 0: 06: 16 
Bungy Jumping (AJ Hackett promotional video, 1998) (p131) 
The Kawarau bungy was the first commercial bungy jump, opened in 1988. In 
this segment it is interesting to see the importance of the heights of bungy jumps as icons 
representing them. One respondent claims she `doesn't know why she is doing it, but she 
has to before she goes home'. The Skippers bungy is sold as a greater experience because 
`getting there is half the thrill'. 
Segment 4.5 0: 06: 20-0: 06: 58 
The Spectrum of Adventure I: River Surfing (TVNZ, 1999) (p136) 
In this segment a TVNZ travel programme introduces river surfing, one of the 
newest activities in Queenstown. The playground of the adventure activities is shown by 
the fact that participants pass under the Kawarau bungy bridge. 
Segment 4.6 0: 07: 03-0: 09: 14 
The Spectrum of Adventure II: Fly-By-Wire (BBC, 2001) (p136) 
Jeremy Clarkson, in the recent BBC series Speed, introduces the Fly-by-wire 
activity, and acknowledges the global recognition of New Zealand as an adventurous 
destination. After the experience, Clarkson is `fizzing' and states `I feel alive'. 
Segment 5.1 0: 09: 20-0: 09: 54 
The Perfect Swandive (p157) 
This participant demonstrates the classic crucifix in a bungy jump dive. 
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Segment 6.1 0: 09: 57-0: 10: 37 
Costumes (p193) 
Part of the adventure experience is in the donning of the costumes of the 
adventurer, and usually having one's photo taken. This is shown for both Shotover Jet 
and Queenstown Rafting. 
Segment 6.2 0: 10: 40-0: 11: 27 
Camaraderie (p194) 
Sharing the experience with friends or family is an important part of the 
experience. Indeed, travelling as part of a `team', such as occurs on the backpacker bus 
networks like Kiwi Experience, shown in the first part of this segement, or Magic bus, 
often translates into the shared participation in adventurous activity. Following this, the 
shared triumph of friends having completed the activity is shown. 
Segment 6.1 0: 11: 30-0: 12: 40 
Guide Performance (p197) 
The performance of the guides is clearly an integral part of the experience. The 
participants have an expected idea of the person who will lead them through the activity, 
typically active, outdoorsy, knowledgeable and larger than life. Guide performances are 
shown in Dart River Jet, Shotover Jet and Pipeline bungy. 
Segment 6.4 0: 12: 43-0: 13: 45 
The Audience (p202) 
Active participation, however, is nothing without an audience. Although probably 
less than a third of the visitors to Queenstown will actively participate in an adventurous 
activity (Berno et al, 1996) it is suggested that almost all will spectate, and thus form part 
of the performance. In bungy jumping especially, the screams that echo across the gorge 
are not only those of the jumpers, and it is important to highlight this two-way enactment 
that unfolds in these adventurous spaces. Most of the coach tours make a point of 
stopping at the Kawarau bungy jump on their route into the region, and the provision of 
large purpose-built spectator platforms, which can be seen at the end of this segment. 
enhance this. 
Segment 6.5 0: 13: 50-0: 14: 27 
Merchandise (p214). 
The availability of heavily branded souvenirs have served to strongly reinforce 
the reputation of the adventure operators. It is interesting to see how, for the adventure 
tourism operators, souvenirs, such as the T-shirts of AJ Hackett shown here, are 
positioned just as much a form of advertising, and therefore product reinforcement, as 
they are a business venture in themselves. The sexually explicit nature of much of the 
branding is also evident. 
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Segment 6.6 0: 14: 30-0: 16: 06 
Nightlife (p215) 
Queenstown does continue to espouse the ideals of adventure twenty four hours a 
day. Nowhere is this as self-evident as in the apres-adventure establishments of the bars 
and night-clubs. Even the names seem to confirm an adventurous ethic, with markers 
such as `The Edge', `The World' and `Surreal'. This segment also shows an example of 
the `extreme' nature of the nightlife in Queenstown, where a piercer suspends himself 
from the ceiling by his bodily attachments, and the barman sets the bar on fire with 
spirits. 
Segment 6.7 0: 16: 10-0: 18: 05 
Performing out of sight (p221) 
Of great significance is the fact that the performance of adventure is not confined 
to the geographical boundaries of the space in which it takes place. The fact that the 
experience is available in a number of media formats to take away with the participant is 
important. Here we can see participants analysing their own embodied experiences in the 
`modern ritual' of a bungy jump. 
Segment 6.8 0: 18: 10-0: 18: 35 
Playground (p224) 
The research suggests that a more useful metaphor to describe the nature of 
adventurous practice in Queenstown is that of playground, which seems to confirm the 
ideals of these spaces and their locales. The author was struck by the poignancy of this 
phrase when observing rafts emerge from the tunnel at the end of the Shotover river as a 
Jetboat performed a 360 degree spin in the melee, as seen in this clip. 
Segment 7.1 0: 18: 45-0: 21: 36 
Gender differences (p241) 
The adventure operators would suggest that women are more likely to place trust 
in their guides and follow instructions. It appears that men, generally speaking, are more 
closed and have to feel they are doing it themselves, which actually makes harder work 
for the guides. In the second clip in this segment it is interesting to see the efforts of the 
two guides in convincing the female participant to jump. In the end they use the relatively 
common practice, in this situation, of pulling the bungy cord up as if to abort the jump, 
thus causing the participant to make a split second decision to jump. 
Segment 7.2 0: 21: 40-0: 22: 04 
Progression and Competence (p250) 
In bungy particularly, respondents suggested that the initial leap was a period of 
feeling a complete loss of control and competence to cope with the activity. However in a 
matter of seconds, usually by the time of the return bounce, this feeling is replaced with 
euphoria and feelings of conquest. Often, as in this case, participants are overwhelmed 
during the initial fall, but then are more vocal on the rebound. 
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Segment 7.3 0: 22: 07-0: 26: 46 
Embodied reactions I: Body language (p253) 
Body language can be clearly observed in bungy jumping. The first part of this 
segment shows a participant who gradually gives up holding on to the bridge and the 
guide and moves towards jumping. In the second clip the participant is helped by the 
guide who, whilst not pushing, places his fist in the small of her back to give a sense of 
security. The moment when she leans forward can be seen. The final participant shows 
obvious embodied reactions to the upcoming experience, attempting to sit down several 
times on the platform. 
Segment 7.4 0: 26: 50-0: 27: 45 
Embodied reactions II: Screams (p254) 
In bungy jumping especially, there is a feeling that embodied reactions are almost 
beyond the control of a separate 'self'. Respondents commented on screaming or 
shouting, but feeling that it came from deep within, claiming a primal intentionality. The 
guttural tone of these embodied reactions is clearly evident. 
Segment 7.5 0: 27: 50-0: 28: 58 
Different Experiences (p236) 
There is still the desire to have a different experience. In the first of these clips, 
the participant jumps reading a newspaper. A participant is dropped vertically from the 
bungy platform as a `human bat' in the second example. 
Video Appendix 0: 29: 05-0: 55: 00 
The Bungy experience 
Although not a formal part of the analysis, this segment is included for interest, as 
it shows many of the characteristics of the adventure tourism experience alluded to in the 
text. A British male, aged 55, talks frankly of his experiences of the Kawarau bungy 
jump, and the manner in which it is contextualised within his prior experiences of 
adventurous activity. 
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Appendix 8.1 Comments in AJ Hackett visitors book, Kawarau bungy. 1998 year. 
Descriptive: Positive 453 Experience 58 
Great/good/nice 113 ThrilV Buzz/ Rush 16 
Awesome/ rad 90 Cant stop laughing 3 
Ultimate/ fantastic 29 Still shaky 3 
Fun 27 Top of world 2 
Cool 42 Stomach 5 
Excellent 27 Sex 8 
The Best 12 Fast 3 
Wow! 30 Surreal 4 
Hl 1 10 Heart-stopping 3 
Amazing /wonderful 39 No words 5 
Wooohoo/ Yeah 34 Happy/ Satisfied 6 
Neutral 69 Events 65 
Crazy/ Mad 24 Backwards 3 
Scary 27 Dunk 14 
Shiiiit! 8 Tandem 5 
Big 8 Didntjump 9 
Famous 1 Bounces 1 
Adventure 1 Free Fall 7 
Chicken/ No way 21 
Negative 7 1st metre counts 1 
Terrifying/ terrible 7 Made to do it 1 
Took a while 1 
Site/ Environment 41 Special Occasion 2 
Setup 2 
Thanks staff 10 Identity 13 
Music 2 If I was younger 5 
Beauty/ View 5 I am better than... 5 
Nice day 3 Joke 3 
Cold/ windy 19 
Recommend 61 
Comparative 17 Go for it/ Just do it 20 
Better than... 11 Do it again 10 
Done them all 2 Never Again 4 
Do Pipe/other next 4 Well done 1 
Have to be 'okin ! 1 
Personal 34 We/I did itl 25 
No fear/ easy 17 
Conquest I 
Not ready 14 
Life Questioning I 
Heaven 1 
Not English 67 
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Appendix 5.8 Guide to Video 
Segment 4.1 0: 00: 20-0: 01: 52 (p123) 
Queenstown Promotional Video (Destination Queenstown, 1998) 
Visitors to Queenstown are encourgaed to "ski, fly, jump, plunge or sail', to "leap 
into action" and to discover Queenstown. 
Segment 4.2 0: 02: 00-0: 03: 09 
Adventure in Queenstown (p123) 
Wandering around the town centre one cannot help but be amazed at the wealth of 
activities on offer and the way in which adventure seems to have infused the very soul of 
the settlement. From every shop window pictures and posters affirm the adventurous 
lifestyle. 
Segment 4.3 0: 03: 18-0: 04: 04 
Jetboating (Shotover Jet promotional video, 1998) (p124) 
Shotover Jet has been offering a commercial jetboat product in the Shotover 
canyons since the 1960s, and carries over 100,000 passengers a year. It is interesting to 
see the importance given to both safety and the goldmining heritage in this commentary. 
Segment 4.4 0: 04: 05.0: 06: 16 
Bungy Jumping (AJ Hackett promotional video, 1998) (p131) 
The Kawarau bungy was the first commercial bungy jump, opened in 1988. In 
this segment it is interesting to see the importance of the heights of bungy jumps as icons 
representing them. One respondent claims she `doesn't know why she is doing it, but she 
has to before she goes home'. The Skippers bungy is sold as a greater experience because 
`getting there is half the thrill'. 
Segment 4.5 0: 06: 20-0: 06: 58 
The Spectrum of Adventure I: River Surfing (TVNZ, 1999) (p136) 
In this segment a TVNZ travel programme introduces river surfing, one of the 
newest activities in Queenstown. The playground of the adventure activities is shown by 
the fact that participants pass under the Kawarau bungy bridge. 
Segment 4.6 0: 07: 03-0: 09: 14 
The Spectrum of Adventure II: Fly-By-Wire (BBC, 2001) (p136) 
Jeremy Clarkson, in the recent BBC series Speed, introduces the Fly-by-wire 
activity, and acknowledges the global recognition of New Zealand as an adventurous 
destination. After the experience, Clarkson is `fizzing' and states `I feel alive'. 
Segment 5.1 0: 09: 20-0: 09: 54 
The Perfect Swandive (p157) 
This participant demonstrates the classic crucifix in a bungy jump dive. 
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Segment 6.1 0: 09: 57-0: 10: 37 
Costumes (p193) 
Part of the adventure experience is in the donning of the costumes of the 
adventurer, and usually having one's photo taken. This is shown for both Shotover Jet 
and Queenstown Rafting. 
Segment 6.2 0: 10: 40-0: 11: 27 
Camaraderie (p194) 
Sharing the experience with friends or family is an important part of the 
experience. Indeed. travelling as part of a `team', such as occurs on the backpacker bus 
networks like Kiwi Experience, shown in the first part of this segement, or Magic bus, 
often translates into the shared participation in adventurous activity. Following this, the 
shared triumph of friends having completed the activity is shown. 
Segment 6.1 0: 11: 30-0: 12: 40 
Guide Performance (p197) 
The performance of the guides is clearly an integral part of the experience. The 
participants have an expected idea of the person who will lead them through the activity, 
typically active, outdoorsy, knowledgeable and larger than life. Guide performances are 
shown in Dart River Jet, Shotover Jet and Pipeline bungy. 
Segment 6.4 0: 12: 43-0: 13: 45 
The Audience (p202) 
Active participation, however, is nothing without an audience. Although probably 
less than a third of the visitors to Queenstown will actively participate in an adventurous 
activity (Benno et al, 1996) it is suggested that almost all will spectate, and thus form part 
of the performance. In bungy jumping especially, the screams that echo across the gorge 
are not only those of the jumpers, and it is important to highlight this two-way enactment 
that unfolds in these adventurous spaces. Most of the coach tours make a point of 
stopping at the Kawarau bungy jump on their route into the region, and the provision of 
large purpose-built spectator platforms, which can be seen at the end of this segment. 
enhance this. 
Segment 6.5 0: 13: 50-0: 14: 27 
Merchandise (p214). 
The availability of heavily branded souvenirs have served to strongly reinforce 
the reputation of the adventure operators. It is interesting to see how, for the adventure 
tourism operators, souvenirs, such as the T-shirts of AJ Hackett shown here, are 
positioned just as much a form of advertising, and therefore product reinforcement, as 
they are a business venture in themselves. The sexually explicit nature of much of the 
branding is also evident. 
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Segment 6.6 0: 14: 30-0: 16: 06 
Nightlife (p215) 
Queenstown does continue to espouse the ideals of adventure twenty four hours a 
day. Nowhere is this as self-evident as in the apres-adventure establishments of the bars 
and night-clubs. Even the names seem to confirm an adventurous ethic, with markers 
such as `The Edge', `The World' and `Surreal'. This segment also shows an example of 
the `extreme' nature of the nightlife in Queenstown, where a piercer suspends himself 
from the ceiling by his bodily attachments, and the barman sets the bar on fire with 
spirits. 
Segment 6.7 0: 16: 10-0: 18: 05 
Performing out of sight (p221) 
Of great significance is the fact that the performance of adventure is not confined 
to the geographical boundaries of the space in which it takes place. The fact that the 
experience is available in a number of media formats to take away with the participant is 
important. Here we can see participants analysing their own embodied experiences in the 
`modern ritual' of a bungy jump. 
Segment 6.8 0: 18: 10-0: 18: 35 
Playground (p224) 
The research suggests that a more useful metaphor to describe the nature of 
adventurous practice in Queenstown is that of playground, which seems to confirm the 
ideals of these spaces and their locales. The author was struck by the poignancy of this 
phrase when observing rafts emerge from the tunnel at the end of the Shotover river as a 
Jetboat performed a 360 degree spin in the melee, as seen in this clip. 
Segment 7.1 0: 18: 45-0: 21: 36 
Gender differences (p241) 
The adventure operators would suggest that women are more likely to place trust 
in their guides and follow instructions. It appears that men, generally speaking, are more 
closed and have to feel they are doing it themselves, which actually makes harder work 
for the guides. In the second clip in this segment it is interesting to see the efforts of the 
two guides in convincing the female participant to jump. In the end they use the relatively 
common practice, in this situation, of pulling the bungy cord up as if to abort the jump, 
thus causing the participant to make a split second decision to jump. 
Segment 7.2 0: 21: 40-0: 22: 04 
Progression and Competence (p250) 
In bungy particularly, respondents suggested that the initial leap was a period of 
feeling a complete loss of control and competence to cope with the activity. However in a 
matter of seconds, usually by the time of the return bounce, this feeling is replaced with 
euphoria and feelings of conquest. Often, as in this case, participants are overwhelmed 
during the initial fall, but then are more vocal on the rebound. 
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Segment 7.3 0: 22: 07-0: 26: 46 
Embodied reactions I: Body language (p253) 
Body language can be clearly observed in bungy jumping. The first part of this 
segment shows a participant who gradually gives up holding on to the bridge and the 
guide and moves towards jumping. In the second clip the participant is helped by the 
guide who, whilst not pushing, places his fist in the small of her back to give a sense of 
security. The moment when she leans forward can be seen. The final participant shows 
obvious embodied reactions to the upcoming experience, attempting to sit down several 
times on the platform. 
Segment 7.4 0: 26: 50-0: 27: 45 
Embodied reactions II: Screams (p254) 
In bungy jumping especially, there is a feeling that embodied reactions are almost 
beyond the control of a separate 'self'. Respondents commented on screaming or 
shouting, but feeling that it came from deep within, claiming a primal intentionality. The 
guttural tone of these embodied reactions is clearly evident. 
Segment 7.5 0: 27: 50-0: 28: 58 
Different Experiences (p236) 
There is still the desire to have a different experience. In the first of these clips, 
the participant jumps reading a newspaper. A participant is dropped vertically from the 
bungy platform as a `human bat' in the second example. 
Video Appendix 0: 29: 05-0: 55: 00 
The Bungy experience 
Although not a formal part of the analysis, this segment is included for interest, as 
it shows many of the characteristics of the adventure tourism experience alluded to in the 
text. A British male, aged 55, talks frankly of his experiences of the Kawarau bungy 
jump, and the manner in which it is contextualised within his prior experiences of 
adventurous activity. 
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